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1

Introduction
Volume 1 of this report described recent findings on the impact of rainfall
variability and inadequate infrastructure on farms, firms, and people. Volume two contains the technical background papers that discuss, in greater
detail, the data, methodologies, and findings of these results.
Volume 2 of this report contains seven technical chapters, each representing a stand-alone study on new research surrounding the issues presented in Volume 1. Chapter 2 presents research on how rainfall variability
impacts agricultural production, both at the intensive (in terms of crop
productivity) and extensive (in terms of cropland expansion) margins, and
how the presence of irrigation infrastructure can impact this relationship.
Chapter 3 studies how rainfall shocks can have long-term consequences
and become destiny, impacting wealth, health, and education. Chapter 4
focuses on the urban context in Latin American countries and analyzes
the microeconomic impact of rainfall shocks on labor market outcomes.
Chapters 5 and 6 examine how inadequate hydraulic infrastructure affects
the performance of firms in the formal and informal sector, respectively.
Chapter 7 addresses the pressing and complex issues of regulating water
utilities. Finally, Chapter 8 turns to the important topic of water allocation and proposes a new framework for allocating water in a fair, efficient,
and sustainable manner. Each of the chapters are described in further
detail below.

1.1 Drenched Fields and Parched Farms
Chapter 2 titled Drenched Fields and Parched Farms, holistically examines
the impacts that rainfall variability has on global food production. In order
to examine the aggregate impact of rainfall shocks on food production, the
effects along two margins are explored: the intensive margin, or how
yields are impacted; and the extensive margin, or how cropping and land
use dynamics are affected. This chapter also examines the impact of
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irrigation infrastructure on both margins, and how it may mitigate the
effects of rainfall variability.
An interesting and somewhat unexpected relationship is uncovered.
First, it is found that rainfall shocks correlate very well with changes in
yields; regions which receive a bounty of rainfall tend to have higher agricultural productivity, and regions where rainfall is below historical averages see lower productivity. This is perhaps expected. This chapter
examines another less obvious issue—the effects of rainfall shocks on
cropping patterns. It is shown that regions which frequently see negative
rainfall shocks tend to see an expansion of cropland, all else equal. This is
likely indicative of one kind of adaptive behavior. If repeated negative
rainfall shocks are reducing farmers’ yields, then one way of ensuring sufficient levels of income is to expand the area that is harvested, and raise
total production. Clearly another response could be to intensify production as a way of reducing exposure to riskier environments, as would be
predicted by models of risk aversion. Finally, the ability of irrigation infrastructure to buffer against these shocks is found to be quite dependent on
the context. In most middle and high income countries, irrigation infrastructure buffers against these rainfall shocks. However, in arid regions,
and in some very poor countries, the presence of irrigation infrastructure
can actually exacerbate the shocks, as farmers are incentivized to grow
more water intensive crops which perform very poorly during very dry
periods. The outcome appears indicative of maladaptive behavior. It probably reflects a paradox of supply: the provision of free or underpriced
water spurs the production of water intensive crops, which in turn accentuates drought vulnerability.

1.2 Rainfall as Destiny
Keeping the focus on the impact of rainfall shocks in rural areas, but moving away from contemporaneous impacts, Chapter 3, Rainfall as Destiny,
looks at the long term effects of episodes of water scarcity or abundance.
This chapter asks whether the hallmarks of rainfall shocks experienced in
infancy by female children in rural Sub-Saharan Africa can be seen decades
later. The results of this chapter are striking—they show that being born
in and around the time of exceptionally low rainfall can haunt a woman
throughout her life. Not only are the impacts of negative rainfall shocks
long lasting, they are also wide ranging. Rainfall as Destiny describes how
women born and raised in rural areas that experienced negative rainfall
shocks in their earliest years are significantly less wealthy as adults, shorter,
and receive less formal education. Perhaps most worryingly of all, this
chapter shows that the children of these women are also affected, illustrating that the impacts of rainfall shocks can traverse generations.
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1.3 Shocks in the Cities
In Chapter 4, the focus shifts from the rural to the urban context. Cities
are a key driver of economic growth and their importance is increasing as
the world becomes ever more urbanized. Given that the overwhelming
majority of urban water comes from freshwater supplies, it is unsurprising
that productive regions tend to agglomerate in areas where rainfall is moderate. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1 which compares locally estimated
GDP with annual average precipitation, represented by the line graph.
The relationship shows an inverted-U pattern, where both low rainfall and
high rainfall extremes are associated with lower economic activity.
While a significant body of evidence exists on how excessive amounts
of rainfall can harm cities and their inhabitants, to date much less attention
has been paid to the effects of exceptionally low levels of rainfall. Shocks
in the Cities examines the impacts of both exceptionally high and exceptionally low levels of rainfall on the labor market outcomes of urban dwellers using rich micro data on the largest metropolitan areas in Latin
American. A number of novel and striking results are uncovered. While it

Figure 1.1 Relationship between Annual Precipitation Levels and Economic Activity
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appears that economic activity in cities is not notably impacted by small,
unanticipated deviations in rainfall, the prevailing infrastructure in cities is
insufficient to protect them against the impact of large shocks. This chapter corroborates earlier studies showing that, in cities, excessive quantities
of rainfall can disrupt economic activity, but it also reveals that the negative impact of a large dry shock on labor incomes is often four times greater
than that of a large wet shock. Particularly vulnerable to the effect of such
shocks are workers employed in the informal sector.
Shocks in the Cities examines the channels through which negative
rainfall shocks may impact incomes of urban dwellers and finds no evidence that the effects are driven by changes in agricultural output in surrounding rural areas, highlighting that cities are, in and of themselves,
vulnerable to periods of significantly low rainfall, independent of any rural
channels. Turning to other possible pathways, this chapter finds that large
negative rainfall shocks coincide with an upsurge in hospital admissions,
an increase in the incidence of diarrheal illness for young children, and
more frequent power outages. These results suggest that health and energy
availability are two possible channels.

1.4 Water Infrastructure Reliability and Manufacturing Firms
The next two chapters remain focused on the urban sector. However,
their focus is shifted from labor incomes to firm output, and from regional
to global. The first of these, Chapter 5, The Drivers and Impacts of Water
Infrastructure Reliability—A Global Analysis of Manufacturing Firms, provides important insights into the determinants of poor water infrastructure and how water infrastructure reliability impacts the performance of
manufacturing firms in the formal sector. Unlike the impact of, for example, roads, electricity and credit access on firms’ operations, the importance of water infrastructure has been largely overlooked.
The study finds that large negative rainfall shocks lead to more frequent water outages. Furthermore, firms that experienced requests for
bribes in the water sector tend to face more water outages. In terms of
firm performance, the findings reveal that the significance of water infrastructure has indeed been overlooked, as it is an important determinant of
firm performance. Across the developing world, firms’ output is depressed
as the frequency of water supply interruptions increases; if the incidence
of water supply interruptions were to increase by a quarter, it would cost
the average firm 0.27 percent of its total turnover for the year, equivalent
to approximately $32,000.

1.5 Water Shortages and Informal Firms
Chapter 6 in this volume, Water Shortages and Informal Firms, considers
the importance of water infrastructure reliability for firms operating outside the formal sector. In the developing world, the informal sector is an
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important component of economic output and a significant provider of
employment, especially for poorer segments of the population. Similar to
the previous chapter, the sixth chapter uses a rich, firm-level dataset to
examine how unreliable water supply may impede the performance of
firms operating in this sector. Unlike the effects of education and formalization, the relationship between infrastructure reliability and the productivity of informal firms has, heretofore, received little attention. This
chapter sheds light on this relationship and illustrates that for those informal firms that use water in their business operations, access to reliable
water supplies is central to their performance. The results show that, for
the average informal firm, a one quarter increase in the frequency of water
supply interruptions would reduce monthly turnover by 4.2 percent.

1.6 Regulating Water and Sanitation Network Services
While Chapters 2 through 6 provide new quantitative evidence on the
impacts of water scarcity, the final two chapters take a deep dive into
policy issues. Chapter 7, Regulating Water and Sanitation Network Services,
addresses the pressing and complex institutional dimensions of water utility regulation. It argues that, when the most cost-effective method of supplying water and sanitation services is via a monopoly supplier, the specific
design of its necessary regulation should come from a detailed diagnostic
of the strengths and weaknesses of the institutions responsible for implementing this regulation.
This chapter reviews the evidence confirming the long-established
insights of the theoretical industrial organization literature on the informational advantages of the service operators as a core driver of regulatory
difficulties. Whether operators are public or private, regulators are unlikely
to be able to fully close the informational gaps between themselves and
these operators. This is equally true for the technical and management
quality of the monopolies as it is for the efforts the monopolies make to
minimize costs and to accelerate investment to meet the needs of unserved
or poorly served populations. How successful regulation can be in reducing the informational advantage held by the monopolist depends on the
extent to which its design accounts for various types of institutional weaknesses, which in turn depends upon the quality of the initial diagnostic. In
too many instances over the last 20 years, the design of regulation, and the
creation of institutions to implement regulation, have relied upon standardized regulatory prescriptions that did not account for the local context. This chapter also highlights that attention should also be paid to the
need to develop the local knowledge and capacity to ensure the ongoing
development and maintenance of the water and sanitation services sector.
The main message of the chapter is that tailoring the regulatory processes
and instruments to account for institutional and informational weaknesses
increases the chances of improved performance of the sector, compared to
the adoption of imported standardized or prepackaged regulatory tools.
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1.7 Water Misallocation: Governance Challenges
and Responses
The final chapter, Water Misallocation: Governance Challenges and
Responses, discusses the difficulties and best practices for water allocation.
It provides an overview of water misallocation, defines a benchmark allocation that would be Just, Allocative and Dynamically Efficient (JADE),
and describes a framework for achieving such an allocation. In addition to
documenting common forms of water misallocation, it also highlights barriers to water reallocation, and discusses possible policy responses. This
chapter outlines a concrete three-step approach to improve water allocation. The approach would involve an initial diagnosis of the misallocation,
a subsequent evaluation of the options available, followed by a timely
implementation. Two cases studies (one concerning a rural district in a
lower middle-income country, and the second relating to a megacity in a
middle-income country) are used to illustrate how the three-step approach
could be applied.

Note
1. http://preview.grid.unep.ch/index.php?preview=data&events=socec&evcat=1

References
Center for International Earth Science Information Network—CIESIN—Columbia
University (2016). Gridded Population of the World, Version 4 (GPWv4): Population Count Adjusted to Match 2015 Revision of UN WPP Country Totals. Palisades,
NY: NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC). http://dx.doi
.org/10.7927/H4SF2T42.
Willmott, C. J., and K. Matsuura (2001). Terrestrial Air Temperature and Precipitation:
Monthly and Annual Time Series (1900–2014), http://climate.geog.udel.edu/
~climate/html_pages/download.html
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2

Drenched Fields and Parched
Farms: Evidence along the Extensive
and Intensive Margins
2.1 Introduction
The variability of rainfall is a recurring challenge in the agricultural sector.
For thousands of years, humans have struggled to adapt to the unpredictable nature of climactic variations. Indeed, written accounts of how to
manage rainfall variability date back to the ancient treatise Arthashatra,
written in the 4th century BCE, by the Indian scholar Kautilya, who discussed ways to predict a beneficial rainy season, and how this should translate into cropping decisions and expected yields (Kautilya and Rangarajan, 1992).1 This important issue continues to occupy center stage in
policy discussions on food security. Looking into the future, the problem
could worsen with the collision of two 21st century transitions—growing
populations that propel an increase in the demand for food and water,
coupled with a changing climate that renders rainfall more erratic and less
predictable. A deeper understanding of the consequences of these trends
and the effectiveness of remedies that seek to buffer economies from rainfall variability will be helpful in finding more effective responses to these
problems.
These issues are of policy significance for at least three reasons. First, if
water scarcity or adverse rainfall shocks have large quantitative impacts that
disrupt agriculture, the impacts could cascade to other parts of the economy with wider implications. Second of greater concern, many of the poorest countries of the world, with rapidly expanding populations and elevated
levels of water stress, also endure strong inter-annual variability of rainfall
which compromises their ability to meet escalating domestic food demand.
Third, this has environmental implications. The current extensification
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path to increasing food supply is rapidly becoming unsustainable as land
grows scarcer and the forest, rangeland, and wetlands margins become
exhausted. As a consequence, land clearing has emerged as one of the major
contributors to climate change and is believed to be responsible for about
6–17% of anthropogenic CO2 emissions (Baccini et al., 2012).
In this paper we conduct a global, geographically disaggregated
empirical analysis at the gridcell level covering 175 countries over the
years 1980–2013 to investigate some of these issues in greater detail. We
examine how plausibly exogenous rainfall shocks impact observed patterns of agricultural productivity (measured by net primary productivity)
and cropland expansion. Moreover, to cope with rainfall shocks and variability, investments in water infrastructure remain key to climate change
adaptation plans in many countries where agricultural dependence
remains high (Narain et al., 2011). Yet, there is limited evidence about
the effectiveness of existing irrigation infrastructure in mitigating against
these shocks, at a global disaggregated scale. In this paper we also explore
whether the presence of irrigation infrastructure affects the impacts of
precipitation shocks. By examining the outcomes of interest directly—a
physical measure of yields on the intensive margin and changes in cropped
area and land use on the extensive margin, we avoid relying on assumptions about mechanisms that might lead to these changes.
There is a vast theoretical literature on farmer responses to various
forms of risk, but the models do not offer simple or unambiguous predictions. The response to shocks in most theoretical contexts depends upon
attitudes toward risk and assumptions about behavior, all else equal. For
instance, standard expected utility theory models predict that there will
be a reduction in economic activity when risks rise. Intuitively, since the
likelihood of good states of the world occurring declines with greater risk,
risk averse agents seek to reduce their exposure to more hazardous outcomes.2 But this result could be overturned if behavior is better described
by a “safety-first” model, where the priority of the economic agent is to
generate a minimum (perhaps survival) threshold level of income. In such
circumstances, higher risks could induce farmers to extend cultivated
areas in an attempt to meet their threshold level of income. The empirical
literature is uneven, with greater attention paid to impacts on yields on
the intensive margin rather than the responses on the extensive margin.
Our main identification strategy is straightforward. It involves examining the consequences of exogenous deviations of rainfall from its mean
in each grid cell. Thus, a grid cell observation in a year of “normal” rainfall
acts as a control for the same grid cell observed in a year of a “deviation”
or “shock.” By focusing on exogenous fluctuations in rainfall, we circumvent problems of conflating levels of rainfall with other features of an
economy that have long-run effects. If, for instance, better levels of rainfall
attract more migrants, which in turn induces agglomeration effects, correlations between rainfall and economic outcomes would be conflated and
biased upward reflecting the consequences of features such as
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agglomeration rather than the weather. By using exogenous variations in
rainfall our approach allows us to disentangle and identify causal effects.
Consistent with past literature, our results on the intensive margin
show that, in general, contemporaneous wet (dry) shocks increase
(decrease) crop productivity across regions with different climates and
levels of development. The buffering impact of upstream irrigation, however, is largely heterogeneous, and varies with geography, income levels,
and the water intensity of cropping patterns. Our results show that irrigation facilities exacerbate the negative effects of dry shocks in regions with
lower levels of development and more arid climates. We find suggestive
evidence that this effect is driven by maladaptation and the planting of
water intensive crops in otherwise unsuitable regions.
On the extensive margin, we find evidence that in all but the wealthiest countries, repeated rainfall shocks do lead to increases in cropland
expansion. This is particularly true in the case of dry shocks, and the
impact increases when the shock is felt over an extended period of time.
This is consistent with the hypothesis of cropland expansion being used as
an adaptation technique to decreasing yields, in the face of fixed costs to
agricultural expansion. Further, we find evidence that the presence of
upstream storage facilities used for irrigation tends to mitigate this expansionary behavior, even in more arid and lower developed regions. We find
these results to be consistent with both models of ‘safety first’ behavior, as
well as risk aversion typically observed with farmers. This is discussed in
greater detail in Section 2.5.
This paper is related to three prominent strands of literature: the rapidly expanding econometrics literature on climate change impacts on the
economy; a somewhat older regional and agronomic literature on the
effects of weather on crop yields, land use, or both; and recent prominent
literature on the economic effects of hydrological infrastructure.
The econometric literature on the effects of climate change is vast
(see Dell et al., 2014 for a survey). Approaches at disentangling climate
signals from other confounding factors have varied over time. The earlier
literature used cross-sectional approaches and attempted to explore links
between variations in climate across countries or subregions and agricultural outcomes, with controls for factors such as geography and socioeconomic variation. Mendelsohn et al. (1994) is the seminal paper and as in
much of that literature, finds that both temperature and rainfall are
important for agriculture.
Concerns about omitted variable bias and other identification problems have led to a greater emphasis on panel regression approaches in
recent years (Auffhammer and Schlenker 2014, Dell et al., 2012, Burke
et al., 2015). In general, much of this literature finds that higher temperatures have lasting and statistically significant negative effects on economic
performance, with less clear evidence on rainfall. In many specifications,
rainfall has been found to have no discernable robust impact (Dell et al. op
cit, Burke et al., op cit).
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It is difficult to reconcile this recurring result in the climate change
literature, with the findings of crop specific and regional studies consistently reporting that rainfall has a significant impact on agricultural outcomes. For instance, Auffhammer et al. (2006) examine the response of
rain-fed kharif rice in India and find that both temperature and rainfall
have impacts on yields, and that rainfall, but not temperature, affects a
harvested area. Fishman (2016) finds that increases in intra-seasonal variability of rainfall can have even more harmful effects than temperature
increases on yields in India. A strong correlation between accumulated
rainfall on the one hand and yields and planted rice areas on the other is
also observed in the Philippines (Koide et al., 2013), for wet-season rice in
Java, rice plantations in Indonesia (Naylor et al., 2001), and rain-fed lowland rice in Thailand (Sawano et al., 2008). A recent global study by Lesk
et al. (2016) examines responses of yields and land-use patterns to climate
shocks. The study finds that production losses due to drought are associated with a reduction in both harvested areas and yields, suggesting that
there are no compensating responses on the extensive margin.
One possible explanation for the diverging results is that findings may
be sensitive to the outcome variable that is used. Much of the climate
change literature uses GDP as a proxy for economic activity. But GDP
may not be significantly affected by rainfall if the impacts are confined to
the agricultural sector and the sector is a small component of the economy. Nevertheless, even when attention is restricted to agricultural GDP
the rainfall signal remains muted and is often found to be statistically
insignificant (Dell et al., op cit). This suggests that measurement is not the
only factor responsible for the differences. Another possibility is that
aggregation at the country level could mask heterogeneity of impacts
across regions and crops. For instance, Barrios et al. (2010) find that in
Sub-Saharan Africa higher rainfall is associated with faster growth. This
may suggest that the baseline level of rainfall, the distribution and timing
of rainfall, and factors such as infrastructure may matter. By this line of
reasoning impacts in countries that are wealthy, wet, and well-endowed
with hydrological infrastructure may not be the same as in countries that
are arid and poor. This remains an area that warrants further research.
Our results cast light on this issue by suggesting the need for spatial disaggregation to distinguish between countries and measures that more
directly capture changes in agricultural output.
This paper is also related to literature on the effects of infrastructure
in buffering the impacts on rainfall variability. The seminal contributions
are by Dufflo and Pande (2005, 2007) who pioneered the estimation and
identification strategies that have been used in nearly all subsequent
empirical work. Dufflo and Pande (2005) demonstrate that there are differences in the economic impacts in the control and command areas of
dams in India, where the former tend to experience losses while the latter
tend to experience gains. Using a more extensive global dataset with
nighttime lights as a proxy for economic activity and a similar estimation
approach, Olmstead and Sigman (2015) find that extreme droughts tend
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to dim lights and thus signal a reduction of activity. The OLS estimates
indicate that dams buffer these impacts; but when instrumental variables
are used to correct for endogeneity bias, it is found that dams can worsen
the impacts, suggesting maladaptation. Blanc and Strobl (2014) estimate
and compare the effects of small and large irrigation dams on cropland
productivity in South Africa and find that large dams increase cropland
productivity downstream and have a negative effect on cropland within
the vicinity of the dam. Small dams generate smaller benefits, but without
these confounding negative effects. Our results shed some light on these
findings, suggesting that the buffering effects of irrigation infrastructure
are conditional upon the level of development, climate, and the types of
crops that are cultivated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2
describes the global datasets employed in this analysis. Section 2.3
describes our empirical strategy. Section 2.4 presents and discusses our
main results, with extensions and robustness checks provided in Section 2.5. We conclude with a brief discussion in Section 2.6.

2.2 Data
We use multiple geo-referenced and gridded datasets related to agricultural productivity, agricultural land cover, weather, and irrigation infrastructure to construct a global dataset encompassing 175 countries over
the period 1980–2013. A description of these data is provided below.

2.2.1 Agricultural Data
2.2.1.1 Crop productivity
In order to measure changes in agricultural productivity, and in turn, food
security at a global grid-level scale, we require a measure that can provide
a common unit of productivity across different crop types to facilitate
comparison and aggregation over all types (Hicke, Lobell and Asner,
2004). Following the past literature in economics (Strobl and Strobl,
2011; Blanc and Strobl, 2013, 2014) and remote sensing (Lobell et al.,
2002; Heinsch et al., 2005; Turner et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008) we use
a satellite-based estimate of net primary production (NPP) as a proxy for
crop productivity. NPP is linearly related to the amount of solar energy
that plants absorb over a growing season (Running et al., 2004). Therefore, once an area has been identified as cropland, NPP can calculate the
rate at which solar energy is converted into chemical energy during photosynthesis and stored as biomass in grams of carbon per square meter on
that land. It also provides a measure of nutritional value since the availability of carbon stored in the form of plant material for food consumption can be roughly converted into kilocalories (Blanc and Strobl, 2013).3
NPP, therefore, serves as the principal energy source for ecosystems and,
in turn, for human populations that depend upon them (Abdi et al.,
2014). There is also substantial evidence for the strong positive
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correlation between satellite-derived estimates of NPP and crop yields,
providing further credibility to our measure of crop productivity.4 Several
researchers have validated the accuracy of NPP values from satellite data
using NPP values derived from actual yield data, finding high correlation
between the two (Lobell et al., 2002; Lu and Zhuang, 2010; Tum and
Günther, 2011).5
Our time-varying NPP data come from the moderate resolution imaging
spectroradiometer (MODIS), whose data start in 2000. MODIS is particularly suited to measure NPP due to the direct connection between absorbed
solar energy and satellite-derived spectral indices of vegetation.6 In particular, the MOD17 algorithm provides the first continuous, near-real-time
measurement of global vegetation productivity from the EOS MODIS sensor (Running et al., 2004). In this study, we use the annual MOD17A3 measures from 2000–2013 generated by the Numerical Terradynamic Simulation
Group (NTSG) at the University of Montana (Zhao et al., 2005) which
corrects for cloud contamination prevalent in MODIS land products.7
Our interest is in estimating NPP from cropland. To facilitate this, we
make use of the Global Land Cover 2000 (GEM, GLC2000, 2011) data
to identify cropland areas. GLC2000 classifies land cover across the globe
into 22 distinct land cover categories based on images acquired by the
SPOT 4 satellite during the year 2000. We use the land cover categories
“Cropland,” “Mosaic of Cropland/Shrub or Herbaceous Cover,” and
“Mosaic of Cropland/Tree Cover/Other Natural Vegetation” to identify
agricultural crop areas within our grid cells. We depict the identified cropland areas in Figure 2.1. Our final data measure changes in NPP for each
0.5 degree gridcell that falls into either of the cropland categories.

Figure 2.1 Global Land Cover 2000

Water bodies
Mosaic: cropland/tree cover/other natural vegetation
Mosaic: cropland/shrub and/or grass cover
Cultivated and managed areas
Note: Gridcells falling into either of these categories are identified as cropland areas.
Source: GEM (2011) Global Land Cover 2000 Data Set.
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We use such a time-invariant crop area map from the beginning of
our sample period in 2000, instead of also capturing any changes in cropland over the same sample period, to isolate and identify changes in productivity (intensive margin) separately from changes in cropland (extensive
margin).8
2.2.1.2 Cropland
Our data on time-varying cropland data is sourced from the Earthstat
global cropland data, developed by the Land Use and Global Environment
Research Group at McGill University.9 The data is a revision of an earlier
cropland data set developed by Ramankutty and Foley (1999). It uses a
cropland map for year 2000 (Ramankutty et al., 2008) that was created
using remote sensing data and land-use statistics and combines this with
subnational cropland extent statistics and estimates based on a scaling
approach methodology followed by Ramankutty and Foley (1999) to create a time-series of cropland extent at five year intervals. We source our
cropland variable over the period 1980–200510 to measure changes in the
log of cropland in each 0.5 degree gridcell.11

2.2.2 Weather
Our weather data comes from Willmott and Matsuura (2001). This gridded dataset contains monthly observations of precipitation and average
temperature at the 0.5 degree gridcell level. We transform this data into
average monthly temperature and total precipitation (mm), per year, for
each gridcell. To define precipitation shocks, we calculate the long run
mean and standard deviation of annual precipitation for each gridcell from
1900–2014. We then define a positive (negative) shock in a given year/
gridcell if annual precipitation in that year/gridcell is at least 1 standard
deviation higher (lower) than the long run mean for that gridcell. In Section 2.5, we also test alternative indices, the standardized precipitation
index, and the standardized precipitation-evapotranspiration index.

2.2.3 Irrigation Infrastructure Potential
For each gridcell, we estimate the total number of large, upstream irrigation facilities within specific distance thresholds from the gridcell centroids. The universe of such facilities involving storage come from the
Global Reservoir and Dam (GRanD) v1 dataset, from SEDAC (Lehner et
al 2011a, 2011b). GRanD contains all reservoirs with storage capacities
greater than 0.1km3, with 6,862 in total. However, we only include those
whose main, major, or secondary purpose is irrigation, which leaves 2,039
such facilities (this is after removing 142 for which no construction year is
available). Figure 2.2 shows their location.
Using these data, we attempt to estimate whether each gridcell is a
potential beneficiary served by the irrigation facility identified in GRanD.
As shown by Duflo and Pande (2005, 2007), it is regions in the command
areas of storage facilities that tend to benefit from their construction. We
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Figure 2.2 GRanD Large Irrigation Facility Locations

Note: Image shows locations of large irrigation facilities in the GRanD dataset.

therefore attempt to estimate which gridcells fall into the command areas
of each of the irrigation facilities. To do so, we use three criteria. First, the
gridcell centroid must be within the same river sub-basin as the facility,
thus ensuring a hydrological link. We use the World map of major hydrological basins (derived from HydroSHEDs) from FAO (2015) to determine
riverbasin boundaries. Second, any potential storage must be at a higher
elevation than the centroid of the “beneficiary” gridcell. This ensures that
the irrigation canals can flow into the gridcell by force of gravity. Finally,
any storage facility must be within a certain distance threshold from the
gridcell. The literature does not provide much guidance on how far the
command area can extend. For instance, Duflo and Pande (2005) assume
that the district in which the dam was built encompasses both the catchment and command area of the dam (and therefore has ambiguous
impacts) and that the neighboring downstream district represents the
command area.12 Following the existing literature, we assume that areas
close to any storage facility are part of the catchment area. Hence, gridcells which are less than 25km from the facility are part of the catchment
area. We then empirically establish the spatial threshold over which agricultural benefits accrue. After experimentation with different spatial
thresholds, we find that at distances of 25–50 km downstream the impact
on agricultural productivity is largest, as we show in Section 2.5. These
grid cells also satisfy the first two criteria, and are therefore likely to have
command areas which fall within this threshold.
From the GRanD dataset we take the year following construction as
the year a facility becomes operational, allowing for adjustments by farmers. We also note that the majority of these were constructed long before
our samples begin, with only 40% of them constructed after 1970, 10 years
before the beginning year of our cropland dataset, and less than 1% constructed after 2000, the beginning year of our NPP dataset. We must
therefore rely more on within country spatial variation, than variation
over time, for identification.
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2.2.4 Other Data
We complement our dataset with additional gridcell characteristics related
to population, water intensive cropping, moisture regimes, and level of
economic development.
Our population data come from Gridded Population of the World
(GPW) (CIESIN 2016). GWP offers population data at the 0.5 degree
gridcell level for the entire globe, at 5 year intervals between 1990 and
2015. The data are linearly interpolated when annual observations are
required as with the NPP analysis.
To identify gridcells that are water intensive, we use data on the geographical distribution of agricultural crops from Monfreda et al. (2008).
They provide a 5 arc minute 3 5 arc minute raster dataset encompassing
137 crops. For each cell in the raster, Monfreda et al., report harvested
area in hectares. We aggregate the harvested area variable at the lower
resolution of our dataset, i.e., 0.5 degree 3 0.5 degree, and identify gridcells whose share of harvested area devoted to rice, cotton, or sugarcane—
three of the most water-intensive crops according to water need and
drought sensitivity (Table 2.1, Brouwer and Heibloem, 1986)—is greater
than the global median. These areas are shown in Figure 2.3.
We also make use of a global spatial dataset of 18 agro-ecological
zones to identify gridcells as falling into either arid or humid regions.13
The dataset uses length of growing period (LGP) data from the IIASA/
FAO GAEZ database that combine soil, climate, and topographic information with a water balance model and knowledge of crop requirements
Table 2.1 Crop Water Requirements
Crop

Barley

Water Need
(mm/growing season)

Sensitivity to Drought

450–650

low–medium

Cotton

700–1,300

low

Maize

500–800

medium–high

Millet

450–650

low

Peanut

500–700

low–medium

Potato

500–700

high

Pulses

350–500

medium–high

Rice

450–700

high

Sorghum

450–650

low

Soybean

450–700

low–medium

Sugarcane

1,500–2,500

Sunflower

600–1,000

low–medium

high

Wheat

450–650

low–medium

Source: Brouwer and Heibloem (1986).
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Figure 2.3 Global Distribution of Rice, Sugarcane, and Cotton Growing Cells
A

B

C

Note: Panel A, B, and C together depict gridcells whose harvested area for rice, sugarcane and cotton is greater than the global
median, respectively.
Source: Monfreda et al. (2008)

to derive LGP. LGP describes the number of days during a growing season
with adequate moisture and temperature to grow crops. Arid regions are
areas where LGP is up to 179 days, and humid regions are areas where
LGP ranges from 180 to > 300 days.
Finally, we use World Bank Income group classifications to divide the
world into low-income, middle-income (which combines lower-middle
and upper-middle income countries), and high-income countries. Classifications are based on mean per-capita GNI in 2015 where low-income
countries have GNI per capita below $1,025, middle-income countries
are between $4,036 and $12,475, and high-income countries are above
$12,475.
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2.3 Empirical Strategy
In this section we lay out two distinct empirical strategies; the first is
designed to understand the impact of precipitation shocks on the intensification and extensification of rainfall shocks, and the second examines
how and whether infrastructure can mitigate these impacts.

2.3.1 Impact of Precipitation Shocks
We employ panel regression analysis to understand how variation in precipitation impacts agricultural productivity and cropland expansion. Our
strategy relies on the fact that deviations from long-run precipitation are
exogenous with respect to agricultural production in the short and
medium term after controlling for observed and unobserved characteristics using cell fixed effects, year fixed effects, and a country-year interaction which neutralizes any country level trends.
In order to estimate the impact of precipitation shocks on intensification, we estimate the following equation:
log(NPPit) 5 a1 1 a2Precit– 1 a3Prec1
it 1 Xit 1 fc(t) 1 t 1 i 1 it

(2.1)

t, Prec–

1
where NPPit is net primary productivity in gridcell i in year
it (Prec it)
is a binary variable indicating if rainfall was at least 1 standard deviation
below (above) the long-run mean in gridcell i and year t, fc(t) are countryspecific time trends, t are year fixed effects, and i are gridcell fixed effects.
Xit is a vector of control variables which includes log of population, and a
quadratic term for mean annual temperature (°C). Although we do not
focus on the impact of temperature, we do control for it, in order to obtain
unbiased estimates of the effects of changes in precipitation. This is important since temperature and precipitation are correlated (Auffhammer
et al., 2013), and temperature has been shown in many studies to impact
crop productivity (Schlenker et al., 2006; Schlenker and Roberts, 2009).
a2 and a3 are our coefficients of interest and measure how a negative or
positive precipitation shock, respectively, can contemporaneously impact
the percentage change in NPP. We use cluster-robust standard errors that
account for within gridcell clustering of errors and arbitrary correlation of
observations across time. Summary statistics for these variables are given
in Table 2.2.
To estimate the impact of precipitation shocks on cropland extensification, we modify this setup slightly to examine medium-term outcomes.
Expanding cropland, particularly when it requires spreading onto virgin
fields or into forested areas, can require a large, upfront fixed cost. For this
reason, we expect that contemporaneous impacts of variable rainfall will
likely be muted, but repeated shocks over the medium term could induce
extensification as an adaptation strategy. We therefore modify our precipitation shock variables in equation (2.1) to measure the number of years in
the past 10 years14 for which precipitation was at least 1 standard deviation
above or below the mean. Table 2.3 gives the distribution of the number
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Table 2.2 Summary Statistics: Intensive Margin
Variable

Observations

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

∆ Log NPP

121,797

0.006057

0.273405

−7.333776

7.626216

Positive 1 SD precipitation shock

131,194

0.153971

0.360922

0

1

Negative 1 SD precipitation shock

131,194

0.145632

0.352738

0

1

Upstream irrigation facilities

131,194

0.05921

0.32695

0

6

∆ Log NPP

56,017

0.012906

0.370425

Positive 1 SD precipitation shock

60,354

0.153842

0.360801

0

1

Negative 1 SD precipitation shock

60,354

0.149733

0.356813

0

1

Upstream irrigation facilities

60,354

0.062365

0.320856

0

6

∆ Log NPP

65,247

0.000228

0.146644

Positive 1 SD precipitation shock

70,266

0.153801

0.360761

0

1

Negative 1 SD precipitation shock

70,266

0.142245

0.349304

0

1

Upstream irrigation facilities

70,266

0.055589

0.329677

0

6

Full Sample

Arid Regions
−7.333776

7.626216

Humid Regions
−2.605602

2.395623

Table 2.3 Distribution of the Frequency of Shocks
Years

# of Positive Shocks

# of Negative Shocks

0

92,489

112,736

1

99,879

105,718

2

78,990

69,491

3

47,087

35,116

4

19,993

14,862

5

6,966

6,134

6

1,841

2,710

7

505

906

8

162

292

9

170

86

10

8

39

of precipitation shocks in the dataset. The distributions of positive and
negative shocks are fairly similar, with more than half of the observations
receiving zero or one positive or negative precipitation shock in the previous 10 years, and less than 3% of observations receiving 5 or more.
Formally, we estimate the following equation:
log(Cropit) 5 a1 1 a2Prec10–it 1 a3Prec101
it 1 Xit 1 fc(t)
1 t 1 i 1 it
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where log(Cropit) is the annual percent change15 in cropland in gridcell i in year t, Prec10–it (Prec101it) is the number of negative (positive)
precipitation shocks greater than 1 standard deviation within the last
10 years, and all other variables are the same as defined above. In addition to controlling for contemporaneous mean annual temperature (°C)
and log population, as with equation 2.1, we also control for contemporaneous precipitation (mm/year). This is because sowing decisions could
be informed by information about current year rainfall. Again, a2 and a3
are our coefficients of interest and measure how repeated negative or
positive precipitation shocks, respectively, can impact the percentage
change in cropland. Summary statistics for these variables are given in
Table 2.4.

Table 2.4 Summary Statistics: Extensive Margin
Variable

Observations

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Full Sample
Δ Log cropland

228,111

0.001084

0.043996

−0.53805

3.1251

Number of positive 1sd+ shocks in 10 years

228,111

1.462832

1.322833

0

10

Number of negative 1sd+ shocks in 10 years

228,111

1.406219

1.410588

0

10

log(population)

228,111

8.034819

3.731299

−14.13268

16.691

Contemporaneous annual rainfall (mm)

228,111

697.2635

685.6145

0

10884.5

Contemporaneous mean temperature (C)

228,111

10.52946

13.52876

−26.35

37.558

Upstream irrigation facilities

228,111

0.02181

0.20092

0

13

Δ Log cropland

161,317

−0.00059

0.0192585

−0.53805

1.151934

Number of positive 1sd+ shocks in 10 years

161,317

1.491665

1.35288

0

10

Number of negative 1sd+ shocks in 10 years

161,317

1.256799

1.342835

0

10

log(population)

161,317

6.977274

3.721091

−14.133

16.57498

Contemporaneous annual rainfall (mm)

161,317

391.6998

305.1831

0

6179.9

Contemporaneous mean temperature (C)

161,317

6.982183

13.81474

−26.35

33.54167

Upstream irrigation facilities

161,317

0.0180762

0.184232

0

13

Δ Log cropland

65,322

0.0052

0.076255

−0.53323

3.1251

Number of positive 1sd+ shocks in 10 years

65,322

1.3937

1.241004

0

8

Number of negative 1sd+ shocks in 10 years

65,322

1.77366

1.500328

0

10

log(population)

65,322

10.67981

2.012343

−2.246583

16.691

Contemporaneous annual rainfall (mm)

65,322

1445.438

770.4847

39.8

10884.5

Contemporaneous mean temperature (C)

65,322

19.36522

7.341205

−8.9

37.558

Upstream irrigation facilities

65,322

0.030939

0.236789

0

6

Arid Regions

Humid Regions
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2.3.2 Influence of Irrigation Infrastructure
Next, we examine how access to infrastructure impacts the effect of precipitation shocks on the intensive and extensive margins. Specifically, we
examine how access to irrigation infrastructure can mitigate or exacerbate
weather shocks. To do so, we use a similar regression strategy as above,
but also include the number of upstream irrigation infrastructure in the
regression equation, as well as interaction terms between the number of
irrigation facilities and the precipitation shock variables. Formally, the
estimated equations for the intensive and extensive margins are shown in
equations 2.3 and 2.4:
log(NPPit) 5 a1 1 a2 * upirrit 1 a3Prec–it 1 a4Prec–it * upirrit
1
1 a5Prec1
it 1 a6Prec it * upirrit 1 Xit 1 fc(t) 1 t
1 i 1 it
log(Cropit) 5 a1 1 a2 * upirrit 1 a23Prec10 it– 1 a2Prec10 it– * upirrit
1
1 a3Prec101
it 1 a3Prec10 it * upirrit 1 Xit 1 fc(t) 1 t
1 i 1 it

(2.3)

(2.4)

where upirrit measures the number of upstream irrigation facilities from gridcell i in year t, as described in Section 2.2. upirrit is therefore an estimate of
the number of irrigation facilities whose command areas impact gridcell i.
From the cropland analysis, one change that is made when moving
from equation (2.2) to equation (2.4) is Prec10 –it and Prec101
it are converted to binary variables. Rather than measuring the number of years
with shocks in the past decade, they are instead transformed into binary
variables to facilitate interpretation.16 In the main results we use 4 years
of shocks as the cutoff, and in Section 2.5.2 we show that results from
other cutoffs are similar.

2.3.3 Instrumental Variables for the Effect of Irrigation Infrastructure
A well-known problem that arises when estimating equations such as
(2.3) and (2.4) is the non-random placement of irrigation infrastructure—
these are likely built in areas where they will have the largest impact on
agricultural production. Therefore, estimating equations (2.3) and (2.4)
via OLS will lead to biased estimates.
To account for inherent placement biases, we adopt an instrumental
variable strategy that exploits geographical characteristics of a region, a
technique commonly followed in the literature (Duflo and Pande, 2007;
Strobl and Strobl, 2011). The instruments we use are intended to predict
the suitability for irrigation. As noted in the data section we calculate
three variables: the total length of rivers within the 25–50 km buffer
around each gridcell, the share of these rivers with a slope suitable for
irrigation, and a national propensity for irrigation infrastructure construction following Duflo and Pande, 2007.
The first instrument measures the total length of rivers which reside
within the 25–50 km distance buffer (the same 25–50 km distance buffer
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used with our irrigation measure). We use the USGS Hydrosheds River
Database to obtain a global shapefile of rivers.17 River access is a necessary
component of storage and irrigation, and so they are an important predictor of irrigation infrastructure. River access could potentially be correlated
with agricultural outcomes, which would violate the exclusion restriction.
However, since the 25–50 km buffer resides outside of the gridcell of
interest (the river), it should be uncorrelated with agricultural potential
within the gridcell to the extent that spatial spillovers are negligible.18
The second instrument measures the slopes of the rivers which reside
within the same 25–50 km distance buffer. Specifically, it is the share of
rivers which have a gentle slope gradient, between 1.5% and 3%. According
to the engineering literature, irrigation requires a gentle river slope in order
to create a long reservoir and to allow the water to reach the irrigated area
via gravity. If the river gradient is too steep, the flow of water can erode the
canals that transport water to the command area (Cech, 2010). This is also
the slope gradient that Duflo and Pande (2007) and Strobl and Strobl
(2011) found to best predict irrigation dam construction. Likewise, we
tested other river gradient slopes and found 1.5–3% to be the best fit.19
Finally, while the first two instruments measure the suitability of irrigation infrastructure at the gridcell level, the final instrument captures
ex-ante variation in irrigation infrastructure allocation at the country level,
a proxy for the experience or propensity for construction in a country.
Once again we closely follow Duflo and Pande (2007) and Strobl and
Strobl (2011) to construct this measure. First, we calculate the ratio of
such irrigation infrastructure in each country to total global irrigation
infrastructure, 10 years prior to the beginning of the dataset (1990 for the
NPP analysis, and 1970 for the cropland dataset). We then multiply this
ratio by total in each year. Taking the country-to-global ratio 10 years
prior to the start of our dataset ensures its exogeneity. This instrument is
similar to that used by Duflo and Pande (2007) and Strobl and Strobl
(2011), but in our case, we consider country-level variation in irrigation
infrastructure allocation propensity, while Duflo and Pande used state
level, and Strobl and Strobl used river basin level variation, reflecting geographic scope and data availability (Duflo and Pande’s analysis was limited
to India, and Strobl and Strobl’s analysis was focused on Africa, while our
study is global). Moreover, to ensure that our results are robust to differences in growth patterns across gridcells with different river gradients and
river lengths in different countries, we control for country-year time
trends. The validity of our instrumental variable identification strategy is
borne out by the Hansen J-test for overidentifying restrictions and instrument exogeneity, the Kleibergen-Papp LM test for instrument relevance,
and the Kleibergen-Papp Wald F-test for weak instruments in the results.
The first stage for equation (2.3) which estimates the impact on NPP,
and equation (2.4) which estimates the impact on Cropland, are given in
equations (2.5) and (2.6), respectively:
–
–
–
Yit 5 1 1 2(RGi * Dct) 1 3(RLi * Dct) 1 4(RGi, * Dct * Precit–,1) 1 it (2.5)
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–
–
–
Yit 5 1 1 2(RGi * Dct) 1 3(RLi * Dct) 1 4(RGi, * Dct * Prec10it–,1) 1 it (2.6)
where Yit 5 upirrit or upirrit * Prec–it,1, RGi is the share of river gradients
–
between 1.5–3% within the 25–50 km buffer around gridcell i, Dct is the
national propensity for irrigation facility construction in country c at year
t, and RLi is the total length of rivers within the 25–50 km buffer around
gridcell i. We therefore have three endogenous variables in each regression
(upirrit, upirrit * Precip–it, upirrit * Prec101
it), and four instrumental variables.
As stated above, our instrumental variable and identification strategy
closely follows the literature on the impact of dams. Nevertheless, instruments that work in one setting and context may not hold when applied to
another. We therefore verify that our instruments matter in terms of predicting irrigation facilities construction and present results from a reduced
first-stage in Table 2.5. This differs from the standard first stage from a 2SLS
in that it does not include the interaction terms between the precipitation
shocks and the instruments, which make the results difficult to interpret.
Formally, we estimate the following equation for both the crop productivity and cropland samples:
–
–
(upirrit) 5 1 1 2(RGi * Dct) 1 3(RLi * Dct) 1 it 1 it
(2.7)
where it includes all exogenous covariates from equations (2.3) and (2.5).
Results from estimating equation 2.7 are shown in Table 2.5. Columns 1 and 2 show results from the NPP sample, and columns 3 and 4
show results over a different period used in the cropland sample. We find
evidence for the importance of a gentle river gradient and river length in
increasing irrigation facility construction. Note that in all specifications, irrigation facility construction is increasing in river length, in the share of river
slopes between 1.5% and 3%, and in the country’s propensity for irrigation
facility construction, as theory and the literature predict. Further, these two
variables are always jointly significant, according to an F-test.

2.4 Results
In this section we first present results on the impact of precipitation shocks
on agricultural intensification and extensification, from estimating equations
(2.1) and (2.2). We then present results which estimate how upstream irrigation can influence these impacts, by estimating equations (2.3) and (2.4).

2.4.1 Impact of Precipitation Shocks on Agricultural Intensification
and Extensification
Results from estimating our baseline productivity and cropland models in
equations (2.1) and (2.2) are presented in Tables 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.
In both tables, we estimate the model for the full global sample (column 1),
as well as for gridcells in arid and humid regions separately (columns 2 and
3, respectively), and for high income, middle income and low incomes (columns 4, 5, and 6, respectively). Columns 7–9 are identical to columns 1–3
except they include country fixed effects, rather than gridcell fixed effects.
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Table 2.5 Geography and Upstream Irrigation Facilities
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Full Sample

–
River length * D ct
–
River slope share * D ct

2000–2013

2000–2013

0.000110***

0.000104***

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.000046*

0.000066***

(0.000)

(0.000)

Positive 1SD rainfall shock

1990–2005

1990–2005

0.000007*** 0.000014***
(0.000)

(0.000)

0.000023** 0.000054***
(0.000)

(0.000)

0.001043
(0.003)

Negative 1SD rainfall shock

0.005230+
(0.003)

Average temp (C)

0.004774***
(0.000)

Average temp (C) sq.

0.000089***
(0.000)

4+ positive 1SD rainfall shocks

−0.001861

4+ negative 1SD rainfall shocks

−0.001002

(0.001)
(0.002)
Contemporaneous annual rainfall (mm/year)

−0.000004**
(0.000)

Contemporaneous mean temperature (C)

0.000850***
(0.000)

Log(population)

0.017172***

0.005399***

(0.001)

(0.000)

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country specific trends

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

F-test for river length & slope
N
R-sq

49.411

44.263

13.26

23.10

125,258

125,258

347,034

227,801

0.092

0.103

0.054

0.063

Note: Dependent variable is the number of upstream irrigation facilities in a gridcell. Cluster-robust standard errors are reported
in parentheses.
Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.
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No

No
Yes

Country specific trends

0.084
0.128

56017
0.105

65247

Yes

No

0.177

27742

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(0.014)

−0.018555

(0.000)

−0.001658***

(0.005)

0.001113

(0.004)

−0.080475***

(0.003)

0.040593***

High-income

0.096

80327

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(0.009)

0.000825

(0.000)

−0.000398*

(0.003)

−0.030819***

(0.004)

−0.107746***

(0.003)

0.080415***

Middle-income

(5)

(6)

0.148

11128

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(0.046)

−0.096446*

(0.001)

−0.007357***

(0.035)

0.177679***

(0.013)

−0.100355***

(0.018)

0.091024***

Low-income

Dependent Variable: D Log NPP

0.066

121797

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.001)

−0.001982**

(0.000)

−0.000017

(0.000)

−0.000849+

(0.002)

−0.105420***

(0.002)

(8)

0.104

56017

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.001)

−0.003373*

(0.000)

−0.000150***

(0.001)

0.000065

(0.005)

−0.162548***

(0.004)

0.121237***

Arid

With Country Fixed Effects

0.073843***

Full Sample

(7)

0.086

65247

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.001)

−0.001282*

(0.000)

0.000010

(0.001)

−0.001066

(0.002)

−0.041739***

(0.002)

0.035269***

Humid

(9)

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log NPP in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a separate regression based on gridcells in arid and humid climatic zones as per GAEZ FAO classification, and in different
income categories as per the World Bank classification Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Columns 1–6 show standard errors clustered at the gridcell level, while columns 7–9 show cluster-robust standard errors. Positive (Negative)
1 SD rainfall shock is a time-varying dummy indicating if annual precipitation in a year is at least 1 standard deviation higher (lower) than the long-run mean of a gridcell. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01,
and ***p < 0.001.

R-sq

N

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cell fixed effects

Country Fixed effects

121797

Yes
Yes

(0.008)

Year fixed effects

Yes

(0.009)

−0.003994

(0.015)

0.017567

(0.000)

(0.000)

−0.010204

0.000772***

−0.003153***

−0.001151***
(0.000)

(0.004)

−0.061786***

0.001052
(0.004)

(0.002)

−0.039785***

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.005)

(0.003)

Humid

0.032377***

−0.020432***

−0.162383***

−0.106057***

(0.004)

(0.002)

Arid

0.123823***

0.074409***

Full Sample

(4)

With Cell Fixed Effects

(3)

Yes

Log(population)

Avg temp (C) sq.

Avg temp (C)

Negative 1SD precip shock

Positive 1SD precip shock

(2)

(1)

Table 2.6 Impact of Precipitation Shocks on Crop Productivity
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Yes
0.299

Yes
0.389

161317
0.290

65322

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(0.006)

−0.009218

(0.001)

0.008293

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.000)

0.001153***

(0.000)

0.001988***

Humid Regions

0.371

66731

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(0.000)

−0.001558***

(0.000)

0.000621***

(0.000)

0.000005***

(0.000)

−0.000004

(0.000)

0.000026

High-income

0.287

138052

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(0.002)

−0.001383

(0.000)

−0.001081***

(0.000)

−0.000002

(0.000)

0.000556***

(0.000)

0.001275***

Middle-income

(5)

0.562

18388

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(0.002)

0.002983+

(0.000)

−0.001711***

(0.000)

−0.000007***

(0.000)

0.001528***

(0.000)

−0.000525***

Low-income

(6)

Dependent Variable: Δ Log Cropland
(4)

With Gridcell Fixed Effects

(3)

0.082

228111

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.000)

−0.000727***

(0.000)

−0.000013

(0.000)

0.000002***

(0.000)

0.000461***

(0.000)

−0.000095

(8)

0.195

161317

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.000)

−0.000311***

(0.000)

−0.000098***

(0.000)

0.000002***

(0.000)

0.000466***

(0.000)

−0.000222***

Arid Regions

(9)

0.070

65322

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.000)

−0.002216***

(0.000)

0.000428***

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.000)

0.000531***

(0.000)

−0.000298

Humid Regions

With Country Fixed Effects
Full Sample

(7)

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log cropland in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a separate regression based on gridcells in arid and humid climatic zones as per GAEZ FAO classification and income
groups according to World Bank classification. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Columns 1–6 show standard errors clustered at the gridcell level, while columns 7–9 show cluster-robust standard errors. Number of positive
(negative) shocks in 10 years is a time-varying count variable indicating the number of years, of the prior ten years, for which annual precipitation in the gridcell was at least 1 standard deviation higher (lower) than the long-run mean of the
gridcell. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

R-sq

228111

Country specific time trends

N

No

No

Yes

Yes

Gridcell fixed effects

Country fixed effects

(0.000)
Yes

−0.000376

0.000534

(0.000)

(0.000)

−0.000191

0.000467

(0.000)
(0.000)

0.000002**
(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)
−0.000576***

0.000644***

(0.000)

Arid Regions

−0.000174*

Full Sample

0.000670***

Yes

Year fixed effects

log(population)

Contemporaneous mean temperature (C)

Contemporaneous annual rainfall (mm)

Number of negative 1sd+ shocks in
10 years

Number of positive 1sd+ shocks in 10 years

(2)

(1)

Table 2.7 Impact of Precipitation Shocks on Cropland Expansion

2.4.1.1 Crop productivity
Table 2.6 shows that crop productivity, on average, increases in response to
positive precipitation shocks and decreases with negative precipitation
shocks across different climates and income groups. These effects are
robust to an alternate specification that uses country fixed effects instead
of gridcell fixed effects, with similar patterns observed; that is, the direction and significance of the impact remains unchanged and the magnitudes of the coefficients change only marginally.
The largest impacts of precipitation shocks are seen in arid regions
and middle-income countries, with negative shocks playing a significantly
larger role. If farmers adapt to permanently drier conditions, one might
expect that crop productivity is less sensitive to dry shocks in arid areas.
However, our results suggest that the effects of below normal rainfall
shocks are not just limited to humid regions that experience these shocks
less frequently.20 We find that rainfall more than 1 standard deviation
below the long- term mean leads to a 16%21 decrease in agricultural productivity per year in arid regions (as opposed to a 7% decrease in humid
regions), and close to a 11% decrease in middle-income countries. Above
normal precipitation shocks, on the other hand, increase crop productivity
by approximately 12% in arid regions and 8% in middle-income countries.
Consistent with past literature, we also find that temperature increases
tend to reduce NPP nonlinearly, particularly in arid regions, high-income
and low-income countries, but these impacts are not always consistent
across different specifications. While we control for population in our
regressions, its impact on NPP is imprecise and insignificant for most of
the samples.
2.4.1.2 Cropland expansion
Our results for the cropland model, displayed in Table 2.7 show that the
impact of positive precipitation shocks varies by climate and income
group. In arid regions and in low-income countries, each year with a positive precipitation shock leads to a reduction in cropland by approximately
0.02% and 0.05%, respectively. In humid regions, and in middle income
countries, positive precipitation shocks actually increase cropland expansion, by 0.2% per year with a shock. However, the coefficient on positive
precipitation shocks becomes insignificant in humid areas when we
replace gridcell fixed effects (column 3) with country fixed effects (column 7). Generally speaking, the impacts of positive precipitation shocks
are unclear and seem highly dependent on the regression specification and
sample (we also show in Section 2.5.4 that the impact of positive precipitation shocks are not robust to clustering standard errors at different
levels).
For negative precipitation shocks, however, we see a much more
robust impact with each year with a negative precipitation shock consistently leading to expansions in cropland, in both arid and humid regions,
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low- and middle-income countries, and in the full sample. The direction
and significance of the impact remains unchanged when we switch to
country fixed effects, and the magnitudes of the coefficients only differ
slightly. In general, we find that for each year within the past 10 years
which had a negative precipitation shock greater than 1 standard deviation, cropland expanded by approximately 0.06% on average across the
globe and in arid areas, and by 0.1% in humid areas. Although these
increases in cropland appear to be quite minor, the mean increase in cropland over the sample period was only 0.1%, implying that precipitation
shocks may be a significant contributor to global extensification. It is perhaps unsurprising that we do not see an impact in high-income countries
where the far majority of agriculture is irrigated and farmers might have
better access to other adaptation methods such as improved seeds.
The coefficients on contemporaneous rainfall and temperature,
although sometimes statistically significant, are always very small, implying that they have no actual impact on cropland expansion. Log population is only statistically significant in high-income countries, or when
gridcell fixed effects are removed, and the negative coefficient is likely
because the more urban a gridcell becomes, the less room there is for
cropland expansion.
We next allow for nonlinear impacts of multiple precipitation shocks.
To do so, we replace the variables which count the number of years with
positive and negative precipitation shocks with binary variables which
indicate if there were greater than X years with precipitation shocks
within the past 10 years, with 1 < 5 X < 5 8. As shown in Table 2.3, less
than 1% of observations experienced 6 or more years with negative shocks,
and only slightly more than 1% experienced 6 or more years with positive
shocks. We therefore present estimates for up to 8 years with shocks, but
only cautiously interpret impacts beyond 5 years.
We estimate equation (2.2) for each binary variable separately, and
plot the coefficients along with the 95% confidence intervals in Figure 2.4.
Interpreting first the negative shock coefficients, we see that for all three
samples, cropland expansion tends to increase approximately linearly with
each additional year of shocks until about 5 years, at which point the
impact tends to decline. Again, however, with so few observations beyond
5 years of shocks, the coefficients on 71 and 81 years of shocks become
very noisy. Nevertheless, this is consistent with cropland expansion occurring as an adaptation technique against negative rainfall shocks. Given that
there is a fixed cost to expanding cropland, it is unlikely to occur in large
amounts after only one or two years of negative shocks. However, as they
compound, and expectations about future rainfall are updated, the benefits to expansion increase and extensification becomes necessary to achieve
a subsistence level of production.
The pattern for positive shocks is, again, less straightforward. The full
sample shows very modest increases in cropland expansion due to positive
precipitation shocks, which do not increase significantly with the number
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Figure 2.4 Nonlinear Impact of Precipitation Shocks on Cropland Production
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of years for which the shock occurs. However, there is significant heterogeneity between arid and humid areas. Arid areas see virtually no impact
on cropland expansion from positive shocks, with very precisely measured,
small coefficients for nearly all years of shocks. In humid areas, however,
the coefficient on positive shocks looks very much like the pattern we saw
from the coefficient on negative shocks. In this case, expansion may be due
to the fact that agricultural land becomes significantly more productive
and it is profitable to extensify. Again, however, we do not find the impact
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Figure 2.4 Continued
Positive Shocks—Arid
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Note: Figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals from coefficients obtained from estimating equation 2.2 with Prec10–it and Prec101it replaced
with binary variables equal to 1 if the gridcell experienced at least X years of precipitation shocks within the past 10 years, where X is the value given on the
x-axis. Row 1 shows regressions using the full sample, row 2 uses only arid (as defined by FAO GAEZ) gridcells, and row 3 uses only humid gridcells. In each
graph, plotted coefficients are estimated using separate regressions, but negative and positive coefficients are estimated jointly for corresponding samples
values on the x-axis. For instance, for the full sample, the coefficient corresponding to 3 years of negative shocks is estimated in the same regression as the
coefficient corresponding to 3 years of positive shocks.

of positive shocks to be robust, and therefore only interpret these results
with caution.
To summarize, the most consistent and strongest results are obtained
for negative precipitation shocks. These shocks reduce yields unambiguously. In both arid and humid regions of low middle-income countries,
these negative shocks lead to compensating expansion of cultivated areas,
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with a quantitative impact that is large—and of the same order of magnitude as current rates of deforestation. Theoretically, such behavior is consistent with a “safety first” response which is most often associated with
poor farmers who seek to achieve a certain target level of income. Results
for positive precipitation are less robust. In general, positive rainfall episodes boost yields, but the consequences for extensification are less well
determined.

2.4.2 Influence of Irrigation Infrastructure on Precipitation Impacts
In the following subsections, we present results from our agricultural productivity and cropland models which include the impact of upstream irrigation infrastructure.
2.4.2.1 Influence of irrigation infrastructure on the relationship between
precipitation and crop productivity
Estimates of the influence of upstream irrigation facilities on the precipitation impacts on crop productivity are separate; we show three different
specifications. First, we show OLS with gridcell fixed effects (equation 2.3), clustering at the gridcell level, analogous to columns 1–3 in
Tables 2.6 and 2.7. Next, we replace gridcell fixed effects with country
fixed effects, and use robust standard errors, similar to columns 7–9 in
Tables 2.5 and 2.6. Finally, we estimate equations (2.3) and (2.5), via
2SLS, following the same specification as columns 7–9 (country fixed
effects). The reason for replacing gridcell fixed effects with country fixed
effects in the 2SLS specification is twofold. First, there is little variation
over time in our variable. As stated in Section 2.2, the large majority of
irrigation facilities were built before our datasets begin. This would make
gridcell fixed effects highly collinear with . The second reason deals with
the fact that our instruments for only vary over time at the country-level,
and therefore our estimation strategy uses within country geographic variation to compare gridcells within countries. Nevertheless, our OLS regressions with gridcell fixed effects as well as regressions with country fixed
effects, both including and excluding irrigation facilities demonstrate that
results are very similar, and so we do not expect this change to impact our
2SLS estimates.
OLS estimates in Table 2.8 show that specifications with gridcell
fixed effects, and those with country fixed effects are largely consistent
and similar in pattern (with the sole exception of coefficients estimating
the direct impact of upstream irrigation facilities). In OLS specifications
with country fixed effects, the direct impact of upstream irrigation facilities on NPP remains muted and insignificant. However, beneficial impacts
emerge when regions downstream experience above or below normal
rainfall shocks. Columns (2) and (5) show that having an upstream irrigation facility decreases the adverse effects of a negative shock in the full
sample as well as in arid regions. Upstream irrigation facilities tend to
decrease the sensitivity of NPP to positive rainfall shocks only in arid
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Yes
Yes
121,797

No
Yes
121,797
0.084

Country fixed effects

Country specific trends

N

R-sq

0.066

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Year fixed effects

(0.002)

(0.009)

(0.000)
−0.0022

−0.0101

(0.000)

(0.002)
−0.0000

(0.003)
−0.0012***

−0.0009

−0.0204***

0.0154+
(0.008)

0.0176**

(0.014)

(0.006)

−0.1064***

(0.003)

(0.009)

(0.005)
−0.1072***

−1.2896***

−0.0080

−0.0106*

No

116,285

0.128

56,017

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

(0.015)

0.0181

(0.000)

−0.0032***

(0.004)

0.0012

(0.011)

0.0476***

(0.005)

−0.1656***

(0.012)

−0.0291*

(0.005)

0.1255***

(0.015)

−0.3211***

OLS

(4)

Yes

Yes

(0.001)

−0.0012

(0.000)

−0.0000

(0.001)

0.0004

(0.082)

0.2885***

(0.006)

−0.1244***

(0.275)

(0.017)

(0.012)

(0.002)

0.1533***

(0.050)

0.0743***

(0.001)

0.0228

2SLS

(3)

0.0751***

(0.010)

OLS

0.0004

−0.2894***

OLS

Full Sample

(2)

Cell fixed effects

Log(population)

Avg temp (C) sq.

Avg temp (C)

× upstream irrigation facilities

Neg 1SD rainfall shock

× upstream irrigation facilities

Pos 1SD rainfall shock

Upstream irrigation facilities

(1)

0.104

56,017

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.001)

−0.0035*

(0.000)

−0.0002***

(0.001)

0.0000

(0.008)

0.0349***

(0.005)

−0.1650***

(0.010)

−0.0176+

(0.004)

0.1222***

(0.004)

0.0002

OLS

Arid Regions

(5)

D Log NPP

Table 2.8 Joint Impact of Precipitation Shocks and Irrigation Facilities on Crop Productivity

52,468

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(0.007)

0.0009

(0.000)

−0.0001*

(0.001)

0.0013

(0.139)

0.1639

(0.011)

−0.1742***

(0.971)

−2.6668**

(0.060)

0.2826***

(0.157)

0.1761

2SLS

(6)

0.105

65,247

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(0.008)

−0.0040

(0.000)

0.0008***

(0.004)

−0.0618***

(0.006)

0.0018

(0.002)

−0.0399***

(0.004)

−0.0023

(0.002)

0.0325***

(.)

0.0000

OLS

(7)

(8)

0.086

65,247

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.001)

−0.0014**

(0.000)

0.0000

(0.001)

−0.0010

(0.004)

0.0034

(0.002)

−0.0419***

(0.004)

−0.0020

(0.002)

0.0354***

(0.002)

0.0006

OLS

Humid Regions

(continued)

63,388

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(0.001)

−0.0015*

(0.000)

−0.0000

(0.001)

−0.0004

(0.092)

0.1395

(0.006)

−0.0515***

(0.160)

−0.3403*

(0.010)

0.0563***

(0.026)

−0.0107

2SLS

(9)
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3.131

13.885

0.000

0.784

(0.000000)

0.0000001***

(0.000048)

0.0000866+

(0.000080)

−0.0000840

(0.000030)

−0.0000641*

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log NPP in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a separate regression based on gridcells in arid and humid climatic zones as per the GAEZ FAO classification. Standard
errors are reported in parentheses. Columns which include gridcell fixed effects show standard errors clustered at the gridcell level, while columns which include country fixed effects show cluster-robust standard errors. Positive (negative)
1 SD rainfall shock is a time-varying dummy indicating if annual precipitation in a year is at least 1 standard deviation higher (lower) than the long-run mean of a gridcell. Upstream irrigation facilities is a count variable which indicates the
number of upstream irrigation facilities from the gridcell according to the methodology described in Section 2.2. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

12.824

Kleibergen-Papp F-stat

0.003

0.829

0.968
0.000

Hansen p-value

Kleibergen-Papp LM p-value

0.0000000***

Total river length * Dct

(0.000076)

−0.0000910

(0.000000)

(0.000042)

1SD shock * Dct
0.0000001***

−0.0000244

River slope share 1.5–3% * pos

(0.000122)

(0.000000)

(0.000070)

1SD shock * Dct

0.0003435**

(0.000045)

(0.000026)
0.0001367*

0.0002210***

0.0000622*

River slope share 1.5–3% * neg

Dependent variable: upstream irrigation facilities
River slope share 1.5–3% * Dct

First stage:

Table 2.8 Continued

regions (that is, the coefficients on the interaction term of positive shocks
and upstream irrigation facilities and the coefficient of the positive rain
shock variable are a opposite sign). Overall, the OLS results suggest that
irrigation infrastructure somewhat smooths rainfall variability, but it is
highly context specific.
The instrumental variable estimates, however, show different estimated effects of irrigation facilities.22 The direct impact of irrigation facilities is now positive in the full sample and arid regions, although it is
statistically insignificant. A likely cause for the coefficients being insignificant is the fact that there is very little variation over time in the placement
of irrigation facilities, as most were constructed before the NPP dataset
begins. As with the OLS results, we see that when controlling for irrigation facilities, positive shocks tend to increase NPP in the full, arid, and
humid samples. The presence of upstream irrigation facilities significantly
reduces the sensitivity of NPP to these positive shocks across all three
samples, and this decrease in sensitivity is particularly striking in the arid
regions. Likewise, irrigation facilities do reduce the sensitivity of NPP to
negative rainfall shocks in the full sample.
However, irrigation facilities do not appear to reduce this sensitivity
in arid regions. Why might this be so? We demonstrate that this result is
driven by regions where irrigation benefits may have encouraged waterintensive cropping practices in otherwise unsuitable areas over time.23
The implication is that the presence of irrigation may have encouraged
maladaptation to dry conditions. We begin by illustrating this descriptively. Table 2.9 provides summary statistics for the harvested area of four
water intensive crops—rice, cotton, sugarcane, and maize—for two distinct samples of gridcells in arid regions: one sample includes all cropland
gridcells with access to upstream irrigation facilities, and the other includes

Table 2.9 Water-Intensive Crop Production and Irrigation

Infrastructure Access

Variable

Obs

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

29763.33

0

157717.1

Cropland cells with upstream irrigation facilities in arid regions
Rice harvest area ha.

2,842

12149.25

Cotton harvest area ha.

2,842

1954.299

5100.52

0

40318.32

Sugar harvest area ha.

2,842

1971.822

7672.468

0

82723.04

Maize harvest area ha.

2,842

19765.68

0

82776.66

11938.06

Cropland cells without upstream irrigation facilities in arid regions
Rice harvest area ha.

57,512

4123.428

16994.03

0

208244.2

Cotton harvest area ha.

57,512

2142.328

9338.82

0

210628.4

Sugar harvest area ha.

57,512

5066.367

0

125368.6

Maize harvest area ha.

57,512

0

137805.8

742.1464
5770.267

14299.64
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all cropland gridcells without access to upstream irrigation facilities. It is
striking that the mean values for rice harvest area, and sugarcane harvest
area are substantially larger in areas with access to upstream irrigation
facilities (however, there is no discernable difference for cotton). This provides at least partial motivating and anecdotal evidence showing that the
presence of upstream irrigation facilities may have induced more water
intensive forms of cultivation.
Taking our descriptive analysis one step further, we identify gridcells
whose main crop is (has the largest amount of harvested area dedicated
to) one of the four water-intensive crops. We remove these gridcells from
the sample, and reestimate equations (2.3) and (2.5) for the arid sample.
Column (2) of Table 2.10 presents these results and we see that, unlike in
column (1) which includes the full arid sample, upstream irrigation facilities now buffer the negative impact of a below normal rainfall shock. The
interaction effect between the negative rainfall shock and upstream irrigation facilities is positive and significant.24 In column 3, when we only
include the water-intensive cells, we see that upstream irrigation infrastructure actually exacerbates the impact of the shock, with the coefficient on the interactive term being negative and significant.
Apart from cropping practices, it is also possible that during periods
of below normal rainfall, stored water is prioritized for uses other than
irrigation. This can be especially true for multipurpose dams, where lean
season flows are diverted for hydropower generation which is often the
more lucrative alternative (Strobl and Strobl, 2011). Recent work by
Zeng et al. (2016) highlights these competing tradeoffs in multipurpose
dams and finds that as much as 54% of the global installed hydropower
capacity competes with irrigation needs, and can significantly reduce
water availability for crop production. Therefore, a variety of behavioral,
technological, and management factors could be driving the results.
Finally, we also estimate the effects of upstream irrigation facilities by
income group in columns (4), (5) and (6) in Table 2.10. Irrigation facilities directly increase agricultural productivity in middle-income and lowincome countries. They also decrease the sensitivity of NPP to positive
shocks in high- and middle-income countries. When assessing their effects
in the presence of dry shocks, we find that upstream irrigation facilities are
able to buffer against negative rainfall shocks in high-income countries,
but actually exacerbate them in low-income countries. This result is suggestive of the importance of storage facility management practices in
determining outcomes.
2.4.2.2 Influence of irrigation infrastructure on the relationship between
precipitation and cropland expansion
Next, we turn to the impact of upstream irrigation facilities on cropland
expansion. We follow the same methodology as the agricultural productivity results, where we first estimate equation (2.5) via OLS, with gridcell
fixed effects, and then switch to country fixed effects. Finally, we estimate
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Table 2.10 Crop Productivity, Cropping Patterns, and Income Groups

Upstream irrigation facilities
Pos 1SD rainfall shock

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Arid

Arid without
Water-intensive
Cells

Arid with
Water-intensive
Cells

High-income

Middle-income

Low-income

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

0.1761

0.1437

0.3582

0.0325

0.1124**

0.1125*

(0.157)

(0.180)

(0.397)

(0.077)

(0.039)

(0.057)

0.2826***

0.3121***

0.2259*

0.0765***

0.1590***

0.0853***

(0.060)

(0.082)

(0.101)

(0.015)

(0.017)

(0.017)

−3.4517*

−1.2310

−0.6554*

(1.504)

(0.969)

(0.281)

× upstream irrigation facilities −2.6668**
(0.971)
Neg 1SD rainfall shock
× upstream irrigation facilities
Avg temp (C)
Avg temp (C) sq.

−0.1742***

−0.1806***

−0.0572
(0.059)

−0.1183***

(0.011)

(0.013)

0.1639

0.4325*

(0.139)

(0.200)

(0.430)

(0.180)

0.0013

0.0009

0.0025

0.0030+

−0.9365*

(0.014)
0.4382*

−1.2000***
(0.258)
−0.0998***
(0.007)
−0.0437
(0.083)
−0.0003

−0.0711
(0.077)
−0.0958***
(0.008)
−0.2303***
(0.051)
0.0089**

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.004)

(0.002)

(0.001)

−0.0001*

−0.0001

−0.0002*

−0.0001

−0.0000

(0.003)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

−0.0003***

0.0009

0.0049

−0.0045

−0.0014

−0.0026*

−0.0084*

(0.007)

(0.009)

(0.014)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.004)

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Log(population)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N

Country specific trends

52,468

42,822

9,646

26,663

77,545

9,477

Hansen p-value

0.829

0.462

0.011

0.288

0.994

0.509

Kleibergen-Papp LM p-value

0.003

0.040

0.073

0.002

0.000

0.000

Kleibergen-Papp F-stat

3.131

1.766

1.275

2.997

16.634

83.401

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log NPP in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a separate regression. Robust
standard errors are reported in parentheses. Positive (negative) 1 SD rainfall shock is a time-varying dummy indicating if annual precipitation in a year is at
least 1 standard deviation higher (lower) than the long-run mean of a gridcell. Upstream irrigation facilities is a count variable which indicates the number of
upstream irrigation facilities from the gridcell according to the methodology described in Section 2.2. Water-intensive gridcells are those whose main crop is
rice, cotton, sugarcane or maize. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

equations (2.4) and (2.6) via 2SLS. Results are shown in Table 2.11. Our
OLS results show that there is little difference between the specifications
with gridcell fixed effects, and those with country fixed effects. The direct
impact of upstream irrigation facilities only appears significant for the full
sample in column 2, where upstream irrigation facilities tend to increase
cropland expansion. As in the baseline results without irrigation facilities,
the effects of negative shocks are consistent and strong across all regions.
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No
Yes

Country fixed effects

Country specific time trends

R-sq

0.299

228,111

Yes

N

Yes

Gridcell fixed effects

0.080

224,103

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)
−0.000719***

0.000647*

(0.000)

(0.000)
−0.000013

(0.000)
0.000449***

0.000002***

(0.001)

(0.001)
−0.000000

−0.001510*

−0.001934*

0.002634***
(0.000)

0.002917***
(0.000)

(0.001)

(0.001)

227,527

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.000)

−0.000597***

(0.000)

0.000005

(0.000)

0.000002***

(0.031)

−0.094519**

(0.001)

0.004742***

(0.008)

−0.007642

−0.00189***

−0.003384***

0.000813*
(0.000)

0.000731*
(0.000)

0.002280***

(0.007)

−0.016236*

2SLS

(3)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.001)

OLS

0.000668***

OLS

Full Sample

(2)

0.000909

Year fixed effects

Log(population)

Contemporaneous annual temperature (C)

Contemporaneous annual rainfall (mm/year)

× upstream irrigation facilities

4+ negative 1SD rainfall shocks

× upstream irrigation facilities

4+ Positive 1SD rainfall shocks

Upstream irrigation facilities

(1)

0.388

161,317

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(0.000)

−0.000314***

(0.000)

−0.000208***

(0.000)

0.000003**

(0.001)

−0.000454

(0.000)

0.002508***

(0.001)

−0.002765***

(0.000)

−0.000498*

(0.002)

−0.000160

OLS

(4)

0.195

160,841

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.000)

−0.00030***

(0.000)

−0.00010***

(0.000)

0.000002***

(0.001)

−0.000668

(0.000)

0.002596***

(0.001)

−0.00228***

(0.000)

−0.000496**

(0.000)

0.000054

OLS

Arid Regions

(5)

161,269

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.000)

0.000017

(0.000)

−0.000079***

(0.000)

0.000002***

(0.070)

−0.182662**

(0.001)

0.005450***

(0.008)

−0.005664

(0.000)

−0.000430*

(0.012)

−0.041221***

2SLS

(6)

Dependent Variable: Δ Log Cropland

Table 2.11 Joint Impact of Precipitation Shocks and Irrigation Infrastructure on Cropland Expansion

0.290

65,322

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(0.006)

−0.009510

(0.001)

0.008141***

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.002)

−0.003169+

(0.001)

0.004974***

(0.003)

−0.004849+

(0.001)

0.007584***

(0.002)

0.001018

OLS

(7)

(8)

0.069

61,814

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.000)

−0.00225***

(0.000)

0.000427***

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.010)

−0.002056

(0.001)

0.003149***

(0.002)

−0.001568

(0.001)

0.002659**

(0.001)

0.000971

OLS

Humid Regions

64,862

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(0.000)

−0.002615***

(0.000)

0.000236*

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.048)

−0.127713**

(0.002)

0.007115***

(0.157)

0.350394*

(0.003)

−0.004365

(0.008)

0.025903**

2SLS

(9)
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0.0000
10.214

Kleibergen-Papp F-stat

7.135

0.0000

0.2805

3.321

0.0012

0.5797

(0.00000001)

−0.0000001***

(0.0000198)

−0.0000287

(0.0000549)

0.0000617

(0.0000122)

−0.0000311*

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log cropland in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a separate regression based on gridcells in arid and humid climatic zones as per GAEZ FAO classification. Standard
errors are reported in parentheses. Columns which include gridcell fixed effects show standard errors clustered at the gridcell level, while columns which include country fixed effects show cluster-robust standard errors. 4+ Positive (negative)
rainfall shocks is a time-varying dummy variable indicating if rainfall was at least 1 standard deviation higher (lower) than the long-run mean of the gridcell for four or more years out of the prior ten years. Upstream irrigation facilities is a
count variable which indicates the number of upstream irrigation facilities from the gridcell, according to the methodology described in Section 2.2. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

0.5132

(0.000000003)

(0.000000003)

Kleibergen-Papp LM p-value

0.00000002***

(0.0000243)

0.00000002***

(0.0000195)

(0.0000243)
−0.0000351

−0.0000217

(0.0000226)

(0.0000169)
−0.000106****

(0.0000105)
−0.0000495*

0.0000276

0.0000594***

Hansen J p-value

Total river length * Dct

River slope share 1.5–3% * pos
1SD shock * Dct

River slope share 1.5–3% * neg
1SD shock * Dct

First stage:
Dependent variable: upstream irrigation facilities
River slope share 1.5–3% * Dct

Having four or more years with negative precipitation shocks tends to
increase cropland expansion in the full, arid and humid samples. Likewise,
in the OLS regressions, having four or more years with positive precipitation shocks tends to increase cropland expansion in the full sample and in
humid regions, but decreases it very slightly in arid regions. The presence
of upstream irrigation facilities mitigates the expansive impact of rainfall
shocks in most specifications and samples.
Turning to the 2SLS results, we see a more nuanced result. The presence of upstream irrigation facilities now tends to decrease cropland
expansion in arid areas, but increases it in humid areas. This may be evidence of the fact that farmers in arid areas switch to more intensive agriculture when they gain access to irrigation. We find that the impact from
positive precipitation shocks become less significant, and small in magnitude. Conversely, negative precipitation shocks remain very significant,
both statistically and in magnitude, with 41 years of negative rainfall
shocks leading to increases in cropland expansion in all regions, suggesting
a much more robust impact than that of positive shocks. Further, we find
that the presence of upstream irrigation facilities mitigates this impact. In
fact, even one upstream irrigation facility can entirely eliminate the expansion of cropland observed from multiple negative precipitation shocks.25
In Section 2.5.2 we show these results are robust to replacing the 41
year precipitation shock dummy variable with 21, 31, and 51 year precipitation shock dummy variables.

2.5 Extensions and Robustness Checks
We perform several extensions and robustness checks to our main results.
First, we test the impact of rainfall shocks on NPP across different precipitation quantiles. Second, we show extensification and upstream irrigation
facilities results using different numbers of shock-year combinations, different specifications, and time periods. Third, we perform preliminary
tests to check if spatial correlation may be biasing our results. Finally, we
test the baseline results on NPP and cropland expansion with two alternative definitions for precipitation shocks.

2.5.1 Precipitation Shocks, Agricultural Productivity,
and Average Annual Rainfall
In this section, we test if the impact of precipitation shocks varies based on
the long-run average rainfall of the region. To do so, we split the sample
according to whether each gridcell’s long-run average annual rainfall falls
in a range of four quantile bins. Our estimation strategy follows our baseline model in equation (2.1). Consistent with our earlier results for arid
and humid regions, we find that gridcells that receive the highest amounts
of rainfall on average are also those least impacted by positive and negative
precipitation shocks (Table 2.12, Figure 2.5). Figure 2.5 plots the coefficients on positive and negative precipitation shocks from each of the six
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Table 2.12 Impact of Precipitation Shocks on Crop Productivity by Rainfall

Quantiles

Quantiles by Long-term Average Rainfall
Q1 (driest)

Positive 1SD precip shock
Negative 1SD precip shock

0.067678***

0.058755***

0.018911***

(0.004)

(0.004)

(0.003)

−0.177413***
0.006507
−0.004632***
(0.000)

Log(population)

Q4 (wettest)

0.135885***

(0.005)
Avg temp (C) sq.

Q3

(0.006)
(0.007)
Avg temp (C)

Q2

0.095340***

−0.140861***
(0.007)
−0.018638*
(0.008)
−0.001165*
(0.000)
−0.038810*

−0.086037***
(0.006)
−0.003962
(0.008)
−0.001462***
(0.000)
−0.128196***

−0.009313***
(0.003)
−0.002431
(0.009)
−0.000529*
(0.000)
0.013274+

(0.020)

(0.016)

(0.030)

(0.008)

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cell fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country specific trends
N
R-sq

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

30,446

30,446

30,459

30,446

0.150

0.098

0.106

0.114

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log NPP. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a separate regression.
Standard errors are reported in the parentheses and are clustered by gridcell. Positive (negative) 1 SD shock is a time-varying
dummy indicating if annual precipitation in a year is at least 1 standard deviation higher (lower) than the long-run mean of a
gridcell. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

regressions. We see that there is an incremental decrease in magnitude on
both coefficients as we move from gridcells falling in the driest bin to
those in the wettest bin. Similar to our baseline results in Table 2.6 for the
arid sample, we find that gridcells that receive the least amount of rainfall
on average are adversely affected by below normal precipitation shocks
and the impacts are larger (worse) than those estimated for gridcells in the
three wetter bins. Similarly, positive precipitation shocks also have the
largest beneficial impact in these driest gridcells, implying that these
regions are the most at risk to climate shocks.

2.5.2 Cropland Expansion, Irrigation Infrastructure, and Precipitation
Shocks at Different Shock-year Thresholds
When examining the impact of irrigation infrastructure on the relationship between precipitation shocks and cropland extensification, we use
41 years as the cutoff for the number of years with precipitation shocks
in our main results. This number was chosen because it offered a middle
ground between showing a significant impact on extensification (in Figure 2.4), and having a large enough share of observations experiencing it
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Figure 2.5 Impact of Precipitation Shocks on Crop Productivity by Rainfall
Impact of a 1SD+ positive shock on ∆ Log NPP

Quantiles

.15

.10

.05

0

Driest

Moderately
dry

Moderately
wet

Wettest

Impact of a 1SD+ negative shock on ∆ Log NPP

Pos 1SD precip shock

0

–.05

–.10

–.15

–.20

Driest

Moderately
dry

Moderately
wet

Wettest

Neg 1SD precip shock
Note: Figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals from coefficients obtained from estimating equation
(2.1) for each of the 4 quantiles representing gridcells with lowest amounts of long-term average rainfall, to those with
the highest amounts of long-term average rainfall. In each graph, plotted coefficients are estimated using separate
regressions, but negative and positive coefficients are estimated jointly. Full regression results are in Table 2.1.

(Table 2.3). We now present the results from using different cutoffs for
the number of years with precipitation shocks, namely 21, 31, and 51.
As in the baseline model with 41 years as the cutoff, we construct dummy
variables which are equal to 1 if there are 21, 31, or 51 years with 1 1
SD precipitation shocks in the past decade.
Results are shown in Table 2.13. The full sample is shown in columns
1–4, with columns 1, 2, 3, and 4 showing results for 21, 31, 41, and 51
years of shocks, respectively. Similarly, columns 5–8 and 9–12 show results
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Log(population)

2SLS

(5)

(0.001)

0.0047***

(0.008)

−0.007642

(0.000)

0.000813*

(0.007)

(0.003)

0.00942**

(0.011)

0.004797

(0.000)

0.00091*

(0.006)

2SLS

(7)

2SLS

(8)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.00210***

(0.006)

0.007351

(0.000)

(0.012)

(0.001)

0.0055***

(0.008)

−0.00566

(0.000)

−0.00043*

(0.012)

(0.000)

0.0000***

(0.012)

(0.000)

0.0000***

(0.070)

(0.000)

(0.000)

−0.000016

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.00002

(0.000)

(0.032)

−0.021199

2SLS

(9)

(0.006)

0.012384*

(0.009)

0.017917+

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.00000***

(0.357)

(0.000)

0.000019

(0.000)

(0.017)

0.039606*

2SLS

(0.002)

0.00712***

(0.157)

0.350394*

(0.003)

(0.002)

0.010049***

(0.202)

−0.149288

(0.003)

0.006835*

(0.006)

0.027035***

2SLS

(0.000)

0.000293***

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.035)

(0.000)

0.000236*

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.048)

(0.000)

0.000358***

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.092)

−0.106658** −0.127713** −0.214477*

(0.002)

0.004690**

(0.037)

0.037574

(0.002)

−0.004365

(0.008)

0.025903**

2SLS

(12)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(continued)

(0.000)

−0.00262*** −0.00254*** −0.00262*** −0.00242***

(0.000)

0.000192+

(0.000)

0.000000

(0.053)

−0.043910

(0.002)

0.001866

(0.040)

0.17522***

(0.002)

(11)

Humid Regions

(10)

−0.00095** −0.00617*** −0.000149

−0.00008*** −0.00008*** −0.0001*** −0.0001***

(0.000)

0.0000***

(0.007)

0.000004

(0.000)

0.000007

(0.000)

0.0000***

(0.153)

(0.014)

−0.02480*** −0.04404*** −0.18266** −0.447489

(0.000)

0.00127***

(0.008)

0.013548

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.000005

(0.000)

0.0000***

(0.031)

(0.017)

(0.000)

(0.000)

2SLS

Arid Regions

(6)

−0.00064*** −0.000191

−0.0006*** −0.0006*** −0.0006*** −0.0006***

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)
−0.000003

(0.000)

−0.000001

0.0000***

0.0000***

Annual temperature (C)

(0.009)

(0.006)

Annual precipitation
(mm/year)

2SLS

(4)

−0.016236* −0.01878** −0.046121** −0.040333** −0.0412*** −0.0449***

2SLS

(3)

−0.0388*** −0.09452** −0.24249

−0.038***

0.0021***
(0.000)

(0.006)

0.0015***

(0.005)

0.000576

(0.000)

(0.000)
−0.003523

(0.000)

0.000612*

(0.008)

−0.000308

(0.009)

−0.009531

× upstream irrigation
facilities

Negative rainfall shocks

× upstream irrigation
facilities

Positive rainfall shocks

Upstream irrigation facilities −0.006111

2SLS

2SLS

Full Sample

(2)

(1)

Dependent Variable: Δ Log Cropland

Table 2.13 Joint Impact of Precipitation Shocks and Irrigation Infrastructure on Cropland Expansion, Multiple Year Thresholds
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Yes
227,527

Yes

Country time trends

0.0000
11.237

0.0000

11.668

Kleibergen-Papp LM p-value

Kleibergen-Papp F-stat

10.214

0.0000

0.5132

227,527

Yes

Yes

Yes

4 years

1.245

0.0816

0.6450

227,527

Yes

Yes

Yes

5 years

8.140

0.0000

0.9599

161,269

Yes

Yes

Yes

2 years

8.511

0.0000

0.6909

161,269

Yes

Yes

Yes

3 years

7.135

0.0000

0.2805

161,269

Yes

Yes

Yes

4 years

1.477

0.0528

0.3160

161,269

Yes

Yes

Yes

5 years

16.022

0.0000

0.1910

64,862

Yes

Yes

Yes

2 years

7.697

0.0000

0.0035

64,862

Yes

Yes

Yes

3 years

3.321

0.0012

0.5797

64,862

Yes

Yes

Yes

4 years

1.264

0.0507

0.0000

64,862

Yes

Yes

Yes

5 years

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log cropland in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a separate regression based on gridcells in arid and humid climatic zones as per GAEZ FAO classification. Clusterrobust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Columns 1, 5, and 9 show results when the dummy variables for precipitation shocks equal 1 when there were 2 or more years with 1+ SD shocks in the past 10 years; columns 2, 6, and
10 when there are 3 or more years with 1+ SD shocks; columns 3, 7, and 11 when there are 4 or more years with 1+ SD shocks, and columns 4, 8, and 12 when there are 5 or more years with 1+ SD shocks. Upstream irrigation facilities is
a count variable which indicates the number of upstream irrigation facilities from the gridcell, according to the methodology described in Section 2.2. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

0.2549

227,527

0.3888

N

Hansen J p-value

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3 years

Country fixed effects

2 years

Year FE

Number of years with
shocks

Table 2.13 Continued

for the arid and humid samples, respectively. Generally speaking, the results
hold for all 4 different thresholds. Upstream irrigation facilities reduce cropland expansion in arid areas and increase it in humid areas, although the
coefficient is insignificant with the 21 year threshold in the latter region.
The impact of positive rainfall shocks remains weak and noisy, but negative
rainfall shocks are shown to robustly increase extensification, with upstream
irrigation facilities mitigating that impact. It is also interesting to note that,
consistent with Figure 2.4, the impact of rainfall shocks increases with the
cutoff, as does the mitigating impact of upstream irrigation facilities. This
confirms that the results shown in Section 2.4.2.2 are not simply a product
of selecting a particular cutoff for the number of shocks.

2.5.3 Cropland Expansion, Irrigation Facilities, and Precipitation
Shocks; Different Specifications and Time Periods
The results on precipitation shocks and cropland expansion involve a data
sample that is slightly restricted. This is because the cropland dataset is
available over the period 1980–2005, but the population data is only available from 1990. By including population in the regression, we therefore
lose two time periods (since the dataset is observed only every five years).
In this section, we present results where log(population) is excluded from
the regression so the sample period can be extended. To do so, we estimate
equation 2.2 using three different time periods and specifications: 1) time
period 1990–2005, with log(population) included (the original results);
2) time period 1990–2005 without log(population) included; and 3) time
period 1980–2005 without log(population included).
Results which look strictly at the impact of precipitation shocks on
extensification (without irrigation facilities) are presented in Table 2.14,
and those that include upstream irrigation facilities are presented in
Table 2.15. Columns 1–3 focus on the full sample. Column 1 includes
log(population) with time period from 1990–2005 like in the baseline
results. Column 2 excludes log(population) with time period from
1990–2005, and column 3 excludes log(population) with the extended
time period from 1980–2005. Columns 4–6 and 7–9 are analogous for
the arid and humid samples, respectively. The sign and statistical significance of the coefficients does not change from one specification to the
other, and the magnitudes change only slightly (and the change is statistically insignificant), showing that the results are robust to changes in
specification and time period.

2.5.4 Testing for Spatial Autocorrelation
In this subsection, we perform preliminary tests for potential bias arising
from spatial autocorrelation in our globally gridded datasets. In order to do
so, we reestimate equations (2.1) and (2.2), but adjust standard errors for
possible serial and spatial correlation by clustering errors it from all observations (across gridcells and years) at four different geographic levels:
country, country-year, province, and province-year.26 Clustering at a
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Yes

Country specific time trends
0.299
0.299

231,432

Yes

Yes

0.257

289,290

Yes

Yes

0.389

161,317

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.388

164,612

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.351

205,765

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.290

65,322

Yes

Yes

Yes

(8)

0.290

65,324

Yes

Yes

Yes

(0.001)

0.008242***

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.000)

0.001162***

(0.000)

0.001990***

1990–2005

Humid Regions

0.247

81,655

Yes

Yes

Yes

(0.000)

0.006802***

(0.000)

0.000005*

(0.000)

0.001041***

(0.000)

0.001810***

1980–2005

(9)

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log cropland in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a separate regression based on gridcells in arid and humid climatic zones as per GAEZ FAO classification. Clusterrobust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Columns 1, 4, and 7 show results from the main specification, with log(population) included and for the time period 1990–2005, for the full sample, arid regions, and humid regions,
respectively. Columns 2, 5, and 8 then omit log(population) but cover the same 1990–2005 time period. Finally, columns 3, 6, and 9 still omit log(population), but cover the time period 1980–2005, extending it by 10 years. Statistical
significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

R-sq

228,111

Yes

Gridcell fixed effects

N

Yes

Yes

(0.001)

0.008293***

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.000)

0.001153***

(0.000)

(0.006)

(0.000)

−0.000355***

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.000)

0.000480***

(0.000)

1990–2005

0.001988***

−0.009218

(0.000)

−0.000164**

(0.000)

0.000002*

(0.000)

0.000570***

(0.000)

1980–2005

−0.000190***

(7)

(0.000)

(0.000)

−0.000191**

(0.000)

0.000002*

(0.000)

0.000576***

(0.000)

1990–2005

−0.000179**

(6)

−0.000376***
Yes

1990–2005

−0.000174**

Arid Regions

(5)

Dependent Variable: Δ Log Cropland
(4)

0.000534+

(0.000)

0.000312***

(0.000)

0.000003*

(0.000)

0.000555***

(0.000)

0.000583***

1980–2005

(3)

(0.000)

0.000447***
(0.000)

0.000467***
(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)
−0.000000

(0.000)
−0.000000

0.000643***

(0.000)

0.000644***

(0.000)

1990–2005

0.000660***

1990–2005

Full Sample

(2)

0.000670***

Year fixed effects

log(population)

Contemporaneous annual temperature (C)

Contemporaneous annual precipitation
(mm/year)

Number of negative 1sd+ shocks in
10 years

Number of positive 1sd+ shocks in
10 years

(1)

Table 2.14 Impact of Precipitation Shocks on Cropland Expansion, Alternative Time Periods
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Ln(population)

Contemporaneous annual temperature
(C)

Contemporaneous annual precipitation
(mm/year)

× upstream irrigation facilities

4+ negative 1SD rainfall shocks

× upstream irrigation facilities

4+ positive 1SD rainfall shocks

Upstream irrigation facilities
(0.012)

(0.000)

(0.000)

−0.000079***

(0.000)

0.000002***

(0.070)

−0.182662**

(0.001)

0.005450***

(0.008)

−0.005664

(0.000)

−0.000430*

(0.000)

(0.000)

1990–2005

−0.041221***

(0.000)

−0.000078**

(0.000)

0.000002***

(0.073)

−0.184635*

(0.001)

0.005425***

(0.008)

−0.005443

(0.000)

−0.000451*

(0.014)

−0.041958**

1990–2005

Arid Regions

(5)

(0.000)

−0.000074**

(0.000)

0.000001***

(0.051)

−0.136741**

(0.001)

0.004285***

(0.006)

−0.005909

(0.000)

−0.000287+

(0.011)

−0.034269**

1980–2005

(6)

Dependent Variable: Δ Log Cropland
(4)

0.000017

(0.000)

−0.000151***

(0.000)

0.000001***

(0.014)

−0.041634**

(0.000)

0.003309***

(0.007)

−0.027246***

(0.000)

0.001168***

(0.006)

−0.000444

1980–2005

(3)

−0.000597***

(0.000)

(0.000)
−0.000149***

(0.000)
0.000005

0.000001***

(0.027)

(0.031)
0.000002***

−0.085404**

−0.094519**

0.004487***
(0.001)

0.004742***

(0.008)

(0.001)

−0.009659

(0.008)

(0.000)

(0.000)
−0.007642

0.000796*

(0.007)

(0.007)
0.000813*

−0.008915

1990–2005

Full Sample

(2)

−0.016236*

1990–2005

(1)

(0.000)

−0.002615***

(0.000)

0.000236*

(0.000)

−0.000000

(0.048)

−0.127713**

(0.002)

0.007115***

(0.157)

0.350394*

(0.003)

−0.004365

(0.008)

0.025903**

1990–2005

(7)

(0.000)

0.000174+

(0.000)

0.000001*

(0.050)

−0.128127*

(0.002)

0.007310***

(0.190)

0.476063*

(0.003)

−0.007479*

(0.008)

0.021202*

1990–2005

Humid Regions

(8)

Table 2.15 Joint Impact of Precipitation Shocks and Irrigation Infrastructure on Cropland Expansion, Alternative Time Periods
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(0.000)

0.000153+

(0.000)

0.000001*

(0.032)

−0.088228**

(0.001)

0.005709***

(0.189)

0.451777*

(0.003)

−0.006051*

(0.007)

0.019929**

1980–2005

(9)
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Full

Sample

0.5132
40.691
0.0000
10.214

Hansen p-value

Kleibergen-Papp LM-stat

Kleibergen-Papp p-value

Kleibergen-Papp F-stat

10.731

0.0000

42.799

0.4269

0.631

288,560

Robust

Full

Linear

Country

Yes

7.135

0.0000

28.435

0.2805

1.165

161,269

Robust

Arid

Linear

Country

Yes

5.226

0.0000

20.898

0.4058

0.691

164,564

Robust

Arid

Linear

Country

Yes

6.267

0.0000

25.089

0.9476

0.004

205,705

Robust

Arid

Linear

Country

Yes

3.321

0.0012

13.437

0.5797

0.307

64,862

Robust

Humid

Linear

Country

Yes

3.273

0.0013

13.247

0.5841

0.300

64,864

Robust

Humid

Linear

Country

Yes

3.018

0.0023

12.177

0.9064

0.014

81,080

Robust

Humid

Linear

Country

Yes

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log cropland in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a separate regression based on gridcells in arid and humid climatic zones as per GAEZ FAO classification. Clusterrobust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Columns 1, 4, and 7 show results from the main specification, with log(population) included and for the time period 1990–2005, for the full sample, arid regions, and humid regions,
respectively. Columns 2, 5, and 8 then omit log(population) but cover the same 1990–2005 time period. Finally, columns 3, 6, and 9 still omit log(population), but cover the time period 1980–2005, extending it by 10 years. Statistical
significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

9.027

0.0000

35.984

0.1426

230,848
2.150

227,527
0.429

Hansen J-stat

Robust

Full

Linear

Country

Yes

N

Robust

Linear

Ses

Country

Country time trends

Yes

Location FE

Year FE

Table 2.15 Continued

larger geographic level has generally been found to provide equivalent
results to directly accounting for spatial autocorrelation.27
Regressions results for the NPP model are reported in Table 2.16.
Column 1 is our baseline model with robust standard errors, and columns 2–5 cluster standard errors at the country, country-year, province,
and province-year level, respectively. The coefficients on positive and
negative precipitation shocks remain significant (p<0.001) across different
levels of clustering. Similarly, Table 2.17 reports results for the cropland
regressions. Like in the baseline model shown in column 1, the coefficient
on positive precipitation shocks remains insignificant for all levels of clustering. The coefficient on negative precipitation shocks is significant across
different levels of clustering except for the most restrictive case in column 2 when standard errors are clustered at the country level.
While these tests are not conclusive, they do give us confidence that
spatial autocorrelation, if present, is not significantly biasing the results.

Table 2.16 Impact of Precipitation Shocks on Crop Productivity, Alternative
Standard Errors
Dependent Variable: D Log NPP
(1)

Positive 1SD precip shock

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0.073834***

0.073834***

0.073834***

0.073843***

0.073843***

(0.002)

(0.012)

(0.010)

(0.006)

(0.006)

Negative 1SD precip shock

−0.105422*** −0.105422*** −0.105422*** −0.105420*** −0.105420***

Avg temp (C)

−0.000818+

Avg temp (C) sq.

−0.000018

Log(population)

−0.001976** −0.001976

(0.002)

(0.014)

(0.000)

−0.000818
(0.002)

(0.000)

−0.000018
(0.000)

(0.001)

(0.002)

(0.012)
−0.000818
(0.003)
−0.000018
(0.000)
−0.001976
(0.002)

(0.011)
−0.000849
(0.001)
−0.000017
(0.000)
−0.001982+
(0.001)

(0.008)
−0.000849
(0.002)
−0.000017
(0.000)
−0.001982
(0.002)

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country specific trends

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cluster standard errors

Robust

Country

Country-year

Province

Province-year

N
R-sq

121797
0.066

121797
0.066

121797
0.066

121797
0.066

121797
0.066

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log NPP in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a
separate regression. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Positive (negative) 1 SD rainfall shock is a time-varying
dummy indicating if annual precipitation in a year is at least 1 standard deviation higher (lower) than the long-run mean of a
gridcell. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, ***, and p < 0.001.
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Table 2.17 Impact of Precipitation Shocks on Cropland Expansion, Alternative Standard Errors
Dependent Variable: D Log Cropland
(1)

Number of positive 1sd+ shocks in 10 years

−0.000095
(0.000)

Number of negative 1sd+ shocks in 10 years
Contemporaneous annual rainfall (mm)

(2)

−0.000095
(0.000)

(4)

−0.000092
(0.000)

(3)

−0.000095
(0.000)

(5)

−0.000095
(0.000)

0.000461***

0.000461

0.000466+

0.000461*

0.000461**

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.000002***

0.000002

0.000002

0.000002

0.000002

(0.000)
Contemporaneous mean temperature (C)

−0.000013

log(population)

−0.000727***

(0.000)

(0.000)
−0.000013
(0.000)
−0.000727+

(0.000)
−0.000012
(0.000)
−0.000727

(0.000)
−0.000013
(0.000)
−0.000727*

(0.000)
−0.000013
(0.000)
−0.000727

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.001)

(0.000)

(0.000)

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country specific time trends
Cluster standard errors
N
R-sq

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Robust

Country

Country-year

Province

Province-year

228,111
0.082

228,111
0.082

224,103
0.080

228,111
0.082

228,111
0.082

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log cropland in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a separate regression. Standard
errors are reported in parentheses. Positive (negative) 1 SD rainfall shock is a time-varying dummy indicating if annual precipitation in a year is at least
1 standard deviation higher (lower) than the long-run mean of a gridcell. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and
***p < 0.001.

2.5.5 Testing Alternative Definitions of Precipitation Shocks
In this final subsection, we test the robustness of our results by using different definitions for precipitation shocks, derived from two different precipitation indices. The first is shocks derived from the standardized
precipitation index (SPI). We derived this index from the Willmott and
Matsuura (2001) dataset by first normalizing the annual precipitation data
(from a gamma distribution) and then calculating z-scores, similar to how
described in Section 2.2.2. The second index is the standardized precipitation-evapotranspiration dix (SPEI) (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). This
index, though similar to SPI, also takes into account estimated evapotranspiration. Both of these indices are continuous variables. To be consistent
with the prior methodology, we turn these into binary variables, using
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Table 2.18 Impact of Alternative Precipitation Shock Definitions
on Crop Productivity
Dependent Variable: D Log NPP
(1)
Baseline

Positive shock

0.074409***

Negative shock

−0.106057***

Avg temp (C)

−0.020432***

(0.002)
(0.003)
(0.003)
Avg temp (C) sq.

−0.001151***
(0.000)

Log(population)

−0.010204
(0.009)

(2)
SPI

0.062180***
(0.002)
−0.084877***
(0.002)
−0.020050***
(0.003)
−0.001007***
(0.000)
−0.015398+
(0.008)

(3)
SPEI

0.056885***
(0.002)
−0.074827***
(0.002)
−0.016746***
(0.003)
−0.001218***
(0.000)
−0.015411+
(0.008)

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cell fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country fixed effects

No

No

No

Country specific trends
N
R-sq

Yes

Yes

Yes

121,797

121,797

121,797

0.084

0.092

0.087

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log NPP in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from a
separate regression. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Column 1 is results from the baseline model, while columns
2 and 3 show results when the definition of a shock is changed based on the standardized precipitation index, and the
standardized precipitation-evapotranspiration index, respectively. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05,
** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

+/–0.5 as the cutoff, which indicates an “abnormally moist” or “abnormally
dry” year.
Results for NPP and Cropland are shown in Tables 2.18 and 2.19,
respectively. For comparison, the baseline results are also included. Note
that in both tables, the baseline results are highly similar to the results
which used SPI and SPEI. The one exception is in the cropland results,
where the impact of positive SPI shocks becomes negative. However,
recall that the impact of positive precipitation shocks tended to be highly
sensitive to the model specification, and the sample.
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Table 2.19 Impact of Alternative Precipitation Shock Definitions
on Cropland Expansion
Dependent Variable: D Log (Cropland)
(1)
Baseline

Number of positive shocks in 10 years
Number of negative shocks in 10 years

0.000670***

log(population)
Gridcell fixed effects

SPI

SPEI

−0.000369**

0.000388**

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.000644***

0.000199*

0.000177*

(0.000)

(0.000)

−0.000000
(0.000)

Contemporaneous mean temperature (C)

(3)

(0.000)
(0.000)
Contemporaneous annual rainfall (mm)

(2)

−0.000000
(0.000)

0.000000
(0.000)

0.000467

0.000368***

0.000370***

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.000534

0.000586+

0.000496

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country fixed effects

No

No

No

Country time trends

Linear

Linear

Linear

N
R-sq

228,111
0.299

228,111
0.299

226,976
0.298

Note: Dependent variable is the change in log cropland in a gridcell. Each column presents the regression coefficients from
a separate regression. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Column 1 is results from the baseline model, while
columns 2 and 3 show results when the definition of a shock is changed based on the standardized precipitation index, and
the standardized precipitation-evapotranspiration index, respectively. Statistical significance is given by + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05,
** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

2.6 Conclusions
As global climate change is expected to increase rainfall variability in the
future, our results show that this will lead to increased stresses on food
production and security, and pressures for land-use change. Our analysis
on irrigation infrastructure also provides a cautionary tale of the potential
for maladaptation, where important, well-intended infrastructure can be
damaged if the consequences are not properly managed.

2.6.1 Discussion
In this paper, we document a robust global impact of precipitation shocks
on agricultural production across both the intensive and extensive margins. We find that across several climactic classifications and all income
groups, positive precipitation shocks are associated with increases in agricultural productivity, as measured by net primary productivity, and negative precipitation shocks are associated with reductions in agricultural
productivity. Further, using instrumental variables to treat the endogenous placement of irrigation facilities, we find that areas with irrigation
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infrastructure show improvements in NPP. However, when faced with
negative precipitation shocks, regions with irrigation infrastructure, particularly those in arid regions and developing countries, experience compounding harm. A variety of factors related to the behavior of end users of
water and irrigation facility operation could influence such a negative
effect on agricultural productivity. We provide suggestive evidence for
likely maladaptation in arid regions, resulting in the planting of waterintensive crops.
We also find that rainfall variability impacts agricultural extensification, with repeated, negative precipitation shocks leading to an increase in
cultivated land. The presence of an upstream irrigation facility, however,
counteracts that impact. Although these regressions are in a reduced form
and do not allow us to fully understand the mechanism behind this impact,
it is consistent with extensification being used as an adaptation technique
to buffer against reduced yields.
Some of these results, however, may appear to contradict each other.
If negative shocks lower agricultural productivity, and in turn reduce farm
incomes, ceteris paribus, then both expected utility theory and loss aversion theory would predict that risk averse farmers lower their exposure to
rainfall risks by not expanding cropland, especially if risks are higher on
rain-fed farms. This contradicts our empirical results where we find that
farmers respond to negative precipitation shocks by expanding cropland.
Moreover, we find that in the presence of upstream irrigation facilities,
this result is reversed: even though the adverse effects of negative precipitation shocks on agricultural productivity are accentuated by irrigation
infrastructure, there is a contraction in cropland in the presence of
irrigation.
We argue that these seemingly internally inconsistent results can be
explained and reconciled by a variant of the safety-first model (Roy 1952).
Versions of the safety-first model have been widely used to explain
responses to risk in both the finance and agriculture literatures (Moscardi
and de Janvry, 1977; Shahabuddin, Mestelman and Feeny, 1986; Alderman and Paxson, 1994; Wale and Yalew, 2007; Sattinger, 2013). In the
context of agriculture, such behavior would be consistent with farmers
seeking a certain level of income or policies of food self-sufficiency that
promote target output levels on farms. We demonstrate this effect using a
simple model.
Consider a farmer with a fixed endowment of irrigated land termed A
that is located downstream of an irrigation facility. Let  be the available
unirrigated land where extensification may occur. Stochastic rainfall on
the irrigated and unirrigated plots are denoted i and u respectively. Let
Li, Lu be farm inputs such as say fertilizer, or labor. Payoffs from production are simply defined as:
yi 5 i f(A, Li) 2 C(Li) and yu 5 ug(, Lu) 2 C(Lu,)
where f and g are strictly concave and increasing in their arguments and C
is increasing in its arguments and strictly convex. It is not unreasonable to
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assume that expected yields on irrigated land is higher than on rain-fed
land so that E(yi/A) > E(yu/). Defining expected payoffs of cultivating
both plots:
 5 E(i)Qi 1 E(u)Qu 2 C(Li) 2 C(Lu, ).

(2.8)

The variance of payoffs can be shown by the formula:
2 5 2i Q2i 1 2uQ2u 1 2iuQiQu

(2.9)

where Qi 5 f(A, Li) and Qu 5 g(, Lu), and  2v = E(v 2) 2 (E(v))2 for v 5 yi,
or yu.
The Roy safety-first rule hypothesizes that agents seek to minimize
the probability a that their expected income (defined in equation 2.8)
falls below some threshold level d. That is, Min a 5 Prob( < d). Then by
the Chebychev Inequality this can be recast as the following equation:
d2
.
(2.10)
2
Substituting (8) and (9) into (10) yields the following first-order
conditions:
 2

50
(2.11a)
1Z


 2

1Z
50
(2.11b)
Li
Li
 2

1Z
50
(2.11c)
Lu
Lu
Consider the case of a farmer on unirrigated land (Li 5 0) and assume
2
that increasing planted area increases exposure to rainfall risk
> 0. Let

mean income be such that d > . Then in (2.10) we have Z > 0. It follows
Min Z 5

Li, Lu, 

that the second term in (2.11a) is positive, and this implies that increases
in variance (variability of rainfall) will increase the optimum planting area.
Thus, for farmers with  < d higher risks induce a gamble in an attempt to
achieve a threshold level of income.
Consider next the case of farmers with irrigated land. Recall from
Table 2.8 that the presence of an upstream irrigation facility raises average
incomes all else equal, which is reflected in our assumption that E(yi/A) >
E(y/). The likelihood of such farmers having incomes above the critical
threshold is therefore greater. Hence for sufficiently productive irrigated
agriculture there will be some farms where  > d and hence Z < 0. In this
case, we therefore have the second term in (2.11a) which is negative and
this implies that as exposure to risk increases (i.e., all else equal  2 rises)
then  (unirrigated planted area) declines.
In sum, in this model responses to risk are given by the sign of Z, and
as the presence of an upstream irrigation facility makes farmers richer,
they are more likely to exhibit standard risk averse behavior. But in cases
where incomes or output levels are below desired thresholds, there is an
incentive to increase risk exposure in order to meet the minimum desired
output or income level.
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2.6.2 Caveats and Future Work
Although we have endeavored to use the best possible methods and data,
we acknowledge several shortcomings.
First, pertaining to our data, we acknowledge that while no dataset is
perfect, global gridded data will always have some level of inaccuracy.
There are many weather data products, but few offer as wide a coverage,
both over time and over space, as the Willmott and Matsuura (2001) dataset which we employ here. Remote sensing technology today allows for
highly accurate observations of temperature and rainfall. However, these
data are not available for much of the necessary time period, nor is it available yet at a global scale. Although it is imperfect, Willmott and Matsuura
(2001) is widely used in the economics literature and deemed to be of sufficient accuracy to make statistical inferences from (e.g., Bohra-Mishra,
Oppenheimer, and Hsiang, 2013; Cole, Healy, and Werker, 2012; Dell,
Jones, and Olken, 2012; Nunn and Qian, 2014). Nevertheless, we also find
that our results are robust to alternative precipitation datasets and indices.
Likewise, the cropland dataset which we employ is an approximation of
the real world, and is one of many different approaches used to construct
gridded data sets of cropland. Nevertheless, it represents the state of the art
for this type of product, and has been widely used in many integrated
assessment and land-use change models. Additionally, the global land cover
dataset we use to identify cropland for the NPP calculations is of a coarse
resolution. Therefore, it is likely that our NPP measures only capture
changes in agricultural productivity on larger cropland areas and do not
account for small-holder farms, unless these are agglomerated.
When estimating the impact of rainfall variability, we focus on one
specific type of variability: variation from year to year. As Fishman (2016)
shows, intra-seasonal rainfall variability can have an even larger impact on
crop yields. Estimating the impact of intra-seasonal variability is relatively
straightforward when dealing with a small geographic area, where growing seasons are homogenous or well-known. At the global level, however,
measuring this impact is much more difficult as it would require very
detailed knowledge on crop choices (which will be endogenously determined with respect to rainfall variation, adding an additional layer of complexity). Because we examine annual variation, rather than growing season
variation, it is likely that we are underestimating the true impact of
increased rainfall variability during the growing season.
Finally, several of the datasets which we use, including NPP, cropland, and weather data, likely exhibit some level of spatial autocorrelation.
When not accounted for, spatial autocorrelation has the potential to bias
regression estimates. We perform one test for spatial correlation by clustering our standard errors at several different geographic levels and find
that the results are generally robust. We therefore do not believe such a
bias is significant in generating our results.
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Notes
1. Quoted in Barnett, C. (2016). Rain: A Natural and Cultural History. Broadway
Books, New York.
2. To see why consider a CRS production function y = g(l,w,z), where l is land, w is
normally distributed stochastic rainfall and z any other input. Assume for convenience that l and w are used in fixed proportions but this is not a necessary assumption. Assume too that agents are risk neutral for simplicity. Now define l* =
Argmax(Eg(l,w,z) − C); where C is a convex and well behaved cost function, and
E is the expectation operator. Define r as an index of a mean preserving increase
in uncertainty. Then applying Theorem 1 of Diamond and Stiglitz (1974) it follows that ∂l*/∂r < 0.
3. 1 gram of carbon is roughly equal to 9.33 kcal
4. A closely related measure to NPP is the normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI). NDVI when combined with growing season data of different crops can
also provide a measure of plant health and physical productivity that is directly
related to NPP. For instance, MODIS-NPP is determined using NDVI along with
other factors (Running et al., 2004), and in general, NDVI is considered a good
predictor for NPP. However, without knowing the time-varying distribution of
crops underlying the global land cover data, we cannot accurately estimate the
corresponding growing season data and therefore, cannot measure the maximum
NDVI during the growing season.
5. Many studies also use actual harvested crop yield data to derive NPP values (Prince
et al., 2001; Monfreda et al., 2008)
6. The advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) is a predecessor to MODIS
and provides data going back to 1980. However, MODIS is considered a substantial
improvement over AVHRR. It provides a finer instantaneous field of view and is
built with seven bands that accurately monitor land cover with more robust spectral
signatures (Hansen et al., 2003). It also limits the extent of background scattering
from adjacent pixels (Hansen et al., 2003). To construct time-series data, we need a
consistent measure of NPP across time. We therefore focus our analysis to the 2000–
2013 period for which we have spatially detailed MODIS data.
7. The improved MOD17 by the NTSG is a post reprocessed dataset that corrects
for cloud contamination in NASA’s MOD17 dataset.
8. Future drafts of this paper will also use other land cover maps in the literature such
as GlobCover2009, MCDQ1 and a land cover map by Ramankutty et al. (2008)
as robustness checks.
9. Several other studies (e.g., Hurtt et al., 2011; Klein Goldewijk et al., 2011; Houghton,
2008) have used different approaches in order to reconstruct gridded data sets of cropland, pastureland, urban land, and wood harvest, etc., covering several centuries.
10. Note that in specifications where we include population as a control variable, our
dataset begins in 1990, due to restricted availability of that dataset.
11. In order to include zero values when taking the log of cropland, we add 0.01 to
each value.
12. In other papers, this distance threshold can vary widely. For instance, You et al.
(2011) used 150 km as the maximum distance for a dam’s command area,
although they admit that this was arbitrarily chosen.
13. https://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/resources/res_display.asp?RecordID=3184.
The dataset combines length of growing periods along with a map of climatic
zones and moisture regimes to construct different agro-ecological zones.
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14. We chose 10 years as the cutoff as it is a long enough time period to exploit significant variation in the independent variable, and for impacts on the extensive margin to materialize. We verify that our regressions are robust to using an alternate
15 year window.
15. Note that cropland is observed at 5 year intervals, so this value takes the 5 year
percentage change and divides it by 5 to arrive at an annual value.
16. This is done because the interaction of two continuous variables can be difficult to
interpret.
17. In some limited cases, particularly in extreme latitudes, the Hydrosheds River
database does not cover the entire landmass. In these instances, we supplemented
the dataset by calculating a synthetic river network using a Drainage Line Processing tool in QGIS.
18. In Section 2.5.4 we show that results are robust to clustering errors at larger geographic scales, a preliminary test for the likely negligible degree of spatial correlation. Future drafts will address spatial correlation more directly.
19. Results for other river gradients were omitted for brevity but are available upon
request.
20. Prior literature that has focused on temperature increases has also found no evidence for hotter regions experiencing systematically different impacts of temperature shocks on economic growth or yields (Schlenker and Roberts, 2009; Dell,
Jones and Olken, 2012)
21. The percentage impact of a dummy variable is given by [exp Ab^ – –12V(b^)B – 1]

22. In general, our 2SLS regressions pass key diagnostic checks, namely the Hansen J
test for overidentifying restrictions (the p values are large), the Kleibergen-Papp
LM test for instrument relevance and the Kleibergen-Papp Wald test for weak
instruments (Table 2.8) providing reassuring evidence about the validity of our
instrumental variables.
23. A similar logic is found in relation to groundwater. Hornbeck and Keskin (2014)
find that sudden increased access to the Ogallala aquifer via improved pumps and
center pivot irrigation technology increased drought sensitivity over time because
farmers shifted to more water-intensive crops.
24. The direct beneficial effect of irrigation infrastructure, and its effect on positive
shocks is lost as well. Therefore, it is possible that irrigation infrastructure impacts
arid areas only in so far as those areas also grow water-intensive crops. Future
drafts will explore the robustness of this result using different thresholds of water
intensity.
25. Again note that in the first stage, the instruments pass the three important diagnostic tests; the Hansen J test fails to reject that overidentification restrictions are
valid, the Kleibergen-Papp LM test rejects that excluded instruments are not correlated with the endogenous variables, and the Kleibergen-Papp Wald test shows
that the instruments are relatively strong (particularly in the full sample
regressions).
26. Here we define ‘province’ as the largest subnational political unit of the country,
according to GADM database of Global Administrative Areas (http://gadm.org/).
Gridcells are attributed to the administrative unit which their centroid falls in.
27. Fisher et al. (2012) find that clustering at the state level in the U.S gives equivalent
results to directly accounting for spatial correlation using the Conley (1999) corrected standard errors.
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3

Rainfall as Destiny: The Long-term
Impacts of Precipitation Shocks
in Sub-Saharan Africa
3.1 Introduction
Environmental conditions experienced in infancy can play a significant
role in shaping adult outcomes. In this paper, we examine the long-term
impacts of rainfall shocks experienced in early childhood on adult outcomes for women in Sub-Saharan Africa.1 We hypothesize that in rural
areas rainfall shocks will impact agricultural output, which will have an
effect on household income for the large proportion of households engaged
in agricultural activities. This can impact fetal and infantile development
in several ways, including impacts on the health and stress levels of the
pregnant or nursing mother, impacts on nutritional intake of both the
pregnant mother and/or infant, or other impacts on human capital investment in the child. We test whether the consequences of such shocks experienced while in utero or during early infancy may be observed later on
adult outcomes for the women in our sample. As Hoddinott and Kinsey
(2001) note, wealthier and better educated women have healthier children; therefore, the impacts of such shocks may be felt for several
generations.
That shocks to environmental conditions experienced in a child’s earliest years (including the period in utero) can have long-term impacts has
been well documented. Particular emphasis has been placed upon the
effects of environmental conditions in utero—what is known as the fetal
origins hypothesis.2 This research was pioneered by Barker (1990) who
found that negative conditions experienced in utero may not manifest
themselves until much later in life, potentially not until the affected child
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has reached middle age. While early research on the long-term impacts of
infantile health (including the period in utero) focused on health-related
outcomes, more recently a relationship has been established between
measures of health at birth, which are indicative of fetal health, and nonhealth outcomes. For example, Black, Devereux and Salvanes (2007) find
a significant relationship between birth weight (an indicator of fetal
health), high-school graduation rates, IQ, and height. Almond and
Mazumder (2011) find that fasting during pregnancy (in observance of
Ramadan) has large impacts on adult disability of expectant mothers’ offspring, and that the impact is particularly large for learning disabilities.3
Furthermore, Field, Robles and Torero (2009) find that the fetal origins
hypothesis not only applies to negative nutritional conditions, but to positive ones too. Specifically, the authors find that iodine supplements taken
during pregnancy have large positive effects on educational outcomes
(although they find no impacts on health).
Recently, the role that weather-related environmental conditions during a child’s earliest years play in shaping its later-life outcomes has been
explored. Deschênes, Greenstone, and Guryan (2009) find that hotter
temperatures while in utero lead to lower birth weight, and Carrillo, Fishman and Russ (2015) find that an increase in temperature of 1°C in the
nine months prior to birth reduces adult earnings by between 1.1 and
1.7%. Long-term impacts of environmental shocks during infancy more
generally, and not just in the period in utero, have also been found. For
example, Alderman, Hoddinott and Kinsey (2006) find that children in
Tanzania who experienced malnutrition caused by civil war and drought
were negatively impacted in terms of both height and educational attainment. Maccini and Yang (2009) find that the level of rainfall in infancy
affects numerous later-life outcomes; they find that above-average rainfall
in the birth year is associated with improved health, educational attainment, and socioeconomic status as an adult. Aguilar and Vicarelli (2011)
study the impacts of weather shocks, experienced from the period in utero
up until two years after birth, on cognitive and physiological outcomes
later in childhood (the authors do not study the outcomes as an adult).
They find that negative environmental shocks (specifically flooding) experienced during the first two years of life have the greatest adverse impact.
An overview of the fetal origins hypothesis is provided by Almond and
Currie (2011) and updated in Almond, Currie, and Duque (2017).
Analyses of the long-term impacts of environmental conditions during a child’s earliest years, while important in and of themselves, are
becoming more pertinent in light of the variability of environmental conditions caused by man-made climate change. The impacts of climate
change will not be evenly distributed across the globe, and while the more
oft-cited impact is an increase in global temperatures, it has also been
shown that climate change will result in an increased variability in weather
patterns and in a more frequent occurrence of extreme weather events
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such as droughts and floods. The impacts of such changes are likely to be
most keenly felt in poorer areas that lack the infrastructure to protect
themselves when extreme events occur, and amongst households in rural
areas that are highly dependent on agricultural output4 as an income
source. Therefore, the effects of climate change are likely to have a large
impact on rural households in Sub-Saharan African—the population at
the center of the current analysis.
Similar to other papers in the literature, we estimate the causal effect
of environmental conditions during a child’s earliest years on adult outcomes by exploiting exogenous deviations in weather from long-run mean
values within a grid cell (the smallest unit of geographical disaggregation
in our data).5 Thus, shocks to precipitation levels (deviations from longrun means) provide the identification strategy used in our estimation. For
each grid cell, we define large shocks as annual rainfall amounts that are
two or more standard deviations above (for positive shocks) or below (for
negative shocks) the long-run average amount of rainfall.6 By comparing
the later-in-life outcomes for women who experienced a positive or negative rainfall shock during their earliest years to those women who did not,
we can infer what the causal impacts of such shocks are. To isolate the
impact of the rainfall shocks from other potential confounding factors, we
include a rich set of fixed effects to control for unobserved characteristics
that may vary across province and over time. Identification rests on the
assumption that while long-run weather patterns may be endogenous to
outcomes such as wealth, shocks to these patterns are not.
Our results show that both positive and negative shocks experienced
from the time in utero up to the year after birth year, have significant
long-term impacts, and that their effects are pervasive and long lasting.
We find that above-average rainfall in a child’s earliest years is significantly
associated with higher wealth levels as an adult. On the other hand, abnormally low rainfall is significantly associated with being less wealthy as an
adult. We also find that educational attainment and height are impacted
by rainfall, but while women suffer the long-term impacts of early life
negative rainfall shocks in terms of reduced height and education, these
measures are not increased by above-average rainfall, indicating that the
effects of rainfall variability are asymmetric. Our results also provide suggestive evidence that the impacts spill over into the behavioral domain,
affecting measures of female empowerment, fertility rates and birth spacing. Finally, perhaps most worryingly of all, the hallmarks of these episodes of exceptionally low rainfall in infancy are borne by the next
generation. For women who experienced a negative rainfall shock in
infancy, their children are more likely to exhibit some form of anthropometric failure, suggesting an inter-generational transmission of early-life
environmental shocks.
This paper makes a number of distinct contributions to the literature
on the long-term impacts of environmental conditions. First, we focus
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solely on households in Sub-Saharan Africa, where lower income levels
make households particularly vulnerable to shocks, and where an increase
in variability of rainfall due to climate change is likely to be particularly
strong. Second, to the best of our knowledge, our analysis covers the widest sample both geographically and temporally ever studied in this literature, spanning 19 countries over 45 years. Third, we look at the impacts
of both positive and negative shocks to test for asymmetries in outcomes.
Finally, beyond the more obvious outcomes, such as wealth and measures
of human capital, we consider a much wider range of possible outcomes,
and provide what is, we believe, the first set of results that show an intergenerational transmission of early life rainfall shocks.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 3.2 provides an overview of
the data; Section 3.3 presents the methodology used in the analysis; Section 3.4 presents the results; finally, in Section 3.5 we provide some concluding remarks and policy recommendations.

3.2 Data
3.2.1 Data Sources
3.2.1.1 The demographic and health survey
Data for the outcome variables come from the Demographic and Health
Surveys (DHS). These are large, nationally representative surveys that
provide information on an extensive range of outcomes for households in
the developing world. As outlined in Section 3.1, the current paper
focuses on the impact of precipitation on women in Sub-Saharan Africa,
where the high reliance on rain-fed agriculture as an income source heightens the vulnerability to precipitation shocks. The DHS program typically
conducts surveys in each country every five years, and we combine the
data collected over time and across countries. The specific questions posed
in the DHS vary somewhat between countries and across survey years,
thus our findings are based on a pooled cross section of 25 surveys, covering 19 countries, where the availability of key information facilitate the
empirical analysis. The countries, survey years, and the earliest and latest
respondent birth year are listed in Table 3.1.
The main outcome variable we consider is household wealth, as measured using the DHS wealth index score. The wealth index is a composite
index of a household’s living standards and, as such, is not calculated based
on income, but rather based on the assets the household possesses, the
materials from which their dwelling is constructed, and their access to
water and sanitation. Using principal component analysis (by which various assets and facilities are assigned a weight), the DHS converts assets
into a continuous wealth index variable, which we use as the main dependent variable for our analysis. For further details of how this variable is
computed, refer to the Wealth Index construction page of the DHS website.7 The DHS wealth index is specific to each country and survey year.
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Table 3.1 Data Coverage—Countries and Time
Country

Surveyed in

Earliest Birth Year

Latest Birth Year

Burkina Faso

2003

1953

1988

Cameroon

2004

1954

1989

Congo (Democratic Rep.)

2007

1957

1992

2003, 2008

1953

1993

Guinea

2005

1955

1990

Kenya

2003, 2008

1953

1993

Lesotho

2004, 2009

1955

1994

2008

1959

1993

2004, 2010

1954

1995

Mali

2006

1956

1991

Namibia

2006

1957

1991

Ghana

Madagascar
Malawi

Niger

2006

1956

1991

2003, 2008

1953

1993

Senegal

2005

1955

1990

Sierra Leone

2008

1958

1993

Swaziland

2006

1956

1991

Nigeria

Uganda

2006

1956

1991

Zambia

2007, 2013

1957

1998

2005

1955

1990

Zimbabwe

As a robustness check, we also estimate the model using an alternative
variable, the comparative wealth index, which adjusts the wealth index
score to be comparable across countries and over time. The comparative
wealth index is calculated following the methodology outlined in Rutstein
and Staveteig (2014).
Beyond wealth, additional outcomes considered are educational attainment, height, indicators of fertility, measures of female agency and empowerment, and anthropometric measures of the respondents’ children (for
those that have at least one child under the age of five). Educational attainment and height are continuous variables as recorded in the DHS data; as
a robustness test we also measure height using country specific z-scores.8
Regarding fertility, we examine two outcomes: a woman’s fertility rate (the
total number of children she has given birth to) and the interval (measured
in months) between each birth. Agency is examined by looking at whether
or not the respondent reports having a role in household decision making.
We also measure empowerment by examining her attitude toward domestic violence, specifically, whether or not she thinks a husband is justified in
behaving violently towards his wife in a number of situations. Finally, to
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examine the intergenerational impacts of shocks we look for evidence that
the respondent’s child is displaying measurable symptoms of malnutrition,
as indicated by their z-scores for weight-for-age, weight-for-height and
height-for-age; in each case, a z-score of less than minus two (i.e., two or
more standard deviations below the reference mean) is indicative of underweight, wasting, and stunting respectively. We also measure the intergenerational impacts by defining a variable—the Composite Index of
Anthropometric failure (CIAF) indicative of any combination of stunting,
wasting or being underweight; Nandy and Svedberg (2012) argue that the
CIAF presents a more complete indicator of childhood malnutrition than
looking at any one of its components.
3.2.1.2 Weather data
Historic data on precipitation and temperature are from the University of
Delaware’s Global Land Temperature and Precipitation Data (Willmott
and Matsuura, 2001a,b), which provides monthly average data on precipitation and temperature at the grid level. These gridded monthly temperature data are available from 1900–2010 and thus allow us to match
outcome variables from the DHS with weather conditions at the time of
birth using the year in which the respondent was born and GPS coordinates of the household. As the DHS data only provides coordinates for the
respondent based on their location at the time of survey, we focus on only
those households within the DHS that have not migrated (approximately
45% of the sample).
Using the Willmott and Matsuura (2001a,b) data we calculate deviations from historical weather patterns to analyze the impact of unusually
wet or dry weather conditions.

3.2.2 Descriptive Statistics
Our analysis focuses on the 73 percent of women that are living in rural
areas. Table 3.2 presents some descriptive statistics for these women. The
wealth index score is an asset-based measure of household wealth. As
Table 3.2 shows, the height of the average respondent is 157.3cm (approximately 5 feet and 2 inches), the average respondent has completed
approximately 3.6 years of schooling, with a median value of just two
years almost half the sample have no formal education. Table 3.2 shows
that the oldest respondent in our sample was born in 1953 while the
youngest was born in 1998. The long-run average of annual precipitation
in the grid cells we analyze is 1,105 mm, and there are large deviations
between grid cells for this variable. The average annual temperature is
approximately 24 degrees Celsius.
Other notable statistics highlighted in Table 3.2 are the low levels of
female agency for the women in our sample (almost half of the respondents report having no say across a range of household decisions), and the
high levels of acceptance of intimate partner violence.
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Table 3.2 Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Wealth index score
Comparative wealth index score
Height (cm)
Education—years
Birth year
Annual average temperature (C)
Long run avg. annual precip. (mm)

Standard Deviation

Minimum

−0.440

0.584

−2.338

Median

−0.557

Maximum

6.282

−0.515

0.563

−2.210

−0.601

3.536

157.295

6.863

45.700

157.700

170.400

3.597

3.999

0.000

2.000

20.000

1978

10

1953

1980

1998

23.910

4.352

4.783

24.925

31.625

1123.896

590.214

93.161

997.159

3423.152

# Upstream irrigation facilities (25–50 km)

0.033

0.241

0.000

0.000

4.000

Small positive rainfall shock (0/1)

0.117

0.321

0.000

0.000

1.000

Large positive rainfall shock (0/1)

0.022

0.146

0.000

0.000

1.000

Small negative rainfall shock (0/1)

0.190

0.393

0.000

0.000

1.000

Large negative rainfall shock (0/1)

0.021

0.143

0.000

0.000

1.000

Total children born

3.080

3.028

0.000

2.000

18.000

No formal education (0/1)

0.444

0.497

0.000

0.000

1.000

Low wealth index (0/1)

0.548

0.498

0.000

1.000

1.000

Child exhibits anthropometric failure (0/1)

0.532

0.499

0.000

1.000

1.000

Average interval between births (months)

37.060

16.025

9.000

33.750

312.000

Weight for height (std dev from ref value)

−0.370

1.337

−4.000

−0.380

5.960

Height for age (std dev from ref value)

−1.565

1.743

−6.000

−1.600

6.000

Weight for age (std dev from ref value)

−1.252

1.366

−5.920

−1.330

5.960

 Her own health

0.622

0.485

0.000

1.000

1.000

 Large household purchases

0.671

0.470

0.000

1.000

1.000

Has no say in decisions regarding (0/1):

Daily household purchases

0.566

0.496

0.000

1.000

1.000

Visits to family/friends

0.528

0.499

0.000

1.000

1.000

 Food cooked in the house

0.454

0.498

0.000

0.000

1.000

 Goes out without telling him

0.391

0.488

0.000

0.000

1.000

 Neglects the children

0.394

0.489

0.000

0.000

1.000

 Argues with him

0.363

0.481

0.000

0.000

1.000

 Refuses to have sex with him

0.325

0.468

0.000

0.000

1.000

 Burns the food

0.216

0.412

0.000

0.000

1.000

Believes husband is justified in beating his wife
if she (0/1):

Note: Sample based on 76,914 rural respondents who have not migrated from their birth place.
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3.3 Methodology
3.3.1 Analyzing the Impact of Rainfall Shocks
in Infancy on Adult Wealth
There are many ways in which rainfall shocks experienced in infancy may
impact adult wealth. For example, rainfall shocks may have a direct impact
on infant health by, for example, altering the local disease environment.9
And poor infant health, as noted previously, has been shown to be related to
altered socioeconomic conditions as an adult.10 Furthermore, the impact on
rural households—who depend on agricultural output as a major income
source—is likely to be felt particularly via altered economic conditions.11
In order to isolate the impacts of rainfall conditions experienced in a
child’s earliest years on its outcomes as an adult (in particular wealth), we
exploit the quasi-natural experiment created by fluctuations in weather
patterns. We focus on local deviations in rainfall amounts from their longrun, local averages. Large deviations from long-run means will be unexpected, and are thus exogenous. Carrillo et al. (2015), use this methodology
to analyze the long-term economic impacts of temperature fluctuations
during infancy on adult income. The authors note that “the random nature
of temperature variations over time within a geographical locality facilitates causal inference.”
A large positive rainfall shock is a dummy variable that is equal to one
if a respondent was born in a gridcell which, in the respondent’s calendar
year of birth, experienced annual rainfall amounts that were two or more
standard deviations above the long-run (1900–2010) average for that gridcell. The large negative rainfall shock variable is defined analogously for
rainfall amounts two or more standard deviations below the long-run gridcell average. Likewise, smaller rainfall shocks are measured as one or more
standard deviations above and below (for positive and negative shocks
respectively) the long-run local average. In order to isolate the specific
impact of deviations in rainfall, we include a suite of control variables
including province fixed effects, country-by-year (referring to year of
birth) fixed effects, birth-month fixed effects, and long-run average precipitation levels and monthly average temperature for each gridcell. The
model is specified as:
Wealthi,j,t 5 a 1 T2 5 –1bP,TPosR j,t 1 T2 5 –1bN,TNegR j,t 1 t,cYear
3 Country 1 P 1 M 1 T2 5 –1MonthlyTempj,t
1 LR_Rainj,t 1 i,j,t

(3.1)

where the dependent variable is the adult wealth of respondent i, born in
gridcell j, and year t. The bP,T and the bN,T terms represent the main parameters of interest and indicate the impact of positive (PosR ) or negative
(NegR ) rainfall shocks experienced in each period from the year before
birth (T–1) up to and including the year after birth (T11)12 on the average wealth of respondents in our sample. Year 3 Country are country-bybirth years fixed effects, while the P and M terms represent province and
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birth-month fixed effects respectively. MonthlyTempj,c,t is the gridcell average monthly temperature in each of the years for which we test for an
impact of rainfall shocks (to control for correlation between temperature
and rainfall in each of these years) and LRRainj,c,t controls for the average
long-run precipitation level in each grid cell. Finally, i,j,t is a random error
term. To account for correlation within provinces in how precipitation
shocks in infancy may impact adult wealth we cluster our standard errors
at several different levels; our main results are based on clustering at the
conservative province level.

3.3.2 Long-term Impacts of Rainfall Shocks on Additional Outcomes
The model estimated by equation (3.1) is a reduced form approach that
yields estimates of the overall long-term impact that precipitation shocks
in infancy have on adult wealth. However, it does not shed any light on the
channels through which these early-life shocks affect adult wealth. While
we cannot confirm what the pathways between shocks and wealth are, we
look at the impact of shocks on human capital, as measured by health
(proxied by adult height) and educational attainment, as human capital is
strongly correlated with household wealth.
Adult height may provide an indication of whether rainfall shocks
affected nutritional intake and thus infant health. In the developed world
linear growth (i.e., height) is generally viewed as a genetic endowment
but, in the developing world where one in the three children under the
age of five experience stunting (whereby they do not reach their genetic
growth potential), it can be viewed as an outcome of early-life environment, such as nutritional intake, hygiene, and disease. Indeed, it is well
known that nutritional deprivation in a child’s early years can lead to
stunting (the first 1,000 days of life, from the beginning of pregnancy until
age two, are generally viewed as the critical period in determining linear
growth) and, as noted by Maccini and Yang (2009) and Hoddinott and
Kinsey (2001), height at age three strongly predicts adult height. Beyond
its use as a proxy for health, it has been shown that height itself may be
significantly correlated with income.13 This may be due to its links with
cognitive development; to social benefits such as increased self-esteem; or
from the added productive capacity that comes with being taller and
stronger, which may be particularly advantageous in rural settings.
Rainfall shocks in utero and in infancy may also have effects via educational outcomes. The negative impact of in utero nutritional deficiencies
on later-life cognitive ability has been repeatedly found in empirical investigations of the fetal origins model.14 Thus, nutritional deprivation in utero
or early infancy, caused by below-average rainfall, may negatively affect
the cognitive development of respondents in our sample, resulting in
lower levels of education overall.15 Given the strong relationship between
education and wealth, this is an important potential channel from early
life rainfall to adult wealth.
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To analyze these two human capital related channels, we replace adult
wealth in equation (3.1) with education and height (equations (3.2) and
(3.3) respectively):
Educi,j,t 5 a 1 T2 5 –1bP,TPosR j,t 1 T2 5 –1bN,TNegR j,t 1 t,cTrend 1 tT
(3.2)
1 P 1 M 1 T2 5 –1MonthlyTempj,t 1 LR_Rainj,t 1 i,j,t
and
Heighti,j,t 5 a 1 T2 5 –1bP,TPosR j,t 1 T2 5 –1bN,TNegR j,t 1 t,cTrend 1 tT
1 P 1 M 1 T2 5 –1MonthlyTempj,t 1 LR_Rainj,t 1 i,j,t (3.3)
If adult wealth is found to be impacted by rainfall shocks, it is possible
that other later-life outcomes are too; indeed, it is even possible that the
impacts are severe enough to be seen on the next generation. Therefore,
we also extend the analysis on wealth to a range of other outcomes: these
are the health of a woman’s offspring, adult fertility rates, measures of
female agency (that is, a woman’s ability to make decisions and act for
herself) and attitudes toward intimate partner violence (IPV).
To measure the intergenerational impacts of rainfall we apply a paneltype methodology where the N dimension refers to the DHS respondent
and the T dimension represents each of her consecutive children under
three or five years of age.16 The DHS records a number of anthropometric
indicators for the children of the survey respondent which we use to test
whether a child exhibits measurable signs of malnutrition. A noted in Section 3.2, we define a Composite Index of Anthropometric Failure (CIAF)
indicative of any combination of stunting, wasting, or being underweight.
The outcome is a dummy variable indicating that the respondent’s child
exhibits an anthropometric failure. For completeness we also test for an
effect of mother’s-in-infancy rainfall shocks on the three variables underlying the index.
We analyze the long-term impact of weather shocks on fertility using
two alternative measures: a woman’s fertility rate (i.e., the total number of
children she has given birth to) and the interval between her births.
Increased birth spacing reduces overall fertility rates and is associated with
lower mortality and morbidity rates for the mother and her children (see,
for example, Smith et al., 2009). When estimating the impact of rainfall
on fertility rates, wealth in equation (3.1) is replaced with the total number of children born. When examining the effects on birth spacing, we
again model this in a panel data framework where the “time” dimension
represents the consecutive births for each woman.
Looking at the long-term impacts on some behavioral outcomes, we
test whether there is an effect on agency and attitudes toward IPV. Agency
is measured using the respondent’s self-stated role in household decisions,
and attitudes towards IPV are measured using the responses to questions
relating to when a husband may be justified in beating his wife.
The outcomes analyzed and the variables that are used to measure
them are summarized in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Outcomes Analyzed and Their Indicators
Outcome

Indicator

Adult wealth

DHS Wealth Index Score; Comparative Wealth Index Score (computed
following the methodology outlined by Rutstein and Staveteig, 2014)

Education

Years of schooling

Height

Measured height in cm; Z-score for height

Fertility

Fertility rate (total children ever born); birth spacing

Intergenerational transmission
of shocks

Composite Index of Anthropometric Failure (CIAF) indicating that the
respondent’s child is two or more standard deviations below the
reference mean for any of:
• Height for age (stunting)
• Weight for height (wasting)
• Weight for age (underweight)

Agency

Role in household decision making: The DHS respondent indicated
that her husband/partner, or another person, has sole responsibility for
decisions relating to:
• Respondent’s own health
• Large household purchases
• Daily household purchases
• Visiting family/friends
• Food to be cooked at home

Attitudes towards IPV

Respondent answered “yes” that a husband is justified in hitting/
beating his wife if she:
• Goes out without telling him
• Neglects the children
• Argues with him
• Refuses intercourse
• Burns the food

3.4 Results
Our results show that precipitation shocks can have a long-term impact
on a range of outcomes, and that the impacts of such shocks can also be
seen on the next generation. While we find an impact of both small (one
or more standard deviation) and large (two or more standard deviations)
rainfall shocks, the impacts of large shocks are particularly notable and,
therefore, the analysis focuses predominantly on these. After presenting
the results across a range of outcomes (including those on the next generation), we look at the potential role of large-scale irrigation infrastructure in
buffering women from the impacts of shocks. Possible sources of endogeneity, in addition to some robustness tests, are discussed in Annex 3.2.

3.4.1 The Long-term Impact of Rainfall Shocks on Wealth
We look at the long-term impacts of shocks on all households in our sample, and then present the results separately for rural and urban households.
As illustrated by Table 3.4, across the average of all women in our sample,
periods of above-average rainfall in infancy are associated with significantly
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Table 3.4 The Effect of Precipitation Shocks on Wealth
Full Sample
Dependent Variable Wealth Index Score

Rural Households

Urban Households

1+ SD

2+ SD

1+ SD

2+ SD

1+ SD

2+ SD

0.0344**

0.0656**

0.00881

0.0231

0.0115

0.0307

(0.0151)

(0.0270)

(0.00860)

(0.0167)

(0.0232)

(0.0410)

0.0566***

0.0807***

0.0377***

0.0333**

0.0382

0.00575

(0.0180)

(0.0283)

(0.00930)

(0.0141)

(0.0242)

(0.0421)

Timing of positive rainfall shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

0.0440**

0.0689**

0.0185**

−0.00487

0.0225

0.0935**

(0.0173)

(0.0323)

(0.00862)

(0.0156)

(0.0329)

(0.0449)

0.00153

−0.0342

−0.00059

0.00905

0.0181

−0.0312

(0.0180)

(0.0253)

Timing of negative rainfall shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

(0.0154)

(0.0393)

0.0106

−0.0719*

(0.0195)

(0.0434)

0.00319
(0.0181)

−0.051
(0.0409)

(0.00738)
−0.0140*

−0.0338*

(0.00804)

(0.0174)

−0.00244
(0.00739)

0.000562

(0.0512)
−0.0392

(0.0265)

(0.0608)

−0.0386**

0.0193

−0.0606

(0.0183)

(0.0199)

(0.0476)

−0.00636

−0.00219

−0.0262

−0.0247

(0.0100)

(0.00999)

(0.0301)

(0.0304)

0.00414

0.00298

−0.0265

−0.0304

(0.0120)

(0.0118)

(0.0331)

(0.0322)

Controlling for annual mean temp
 In utero

−0.021

 In birth year

−0.017

(0.0160)
(0.0142)
 In year after birth
Long-run average annual precipitation

−0.018
(0.0161)
−0.017
(0.0138)

0.00563

0.00266

0.00336

0.00027

−0.0221

(0.0175)

(0.0181)

(0.0119)

(0.0118)

(0.0302)

−0.02
(0.0297)

−6.6E-06

−5.94E-06

−0.00015

−0.000143

4.68E-05

4.71E-05

(0.000100)

(0.000101)

(4.81e-05)

(4.82e-05)

(0.000226)

(0.000226)

Observations

106,330

106,330

76,914

76,914

29,416

29,416

R-squared

0.270

0.270

0.228

0.228

0.309

0.309

Note: Standard errors are clustered at the province level and are presented in parentheses. Additional controls included in the model are fixed effects for
province, respondent’s month of birth, and year of birth fixed effects interacted with country fixed effects. ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and
10% levels respectively.

greater wealth as an adult. We find somewhat weaker evidence that periods
of exceptionally low rainfall in a woman’s earliest years are associated with
lower adult wealth. The results show that a large positive precipitation
shock experienced at any point from the period in utero up to a child’s
second year of life (one year after birth year) is significantly associated with
increased wealth as an adult. The point estimate is larger if the shock is
experienced in the year of birth, but the differences across the coefficient
estimates for the various time periods are not statistically significant.
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Negative rainfall shocks in infancy are associated with decreased adult
wealth, but the effect is only significant if the shock is experienced in the
year of birth.
When we split the sample between rural and urban households, we
see that the negative effects of rainfall shortages are being driven by their
impacts on rural households. Furthermore, we see that small shocks have
no impact on urban households. As the negative effect is present only for
rural households, we hypothesize that it is due to the impact of below
average rainfall on agricultural output, as documented in Chapter 2 of the
current report, which is likely to be an important source of food for all
rural households, and of income for the large proportion of the rural population engaged in the agricultural sector. Table 3.4 shows that, for women
born and raised in urban areas, there is a long-term wealth premium associated with having experienced a period of well above average rainfall in
infancy, however, there is no penalty associated with being born in and
around a time of significantly lower than average rainfall. As the effects of
rainfall appear to be driven by their impacts in rural areas (particularly for
negative shocks), for the remainder of the analysis we focus on rural
households.
Table 3.4 shows that rural women who experience a large negative
shock to precipitation at, or shortly after their birth have, as adults, wealth
index scores that are approximately 0.03 to 0.04 lower than other women
born in the same area that did not experience such a shock in their earliest
years. Table A3.3 in Annex 3.2 shows that women who experienced a
large negative shock in infancy are 13 percent more likely to be in the bottom two wealth quintiles.

3.4.2 Channels from Rainfall Shocks in Infancy to Adult Wealth—
Assessing the Impacts on Human Capital
To gain insight into how rainfall in infancy may affect adult wealth, we
look at how rainfall may impact two measures of human capital—
educational attainment and adult height. While it is not possible to identify the exact pathways through which rainfall shocks in infancy affect
adult wealth, the fetal origins model outlines how conditions experienced
during the earliest period of life (including the period in utero), can have
long-term impacts on physical and cognitive development—this could, in
part, explain the impact on adult wealth. Maccini and Yang (2009) note
that conditions experienced during infancy can have a direct impact on
infant health, and both direct and indirect effects on adult outcomes. As
noted in Section 3.3, we use adult height to provide an indicator of
whether rainfall shocks affected nutritional intake, or significantly altered
the disease environment, and thus had an impact on infant health.
Additionally, nutritional deprivation, caused by below-average rainfall, may have negatively affected the cognitive development of respondents in our sample. Indeed, the negative impact of nutritional deficiencies
in utero on cognitive abilities later in life has been widely found in
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empirical investigations of the fetal origins model. A negative impact on
cognitive development may result in lower levels of education overall;
therefore, we use data on completed years of schooling to test this
relationship.
Table 3.5 looks at the impacts of rainfall shocks in infancy (again, from
the period in utero until the year after birth) on the adult height and educational attainment (measured in years of completed schooling) of women
in Sub-Saharan Africa. Looking first at height, we find that exceptionally

Table 3.5 Effect of Precipitation on Educational Attainment and Adult Height—

Rural Households

Education
Dependent Variable

Height

1+ SD

2+ SD

1+ SD

2+ SD

0.0167

0.0648

0.0571

−0.0483

Timing of positive rainfall shocks
 In utero
 In birth year

(0.0505)

(0.0818)

(0.120)

(0.248)

0.0239

−0.0688

−0.0917

−0.0701

(0.0477)

(0.0723)

(0.132)

(0.246)

0.043

−0.0136

−0.0655

−0.0784

(0.0445)

(0.0913)

(0.122)

(0.281)

 In utero

−0.0881*

−0.0861

−0.0418

0.0931

(0.0497)

(0.111)

(0.103)

(0.201)

 In birth year

−0.0721*

−0.103

−0.0877

0.146

(0.0436)

(0.109)

 In year after birth

−0.132***

−0.205**

(0.0393)

(0.102)

(0.0972)

(0.239)

0.0241

0.0324

0.186

0.180

 In year after birth
Timing of negative rainfall shocks

(0.0993)
−0.157

(0.245)
−0.622***

Annual mean temperature
 In utero

(0.0578)

(0.0572)

(0.155)

(0.148)

 In birth year

−0.0342

−0.0274

−0.271*

−0.265

(0.0673)

(0.0640)

(0.164)

(0.161)

 In year after birth

−0.0577

−0.0734

0.125

0.124

(0.0689)

(0.0674)

(0.140)

(0.139)

Long-run average annual precipitation
Observations
R-squared

0.00100***

0.00101***

(0.000290)

(0.000293)

76,869
0.501

76,869
0.501

−0.00055
(0.000368)
52,767
0.130

−0.000549
(0.000371)
52,767
0.130

Note: Standard errors are clustered at the province level and are presented in parentheses. Additional controls included in the model are fixed effects for
province, respondent’s month of birth, and year of birth fixed effects interacted with country fixed effects. ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and
10% levels respectively.
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low rainfall (two or more standard deviations below the long-run mean) in
the year following birth year is associated with reduced height as an adult.
Specifically, we find that female infants that experience a large negative
rainfall shock are 0.6 cms shorter as adults, while there is no gain in
attained height due to above average. Stunting is an important problem in
this context, for example, in Sub-Saharan Africa where over 35 percent of
children under five are stunted (height for age that is two or more standard deviations below the reference mean). NCD (2016) discusses trends
in average height and notes that over the past century (for those born
between 1896 and 1996), the average height of a woman in Africa has
increased by only 2 cm. Thus, experiencing a large negative rainfall shock
in infancy can negate much of this gain.
Turning next to educational attainment, we find a strong negative
impact of below-average rainfall but, again, no positive effect of aboveaverage rainfall. The negative impact is particularly strong for large negative shocks in the year after birth. Table 3.5 shows that women who
experienced significantly below average rainfall as infants have, as adults,
0.2 fewer years of education relative to women born in comparable areas
but who did not experience a negative shock. Given that the average
woman in our sample has completed less than four years of schooling (and
the median value is only two years), this is a relatively large impact. Indeed,
Table A3.3 in Annex 3.2 shows that women that experienced a large negative rainfall shock in infancy are 34 percent more likely to have less than
two years of formal education.
Given that women who experienced a large negative shock in infancy
are shorter and are less educated as adults, it is perhaps unsurprising that
they are also less wealthy. This also begs the question, in what other ways
might these women be affected? And is it possible that these long-term
impacts are passed onto the next generation? We turn next to these
questions.

3.4.3 The Intergenerational Impacts of Rainfall Shocks
The DHS data contain a number of anthropometric indicators for children in the respondent’s household that are under the age of either
three or five (depending on the country surveyed). We define a variable,
the Composite Index of Anthropometric Failure (CIAF) indicating that
the respondent’s child shows signs of stunting, wasting, or being
underweight.
Results in Table 3.6 demonstrate that the impact of rainfall shocks
that a respondent experienced traverse across a generation and instill
themselves on her children. The children of women who experienced a
negative rainfall shock are more likely to exhibit an anthropometric failure. While both small and large shocks are significant, the impact of large
negative shocks are notably larger.17 Looking at the individual components of the CIAF, we find that large negative shocks increase a child’s
weight for age and their weight for height. While positive shocks were not
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found to impact the aggregate CIAF indicator, we find that large positive
shocks do increase some of the measures underlying it. Specifically, we
find that children whose mothers were born around the time of large positive shocks are of greater weight for their age and their heights—suggesting
they are less likely to be malnourished. Table A3.3 in Annex 3.2 shows
that women who experienced a large negative rainfall shock in infancy are
29 percent more likely to have a child that has some type of anthropometric failure.

Table 3.6 The Intergenerational Impacts of Precipitation—Rural Households
CIAF
Dependent Variable

1+ SD

Height for Age
2+ SD

1+ SD

2+ SD

Weight for Age
1+ SD

2+ SD

Weight for Height
1+ SD

2+ SD

Timing of positive rainfall shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

0.00568

0.0134

0.00757 −0.0246

0.00262 −0.0196

(0.0128)

(0.0210)

(0.0432)

(0.0865)

(0.0320)

(0.0585)

−0.00823 −0.00611
(0.0307)

(0.0512)

0.00351

0.000935 −0.00636

0.12

0.0388

0.109**

0.0573*

0.0401

(0.0123)

(0.0198)

(0.0413)

(0.0787)

(0.0316)

(0.0506)

(0.0328)

(0.0460)

−0.0133

−0.0358

0.0296

0.0982

0.0432

0.185***

0.0189

0.142***

(0.0137)

(0.0239)

(0.0523)

(0.0840)

(0.0404)

(0.0705)

(0.0323)

(0.0524)

0.0109

−0.0128

−0.00582

0.0591

−0.0349

0.0256

−0.0351

−0.0289

(0.00832)

(0.0253)

(0.0355)

(0.0988)

(0.0261)

(0.0763)

0.0170**

0.0442** −0.0526*

−0.0776

−0.0465*

−0.147**

(0.00842)

(0.0205)

(0.0309)

(0.0818)

(0.0244)

(0.0684)

−0.00372 −0.0258

Timing of negative rainfall
shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

(0.0291)
−0.015
(0.0255)

(0.0690)
−0.127**
(0.0597)

−0.0319

0.106

−0.0138

0.0471

0.00105 −0.00569

(0.00890)

(0.0210)

(0.0332)

(0.0810)

(0.0257)

(0.0562)

(0.0260)

(0.0643)

0.0157

0.015

−0.0578

−0.0532

0.0367

0.0402

0.0963**

0.0986**

(0.0150)

(0.0151)

(0.0496)

(0.0510)

(0.0389)

(0.0387)

(0.0461)

(0.0439)

−0.0229

−0.0212

0.0579

0.0619

−0.00642 −0.00706 −0.0684

−0.0714

(0.0179)

(0.0175)

(0.0561)

(0.0553)

(0.0539)

(0.0549)

(0.0555)

(0.0563)

Controlling for annual mean
temp
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

−0.00361 −0.00455
(0.0149)

Long-run average annual
precipitation

(0.0149)

−3.89E-05 −4.00E-05

0.0391

0.0306

−0.0275

−0.0304

−0.0506

−0.0499

(0.0537)

(0.0522)

(0.0480)

(0.0479)

(0.0500)

(0.0511)

9.77E-05

9.86E-05

0.000137

0.00014

0.000131

0.000135

(3.33e-05) (3.39e-05) (0.000118) (0.000120) (0.000134) (0.000136) (9.92e-05) (9.98e-05)
Observations

32,816

33,135

32,816

32,945

Note: Standard errors are clustered at the province level and are presented in parentheses. Additional controls included in the model are fixed effects for
province, respondent’s month of birth, child’s month of birth and (respondent’s) year of birth fixed effects interacted with country fixed effects. ***, **, * denote
significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. CIAF = Composite Indicator of Anthropometric Failure
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It is difficult to say why these children are significantly impacted by
the rainfall shocks experienced by their mother, while it could be due to
the long-term effects of shocks on household wealth, another possibility is
due to an impact of rainfall shocks on fertility. As noted in Section 3.3, we
consider two potential measures of fertility associated with mortality and
morbidity rates for a woman and her infants—the total number of children born to the DHS respondent (the fertility rate) and the interval
between the births of each of her children (birth spacing). Looking at the
long-term impacts of rainfall shocks on these outcomes, Table 3.7 shows

Table 3.7 Effect of Precipitation on Fertility Rates—Rural Households
Total Children Born
Dependent Variable

1+ SD

2+ SD

Birth Spacing
1+ SD

2+ SD

Timing of positive rainfall shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

0.00443

−0.1217**

0.0589

1.2393***

(0.206)

(0.4125)

0.591***

0.1806

(0.0305)

(0.0586)

−0.0642**

−0.0048

(0.0308)

(0.0568)

(0.211)

(0.4044)

0.00219

0.0364

0.144

−0.3225

(0.0296)

(0.0594)

(0.214)

(0.3821)

0.00578

−0.0318

−0.0986

−0.6058

Timing of negative rainfall shocks
 In utero

(0.0220)
 In birth year
 In year after birth

(0.0477)

(0.163)

(0.5366)

−0.0293

−0.332*

0.0899

(0.0236)

(0.0465)

(0.190)

(0.4746)

0.0139

0.0171

0.247

−0.3055

(0.0221)

(0.051)

(0.176)

(0.4957)

0.118***

0.1035***

−1.001***

−0.899***

(0.331)

(0.3278)

0.900**

0.7773**

0.0578**

Annual mean temperature
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth
Long-run average annual precipitation

(0.0314)

(0.0305)

−0.150***

−0.1377***

(0.0362)

(0.0357)

(0.352)

(0.3469)

0.0252

0.0282

0.123

0.1399

(0.0308)

(0.0309)

(0.326)

(0.3091)

−7.14E-05

−0.0001

0.00037

0.0004

(9.68e-05)

(0.0001)

(0.000515)

(0.0005)

45,452

45,452

Observations

76,914

76,914

R-squared

0.6671

0.6671

Note: Standard errors are clustered at the province level and are presented in parentheses. Additional controls included in the
model are fixed effects for province, respondent’s month of birth, and year of birth fixed effects interacted with country fixed
effects. ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively.
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that large negative rainfall shocks do not impact the total number of children born. On the other hand, women who are born around the time of a
large positive shock have fewer children overall. Turning to birth spacing,
again we do not find a negative impact of below-average rainfall, but we
do find that a large positive rainfall shock increases the interval between
births by around 1.2 months.

3.4.4 Rainfall Shocks and Empowerment
We next turn to the potential impact of weather shocks on a behavioral
domain. Specifically, we ask whether, having experienced a rainfall shock
in her infancy affects a woman’s agency or her acceptance of domestic
violence as an adult. We find that the results, shown in Tables 3.8 and 3.9,
are less robust. Based on our most stringent specification (that includes
additional weather controls, country-year fixed effects and province fixed
effects) we do not find an impact. One of the possible explanations for this
is that variables such as these which reflect social norms do not vary significantly at the province level and, therefore, the inclusion of province
fixed effects wipes out much of the variation in our explanatory variable.
When we rerun the model omitting the province fixed effects, we do find
a relationship between rainfall shocks in infancy and both agency and attitudes toward intimate partner violence. In line with our priors, we find
that women who experience a positive rainfall shock are less likely to indicate that they do not have a role in decisions relating to large household
purchases, but those that experience a negative shock are more likely to
report this. We find a similar result when looking at daily household purchases, although here, in the case of large shocks, only negative ones are
significant.
Turning to the relationship between rainfall shocks and attitudes
toward intimate partner violence, we find a similar relationship. Women
who were born around the time of a positive shock are less accepting of
IPV, while those who experience a negative rainfall shock are more accepting of it. These findings echo the results of Cools and Kotsadam (2017),
who find that women in wealthier households are less accepting of intimate partner violence, and likewise women with more education are less
likely to view domestic violence as acceptable. So, a possible reason for this
relationship lies in the relationship we find between early life rainfall
shocks, adult wealth, and educational attainment. It also echoes the results
of Brandt, Siow and Vogel (2008) who find that children born during a
famine end up with less favorable marital outcomes. Therefore, women
who experience large negative rainfall shocks in infancy may end up in
unions in which IPV is more prevalent.
While less robust than our previous results, the impact of rainfall
shock on agency and IPV are worth noting. Women’s agency and equality
is an important driver of economic development. Empowering women
boosts economic efficiency, generates productivity gains, and has significant impacts for the well-being of the next generation (World Bank, 2011).
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0.169

0.203

59,737

(1.90e-05)

−8.75e-05***

(0.00980)

−0.0133

(0.0117)

0.00655

(0.0108)

0.00837

(0.00683)

0.0152**

(0.00686)

0.00954

(0.00621)

0.0104*

(0.00876)

−0.0175**

(0.00847)

−0.0219**

(0.00911)

−0.00328

1+ SD

0.203

(1.91e-05)

−8.91e-05***

(0.0100)

−0.0105

(0.0117)

0.0063

(0.0107)

0.00587

(0.0153)

0.0291*

(0.0168)

0.0252

(0.0151)

0.0108

(0.0157)

−0.0276*

(0.0178)

−0.0162

(0.0157)

−0.0174

2+ SD

0.218

59,821

(2.29e-05)

−0.000120***

(0.0104)

−0.00358

(0.0130)

−0.00278

(0.0110)

0.0088

(0.00722)

0.0193***

(0.00734)

0.00119

(0.00667)

0.00551

(0.00885)

−0.0271***

(0.00938)

−0.0122

(0.00954)

−0.00258

1+ SD

0.219

(2.30e-05)

−0.00012***

(0.0103)

0.00316

(0.0129)

−0.00789

(0.0108)

0.00724

(0.0162)

0.0296*

(0.0173)

0.0337*

(0.0162)

0.0117

(0.0219)

0.00608

(0.0188)

−0.0258

(0.0179)

−0.0138

2+ SD

Daily Household Purchases

Respondent Has No Say in Decisions on
Large Household Purchases

0.183

37,475

(1.89e-05)

−0.00012***

(0.0111)

−0.012

(0.0108)

0.000593

(0.0113)

0.012

(0.00629)

0.0150**

(0.00739)

−0.000689

(0.00713)

−0.00239

(0.00838)

−0.0202**

(0.00837)

−0.0159*

(0.00961)

−0.000893

0.183

(1.89e-05)

−0.00012***

(0.0109)

−0.00609

(0.0107)

−0.00168

(0.0114)

0.00843

(0.0180)

0.0204

(0.0165)

0.0173

(0.0166)

0.00828

(0.0180)

0.0239

(0.0181)

0.013

(0.0177)

−0.0152

2+ SD

Visiting Family/Friends
1+ SD

Note: Standard errors are clustered at the province level and are presented in parentheses. Additional controls included in the model are fixed effects for respondent’s month of birth, and respondent’s year of birth fixed effects interacted
with country fixed effects. ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively.

0.169

R-squared

0.00747

0.0102
60,120

(1.79e-05)

−7.33e-05***

−7.20e-05***
(1.78e-05)

(0.00937)

−0.00411

−0.00858
(0.00926)

(0.0106)

(0.0105)

Observations

Long-run average annual precip

 In year after birth

 In birth year

−0.00071

0.00103

0.00747
(0.00939)

0.0102
(0.00942)

Controlling for annual mean temp

0.0356**
(0.0150)

0.0209***
(0.00653)

0.0128
(0.0161)

0.00712
(0.00642)

0.00132
(0.0131)

0.00541

(0.0147)

(0.00586)

−0.00412

(0.00782)

(0.0155)

−0.0160**

(0.00786)

0.00136

(0.0159)

−0.01

−0.0223

0.000766

2+ SD

(0.00856)

1+ SD

 In utero

 In year after birth

 In birth year

 In utero

Timing of negative rainfall shocks

 In year after birth

 In birth year

 In utero

Timing of positive rainfall shocks

Dependent Variable

Any of the Decision Variables Listed

Table 3.8 Impacts of Rainfall Shocks on Agency and Female Empowerment—Rural Households

Table 3.9 Impacts of Rainfall Shocks on Views on the Perception of Domestic Violence
Respondent Believes a Husband Has the Right to Beat His Wife If She
Goes Out without
Telling Him
Dependent Variable

1+ SD

2+ SD

Neglects the Children
1+ SD

2+ SD

Argues with Him
1+ SD

2+ SD

Refuses Intercourse
1+ SD

2+ SD

Timing of positive rainfall
shocks
 In utero

−0.0191** −0.000268 −0.0188** −0.00833 −0.0335*** −0.0236

 In birth year

−0.0134*

 In year after birth

−0.0116

(0.00758)
(0.00796)

(0.00733)

(0.0160)

−0.000875 −0.0165**

(0.0154)

0.0212

(0.0141)
−0.0231*

(0.00748)
−0.0058

(0.0146)
0.0134

(0.00763)
−0.0107
(0.00833)

(0.0152)

−0.0160*** −0.0192*
(0.00607)

(0.0115)

0.00727 −0.0127**

0.00441

(0.00613)

(0.0114)

−0.0175** −0.00666 −0.00216

(0.0145)

−0.00881

(0.00754)

(0.0135)

(0.00796)

(0.0138)

(0.00796)

(0.0146)

(0.00617)

(0.0118)

0.00744

0.0142

0.0201***

0.0304**

0.00632

0.0221

0.00605

0.00316

(0.00658)

(0.0159)

(0.00693)

(0.0145)

(0.00614)

(0.0158)

(0.00675)

(0.0141)

Timing of negative rainfall
shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

−0.00442

0.0138

0.009

0.0254

−0.00365

0.0308*

−0.00424

0.011

(0.00688)

(0.0170)

(0.00672)

(0.0172)

(0.00655)

(0.0162)

(0.00640)

(0.0168)

0.0142**

0.0113

0.0220***

0.0145

0.00538

0.00655

0.00857

0.0024

(0.00693)

(0.0193)

(0.00700)

(0.0171)

(0.00710)

(0.0171)

(0.00642)

(0.0189)

−0.0034

Controlling for annual mean
temp
 In utero
 In birth year

0.0015

0.00119

0.0094

0.0092

−0.00267

(0.00865)

(0.00873)

(0.00998)

(0.00995)

(0.00912)

(0.00919)

0.00578

0.00656

(0.00940)

(0.00952)

0.0029

0.000942

0.00857

0.00756

0.00688

0.00656

0.00383

0.00277

(0.00985)

(0.00968)

(0.0107)

(0.0105)

(0.00932)

(0.00924)

(0.0104)

(0.0105)

−0.0158

−0.00801

−0.00688 −0.0128

−0.0125

 In year after birth

−0.00949 −0.00713 −0.017

Long-run average annual
precip

−8.60E-06 −8.77E-06 −1.67E-05 −1.87E-05

(0.00963)

(0.00950)

(0.0105)

(0.0105)

(0.00891)

(0.00889)

4.84E-06

5.12E-06

(0.0104)

(0.0103)

−1.83E-05 −1.87E-05

(2.09e-05) (2.10e-05) (2.11e-05) (2.13e-05) (1.92e-05) (1.92e-05) (1.84e-05) (1.86e-05)
Observations

76,881

R-squared

0.172

76,874
0.172

0.142

76,844
0.142

0.155

76,873
0.154

0.167

0.167

Note: Standard errors are clustered at the province level and are presented in parentheses. Additional controls included in the model are fixed effects for
respondent’s month of birth, and respondent’s year of birth fixed effects interacted with country fixed effects. ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%
and 10% levels respectively.

The suggestive evidence that we find that rainfall shocks in infancy may
impact these outcomes decades later serves to underlie how pervasive the
effects of weather can be, and highlight that this is an area that warrants
further research.
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3.4.5 The Role of Large-scale Irrigation Infrastructure in Buffering
These Impacts
The results discussed thus far indicate that rainfall shocks can have significant, irreversible, long-term impacts, which raises the question—what can
be done to protect these vulnerable women from these effects? In attempt
to answer this we look at the role that large-scale irrigation infrastructure
may play in mitigating the effects of rainfall shocks. Specifically, we investigate the role that upstream irrigation infrastructure plays in mitigating
the impact that both positive and negative in-infancy rainfall shocks may
have on the future wealth of adult women. We focus on shocks experienced exclusively in the birth year. In order to isolate regions impacted by
the command areas of irrigation facilities, we focus on infrastructure
located at a distance of between 25 and 50 km upstream from where the
DHS respondent was born, as it is here that they would be expected to
have the largest mitigating effect.
We first look at the impact of irrigation infrastructure within an OLS
model; however, being cognizant of the fact that the placement of irrigation facilities may be endogenous, we also test the impact using an instrumental variables approach. The data and the methodology used to test this
relationship are discussed in Annex 3.1. The results of the OLS and IV
models are presented in Table 3.10.
Table 3.10 shows that irrigation infrastructure located within a
25–50 km upstream radius has a positive overall effect on wealth. According to the OLS results, female adult wealth is increasing in the number of
irrigation infrastructure projects within this buffer zone at the respondent’s time of birth. The OLS results show that while large and small positive rainfall shocks increase adult wealth, irrigation infrastructure does not
mitigate these positive effects. The OLS results also show that negative
rainfall shocks in infancy are associated with decreased adult wealth, and
indicate that irrigation infrastructure may offer protection against the
long-term effects of small negative (11 SD) shocks, but does not appear
to buffer against exclusively larger (21 SD) shocks.
Due to the likely endogeneity of infrastructure citing, we do not give
too much credence to the OLS results. Columns (3) and (4) of Table 3.10
present the instrumental variables (IV) results, which account for this
endogeneity. The IV results confirm that overall irrigation infrastructure is
positively associated with wealth. Once the potential endogeneity of irrigation placement is accounted for we find that small positive shocks
increase adult wealth and that large negative shocks decrease it. In the case
of small shocks, irrigation infrastructure does not mitigate their effects. In
the case of large shocks, the IV results show that the beneficial effects of
large positive shocks are mitigated by the presence of irrigation infrastructure. The positive overall effect of irrigation infrastructure on wealth, combined with the negative coefficient on the positive shocks by infrastructure
interaction term, provides some suggestive evidence that they may facilitate some degree of consumption smoothing. These results should be
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Table 3.10 The Role of Upstream Irrigation Infrastructure (within a 25–50 km threshold)
in Mitigating the Long-run Effects of Precipitation Shocks
Wealth Index Score
(1)
(2)
OLS – 1+ SD Shock OLS – 2+ SD Shock

Dependent Variable

Number of large upstream irrigation projects
Positive rainfall shock
Positive shock × number of large upstream irrigation
projects
Negative rainfall shock
Negative shock × number of large upstream irrigation
projects
Annual mean temperature
Long-run average annual precipitation
Observations

(3)
IV – 1+ SD Shock

(4)
IV – 2+ SD Shock

0.0732***

0.0907***

2.741**

2.769**

(0.0119)

(0.0106)

(1.161)

(1.090)

0.0310***

0.0392***

0.0420***

0.0379

(0.00671)

(0.0147)

0.0411

−0.0479

−0.473

(0.0135)

−1.114**

(0.0245)

(0.0340)

(0.0344)

(0.356)

(0.563)

−0.0159***

−0.0482***

−0.00863

−0.0834*

(0.00535)

(0.0137)

(0.0154)

(0.0502)

0.0557**

0.00287

−0.0814

0.371

(0.0250)

(0.0615)

(0.338)

(1.023)
−0.0016

−0.00363***

−0.00388***

−0.00128

(0.00111)

(0.00111)

(0.00385)

(0.00373)

0.000161***

0.000161***

0.000163***

0.000163***

(6.19e-06)

(6.19e-06)

(1.27e-05)

(1.22e-05)

76,914

76,914

58,102

58,102

IV Diagnostics:
 Kleibergen-Paap LM statistic

29.970

31.777

 Kleibergen-Paap P-value

0.0000

0.0000

 Hansen J stat

0.994

1.033

 Hansen P-value

0.3188

0.3095

Notes: Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses. Additional controls included in the model are fixed effects for month of birth, year of birth, region,
country, and country-specific time trends. ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively.

caveated by noting that, for households in our sample, there are relatively
few irrigation facilities present within the 25–50 km buffer zone, with the
average value being less than one, so it is difficult to estimate a meaningful
statistical impact.

3.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Our results provide evidence that shocks to precipitation levels experienced in a child’s earliest years (including the period in utero) can have
significant, long-term implications. We find that the socioeconomic status
of women in rural households in Sub-Saharan Africa is affected by the
weather conditions which they experienced decades earlier. Furthermore,
large negative shocks in infancy are significantly associated with lower
stature and lower levels of education attainment. We hypothesize that the
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rainfall shocks alter household income and nutritional intake, with important consequences for physical and cognitive development. Our results
concur with those of, for example, Alderman et al. (2006), Maccini and
Yang (2009) and Carrillo et al. (2015), who find significant long-term
impacts of weather conditions experienced in a child’s earliest years on its
later-life outcomes. However, while these early studies were confined to
individual countries, the wide geographical and temporal scope of our
analysis confirms that these findings hold when assessed on a broader
scale.
While previous analyses of the long-term impacts of environmental
shocks have tended to focus on their effects on socioeconomic status and
measures of human capital, we assess the impacts across a broad range of
outcomes including wealth, education, height, fertility rates, birth spacing,
and measures of female empowerment, and find evidence of the longterm impacts of rainfall shocks across this broad spectrum. Furthermore,
our results show that not only are women haunted by the long-term
impacts of negative rainfall shocks that they experienced in their infancy,
but that their children also bear the hallmarks of these episodes of severe
rainfall deficits. Thus, our research brings new light on the intergenerational transmission of environmental shocks, which suggests that previous
estimates of the costs of environmental shocks may have been significantly
underestimated.
What then does this mean for development policy? Our research
serves to highlight the extreme vulnerabilities of one of the poorest
populations in the world to the types of environmental shocks that are
forecast to become ever more frequent as a result of climate change.
This underscores the need to increase the scale up and roll out of safety
net programs, triggered without delay when disasters hit. Delaying, or
failing to respond to drought and famine may have, in addition to the
immediate costs resulting from mortality and morbidity, long-term
impacts that remain invisible for decades but cost countries in terms of
economic growth and act as a barrier to economic development. Indeed,
as Clarke and Dercon (2016) point out, economic development is itself
the best form of resilience, but this will not be achieved if the destinies
of the most vulnerable people on the planet are left to the vagaries of
rainfall.
Nutritional interventions may also help protect vulnerable households when environmental shocks strike. In order to achieve the greatest
possible cost-effectiveness, these interventions should be targeted where a
significant body of evidence suggests that they are most effective—during
the first “1,000 days of life,” implying pregnant women and children up to
the age of two. Coupling these interventions with educational programs
may further boost their effectiveness.
Beyond the role of social safety nets, weather-indexed insurance may
protect rural families from the long-term impacts of drought. Such insurance could also serve to boost investment in water-resilient crops and
improved livestock management techniques that would increase the
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long-term resilience of agricultural households to negative rainfall shocks,
as discussed by Cervigni and Morris (2016).
While we find that precipitation shocks have significant long-term
effects, we find no evidence that the effects of drought (periods of significantly below-average rainfall) are alleviated by the presence of large
upstream irrigation facilities. On the other hand, we do find some evidence that such infrastructure may be able to provide a degree of consumption smoothing when rainfall amounts are greater than anticipated.
The positive overall impact of large irrigation facilities, combined with
the negative coefficient on positive shocks in the presence of such infrastructure, may indicate that a surplus earned during above-average rainfall years needs to be saved as a buffer against the inevitable adverse
shocks. Thus, while these facilities do not appear to provide a buffer
against below-average rainfall, they may still have beneficial impacts.
It is worth emphasizing the importance of our findings. Across an
array of countries, and over a long time period, we find that the impacts of
environmental conditions experienced in a female child’s earliest years
have significant long-term impacts, which may in turn be transmitted to
her children. If these children, who are showing physical symptoms of
malnourishment, end up less wealthy as adults, the effects of environmental conditions experienced by rural households in Sub-Saharan Africa may
persist across many generations.

Notes
1. Our analysis is limited to the impact on females as this is the population surveyed
by the Demographic and Health Survey. Focusing specifically on women does not
undermine the motivation for the research as it has been shown (see, for example,
Maccini and Yang, 2009, and Carrillo et al., 2015) that the long-term impacts of
weather shocks may be larger for females than males. On the other hand, Dinkelman (2016) finds a larger impact for males. The impact is likely to depend on the
context, however, even if the outcomes for females are not representative of the
entire population, they are of interest in and of themselves.
2. Almond and Currie (2011) present an extensive overview of this hypothesis, with
a particular emphasis on the contribution made by economists.
3. Looking at less long-run outcomes, Almond, Mazumder and Ewijk (2015) find
that fasting during pregnancy affects children’s test scores in school.
4. Econometric evidence that rainfall and temperature affect agricultural output goes
back to Mendelsohn, Nordhaus and Shaw (1994).
5. Other papers that rely on deviations from long-term local weather conditions for
identification include Maccini and Yang (2009), Dell, Jones and Olken (2012) and
Carrillo et al. (2015).
6. While we focus on large shocks, the impact of smaller shocks (11 standard deviations) is also tested.
7. http://www.dhsprogram.com/topics/wealth-index/Wealth-Index-Construction
.cfm
8. Representing the deviation between a person’s height and the average height of
comparable individuals, i.e., those in the same country.
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9. Indeed, Chapter 4 of the current report finds that in urban Latin America, severe
dry shocks coincide with an upsurge in hospital admissions and incidence of diarrheal diseases in children under five.
10. Oreopoulos et al. (2008) find a relationship between infant health and educational
attainment and welfare dependency as an adult, while Almond et al. (2010) find
that childhood exposure to famine impacts marital outcomes; the impact of famine exposure on marital outcomes is also examined by of Brandt, Siow and Vogel
(2008).
11. It is also possible that the impact of rainfall shocks on agricultural output could be
felt in urban areas if the effect is large enough to cause an increase in food prices.
12. Thus there are three bP,T and three BN,T coefficients; one representing the effect of
a shock in each time period analyzed.
13. This fact was noted over a century ago by Gowin (1915), more recently it has been
verified by Case and Paxson (2008), Deaton and Arora (2009) and Vogl (2014)
amongst others.
14. See, for example, Hoek et al. (1998), St. Clair et al. (2005) and Currie (2009).
15. Rainfall shocks later in childhood, which are not the focus of the current analysis,
may also affect educational outcomes—via altered schooling decisions. However,
the literature on what their likely impact will be is ambiguous. Periods of low rainfall may mean children are not sent to school due to lower household income;
Ferreira and Schady (2009) find that aggregate economic shocks have a negative
impact on children’s schooling in Africa. On the other hand, Shah and Steinberg
(2017) find that above-average rainfall can negatively impact education attainment due to increased farm productivity which raises the opportunity cost of
schooling in rural households, even for children as young as five.
16. Whether all children under five or under three are measured varies by country.
17. As the large shock is comprised within the smaller shock, the larger shock may be
driving the result.
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Annexes
Annex 3.1 Additional Details on Irrigation Infrastructure Analysis
A3.1.1 Data on irrigation infrastructure
For each grid cell, the total number of large, upstream irrigation facilities
located within specific distance thresholds from the grid cell centroids is
estimated. The universe of large-scale irrigation facilities is from the Global
Reservoir and Dam (GRanD) v1 dataset, from SEDAC (Lehner et al.,
2011a; Lehner et al., 2011b). We use only those irrigation infrastructures
which have either the main, major, or secondary purpose of irrigation.
Using the remaining irrigation facilities in GRanD, for each gridcell, we
estimate the number of these facilities which for which at least part of the
gridcell falls into the command area; further details of this procedure are
provided in Chapter 2. The GRanD dataset contains the year of dam
construction—allowing for this variable to have a panel dimension. The
year following construction is assumed to be the beginning year for operation the irrigation facility.
A more detailed description of these data are provided in Chapter 2
of this report.
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A3.1.2 Methodology
Irrigation infrastructure projects are often built to alleviate the negative
impacts of droughts in water-scarce areas, in addition to facilitating irrigation generally. In this section we analyze the long-term impact of being
born in the command area of an irrigation facility, as well as the role that
irrigation infrastructure plays in providing a buffer during dry spells (when
rainfall amounts are significantly below average) and also how irrigation
infrastructure may mitigate the impact of above-average rainfall. We analyze the impact of irrigation facilities located at a distance of between 25
and 50 km from the DHS respondent’s household in her year of birth. As
outlined in Chapter 2, this distance threshold area appears to best approximate the command area, when combined with other criteria.1 As rainfall
shocks in year of birth are found to have the most significant impact on
adult wealth across positive and negative shocks, when investigating the
potential role of irrigation infrastructure projects in mitigating shocks, we
focus only on shocks in year of birth. By including the number of upstream
irrigation infrastructure projects in the model, and by interacting this variable with the precipitation shocks, we can analyze the overall effect of
being born and growing up near irrigation facilities on wealth as an adult,
and the role of irrigation facilities in mitigating precipitation shocks. The
specification for this model is:
Wealthi,j,t 5 a 1 DIrrigj,t 1 bPPosR j,t 1 bNNegR j,t 1 MPIrrigj,t
* PosR j,t 1 MNIrrigj,t * NegR j,t 1 t,cTrend 1 tt 1 P
1 M 1 MonthlyTempj,t 1 LR_Rainj,t 1 i,j,t

(A3.1)

The outcome variable in equation (A3.1) is adult wealth. The number of upstream irrigation infrastructure projects within a 25–50 km radius
is given by Irrigj,t, and the D coefficient represents the effect of irrigation
facilities in the year of birth on adult wealth. The MP and MN coefficients
reveal information on the role that irrigation infrastructure plays in mitigating the effects of positive (MP) and negative (MN) rainfall shocks in
birth year on adult wealth. This specification includes country-specific
time trends (t,cTrend), specified as cubic to allow for flexible estimation;
tt refers to the linear time trend; while the P and M terms represent
province and birth month fixed effects respectively. MonthlyTempj,c,t and
LR_Rainj,c,t are the gridcell average monthly temperature and long-run
precipitation levels. Finally, i,j,t is a random error term.
Duflo and Pande (2007) note that it is unlikely that OLS estimates of
the role of irrigation facilities will provide unbiased results, as their construction is likely to be endogenous; if irrigation infrastructure is constructed in wealthier regions, or where they are most likely to be effective,
there may be reverse causality between their construction and wealth. In
order to address this potential endogeneity, we follow Duflo and Pande
(2007) and Strobl and Strobl (2011) and instrument for the presence of
irrigation facilities using data on the geography of their construction, follow a methodology similar to what was outlined in Chapter 2. Specifically,
we predict the likely number of irrigation facilities constructed within the
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25–50 km threshold using data on the river gradient and the river length
within this threshold, and an irrigation facility budget constraint variable.
In constructing the river-length variable, the USGS Hydrosheds River
Database is used to obtain a global shapefile of rivers.2 River length provides a measure of river access—an important predictor of the construction of irrigation facilities. As this captures river access in the 25–50 km
buffer, which is outside the gridcell, it should be uncorrelated with income
within the gridcell. The river slope instrument is based on the share of rivers within the 25–50 km threshold with a slope of 1.5–3% as this is the
slope gradient that Duflo and Pande (2007) found to be the best predictor
of irrigation infrastructure construction. Finally, the budget constraint variable captures a country’s propensity for irrigation construction over time.
It is the ratio of irrigation facilities in each country to total global irrigation
facilities, 10 years prior to the beginning of the dataset, which gives the
propensity for construction in the baseline year. This ratio is then multiplied by the total global irrigation facilities in each year of the dataset. This
combination of variables is used as, according to the IV diagnostics, the
instruments perform best using these variables.
Thus in our IV estimates, the Irrigj,t variable is replaced by its predicted values (Irrigj,t) from the first-stage results. We estimate the model
using two-stage least squares. As noted, this procedure follows that which
was outlined in greater detail in Chapter 2.

Annex 3.2 Sources of Endogeneity and Robustness Tests
A3.2.1 Possible sources of endogeneity
While the precipitation shock variables that we use in our analysis are
defined in such a way that they provide an exogenous measure of the
impact of rainfall, there are a number of potential factors that may bias our
estimates of the long-term effects of precipitation in infancy. Of particular
concern are the impacts of rainfall on infant mortality rates and on endogenous responses by households to rainfall shocks. Regarding infant mortality, it may be that precipitation has a direct impact on infant mortality and
that the population whose wealth we observe in adulthood represents a
subsample of the population who are physically stronger and were thus
able to survive the shocks. Indeed, evidence that weather conditions have
a causal impact on infant mortality in Africa is provided by Kudamatsu,
Persson and Stromberg (2016). If weather does have a direct impact on
infant mortality in our sample, the effect of weather on the future income
of individuals who did not survive the shocks would be expected to be
larger. Thus, if weather shocks have an impact on infant mortality, our
estimates likely provide a lower-bound estimate of the impacts of rainfall
in infancy on adult wealth.
Regarding the endogenous response of households, we note that in
our data we only observe the adult wealth of that subsample of the population who have not migrated (for those who have migrated, we cannot
match them with data on weather in their infancy). If households respond
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to weather shocks by migrating, our results may not be representative of
the population as they are only relevant for those households who were
unable to migrate. However, the shocks that we analyze are rare, and if the
average child in infancy only experiences a few shocks over her childhood,
it is unlikely that the family will migrate due to extremely rare fluctuations. Therefore, while we acknowledge this as a potential source of bias,
we do not expect that it has a significant impact on our results.
A3.2.2 Robustness of the results to an alternative measure of wealth
We test the robustness of our results to an alternative measure of household wealth that has been adjusted to be comparable across countries and
over time—the comparative wealth index, as outlined in Rutstein and Staveteig (2014).
Table A3.1 presents the baseline results when the comparative wealth
index variable is used in place of the raw wealth index data. The table
illustrates that, while there are some differences in terms of the magnitudes and significance of the coefficients, our conclusions regarding the
impacts of precipitation shocks on wealth are robust to the use of this
alternative measure of wealth. Furthermore, it confirms that the overall
negative impacts of large negative shocks on DHS respondents are being
driven by their effects on rural households.
A3.2.3 Robustness of results to alternative measures of shocks
The final robustness test we conduct is to check that our results hold when
using an alternative measure of rainfall shocks. We rerun our main model
(the long-term wealth impacts for rural households), defining shocks using
the Standard Precipitation Index (SPI). The SPI fits a gamma distribution
to the rainfall data before creating a z-score based on deviations from longrun local averages; this is to account for the fact that rainfall is not normally distributed. We use standard SPI thresholds (Neves, 2015) to define
“small” and “large” shocks. The threshold we use for small shocks is 0.5
standard deviations, what is referred to as “abnormally” moist or dry conditions; the threshold for larger shocks is 1.3 standard deviations—“very”
moist or dry. These results are presented in Table A3.2. They show that our
results are robust to the use of this alternative measure. Specifically, they
illustrate that while there is no significant long-term impact of small dry
shocks, small wet shocks have long-term positive effects. Large shocks, on
the other hand, have significant long-term impacts on wealth for both
above (very moist) and below (very dry) average amounts of rainfall, thus
confirming the main findings reported in this chapter.
A3.2.4 Falsification test
In order to illustrate that the relationship that we uncover between rainfall
shocks in a child’s earliest years (including the period in utero) and their
adult wealth is not merely some spurious correlation, we test for an impact
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Table A3.1 The Effect of Precipitation Shocks on Wealth Using the Comparative Wealth Index
Comparative Wealth Index Score
Full Sample
Dependent Variable

1+ SD

2+ SD

Rural Households
1+ SD

2+ SD

Urban Households
1+ SD

2+ SD

Timing of positive rainfall shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

0.0191

0.0506**

0.004

0.0175

0.0113

0.0259

(0.0123)

(0.0220)

(0.00722)

(0.0151)

(0.0185)

(0.0330)

0.0367**

0.0444**

0.0319***

0.0212

0.0244

(0.0145)

(0.0207)

(0.00842)

(0.0131)

(0.0181)

−0.015
(0.0310)

0.0298**

0.0410*

0.0173**

−0.0059

0.012

0.0463*

(0.0139)

(0.0211)

(0.00774)

(0.0131)

(0.0235)

(0.0277)

Timing of negative rainfall shocks
 In utero

−0.0056
(0.0122)

 In birth year
 In year after birth

−0.029

0.00189

−5.91E-05

0.00149

−0.0255

(0.0313)

(0.00651)

(0.0171)

(0.0171)

(0.0393)

−0.0589*

−0.00904

−0.0315**

−0.00737

−0.0303

(0.0123)

(0.0337)

(0.00750)

(0.0157)

(0.0177)

(0.0466)

−0.00641

−0.0467

−0.000873

−0.0396**

0.00468

−0.0599

(0.0122)

(0.0322)

(0.00734)

(0.0170)

(0.0151)

(0.0369)

−0.0237

−0.0204

−0.00806

−0.00405

−0.0289

−0.0268

(0.0147)

(0.0147)

(0.00911)

(0.00915)

(0.0251)

(0.0251)

−0.0166

−0.0168

6.42E-05

−0.000735

−0.0144

−0.0189

(0.0125)

(0.0122)

(0.0111)

(0.0110)

(0.0245)

(0.0240)

0.00676

0.00365

0.00743

0.00416

−0.0117

−0.00957

(0.0138)

(0.0144)

(0.0107)

(0.0105)

1.60E-05

1.71E-05

1.71E-05

1.74E-05

0.000196

Controlling for annual mean temp
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth
Long-run average annual precip

(0.0217)

(0.0216)

−1.08E-05

−7.74E-06

(7.41e-05)

(7.43e-05)

(3.55e-05)

(3.55e-05)

(0.000156)

(0.000156)

Observations

106,330

106,330

76,914

76,914

29,416

29,416

R-squared

0.366

0.366

0.369

0.369

0.387

0.387

Note: Standard errors are clustered at the province level and are presented in parentheses. Additional controls included in the model are fixed effects for
province, respondent’s month of birth, and year of birth fixed effects interacted with country fixed effects. ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and
10% levels respectively.

in some years in which there should not be a significant relationship between shocks and
adult wealth, specifically we test for an impact of rainfall shocks eleven to twenty years
before the respondent was born, and for the same period after her birth. None of the coefficients on these shock variables are significant. This is illustrated in Figures A3.1 and A3.2.
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Table A3.2 Robustness Check of the Wealth Regressions Using the Standard
Precipitation Index—Rural Households
Wealth Index Score
Rural Households
Dependent Variable

0.5+ SD:
“Abnormally” Moist/Dry

1.3+ SD:
“Very” Moist/Dry

Timing of positive rainfall shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

0.0208***

−0.0045

(0.00621)

(0.0103)

0.0148**

0.0276***

(0.00731)

(0.00958)

−0.00231

0.0144

(0.00665)

(0.0115)

0.00479

−0.0045

Timing of negative rainfall shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

(0.00590)

(0.00900)

−0.00133

−0.0191**

(0.00656)

(0.00951)

0.00592

−0.00723

(0.00713)

(0.00965)

−0.00256

−0.00492

(0.0101)

(0.0101)

0.00422

0.00395

Controlling for annual mean temp
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth
Long-run average annual precipitation

(0.0119)

(0.0120)

−0.00059

0.00217

(0.0119)

(0.0119)

4.65E-05

4.66E-05

(4.81e-05)

(4.81e-05)

Observations

76,914

76,914

R-squared

0.228

0.228

Note: Standard errors are clustered at the province level and are presented in parentheses. Additional controls included in the
model are fixed effects for province, respondent’s month of birth, and year of birth fixed effects interacted with country fixed
effects. ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively.
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Table A3.3 Impact of Large (2SD) Shocks on Some Additional Variables—Rural Households
Probability That the Respondent
Dependent Variable

Is in the Bottom Two
Wealth Quintiles

Has Less than Two
Years of Education

Has a Child with
Anthropometric Failure

Timing of positive rainfall shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

0.963

0.951

0.997

(0.0614)

(0.0784)

(0.0906)

0.908*

1.006

0.98

(0.0532)

(0.0788)

(0.0923)

0.951

1.052

0.908

(0.0625)

(0.0852)

(0.0972)

Timing of negative rainfall shocks
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth

0.978

1.002

0.985

(0.080)

(0.098)

(0.105)

1.129*

1.008

1.291***

(0.080)

(0.0934)

(0.121)

1.094

1.335***

1.031

(0.086)

(0.146)

(0.116)

Annual mean temperature
 In utero
 In birth year
 In year after birth
Long-run average annual precipitation

0.955

0.938

1.13

(0.0413)

(0.0592)

(0.0851)

1.003

0.999

0.839**

(0.0535)

(0.0697)

(0.0723)

1.067

1.133**

1.035

(0.0529)

(0.0715)

(0.0745)

0.9998

0.999***

0.1

(0.0001)

(0.0002)

(0.0001)

Observations

76,725

74,219

26,017

R-squared

0.1126

0.4569

0.0629

Note: Coefficients represent estimated odds ratios from a logit model. Standard errors are clustered at the province level and are presented in parentheses.
Additional controls included in the model are fixed effects for province, respondent’s month of birth, and year of birth fixed effects interacted with country fixed
effects. ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively.

Notes
1. That is, that the gridcell is in the same river basin as the dam and the gridcell is at
a lower elevation than the dam. Further details are provided in Chapter 2.
2. In the limited number of cases where the Hydrosheds River database does not
cover the entire landmass, the data are supplemented by calculating a synthetic
river network using a Drainage Line Processing tool in QGIS.
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Figure A3.1 Falsification Test—Positive Shocks
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Figure A3.2 Falsification Test—Negative Shocks
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4

Shocks in the Cities: The Economic
Impact of Water Shocks in Latin
American Metropolitan Areas
4.1 Introduction
In 2014, 54 percent of the world’s population lived in urban areas and by
2050 over 66 percent could be living in urban areas (UN-ESA, 2014). As
noted by Christiaensen et al. (2016), not only is the overall geographic
landscape changing dramatically, with many more people living in urban
areas, the urban landscape itself is also undergoing significant changes. By
2025, close to 50 percent of the urban population in the developing world
is predicted to live in cities of one million or more, compared to only
26.5 percent in 1970. With cities generating more than 80 percent of
global GDP, this changing pattern of urbanization has important implications for the reduction of poverty and for the policies and investments that
can promote shared and sustainable growth.
Urban growth is a thirsty business and the rise in urbanization is projected to increase the demand for water from cities by about 50 to 70 percent in the coming years (2030 Water Resources Group, 2009). This
demand is not only the result of a larger number of urban dwellers, but
also a consequence of more affluent and water-intensive consumption
patterns.
Water stress is already a major issue in many countries around the
developed and developing world. As noted by McDonald et al. (2014),
one in four cities with US$4.2 trillion in economic activity is water
stressed.1 Even river basins with important reserves of freshwater, such as
in the south of Brazil, have experienced important droughts in recent
years. With global warming, water supply is expected to decrease in many
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parts of the world, particularly in the mid-latitudes (Norris et al., 2016).
At the same time, rainfall variability will increase (World Bank, 2013).
Even with water infrastructure in place to manage water resources and
demand, rainfall remains a core input of the water cycle, whether to
replenish water reservoirs or underground water, and thus a building block
of water security.
The role of water, and the impact of excess or lack of rainfall are at the
center of a growing literature in the context of rural areas. It has been
shown that the impact of extreme rainfall events harm economies that
predominantly rely on agriculture, particularly those depending on rainfed agriculture, as is the case in the majority of developing countries (Carleton and Hsiang, 2016). However, evidence on how much and how
rainfall and water availability matter in urban settings remains scarce.
Some evidence is emerging on the harmful effect of floods in cities and
confirms an expected result that floods have a negative short-term effect
on economic activity (Kocornik-Mina et al., 2015). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) also emphasizes the negative impact
of floods in cities, but says little about the potential risks associated with
droughts.
Yet, for several reasons, one might expect a negative impact of
droughts inside cities. First, because of the urban heat-island effect, climate change will be exacerbated in cities (Oke, 1982; Grimmond, 2007;
Li and Bou-Zeid, 2013). Second, many water-intensive activities such as
manufacturing are located in metropolitan areas. These activities can be
highly sensitive to water shortages (as documented in Chapter 5 of the
current report). Third, cities rely on nearby rural areas for their food supply. One might expect that rainfall shocks in a region will affect agricultural yields, which in turn can translate into an increase in food prices in
the cities. Fourth, water is one of the principal inputs to produce electricity (Fthenakis and Kim, 2010), and water scarcity in the region can lead to
electrical shutdowns as was recently seen in India or in São Paulo.2 Fifth,
the health literature points out the negative effects of droughts on health
conditions: droughts increase the survival rate of disease vectors (e.g.,
malaria), water scarcity is associated with increased incidences of diarrhea,
and food shortages and malnutrition increase the risk of infections (Kovats
et al., 2003). Cities’ higher population densities also favor the spread of
diseases compared to rural areas, all the more so in the absence of adequate sanitation and sewage infrastructure. However, beyond stories and
anecdotal evidence, there is to the best of our knowledge no empirical
evidence of the possible economic harm caused by droughts in urban
areas. Furthermore, we know little about the role that water and sanitation
infrastructure may have in mitigating climate-related variability.
This paper aims to fill this gap in the literature by studying the impact
of rainfall shocks on labor outcomes (incomes, hours worked, employment
dynamics) for workers and firms in the biggest metropolitan areas in Latin
America countries. The focus on labor income is informed by its role as the
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principal channel through which economic growth has led to poverty
reduction in the region for more than a decade. Even as growth trended
downward and culminated in a contraction in regional economic activity
in 2015 (de la Torre et al., 2015, 2016), the importance of labor income in
reducing poverty continued to increase (Calvo-Gonzalez et al., 2017).3
To analyze the impact of rainfall shocks on workers’ labor outcomes,
we use a large regional harmonized labor force and household surveys
(LABLAC and SEDLAC) covering up to 13 million individuals living in
around 80 cities from 9 countries between 1992 and 2014. For firms, we
compile Enterprise Surveys from 22 countries collected in 2010 covering
a sample of more than 6,300 firms in Latin America and the Caribbean
(LAC). Beyond data availability, several reasons motivate our focus on
LAC. First, LAC is the second most urbanized region in the world, after
North America (82% v. 80%) and before Europe (UN ESA, 2014). Second, the majority of the poor households in LAC live in urban areas (Vakis
et al., 2016). Third, several LAC countries are projected to be among the
most severely water stressed countries in the world by 2040 (Luo et al.,
2015), and extreme rainfall events such as droughts and floods have
occurred in the region recently. Fourth, with global warming, water availability should decrease in Latin America according to different scenarios
(IFPRI) and the El Niño and la Niña phenomena will further aggravate
extreme events.
We use a straightforward identification strategy to establish a causal
impact of rainfall shocks on labor outcomes. Using global gridded
weather data, we construct local monthly rainfall variations (“shocks”)
from the long-run average precipitation of each city. By construction,
these variations are exogenous. This exogeneity provides a quasi-natural
experiment setup for the analysis of a causal impact. We introduce individual level variables with several geographical and temporal fixed effects
to control for unobservable characteristics. Outcomes in the cities during
a month or year without shocks act as our counterfactual scenario.
Monthly Labor Force Survey data allow us to estimate the direct shortterm impact of rainfall shocks, while yearly household surveys and firms’
data allow us to document a more medium-term impact of shocks for
workers and for firms.
Our results show that small precipitation shocks have, at worst, only a
limited impact on labor market outcomes in metropolitan areas, even
when these small shocks recur frequently. However, large shocks have an
economically significant impact on labor market outcomes in urban areas.
Both large wet and large dry rainfall shocks negatively affect economic
activity. Interestingly, we find consistent evidence that large dry shocks
have a larger effect on the labor market of Latin American cities than large
wet shocks: in our results, the economic harm caused by large dry shocks
is four times larger than that caused by large wet shocks. Social laws in
Latin American countries appear to protect formal workers from shortterm shocks while informal workers are more exposed to shocks.4 Labor
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legislation in Latin America is known to be rigid, even by OECD standards, and the firing and hiring of formal workers is particularly difficult
due to strong employment protection (Heckman and Pages, 2004). In the
formal sector however, firms respond to the consequences of large shocks
by altering their hiring decisions.
We then analyze potential pathways to understand the impact. First,
we test if rural shocks are transmitted to nearby cities through a general
equilibrium mechanism (an increase in food prices or a decrease in demand
driven by the decrease of rural incomes) that could explain the results we
observe within cities. For that, we rely on structural equation models and
gridded data on soil productivity. We do not find evidence supporting this
channel, suggesting that the mechanism is within the cities. Second, we
test whether rainfall shocks affect energy outages for firms using enterprise surveys for Latin America. We find that large negative shocks are
associated with an increase in power outages that could be the conduit to
decreased economic activity. Third, we test for the health consequences of
rainfall shocks using a monthly panel of all hospital admissions in Brazil
between 2000 and 2013. The results suggest that in urban areas, shocks,
and particularly large negative ones, lead to a worsening of health conditions that could in turn have consequences for labor markets.

Literature
This paper relates to three strands of economic literature. The first pertains to the cities, shocks and resilience; the second to labor markets in
developing countries and shocks; and the third to the econometric literature on climate change.
The importance of water availability for agricultural productivity, and
thus rural income, is self-evident. An important literature on the impact of
rainfall shocks on agricultural activities exists, showing that even shocks of a
small amplitude can have important consequences for productivity. Decreases
in productivity translate into an increase in poverty and negatively impact
key development outcomes such as health or education (Kazianga and Udry,
2006; Dercon, 2004; Hallegatte et al., 2017). Existing literature also documents the impact of rainfall variability on agricultural wages in Bangladesh
(Mueller et al., 2009), on the gender wage gap in agriculture in India (Mahajan, 2017), on land invasions in Brazil (Hidalgo et al., 2010), on local tax
revenues in Mali (Sanoh, 2015), or even on farmers’ stress levels in Kenya
(Chemin et al., 2013). Similarly, the literature looking at the role of infrastructure related to water variability has focused on agriculture and rural
areas as in the case of irrigation and dams (Duflo and Pande, 2007) or ruralurban migration in Sub-Saharan Africa (Barrios et al., 2006).
This strand of the research has also benefited from the expansion of
the Climate-Economy Literature (Hsiang, 2010, 2016; Carleton and
Hsiang, 2016), which has more recently pushed toward the exploration of
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the role of temperature as a proxy for climate variations (Dell et al., 2012;
Zivin and Neidell, 2014, Burke et al., 2015). In particular, Zivin and Neidell (2014) show, using a panel of U.S. daily temperature and individual
data from the 2003–06 National Time Use Surveys, that weather fluctuations lead to substantial changes in labor supply. These results echo those
at the macroeconomic level where patterns of responses to variation in
temperatures are consistent with labor effects playing an important role
(Hsiang, 2010; Deryugina and Hsiang, 2014; Burke et al., 2015).
In comparison, the literature for urban areas is much more limited in
both breadth and depth. At the city level, looking at 1,800 cities between
2003 and 2008, Kocornik-Mina et al. (2015) show that large-scale floods
(i.e., those displacing more than 100,000 people) reduce night-time lights
(NTL) by 2–8 percent within cities the year of the flood, but that even
hard-hit cities recover within one year. At the household level, existing
research has focused on rural-urban migration as the main transmission
channel whether in Africa (Henderson et al., 2017) or in Brazil (Bastos et al., 2013). In the latter case, the authors use five waves of census data
combined with historical drought indices and a difference-in-difference
design. They find that an increase in drought frequency in the previous
decade not only affects the agricultural sector (reduced value-added,
employment, and wages) but also leads to out-migration toward urban
areas and thus long-term effects on urban centers due to an accelerated
sector reallocation.
Not surprisingly, the literature on the impact of shocks on urban labor
markets is even more limited. A literature on large natural disasters (earthquakes, hurricanes, and tropical storms) has emerged, showing mixed
impacts. In Indonesia, Kirchberger (2017) finds labor markets to be rather
resilient to earthquakes and even finds a positive impact on wages for
agricultural workers, driven by labor supply reallocation toward the construction sector. These findings echo those of Belasen and Polachek (2008)
who look at the impact of hurricanes on labor markets in Florida and
identify a positive impact on wages but slower growth in employment in
counties directly hit. In Guatemala, Baez et al., (2015), look at the impact
of tropical storm Agatha (2010) and find that households in urban areas
bore the brunt of the burden with their per capita expenditure falling by
over 8 percent. These results also echo those of Ahmed et al. (2009). Using
a computable general equilibrium (CGE) simulation, the authors assess
the poverty impacts of climate volatility for seven socioeconomic groups
in 16 developing countries and find that extremes under present climate
volatility increase poverty across their sample of developing countries, particularly in Bangladesh, Mexico, Indonesia, and Africa—with urban wage
earners the most vulnerable group. Poor urban workers are the most
exposed; since food is a major expenditure, this group’s overall consumption falls with rising prices, pushing them below the poverty threshold of
consumption.
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Finally, narrowing in on rainfall-related shocks, Acevedo (2015)
looks at labor markets in urban Colombia and finds that the marginal
effect of one additional extreme hydro-climatic event on labor supply
and labor income is negative in the short term, with the effect of a negative hydro-climatic event larger for labor income than hours worked.
Mueller and Osgood (2009) look at the impact of droughts on wages in
Brazil between 1992 and 1995. Though the authors find a negative
impact of droughts on wages in rural areas, they cannot confirm an
impact in urban areas.
Our paper ties together these strands of research, focusing on metropolitan regions in Latin America, a region among the most urbanized
and best endowed in terms infrastructure relative to other developing
regions, in spite of its own infrastructure gap.5 The focus on Latin America does not preclude a relevance of the analysis to other regions. In the
case of Sub-Saharan Africa, urbanization has occurred at a much lower
level of development than other regions, with the urbanization of people
disjointed from the corresponding urbanization of capital (Lall et al.,
2017). In that context, the multifaceted vulnerability of cities to large
shocks (both wet and dry) and the high exposure of informal workers, as
seen in Latin America, have important implications for countries continents away.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2
describes the different datasets used in this analysis. Section 4.3 describes
the empirical strategy and Section 4.4 presents our main results on the
impact of shocks. Section 4.5 analyzes pathways. Section 4.6 discusses the
findings and conclusions.

4.2 Data
A notable feature of this paper is that we obtain convergent results using
datasets from different origins: labor force surveys, household surveys and
enterprises surveys. We combine each dataset with global gridded weather
data.

4.2.1 Workers: Labor Force and Household Surveys
We use the harmonized labor force surveys and household surveys from
the Labor Database for Latin America and the Caribbean (LABLAC) and
from the Socioeconomic Database for Latin America and the Caribbean
(SEDLAC) initiatives. LABLAC and SEDLAC are two joint projects conducted by the Center for Distributional, Labor and Social Studies (CEDLAS) at the University of La Plata, and the World Bank that aim to
harmonize the different household and labor force surveys conducted in
the region. They include information from over 300 surveys carried out in
24 Latin America and Caribbean countries from 2005 for LABLAC and
from the early 1990s for SEDLAC. The sample of these surveys provides
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representative data for major metropolitan areas of several countries. We
focus on these rounds of surveys representative of each metropolitan area
to conduct our analysis in an urban context. For LABLAC, our combined
repeated cross-section dataset covers around 13,000,000 active occupied
individuals living in 78 metropolitan areas from nine countries (Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, El Salvador, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay), monthly between 2005 and 2014. This sample is representative of
a population of about 300,000,000 people every month, that is, about half
of the total Latin America population. For SEDLAC, our repeated combined cross-section dataset covers around 2,000,000 active occupied individuals living in 56 metropolitan areas in three countries (Argentina,
1998–2012; Brazil, 1992–2012; and Colombia, 2008–2014). The SEDLAC data are annual. This sample is representative of a population of
about 80,000,000 active people every year. LABLAC allows us to infer
results based on a large geographical scope while SEDLAC gives us a longer time dimension. Both datasets provide information on labor incomes,
nonlabor incomes and hours worked, as well as a number of individual
characteristics that we will use as controls.

4.2.2 Firms: Enterprise Surveys
To study the impact of shocks on firms’ hiring decisions, we compile
Enterprise Surveys data from the World Bank. The Enterprise Surveys
contain data for formal manufacturing firms with five or more employees. These are all private firms—no firm is fully government owned. The
firm level data is representative at the national level based on random
stratified sampling, with sector, size, and location being the strata. The
survey targets business owners and top managers of firms as respondents.
The sample for the analysis in this study covers 22 LAC economies collected in 2010. The Enterprise Surveys data have several advantages,
including being comparable across economies as the same survey instruments and methodology are employed. Also, the surveys cover a wide
range of topics on the business environment that typical census firm-level
data do not include.
Table 4.1 synthetizes the different rounds of surveys from LABLAC,
SEDLAC, and Enterprise Surveys we use in this paper.

4.2.3 Weather
We use weather data from Willmott and Matsuura (2001). This gridded
dataset contains monthly observations of precipitation (in mm) and of
average temperatures (in C) at the 0.5 degree gridcell level (approximately
50 km at the equator) from 1900 to 2014. We merge the weather data and
the different surveys using the centroid of each sampled metropolitan area
for LABLAC and SEDLAC, and with the GPS coordinates of the firms for
the enterprise survey.6 Locations of LABLAC and SEDLAC survey data
are overlaid with precipitation shocks in Figure 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Surveys Used in the Analysis
LABLAC

SEDLAC

Enterprise Surveys

Monthly Data

Annual Data

Annual Data

Countries

Number
of Cities

Argentina

—

Years

Number
of Cities

Years

—

33

1992–2013

Year

2010

Belize

—

—

—

—

2010

Bolivia

—

—

—

—

2010

Brazil

6

2005–2014

10

1992–2012
(2000 and 2010
missing)

2010

Chile

9

2010–2014

—

—

2010

Columbia

22

2008–2014

25

2001,
2003, 2005,
2008–2014

2010

Cost Rica

—

—

Ecuador

5

2006–2014

—

—

2010

2010

El Salvador

1

2010–2013

—

—

2010

Guatemala

—

—

—

—

2010

Guyana

—

—

—

—

2010

Honduas

—

—

—

—

2010

Jamaica

—

—

—

—

2010

Mexico

32

2005–2014

—

—

2010

Nicaragua

—

—

—

—

2010

Panama

—

—

—

—

2010

Paraguay

1

2005–2014

—

—

2010

Peru

1

2005–2014

—

—

2010

Paraguay

—

—

—

—

2010

St. Vincent and Grenadines

—

—

—

—

2010

Surniname

—

—

—

—

2010

Trinidad and Tobago

—

—

—

—

2010

Uruguay

1

2006–2014

—

—

2010

Venezuela

—

—

—

—

Total cities–firms

78

Observations
Representing an average
annual population of

2010

68

6,351

12,230,393

2,560,261

6,351

308,885,074

79,973,185

(50% of the LAC population)
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Figure 4.1 Wet and Dry Shocks in LAC Countries (1990–2013)

4.3 Empirical Strategy
In this section, we present the empirical strategy that we rely on to study
the impact of shocks on labor outcomes for workers and firms. We start by
explaining the motivation behind the use of rainfall shocks instead of rainfall levels and describe how we construct these shocks. We then present
the model we estimate.

4.3.1 Precipitation Shocks
We aim to measure the impact of water availability on incomes, on hours
worked, and on employment decisions. One of the empirical issues we
face is that population dynamics which have led to urbanization have historical origins born out of deliberate choices to establish settlements and
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cities in locations where climate would have been most favorable to economic activity. This means that a correlation between current levels of
economic activity and levels of rainfall could still exist, thereby preventing
us from using the level of rainfall as an explanatory variable. We address
this issue by focusing instead on local exogenous rainfall shocks.
We define shocks as follows: first, we calculate the long-run mean and
standard deviation between 1900 and 2014 of monthly precipitation for
each gridcell, for each month. We then construct small and large shocks in
a given month-year/gridcell. A small shock is defined as monthly rainfall
that is 1 to 2 standard deviations away from the long- run mean for that
gridcell in that month. A large shock is defined as a two or more standard
deviations of current rainfall from the long-run mean for that gridcell in
that month. We distinguish between negative and positive deviations to
obtain four kinds of shocks: small dry shocks (1SD2 Shock), small wet
shocks (1SD1 Shock), large dry shocks (2SD2 Shock) and large wet shocks
(2SD1 Shock).
Previous literature on rainfall shocks mostly defines shocks using
1 standard deviation as a threshold and does not differentiate between
1SD and 2SD shocks (Rocha and Soares, 2015). Yet damages resulting
from 1SD and 2SD variations might be different, in particular for cities.
A smaller 1SD shock can reasonably be expected to have an impact on
agricultural yields, with little consequence on cities that are likely buffered by both infrastructure and the economic activity that is less sensitive to rainfall variations. Larger shocks are more likely to have an impact,
but the question of how much infrastructure buffers cities from larger
shocks remains open.
2SD1 shocks correspond to the kind of rainfall shocks that would be
expected to result in floods and landslides. In Latin America over the
period covered by our study, 2SD1 shocks are associated with flood events
that happened for example in Colombia in 2005, in 2008, in 2009, and in
2011. Each time, these floods affected between 475,000 and 2.4 million
people according to the EM-DAT7 dataset that tracks natural disasters. It
has also been the case in Argentina and in Brazil in 1992 and in 1997, and
in Brazil in 2003 and 2004. Despite disrupting daily life and, potentially,
economic activity, each 2SD1 shock has not resulted in important floods
recorded by EM-DAT. As for large negative shocks, they capture events
such as the droughts that hit Mexico in 2009 and Colombia in 2010, as
well as the first months of the long droughts that hit Belo Horizonte at the
end of 2013 and Mexico at the end of 2014.
These shocks—small and large—are by construction rare events. In
LABLAC, about 8% of the individuals have been impacted by a monthly
shock of one standard deviation on average over the period. In SEDLAC,
in a typical year, 1.4 months had a 1SD positive deviation, a figure that is
similar for a 1SD negative deviation. Shocks of two or more standard deviations are even rarer. Only 4.4% of our LABLAC sample were exposed to
large positive shocks every month were and just 0.4% exposed to large
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negative shocks. In SEDLAC, a large positive shock occurs 0.58 times per
year and a large negative shock occurs 0.03 times per year. The rarity of
these shocks makes them hard to anticipate. Under this assumption, they
are thus exogenous and our strategy provides us with a quasi-natural
experimental setting. Therefore, estimated coefficients represent the
causal effect of rainfall shocks.

4.3.2 Shocks, Incomes, and Hours Worked
Using LABLAC and SEDLAC datasets, we specify our model as follows:
In(Incomei,j,t) 5 a 1 b11SD1Shockj,t 1 b22SD1Shockj,t 1 b31SD2Shockj,t
1 b42SD2Shockj,t 1 1Temperaturej,t
(4.1)
1 2Temperaturej,t2 1 3 Xi,t 1 j 1 t 1 i,j,t
where i denotes the individual, j the metropolitan area and t the given
period (month-year for LABLAC, year for SEDLAC). Incomei,j,t is the
labor income earned by occupied respondents expressed in 2005 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP).
When using LABLAC data, income represents the labor income
earned during the month that precedes the survey by active households.
When using SEDLAC data, the labor income is a recall estimation of the
amount earned by the respondent during the year of the survey. With
SEDLAC, we also run equation (4.1) with nonlabor incomes. Our assumption is that nonlabor incomes should be less sensitive to shocks than labor
incomes. With LABLAC, we additionally study the impact of shocks on
the number of hours worked by occupied respondents.
Using monthly LABLAC data, we consider shocks as categorical variables. What distinguishes wet shocks from dry shocks is the length of a
typical event. On the one hand, only a few days of large wet deviations can
cause floods, landslides, disturb activity, and cause damages; wet shocks are
usually short and only need to be short to have direct consequences. On
the other hand, droughts are more the consequence of sustained dry
events, and we need to take this difference between wet and dry spells into
account to measure their economic consequences. For that we create a
categorical variable of shocks that we split into three categories: abnormal
deviations of rainfall over one month (the month that is contemporaneous
with the recall period of the survey), abnormal deviations of rainfall over
two months or more, and a control group with no deviation of rainfall.
SEDLAC being annual, the distribution of shocks ranges from zero to
seven months of shocks per year. To exploit all the information provided
by the data, we treat SEDLAC shocks as continuous variables. They represent the total number of months with shocks in the city during the year.
We additionally control for temperatures (in °C) and its squared value
in the same period as the rainfall shocks (monthly temperatures up to two
months before the survey in LABLAC; annual temperatures with SEDLAC). Doing so is important as rainfall and temperatures are correlated
(Auffhammer et al., 2013), and because temperature and economic
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activity have been shown to also be correlated (Hsiang, 2010; Dell et al.,
2012). We also introduce individual time varying controls (Xi,t), cities
fixed effects (j), and year fixed effects (t) to control for observed individual characteristics, unobserved metropolitan characteristics, and temporal variations. Individual controls are the age of the respondent, their
gender, whether she/he is the household head, whether she/he is a formal
worker, and their sector of employment (1 digit ISIC classification). In
LABLAC and SEDLAC, the harmonized definition classifies workers as
informal if they are self-employed, if they work for a private small firm (a
firm with less than five employees), or if they are workers with a zero
income. We cluster the standard error, i,j,t, at the city-year level to account
for the nested structure of the data (a respondent lives in a given metropolitan area, and the metropolitan area is experiencing a shock).
Shocks are by construction exogenous and should not be correlated
with individual characteristics, Xi,t. As a robustness check, we run parsimonious regressions with only the shocks, temperatures, and the city and year
fixed effects, but without individual characteristics for every model. In the
different regressions, we estimate the model for all the active populations, as
well as for informal workers, formal workers, self-employed workers, workers from small firms, and workers from large firms separately. This subsample analysis is motivated by the idea that informal workers should be more
exposed to shocks than formal ones due to social laws in Latin America.
LABLAC data are monthly. This frequency of the data provides the
opportunity to identify the direct and short-term impact of shocks. As for
SEDLAC, labor outcomes are annual. Hence we use them to identify a
more medium-term impact.

4.3.3 Shocks and Firms’ Hiring Decisions
Using enterprise survey data, we specify our model as follows:
Empgrwthikjr 5 b11SD1Shockj 1 b22SD1Shockj 1 b31SD2Shockj
1 b42SD2Shockj 1 b5Temperaturej 1 b6Temperature2j (4.2)
1 b7lnSizeijr 1 bxXijkr 1 1countryk 1 2sectorr 1 ijkr
where Empgrwth is the annual growth in employment for firm i located in
region j from country k and sector (within manufacturing) r between the
fiscal year referenced in the survey (l1) and the two fiscal years preceding
it (l2). The growth rate is calculated as (l12l2)/[l11l2]/2. Our main precipitation shock variables are the number of times in a location in the two
fiscal years preceding the fiscal year referenced by the survey that a firm
has experienced precipitation 1 and 2 standard deviations below and
above the long-run average precipitation levels. Precipitation shocks are
taken for the beginning of the period of employment growth, as it is more
likely to be a predictor of growth of total employment. We also control for
temperature two years before the fiscal year referenced in the survey. We
account for the size of the firm in terms of total employment two fiscal
years ago. This is because employment two fiscal years ago is more likely
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to be a predictor of employment growth, than total employment in the
last fiscal year (lnSize). To avoid omitted variable bias in an extended specification, we control for several firm characteristics including the age of the
firm, foreign ownership, exporter status, security costs, electricity generator ownership, and relationship to the informal sector (in terms of competition, and whether the firm was informal before becoming formal). As an
additional check we also control infrastructure variables such as water and
electrical outages. Finally, we include country and sector at the ISIC twodigit level (within manufacturing), fixed effects.

4.4 Results: Shocks and Labor Market Outcomes
This section presents and discusses the econometric results. We start by
looking at the impact of shocks on workers’ incomes and hours worked.
We then look at the impact of shocks of firms’ hiring decisions.

4.4.1 Rainfall Shocks and Incomes
Table 4.2 shows the results for the impact of rainfall shocks on the logarithm of labor incomes using monthly labor force surveys, and Table 4.3
presents the results using annual household surveys. In the two tables,
columns (1) to (6) present the results of the parsimonious approach where
only the exogenous shocks, temperatures, year, and city fixed effects are
included. Columns (7) to (12) add individual controls.
On the one hand, Table 4.2 shows that small shocks have a limited
impact on labor incomes. The assertion is true for both wet and dry shocks,
but the impacts are heterogeneous across subgroups. On the other hand,
Table 4.2 shows that large shocks consistently and substantially impact
labor incomes, always negatively. Indeed, we find that small wet rainfall
shocks slightly increase economic activity when recurrent in the specification that controls for individual characteristics. Taken globally however,
the results for small wet and dry shocks are only loosely significant and are
sensitive to changes in the specifications. A notable exception concerns
self-employed workers. For those workers, a small abnormal deficit of rainfall during the month is associated with a decrease in labor incomes of 4%.
As for large shocks, the results in Table 4.2 suggest that large wet
shocks are consistently associated with a decrease in labor incomes,
regardless of the status of the worker or the type of her/his firm. Here
again, two standard deviations of rainfall above the long-run average
decreases labor incomes by 4% to 5%. For large negative (dry) deviations,
the occurrence of a single shock does not seem to impact incomes. However, two shocks in a row affect the incomes of informal, self-employed
workers from small firms, i.e., it affects workers that are less protected by
social laws than formal ones. The coefficient associated with these recurrent negative shocks is the largest out of all the shocks. Our results suggest
that the short-term negative impact experienced by informal, selfemployed workers from small firms corresponds to a decrease in labor
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Temperature t-1

Temperature t

2 Shocks

Large negative 1 Shock

2 Shocks

Large positive 1 Shock

2 Shocks

Small negative 1 Shock

2 Shocks

Small positive 1 Shock

Log Labor Income

(0.008)

(0.005)

(0.008)
−0.012

(0.005)
0.001

0.003

(0.046)

(0.068)
−0.000

−0.084*

−0.082

0.000
(0.021)

(0.020)

(0.030)

−0.003

−0.002

0.004

(0.014)

(0.023)

−0.037**

(0.016)

(0.020)

(0.040)
−0.044***

0.022

(0.016)

0.018

(0.014)

(0.021)
−0.021

(0.015)
−0.020

0.032

(0.011)

(0.010)
0.021

−0.000

Informal

(2)

0.009

Active Pop

(1)

(0.007)

(0.008)

(0.015)
−0.006

0.004

−0.012

(0.037)

−0.097***

(0.023)

−0.001

(0.034)

0.004

(0.016)

−0.028*

(0.026)

0.003

(0.020)

−0.046**

(0.027)

0.036

(0.017)

0.001

Self-emp

(4)

(0.006)

0.001

(0.038)

−0.026

(0.017)

−0.000

(0.017)

0.003

(0.026)

−0.060**

(0.040)

0.012

(0.012)

−0.006

(0.011)

0.014

(0.010)

0.014

Formal

(3)

Parsimonious Regressions
(6)

(0.007)

0.007

(0.005)

−0.001

(0.040)

0.014

(0.017)

0.008

(0.017)

−0.001

(0.026)

−0.052**

(0.031)

−0.007

(0.011)

−0.010

(0.010)

0.019*

(0.011)

0.006

(0.009)

−0.017*

(0.008)

0.001

(0.033)

−0.112***

(0.023)

−0.009

(0.026)

−0.004

(0.024)

−0.057**

(0.032)

0.024

(0.017)

−0.029*

(0.021)

0.040*

(0.013)

0.007

Large Firms Small Firms

(5)

Table 4.2 The Short-term Impact of Rainfall Shocks on Labor Incomes (LABLAC)

(0.005)

−0.005

(0.003)

0.004

(0.032)

−0.040

(0.014)

−0.001

(0.020)

0.001

(0.020)

−0.053***

(0.015)

0.026*

(0.007)

−0.013*

(0.013)

0.026**

(0.008)

0.012

Active Pop

(7)

(0.007)

−0.007

(0.008)

−0.001

(0.048)

−0.082*

(0.021)

0.001

(0.031)

0.004

(0.016)

−0.047***

(0.020)

0.024

(0.014)

−0.018

(0.020)

0.033*

(0.012)

0.003

Informal

(8)

(0.005)

−0.003

(0.006)

0.008

(0.023)

0.022

(0.016)

−0.003

(0.017)

0.002

(0.025)

−0.053**

(0.018)

0.028

(0.011)

−0.007

(0.011)

0.020*

(0.008)

0.019**

Formal

(9)

(0.009)

0.002

(0.015)

−0.020

(0.034)

−0.093***

(0.022)

−0.005

(0.035)

0.014

(0.024)

−0.042*

(0.030)

−0.004

(0.017)

−0.041**

(0.022)

0.030

(0.017)

0.003

Self-empl

(10)

Individual Controls
(11)

(12)

(0.004)

−0.002

(0.006)

0.011**

(0.024)

0.038

(0.015)

0.003

(0.016)

−0.002

(0.025)

−0.046*

(0.014)

0.025*

(0.008)

−0.008

(0.011)

0.022*

(0.008)

0.010

(0.010)

−0.008

(0.004)

−0.001

(0.030)

−0.083***

(0.021)

−0.006

(0.026)

−0.002

(0.023)

−0.056**

(0.023)

0.033

(0.011)

−0.016

(0.017)

0.034**

(0.012)

0.013

Large Firms Small Firms
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YES

Year FE

YES

YES

No

0.048

6.249***

5.989***

YES

YES
YES

YES

No

0.052

No

2,535,188

0.033

(0.120)

6,929,890

(0.060)

(0.000)

0.000

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.000

−0.000

0.000

YES

YES

No

0.050

4,879,458

(0.070)

6.073***

(0.000)

−0.000

(0.000)

0.000

YES

YES

No

0.050

4,217,048

(0.103)

5.915***

(0.000)

0.000

(0.000)

0.000

(0.093)

4.886***

(0.000)

0.000

(0.000)

0.000

YES

YES

YES

0.388

YES

YES

YES

0.169

11,282,954 4,391,167

(0.073)

5.001***

(0.000)

0.000

(0.000)

−0.000

YES

YES

YES

0.325

6,895,750

(0.080)

4.739***

(0.000)

−0.000

(0.000)

−0.000

YES

YES

YES

0.221

2,521,185

(0.104)

4.871***

(0.000)

−0.000

(0.000)

0.001

YES

YES

YES

0.359

4,852,763

(0.089)

4.670***

(0.000)

0.000

(0.000)

−0.000*

YES

YES

YES

0.280

4,184,429

(0.105)

5.602***

(0.000)

0.000

(0.000)

0.000*

Note: Standard errors clustered at the city-year level in brackets. Individual controls include: age of the respondent, gender, whether she/he is the household head, whether she/he is a formal worker and the sector (1 digit ISIC classification).
***: p < 0.01, **: p < 0.05, *: p < 0.1.

No
YES

Individual controls

0.047

11,423,352 4,419,554

5.809***
(0.084)

6.116***

(0.000)

(0.000)
(0.077)

0.000

(0.000)

(0.000)
−0.000

0.000

0.000

City FE

R-squared

Observations

Constant

Temperature t-1 sq

Temperature t sq

Table 4.2 Continued
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Yes

Yes

City FE

Year FE
Yes

Yes

No

0.115

(3)

Yes

Yes

No

0.077

1,078,798

(0.524)

4.897***

(0.001)

−0.002**

(0.047)

0.097**

(0.029)

−0.065**

(0.005)

−0.013**

(0.003)

0.004

(0.003)

0.005

Formal

(4)

Yes

Yes

No

0.135

413,161

(0.756)

7.402***

(0.002)

0.002

(0.067)

−0.142**

(0.039)

−0.053

(0.008)

−0.015*

(0.006)

0.002

(0.004)

0.010**

Self-employed

(5)

Yes

Yes

No

0.105

710,774

(0.544)

4.801***

(0.001)

−0.002*

(0.050)

0.084*

(0.024)

−0.061**

(0.006)

−0.016***

(0.003)

0.005

(0.004)

0.007**

Large Firms

(6)

Yes

Yes

No

0.111

869,033

(0.774)

6.244***

(0.002)

0.001

(0.070)

−0.066

(0.033)

−0.067**

(0.007)

−0.012*

(0.005)

0.004

(0.004)

0.009**

Small Firms

(7)

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.463

1,784,282

(0.590)

4.047***

(0.001)

−0.001

(0.052)

0.041

(0.028)

−0.062**

(0.005)

−0.015***

(0.003)

0.003

(0.004)

0.007*

Active Pop

(8)

(9)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

0.443
Yes

1,038,455

(0.553)

2.923***

(0.001)

−0.003**

(0.050)

0.121**

(0.027)

−0.070**

(0.006)

−0.016***

(0.003)

0.004

(0.004)

0.006

Formal

0.292

745,827

(0.681)

5.248***

(0.001)

0.001

(0.059)

−0.068

(0.031)

−0.052*

(0.006)

−0.014**

(0.005)

0.001

(0.004)

0.009**

Informal

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.324

393,376

(0.694)

6.076***

(0.001)

0.002

(0.060)

−0.126**

(0.035)

−0.046

(0.008)

−0.015**

(0.005)

−0.000

(0.004)

0.011***

Self-employed

(10)

Individual Controls
(11)

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.452

682,478

(0.563)

2.787***

(0.001)

−0.003***

(0.052)

0.136***

(0.024)

−0.065***

(0.006)

−0.017***

(0.003)

0.004

(0.004)

0.007*

Large Firms

(12)

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.411

832,258

(0.669)

5.900***

(0.001)

0.001

(0.059)

−0.061

(0.030)

−0.054*

(0.006)

−0.014**

(0.005)

0.001

(0.004)

0.010**

Small Firms

Note: Standard errors clustered at the city-year level in brackets. Individual controls include: age of the respondent, gender, whether she/he is the household head, whether she/he is a formal worker, and the sector (1 digit ISIC classification).
***: p < 0.01, **: p < 0.05, *: p < 0.1.

No

0.104

Individual controls

R-squared

(0.729)
780,249

(0.691)

2,086,298

6.501***

(0.001)

(0.001)

4.743***

0.001

(0.065)

−0.002

−0.087

0.077

(0.033)

(0.028)

(0.063)

−0.060*

−0.046*

(0.007)

(0.006)

(0.005)
−0.012*

(0.004)

−0.013**

0.002

(0.004)

(0.004)

0.001

0.009**

0.007*

Observations

Constant

Av. temperature sq

Average temperature

Large negative shocks

Large positive shocks

Small negative shocks

Small positive shocks

Log Labor Income

(2)
Informal

(1)

Active Pop

Parsimonious Regression

Table 4.3 The Medium-term Impact of Rainfall Shocks on Labor Incomes (SEDLAC)

incomes of 8% to 11%. This means that when they occur, the harm caused
by large dry shocks to workers is two to four times larger than the harm
caused by large wet shocks.
Turning to annual estimates, Table 4.3 confirms these first set of
results for large shocks. Consistently across the subgroups, large positive
shocks decrease annual incomes by about 1.5%. Again, droughts have the
most severe impact. This time, consistent for all but formal workers, negative shocks are associated with decreases of incomes of 4.5% to 7%. Once
again, this result is about four times larger than the impact of large positive shocks. This time, the positive impact of small positive shocks is consistent across specifications and across subgroups. It remains, nonetheless,
of limited economic significance: the occurrence of small positive rainfall
shocks is associated with an increase in incomes of about 0.7% to 1%.
With annual data, small negative shocks do not lead to a decrease of
annual incomes.
We next replace labor incomes by nonlabor incomes (social transfers, remittances, etc.). Because a high proportion of nonlabor incomes
are public transfers (social transfers, pensions, etc.),8 we expect them
to be less sensitive to shocks and, indeed, Table 4.4 shows that for all
small shocks and for large wet shocks, nonlabor incomes do not vary
following shocks. Nonlabor incomes do not decrease because of the
shocks, but neither do they increase to buffer the negative impact of
large wet shocks on labor incomes. Thus, the combined total incomes
decrease (i.e., negatively affected labor income and stable nonlabor
incomes) with floods. In the case of large dry shocks, the situation is
worse. For informal workers, self-employed workers, and small firms’
workers, nonlabor incomes significantly decrease after large dry shocks.
Our analysis suggests that the impact on nonlabor incomes is up to two
times larger than the impact on labor incomes. The total incomes of
these workers are thus affected by a decrease in both labor and nonlabor incomes.

4.4.2 Rainfall Shocks and the Number of Hours Worked
Another pathway through which labor markets could adjust following a
shock is in the number of hours worked. Results presented in Table 4.5
using LABLAC show that while the effect of small shocks is mixed, it is
more consistent in the case of large shocks, especially consecutive ones.
Small wet shocks appear to have a positive impact on the number of
hours worked, small in the case of a single shock and more marked in the case
of consecutive shocks. Small dry shocks on the other hand would appear to
have a negative impact for a single shock, notably in the case of small firms,
the self-employed, and informal workers, but a positive impact in the event
of two consecutive small dry shocks. This could signal a compensation strategy by those groups to compensate for a reduction of hours worked in the
initial phase of the shock (captured under the single dry shock result).
Interestingly, large nonrecurrent wet shocks primarily affect informal
workers, the self-employed, and small firms, whereas those nonrecurrent
Chapter 4: Shocks in the Cities: The Economic Impact of Water Shocks in Latin American Metropolitan Areas
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Yes

Yes

City FE

Year FE
Yes

Yes

No

0.119

(2.310)

Yes

Yes

No

0.077

113,469

(4)

Yes

Yes

No

0.139

70,749

(1.171)

5.975***

(0.002)

0.005**

(0.099)

−0.193*

(0.044)

−0.103**

(0.009)

0.005

(0.012)

−0.007

(0.010)

−0.002

Self-employed

(5)

Yes

Yes

No

0.096

63,712

(2.429)

9.950***

(0.005)

0.016***

(0.219)

−0.677***

(0.072)

−0.116

(0.017)

0.000

(0.018)

0.021

(0.017)

0.005

Large Firms

(6)

Yes

Yes

No

0.115

147,213

(1.273)

6.353***

(0.003)

0.005**

(0.109)

−0.216**

(0.053)

−0.124**

(0.010)

−0.001

(0.012)

−0.007

(0.010)

−0.007

Small Firms

(7)

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.321

235,136

(1.355)

4.434***

(0.002)

0.008***

(0.109)

−0.308***

(0.037)

−0.080**

(0.011)

−0.009

(0.012)

0.001

(0.011)

0.002

Active Pop

(8)

(9)

(0.017)

−0.014

(0.019)

0.013

(0.017)

0.011

Formal

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

0.313
Yes

109,443

(2.115)

6.006***

(0.004)

0.011***

(0.171)

−0.480***

(0.056)

0.321

125,693

(0.999)

3.078***

(0.002)

0.004**

(0.089)

−0.155*

(0.031)

−0.110*** −0.053

(0.006)

−0.003

(0.009)

−0.011

(0.007)

−0.004

Informal

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.294

68,296

(1.025)

2.575**

(0.002)

0.003

(0.085)

−0.102

(0.035)

−0.080**

(0.008)

0.001

(0.011)

−0.006

(0.008)

0.005

Self-employed

(10)

Individual Controls
(11)

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.314

61,379

(2.189)

5.292**

(0.004)

0.012***

(0.188)

−0.491***

(0.055)

−0.110**

(0.015)

−0.005

(0.017)

0.015

(0.016)

0.014

Large Firms

(12)

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.361

142,595

(1.131)

3.882***

(0.002)

0.004**

(0.090)

−0.167*

(0.036)

−0.096***

(0.008)

−0.010

(0.010)

−0.012

(0.009)

−0.003

Small Firms

Note: Standard errors clustered at the city-year level in brackets. Individual controls include: age of the respondent, gender, whether she/he is the household head, whether she/he is a formal worker, and the sector (1 digit ISIC classification).
***: p < 0.01, **: p < 0.05, *: p < 0.1.

No

0.082

Individual controls

R-squared

129,712

(1.171)

319,095

(1.349)

(0.005)

6.093*** 11.072***

(0.003)

(0.003)

0.015***

(0.200)

−0.662***

6.792***

0.006**

(0.107)

(0.119)

0.006**

−0.226**

−0.277**

(0.044)

(0.070)

−0.138*** −0.053

(0.018)

−0.010

(0.019)

0.020

(0.018)

0.001

(0.054)

(0.008)

(0.010)

(3)
Formal

−0.071

0.002

(0.011)

−0.005

Observations

Constant

Average temperature sq

Average temperature

Large negative shocks

Large positive shocks

(0.013)

(0.008)
−0.006

(0.012)

0.009

−0.007

−0.007

Small positive shocks

Small negative shocks

(2)
Informal

(1)

Active Pop

Log Nonlabor Income
Variables

Parsimonious Regression

Table 4.4 The Medium-term Impact of Rainfall Shocks on Nonlabor Incomes (SEDLAC)
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Large
negative

Large
positive

Small
negative

Small
positive

Temperature t-1

Temperature t

2 Shocks

1 Shock

2 Shocks

1 Shock

2 Shocks

1 Shock

2 Shocks

1 Shock

Log Hours Worked

0.003
(0.002)

(0.004)

(0.002)

(0.002)

–0.004

0.007***

(0.015)

(0.015)
0.007***

–0.057***

–0.034**

0.006
(0.012)

(0.009)

(0.007)

–0.002

–0.018**

(0.003)

(0.004)

–0.008**

0.002
(0.004)

–0.005

(0.006)

(0.007)

(0.003)
–0.001

0.026***

(0.006)

(0.005)
–0.005*

–0.007

(0.008)

(0.002)
–0.002

(0.003)
0.014*

0.002

Informal

(2)

0.006

Active Pop

(1)

(0.001)

(0.012)

(0.010)
–0.024**

0.002

0.022**

(0.025)

–0.029

(0.015)

–0.015

(0.009)

–0.027***

(0.017)

–0.039**

(0.013)

0.020

(0.016)

–0.036**

(0.020)

0.004

(0.008)

0.001

Self-emp

(4)

(0.003)

0.002

(0.008)

0.005

(0.006)

0.006

(0.003)

–0.002

(0.006)

0.006

(0.005)

0.007

(0.006)

0.002

(0.004)

0.007*

(0.004)

0.007*

Formal

(3)

Parsimonious Regression

(0.002)

0.001

(0.004)

–0.002

(0.025)

–0.031

(0.008)

0.007

(0.003)

–0.002

(0.009)

0.013

(0.007)

–0.000

(0.008)

0.007

(0.006)

0.007

(0.004)

–0.003

Large Firms

(5)

(0.009)

–0.011

(0.008)

0.016**

(0.018)

–0.040**

(0.012)

–0.006

(0.008)

–0.018**

(0.012)

–0.020

(0.014)

0.050***

(0.010)

–0.018*

(0.015)

0.023

(0.007)

0.008

Small Firms

(6)

Table 4.5 The Short-term Impact of Rainfall Shocks on Hours Worked (LABLAC)

(0.003)

–0.005

(0.002)

0.008***

(0.014)

–0.026*

(0.008)

–0.000

(0.004)

–0.009**

(0.004)

–0.006

(0.007)

0.024***

(0.005)

–0.005

(0.007)

0.013*

(0.004)

0.007*

Active Pop

(7)

(0.010)

–0.016

(0.008)

0.019**

(0.018)

–0.032*

(0.011)

0.000

(0.007)

–0.019**

(0.013)

–0.027**

(0.012)

0.044***

(0.010)

–0.016*

(0.015)

0.021

(0.007)

0.003

Informal

(8)

(0.001)

0.002

(0.003)

0.001

(0.009)

0.007

(0.006)

0.005

(0.003)

–0.003

(0.006)

0.008

(0.007)

0.008

(0.005)

0.002

(0.003)

0.005

(0.005)

0.008*

Formal

(9)

(0.013)

–0.023*

(0.010)

0.023**

(0.028)

–0.016

(0.015)

–0.013

(0.009)

–0.026***

(0.018)

–0.039**

(0.013)

0.021*

(0.013)

–0.032**

(0.018)

0.003

(0.010)

–0.001

Self-emp

(10)

Individual Controls
(11)

(0.002)

0.002

(0.003)

–0.002

(0.025)

–0.020

(0.006)

0.006

(0.003)

–0.002

(0.009)

0.015*

(0.007)

0.002

(0.008)

0.008

(0.006)

0.005

(0.003)

0.000

Large Firms

(12)

(continued)

(0.009)

–0.011

(0.007)

0.016**

(0.018)

–0.029

(0.011)

–0.003

(0.007)

–0.018**

(0.013)

–0.022*

(0.015)

0.050***

(0.010)

–0.019*

(0.013)

0.024*

(0.007)

0.011

Small Firms
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Yes

City FE

Year FE

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

0.016

Yes

Yes

No

0.046

Yes

Yes

No

0.022

4,164,315

(0.019)

3.738***

(0.000)

–0.000

(0.000)

0.000

Yes

Yes

No

0.033

3,979,083

(0.039)

3.568***

(0.000)

0.000

(0.000)

–0.000

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.109

9,514,013

(0.025)

3.575***

(0.000)

0.000

(0.000)

–0.000***

Note: Standard errors clustered at the city-year level in brackets. Individual controls as above. ***: p<0.01, **: p<0.05, *: p<0.1.

No
Yes

Individual controls

0.013

0.029

3,835,442 5,738,783 2,235,283

9,611,658

R-squared

(0.060)

Observations

(0.018)

(0.030)

3.656***

(0.000)

0.001*

(0.000)

–0.000

(0.018)

3.683***

(0.000)

–0.000

(0.000)

–0.000

3.544***

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)
–0.000**

(0.000)
0.000

–0.000**

–0.000**

3.656***

Constant

Temperature t-1 sq

Temperature t sq

Table 4.5 Continued

(0.024)

3.608***

(0.000)

–0.000

(0.000)

–0.000

(0.072)

3.292***

(0.000)

0.001

(0.000)

–0.000

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.107

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.096

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.163

3,811,038 5,707,262 2,221,445

(0.039)

3.232***

(0.000)

0.000

(0.000)

–0.000*

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.105

4,139,799

(0.015)

3.612***

(0.000)

–0.000

(0.000)

0.000

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.115

3,950,096

(0.043)

3.417***

(0.000)

0.000

(0.000)

–0.000*

single dry shocks do not appear to have such an impact on the number of
hours worked for any group. Both dry and wet consecutive large shocks
lead to reductions of hours worked.

4.4.3 A Differentiated Impact on Workers
Our results on incomes and on hours worked show low rainfall variability
could be positive for labor incomes unlike high rainfall variability. That is,
having slightly more rainfall than average might be positive for labor
incomes but having too much or too little water is on the contrary harmful, and having a drought can be significantly more harmful than experiencing a flood. One important difference between droughts and floods is
that floods affect every household and worker in similar proportions. For
droughts, the impact is differentiated: informal workers, by definition less
protected by labor laws and social policies, are shown to be more exposed
to shocks in the urban Latin American context.
This idea that aggregate shocks do not have a similar impact on all
households echoes recent literature for the region. De la Fuente et al.
(2015) show that low-income households in four Latin American countries are more likely to report being effected by large shocks, including
storms, floods, landslides, droughts, crop plagues, and animal diseases. The
same paper shows that the impact of a natural disaster on dwelling losses
in Mexico was two times more likely among poor households than among
the middle class. In our study, informal and self-employed workers are
more likely to be poorer than the rest of the population (Table A4.1).
They also are most likely to be affected by shocks. Hence, shocks seem to
impact poor or vulnerable households more frequently than richer households in the context of Latin American metropolitan areas. Interestingly
however, if we break the sample by level of wealth or by gender, we find
little evidence that shocks heterogeneously affect individuals with different levels of wealth or of different gender. This leads us to believe that
poorer households are more impacted by shocks such as droughts not
because they are poorer, but because of labor market mechanisms and
because of the absence of adequate social security nets to buffer them.
If the evidence of an impact of shocks for formal workers is less systematic than for informal workers, this implies that shocks do not affect
the formal sector. In Latin America, social laws protect workers, and it is
therefore unlikely that firms decrease their workers’ wages. On the contrary, firms might absorb the cost by seeing their margins decreasing. We
test this hypothesis in the next section.

4.4.4 Rainfall Shocks and Firms’ Hiring Decisions
We use enterprise surveys for LAC to analyze the impact of rainfall shocks
on employment growth in formal firms (Table 4.6). Consistent across
specifications, results indicate that in the case of a small wet shock, the rate
of employment growth within firms slightly increases. This result echoes
the increase in labor incomes experienced during similar shocks (Table 4.3).
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Table 4.6 Enterprise Surveys: Precipitation and Employment Growth
Employment Growth
(1)
Parsimonious

Total no. of positive 1 SD prec shocks

(2)

(3)

Firms Controls

Firms Controls +
Infrastructures

2.970*

4.599***

2.888**

(1.694)

(1.765)

(1.389)

Total no. of positive 2 SD prec shocks

–0.786

–0.263

–0.389

(1.644)

(1.585)

(1.829)

Total no. of negative 1 SD prec shocks

–1.112

–1.111

–0.773

(1.238)

(1.151)

(0.896)

–14.696***

–15.221***

–23.713***

(4.944)

(5.419)

Total no. of negative 2 SD prec shocks

(6.181)

No. of water shortages per day in a typical month

–7.960*

Average duration of water shortage

–0.006

(4.467)
(0.050)
Average monthly temp for the year
Square of average monthly temp for the year
Constant

1.677**

1.558*

1.714**

(0.709)

(0.799)

(0.685)

–0.056***

–0.053**

–0.059***

(0.022)

(0.025)

(0.022)

1.218

5.593

5.531

(8.564)

(8.850)

(7.922)

Country fixed effects

YES

YES

YES

Year fixed effects

YES

YES

YES

Sector (2 digit) fixed effects

YES

YES

YES

6,351

5,641

5,050

Number of observations

Note: Standard errors clustered following the design of the survey. Individual controls include: initial size of the firm, age of the firm, foreign ownership, exporter
status, security cots, generator ownership, and relationship to the informal sector in terms of competition, and whether the firm was informal before becoming
formal. ***: p<0.01, **: p<0.05, *: p<0.1.

The impact remains economically limited. In the case of small dry shocks
or large wet shocks, firms’ hiring decisions do not seem to be impacted
however.
Here again, when large dry shocks occur, firms slow down the hiring
of new workers during the coming year: firms’ size growth rate is 14% to
23% slower during a year with a large dry shock compared to a normal
year. The enterprise surveys provide information on the number and
length of water outages experienced by firms during the year of the survey.
In line with previous results, the more frequent the water outages, the
slower the growth rate of employment.
In Table A4.1, we additionally show, using administrative data on the
number of firms in Brazil and a municipality year panel, that the creation
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of firms also slows down with shocks. In this context, even small shocks do
seem to play a role, albeit one that remains economically limited. However, once again, the effect is the largest for large dry shocks (about four
times larger than for small shocks): large dry shocks seem to decrease the
number of registered firms by about 1% to 2%.
These results are consistent with our main results using LABLAC and
SEDLAC data. Together, they indicate an economy-wide impact of large
shocks (on workers and firms), particularly in the case of droughts. Several
pathways could explain this economically significant and consistently negative impact of large dry shocks. We explore three of them in the following
section.

4.5 Pathways
We investigate three pathways that could drive the results: first, the transmission of rural shocks to urban areas through changes in prices or changes
in incomes in rural areas second; by impacting electricity provision; and
third, through environment-related health conditions.

4.5.1 A Transmission of Rural Shocks to Cities?
Agriculture contributes significantly to the economic activity of LAC:
over 5 percent of the entire region’s GDP, and up to 7 to 8 percent for
countries such as Argentina or Peru (WDI, 2017). It also is highly sensitive
to rainfall shocks so that a slowdown of the activity in this sector could
have a broader impact on the economy, either through changes in food
prices in the local market, or through a slowdown of the economy for
areas that rely on agribusiness. We test here if rural shocks affect economic
outcomes in nearby cities.
We use a gridded dataset of a satellite-based estimate of net primary
production (NPP) of soils from MODIS images as a proxy for crop productivity.9 More specifically, we use the annual MOD17A3 provided by
the Numerical Terradynamic Simulation Group (NTSG) at the University
of Montana (Turner et al., 2006) and available annually since 2000. We
want to estimate the impact of NPP variations of croplands around metropolitan areas. We use the Global Land Cover 2000 (GLC2000) dataset to
delimitate cropland areas. GLC2000 classifies land cover into 22 distinct
categories based on SPOT 4 images. We use the land cover categories
“Cropland,” “Mosaic of Cropland/Shrub or Herbaceous Cover,” and
“Mosaic of Cropland/Tree Cover/Other Natural Vegetation” to identify
agricultural crop areas within our gridcells. For each metropolitan area, we
then compute the average annual NPP over cropland in different radii
around cities, going from a 0.5 degree (approx. 50 km at the equator) to
2.5 degrees (approx. 250 km at the equator).
To estimate the impact of NPP on labor market incomes, it would be
tempting to add the measure of NPP on the right hand side of equation (4.1). However, rainfall shocks can simultaneously affect incomes
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directly and indirectly through NPP. With shocks and NPP on the right
hand side of equation (4.1), it would then be impossible to identify the
direct impact of shocks on the city’s economic activity, from the indirect
impact through an NPP pathway.
Instead, we specify simultaneous equations models as follows:
ln(NPP)j,t 5 a1 1 b111SD1Shockj,t 1 b212SD1Shockj,t 1 b311SD2Shockj,t
1 b412SD2Shockj,t 1 1Temperaturej,t
(4.3.1)
1 t2Temperature2j,t 1 Latitudej 1 j,t
and
ln(Incomesi,j,t) 5 a2 1 ln(NPP)j,t 1 b121SD1Shockj,t 1 b222SD1Shockj,t
1 b321SD2Shockj,t 1 b422SD2Shockj,t
(4.3.2)
'
1 3Temperaturej,t 1 t4Temperature2j,t 1 l,j,t
where ln(NPP)j,t denotes the log difference of NPP around the metropolitan area i during year t for different radii. In the first stage, we determine the impact of shocks on the variation of NPP, controlling for
temperatures and latitudes.10 In the second stage, we test whether the
estimated changes in NPP from the first stage and the shocks impact
annual incomes as reported in the SEDLAC data.11 Here again, standard
errors are clustered at the city-year level. The model is estimated using
maximum likelihood.
Table 4.7 displays the results of the simultaneous equation model that
studies the impact of rainfall shocks on NPP around cities, and the impact
of shocks and of NPP changes on labor incomes in cities. We find evidence
that rainfall shocks affect yields. Particularly, there is consistent evidence
that droughts decrease yields, whatever the scale at which we study the
variations of NPP (from less than 50 km, to 250 km). A dry shock experienced for an additional month during a given year decreases soil productivity by about 1%. Yet, in the second stage of our model, the fitted value
of the change of NPP never impacts annual labor incomes within cities.
The direct impact of large dry shocks on annual labor incomes remains
strongly significant. Without being entirely definitive, this result suggests
that the important negative impact of droughts we find in cities does not
seem to be driven by changes in the agricultural sector, but rather by
dynamics that are specific to cities themselves. We now continue by testing two other pathways specific to cities in the next two subsections.

4.5.2 Rainfall Shocks and Electricity Provision
Generating electricity is highly water intensive (Fthenakis and Kim
2010), and several examples over the last years have highlighted the
threat that water scarcity can represent for electricity provision in
the region. If floods or landslides followed excess precipitation, large
wet shocks might also cause an increase in power outages because of
the infrastructures damages caused by excessive rainfall. Enterprise surveys provide information on the occurrence of electricity outages
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0.011

(0.001)

–0.004***

(7.172)
1,499,476

(0.030)
1,396,837

(0.138)

–0.081

(0.000)
–57.797***

0.016

(0.000)

1,396,837

(6.848)

–58.196***

(0.003)
0.001*

0.000

1,499,476

0.150***
(0.029)

(0.004)

(0.000)

–0.000

(0.014)

(0.046)

–0.258***

0.031***

(0.000)

0.003
(0.034)

(0.009)

0.002

(0.003)

(0.012)

(0.005)

0.003

(0.010)

–0.014***

0.009

(0.005)

0.032***

–0.000

(0.000)

(0.015)

–0.000

–0.030**

(0.003)

(0.083)

–0.000

–0.318***

0.012

(0.010)

(0.002)

(0.017)

0.004

(0.012)

–0.008***

(0.003)

(0.009)
–0.003

0.006*

(0.003)

(0.110)
–0.011

(0.159)
–0.007

0.004

(4)
Income

< 1.5 Degree

0.031

NPP

(3)

0.120

Income

(2)

0.000

NPP

< 0.5 Degree

Note: Standard errors clustered at the city-year level in brackets. ***: p<0.01, **: p<0.05, *: p<0.1.

Observations

Constant

Latitude

Year

Average temperature sq

Average temperature

Large negative shocks

Small negative shocks

Large positive shocks

Small positive shocks

Variation of NPP during the year

Variables

(1)

Table 4.7 Agricultural Pathway

1,396,837

(0.140)

–0.075

(0.000)

0.001*

(0.000)

–0.000

(0.015)

0.011

(0.039)

–0.003

(0.004)

–0.014***

(0.006)

0.009

(0.005)

0.004

NPP

1,396,837

(6.846)

–58.210***

(0.003)

0.031***

(0.001)

–0.004***

(0.029)

0.150***

(0.046)

–0.258***

(0.009)

0.002

(0.012)

0.003

(0.010)

–0.010

(0.100)

0.026

Income

(6)

0.5 to 1.5 Degree
(5)

1,430,173

(0.131)

–0.062

(0.000)

0.001**

(0.000)

–0.000

(0.014)

0.010

(0.037)

–0.007

(0.003)

–0.014***

(0.005)

0.008

(0.005)

(8)

1,430,173

(6.700)

–58.601***

(0.003)

0.032***

(0.001)

–0.004***

(0.029)

0.148***

(0.046)

–0.259***

(0.009)

0.002

(0.011)

0.002

(0.010)

–0.010

(0.105)

0.031

Income

< 2.5 Degree

0.004

NPP

(7)

1,397,045

(0.144)

–0.021

(0.000)

0.001**

(0.000)

–0.000

(0.015)

0.008

(0.090)

–0.070

(0.004)

–0.016***

(0.008)

0.003

(0.010)

0.004

NPP

1,397,045

(6.776)

–58.643***

(0.003)

0.032***

(0.001)

–0.004***

(0.029)

0.153***

(0.046)

–0.262***

(0.009)

0.001

(0.012)

0.003

(0.010)

–0.012

(0.074)

–0.002

Income

(10)

1.5 to 2.5 Degree
(9)

Table 4.8 Shocks and Power Outages in LAC
Latin America and the Caribbean

Total no. of positive 1 SD prec
shocks
Total no. of positive 2 SD prec
shocks
Total no. of negative 1 SD prec
shocks
Total no. of negative 2 SD prec
shocks
Average monthly temp for the year
Square of average monthly temp for
the year
Constant

No. of Electrical Outages per Day

No. of Electrical Outages per Day

Parsimonious

Firms Controls

0.001

0.005*

(0.003)

(0.003)

0.028***

0.032***

(0.007)

(0.006)

0.004

0.006*

(0.002)

(0.003)

0.072***

0.075***

(0.022)

(0.014)

–0.004

0.001

(0.002)

(0.003)

0.000

–0.000

(0.000)

(0.000)

–0.020

0.405***

(0.019)

(0.150)

Country fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Sector (2 digit) fixed effects
Number of observations

Yes

Yes

7,610

4,303

Note: Standard errors clustered according to the survey design. Individual controls include: age of the firm, foreign ownership,
exporter status, security cots, generator ownership, and relationship to the informal sector in terms of competition, and whether
the firm was informal before becoming formal. ***: p < 0.01, **: p < 0.05, *: p < 0.1.

experienced by firms, and we use that to test if shocks cause an increase
in power outages. We test the model:
Power Outikjr 5 b11SD1Shockj 1 b22SD1Shockj 1 b31SD2Shockj
1 b42SD2Shockj 1 b5Temperaturej
1 b6Temperature2j 1 bxXijkr 1 1countryk
1 2sectorr 1 ijkr

(4.4)

where Power Outikjr is the number of power outages experienced by firm i
in region j from country k and sector r and other variables are defined as in
equation (4.2). Consistently across the specifications, we find that large
shocks increase the number of power outages in LAC, and that the impact
of large dry shocks is three times larger than the impact of large wet shocks
(Table 4.8). When controlling for firms’ characteristics, results also suggest
that small abnormal deviations increase the number of power outages. The
increase in outages is however 10 times lower with small shocks, justifying
why the impact is not passed on to labor market outcomes.
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4.5.3 Health
While Latin America enjoys relatively high water access (especially in
urban areas), quality and safety remain poor, with sewerage access low and
less than 30 percent of wastewater being treated—an inadequate level
given the level of income and urbanization of the region. The health consequences of these access gaps are tangible. As of 2015, a loss of over
2 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs)12 were attributable to
unsafe water and sanitation (WASH), with over a quarter of those attributable to Brazil alone (IHME, 2015).
Incidentally, health ranks high in terms of the potential pathways
through which shocks may affect households and workers, through a deterioration of the quality of their environment leading to a higher risk of
contamination and a higher occurrence of epidemic diseases. This pathway could be a direct one, impacting the health of the income earner, or
an indirect one resulting from the need to care for another sick person
(child, family member, etc.).
We construct a dataset on health outcomes using hospital micro data
from Brazil (Datasus) to study this pathway. The dataset records hospital
admissions every month over the period, representing about 39.5 million
patients and provides information on, among other things, the reasons for
the admission of the patient. We collapse the data to construct a monthly
panel at the municipality level (the lowest administrative division in Brazil).
The administrative division used for the panel is the municipality where the
hospital is located, and not the municipality where the patient lives. As our
focus is on urban areas, and most urban areas have at least one hospital
within their boundaries limits, it is unlikely that the households would go to
a hospital located in a different municipality than the one where they
reside.13 It is also unlikely that they go to a hospital located in a city far from
the one where they live. Hence, we assume the municipality of the hospital
experiences are the same as the municipality of residence of the patient.
We merge Datasus with official population counts provided annually
by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE), and with
the Brazilian weather dataset by Xavier et al. (2015). This weather dataset
is available at a finer scale than Willmott and Matsuura (2001) (0.25 3
0.25 degree) and is arguably more precise thanks to the use of 3,625 rain
gauges and 735 weather stations. Our focus for this paper being urban
areas, we classify a municipality as an urban one if its urban population at
year t is larger than its rural population.
To estimate the impact of shocks on health outcomes, we use municipality fixed effects and month fixed effects to control for unobserved fixed
characteristics and time variations. We additionally control for yearly population for each municipality. The model estimated is:
ln(Hospital Admissionsi,t)
5 a 1 b11SD1Shockj,t 1 b22SD1Shockj,t 1 b31SD2Shockj,t
1 b42SD2Shockj,t 1 1Temperaturej,t 1 2Temperaturej,t2 (4.5)
1 3 ln(Population)i,t 1 i 1 t 1 i,t
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On the left-hand side, we focus on the logarithm of hospital admissions.
We limit the analysis to admissions not related to alcohol consumption,
diabetes, or for psychiatric reasons. Following the medical literature, we
focus on diarrhea cases for which we have information for children under
2 years old, and that is expected to be influenced by rainfall through
increased environmental contamination.14 As those cases are registered at
the hospital level, they are likely to be more severe, having required parents to bring their child to the hospital. There are good reasons to believe
that a spike in diarrhea cases at hospitals is likely echoed by a corresponding, if not larger, incidence of diarrhea in children that does not require
hospitalization but that is likely disruptive to their parents’ time allocation, and thus a good proxy for this health pathway. Variables on the righthand side are similar to equation (4.1), already defined, this time with the
Brazilian weather data.
Our results verify this pathway (Table 4.9). They confirm that shocks
increase the number of hospital admissions in Brazil. Small positive shocks,
as well as small and large negative shocks, are significant. The effect of
contemporary small shocks remains limited (0.5% increase). Yet, when the
current month sees a large negative deviation, hospital admissions in Brazil
increase by 5%. In the annex, we present results of a similar exercise based
on Ecuadorian data on 9.2 million patients between 2000 and 2010. For
Ecuador however, we have not been able to differentiate between urban
and rural areas. Results in Ecuador are similar to those for Brazilsuggesting
that the pathway is valid for Latin America in general. Indeed, we find for
Ecuador that small shocks have no impact, and that large ones lead to an
increase of hospital admissions of 13%.
As for diarrhea for children under 2 years old, results show an increase of
cases of diarrhea regardless of the type of shock. Cases increase by 1% with
small wet shocks, by 2% with large wet shocks, by 0.7% with small dry shocks,
and by 6% with large dry shocks. Our data thus confirm that shocks are
indeed associated with a deterioration of health status in urban areas, particularly in the event of droughts, thus giving credence to our hypothesis.

4.6 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we have highlighted that cities’ economies are sensitive to
rainfall shocks in Latin America, and that, perhaps surprisingly, the impact
of dry shocks on labor market outcomes is significantly larger than the
impact of wet shocks.
To be consistent with the economic literature, we have constructed our
shock variables based on the empirical long-term distribution of local precipitation only (e.g., Maccini and Yang 2009; Rocha and Soares 2015; Mahajan and Ramaswami 2017). Meteorologists have developed different indexes
to track dry and wet spells. The Standard Precipitation Index (SPI) is one of
the most popular (McKee et al., 1993). We test the robustness of our main
result using the SPI. We have computed a monthly SPI based on Willmott
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Table 4.9 Drilling the Health Pathways: Analysis of Shocks

and Administrative Health Data in Brazil and Ecuador

Brazil
Hospital Admissions

Small positive shock
Large positive shock
Small negative shock
Large negative shock
Average temperature
Average temperature sq
Log population
Constant

Cases of Diarrhea—
Children < 2yo

0.005*

0.011***

(0.003)

(0.004)

0.000

0.018***

(0.004)

(0.006)

0.005*

0.007*

(0.003)

(0.004)

0.051**

0.058*

(0.022)

(0.032)

–0.010***

0.030***

(0.003)

(0.004)

–0.000

–0.001***

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.534***

0.601***

(0.012)

(0.016)

–2.362***

–2.896***

(0.146)

(0.164)

Observations

551,744

473,115

Year-month FE

Yes

Yes

Municipality FE

Yes

Yes

0.161

0.152

R-squared
Number of municipalities

3,946

3,944

Note: ***: p < 0.01, **: p < 0.05, *: p < 0.1.

and Matsuura (2001)’s data using the precinton package in R. We define
thresholds of 1/2 0.5 (“abnormally” to “moderately” dry/wet) and 1/2 1.3
(“very” to “severely” dry/wet) following the National Climatic Data Center
classification15 to construct small and large shocks. We report the results in
Table A4.2. They confirm that large dry shocks negatively affect labor
incomes. A sustained large dry event decreases labor incomes for the whole
population using SPI as a measure of droughts, while this was not the case for
our initial measure of shocks. Furthermore, using SPI, informal workers also
are affected by large dry shocks measured by SPI, even when the dry event
lasts for only one month. Even if the coefficient is negative, the impact of
sustained dry events for informal workers is, however, not significant. Interestingly, the expected results of a negative impact of large wet shocks previously found with our main measure of shocks no longer hold: large positive
shocks measured by the SPI do not lead to a significant decrease in incomes.
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The results of our analysis have cross-sectoral policy implications.
First, in the larger context of climate change, our analysis shows a multifaceted vulnerability of cities to large shocks (both wet and dry) that city
infrastructure appears insufficient to buffer, even in one of the world’s
best-endowed middle-income regions in terms of infrastructure.
We show that this vulnerability percolates to the household level and
could be one of the key drivers of poverty in the region. A rough estimate
of the costs of shocks puts the income loss at around $10 per worker in the
case of a one-month long large wet shock. For large dry shocks, the loss is
roughly $40. While droughts have a larger impact, wet shocks have been
more frequent than droughts in Latin America over the last 20 years. Our
results show that both wet shocks and dry shocks matter to the welfare of
urban dwellers. In the context of economic slowdown in the region, the
vulnerability of labor incomes—a key tenant of poverty reduction—to
shocks is especially worrying.
One of the main differences between large wet shocks and large dry
shocks in our analysis is that wet shocks affect everyone in similar proportions, while droughts have a more targeted and more severe impact on
informal workers, the self-employed, and small firms. With informal workers most affected by these shocks, and with extreme events expected to
increase with climate change, the results have important implications for
the type of safety nets that can protect vulnerable groups that may not be
eligible for traditional poverty-focused social protection programs.
The strong impact of large negative shocks constitutes a novel result
departing from existing literature, including the various IPCC reports that
have strongly emphasized the risk of floods for cities. Finding these results
in a region much better endowed than most of the developing world—
compared to, for instance, South Asia or Sub-Saharan Africa—is of particular interest. This emphasizes the need to better account for these risks
in the planning of infrastructure investments, including in the extension of
the cost-benefit analyses to include considerations related to different scenarios of climatic vulnerability.
Looking forward, the analysis highlights two areas needing further
research. First, our results confirm the need to better understand the role
of water and sanitation infrastructure in weathering climate variability and
water stress in low- and middle-income countries. While this issue of
urban water infrastructure has been raised in the water resource management literature (McDonald et al., 2014), the economic literature is notably lacking in terms of research that could shed light on the type of
infrastructure and the level of coverage required not only to respond to
the demand of cities but also to absorb water variability.
Second, beyond metropolitan areas and “primate cities” (Jefferson,
1939), a need exists to also look at the exposure and impact of secondary
cities and small towns that are less well endowed with infrastructure and
where poverty tends to be higher (Ferré et al., 2010). As noted by Christiaensen and Kanbur (2016), not only do two-fifths of the urban population
live in small towns of less than 250,000 but urban centers of less than
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1 million inhabitants will absorb the majority of population growth in
coming years (UN-Habitat, 2014). A recent World Bank report (2017—
upcoming) on infrastructure in Latin America also flags this issue as
important for the region in light of the evolution of its urbanization patterns. With dwindling density already observed in some of the large
metropoles of our analysis (Buenos Aires, Brasilia, Santiago, or Montevideo
among others) as a result of transport, land use, and housing policies, the
implications for infrastructure investments and maintenance costs in a
context of higher climate variability are ever more pressing and foreboding
for other regions.

Notes
1. McDonald et al. (2011) modeled results show that currently 150 million people
live in cities with perennial water shortages, defined as having less than 100 L per
person per day of sustainable surface and groundwater flow within their urban
extent. By 2050, demographic growth will increase this figure to almost 1 billion
people. They predict that climate change will cause water shortage for an additional 100 million urbanites.
2. See: http://www.wri.org/blog/2015/06/global-tour-7-recent-droughts and http://
www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jan/23/brazil-worst-drought-history
3. As Calvo-Gonzalez et al. (2017) notes, during the boom period (2003–2008),
growth in labor income translated into more than 2 percentage points of poverty
reduction per year. Growth in all other income sources, including public transfers,
accounted for less than 1 percentage point per year. During the slowdown
(2012–2014), continued yet slowing growth in labor income accounted for practically all poverty reduction. This means that while labor income growth has slowed,
its importance to poverty reduction has in fact grown.
4. For instance, In Brazil under the 1988 Constitution, the country unemployment
insurance provides that all involuntarily dismissed workers (from a formal job in
the private sector, after at least six months of tenure) are eligible for three to five
monthly payments (the maximum benefit duration based on the accumulated tenure over the three years prior to layoff). Benefit levels are based on the average
wage in the three months before layoff, at replacement rates of 60–100 percent
(Silva et al., 2015).
5. An upcoming World Bank report notes that some 17 percent of Latin Americans
have no access to a private, improved sanitation facility and one-fifth of them still
practice open defecation. Additionally, only about a third of wastewater is treated
(Fay et al., 2017).
6. For some rounds of data in the enterprise surveys, GPS coordinates are missing. In this
case, we again merge the enterprise surveys with weather data using the centroid of
the city in which the firm is located when the city is available. Otherwise, we merge
it with the centroid of the largest city of the region in which the firm is located.
7. EM-DAT is a global database on natural and technological disasters, containing
essential core data on the occurrence and effects of more than 21,000 disasters in
the world, from 1900 to present. EM-DAT is maintained by the Centre for
Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED) at the School of Public Health
of the Université Catholique de Louvain located in Brussels, Belgium.
8. Pensions and transfers account for two-third of total nonlabor incomes in our
LABLAC database.
9. NPP is a standard measure of soils’ productivity in the economics literature (Strobl
and Strobl, 2011; Blanc and Strobl, 2013; Blanc and Strobl, 2014) and the remote
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sensing literature (Lobell et al., 2002; Heinsch et al., 2005; Turner et al., 2006;
Zhang et al., 2008).
10. Models with fixed effects were not converging. We control for the latitude of the
centroid of the gridcell to account for geography of the data. Everything else being
equal, it is anticipated that gridcells closer to the equator have a larger productivity
than gridcells located far from the equator.
11. LABLAC data being monthly and NPP data being annual, it is hard to conduct a
joint estimate using these two datasets.
12. DALY stands for disability-adjusted life year. It is a metric that allows researchers
and policy makers to compare different populations and health conditions across
time. DALYs equal the sum of years of life lost (YLLs) and years lived with disability (YLDs). One DALY equals one lost year of healthy life. DALYs allow us to
estimate the total number of years lost due to specific causes and risk factors at the
country, regional, and global levels. The sum of DALYs lost across a given population can be thought of as a measure of the gap between current health status and
an ideal health situation where the entire population lives to an advanced age, free
of disease and disability. (Source, IHME)
13. With the possible exception of households living close to the border of another
municipality. However, as a number of social programs have a municipal focus,
households are likely to indeed attend facilities located in their municipality of
residence.
14. Several long-term analyses of nationwide datasets reported significant associations
between heavy rainfall and outbreaks of waterborne diseases in developed countries with high levels of infrastructure: in the USA (Curriero et al., 2001), Canada
(Thomas et al., 2006) and in the UK (Nichols et al., 2009) and between heavy
rainfall and hospital admissions for diarrhea in Taiwan (Chou et al., 2010). The
epidemiological literature on drought and diarrhea is sparser, in part due to an issue
with the definition of droughts and timescale over which droughts occur, and outcomes reported for drought events (i.e., famine or malnutrition instead of diarrhea) (For full review of evidence see Levy et al., 2016). Stanke et al. (2013)
highlight the inherent difficulties in documenting the health effects of drought
due to lack of standardized definitions. Still, they note that the issues of drought
and water-related diseases is also relevant in richer countries where people may
switch their water source during drought, often to a lower quality supply, noting
the example of the UK and Wales (DWI, 2011; Said et al., 2003). Additionally,
drought can raise the risk of diseases such as chikungunya or zika, both transmitted
by the Aedes mosquito known to exploit container habitats in urban areas—making water storage during drought riskier for the transmission of the virus.
15. As noted on the SPI package website, Neves (2015).
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Annex
Table A4.1 A Firms’ Perspective: Shocks, Employment Growth,
and the Creation of Firms
Nb of Firms

Lag 1—Nb firms

Nb of Firms—
Dynamic Panel

0.703***
–0.01

Small negative shocks
Large negative shocks
Small positive shocks

–0.004***

–0.001**

–0.001

–0.001

–0.016***

–0.008**

–0.006

–0.003

–0.003***
–0.001

Large positive shocks

0.003**
–0.002

lnPOP—total

0.368***
–0.03

Avg temperature
Avg temperature sq
Constant

0.043**

0.001
–0.001
0.002**
–0.001
0.098***
–0.014
0.045***

–0.019

–0.01

–0.001*

–0.001***

0

0

1.146***

0.124

–0.338

–0.165

Observations

53,929

50,835

R-squared

0.359

0.639

City FE

Yes

Yes

Year FE

Yes

Yes

4,010

3,989

Number of municipalities

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Urban: Urban Pop > Rural Pop
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Table A4.2 Robustness Check Using Monthly SPI and LABLAC Data

Variables

Small positive

1 Shock
2 Shocks

Small negative

Large positive

1 Shock

(2)

(3)

(4)

Informal—Shocks

Active Pop—SPI

Informal—SPI

0.009

–0.000

0.007

0.015

(0.010)

(0.011)

(0.010)

(0.009)

0.021

0.032

–0.012

0.008

(0.015)

(0.021)

(0.018)

(0.017)

–0.020

–0.021

–0.005

0.004

(0.014)

(0.016)

(0.009)

(0.010)

2 Shocks

0.018

0.022

–0.007

–0.004

(0.040)

(0.020)

(0.014)

(0.018)

1 Shock

–0.044***

–0.037**

–0.008

–0.005

2 Shocks
Large negative

(1)
Active Pop—Shocks

1 Shock
2 Shocks
Temperature t
Temepratrure t-1
Temperature t sq
Temepratrure t-1 sq

Constant
Observations
R-squared

(0.016)

(0.014)

(0.012)

(0.011)

0.004

–0.002

–0.003

–0.003

(0.023)

(0.030)

(0.019)

(0.020)

–0.003

0.000

–0.022

–0.047*

(0.020)

(0.021)

(0.018)

(0.025)

–0.082

–0.084*

–0.030*

–0.019

(0.068)

(0.046)

(0.016)

(0.022)

–0.000

0.003

–0.000

0.002

(0.005)

(0.008)

(0.006)

(0.009)

0.001

–0.012

0.000

–0.012

(0.005)

(0.008)

(0.006)

(0.009)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

–0.000

0.000

–0.000

0.000

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

6.116***

5.809***

6.131***

5.819***

(0.077)

(0.084)

(0.080)

(0.084)

11,423,352

4,419,554

11,423,352

4,419,554

0.047

0.048

0.047

0.048

City FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Year FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cluster City Yr

Cluster City Yr

Cluster City Yr

Cluster City Yr

S.E.
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5

The Drivers and Impacts of Water
Infrastructure Reliability—A Global
Analysis of Manufacturing Firms
5.1 Introduction
Inadequate infrastructure and low productivity of manufacturing firms
tend to be closely related, especially in developing economies (Tybout,
2000; World Bank, 1994; Bloom et al., 2010). A substantial amount literature has linked infrastructure quality to economic performance (Calderón
et al., 2003; Canning, 1998; Jiemenez, 1995). However, fewer studies,
typically region-specific, have linked infrastructure directly with the private sector. This is in sharp contrast to the large literature focusing on
access to finance and firm performance (Davis et al., 2001). Furthermore,
infrastructure encompasses roads, ports, power, communication facilities,
and water, with the latter receiving less attention than the others (for
example, Arnold et al., 2008 consider how communication and electricity
infrastructure, and financial services affect firm performance in SubSaharan Africa, but do not consider the importance of water). Evidence of
the lower prominence given to water infrastructure can also be seen in the
World Bank’s Enterprise Surveys, which have the broadest and most consistent coverage of firm-level data globally. While the surveys do contain
information on water outages, the questionnaire does not consider access
or reliability of water as a potential obstacle for operations. Specifically,
when respondents are asked to rank the top obstacles they face—a legacy
question that has existed since the inception of the surveys—the choices
encompass power, communication, and transportation, while water is not
presented as an option. Similarly, access to water and water infrastructure
does not feature in the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index, while
electricity is included. One would expect this to change given the increased
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focus on climate change that has brought the issue of looming water challenges to the frontlines of policy.
The importance of water in driving the economy cannot be understated. Consider the prominent role water plays in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The SDGs were conceived to reflect the holistic
nature of development and the integrated approach needed to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure prosperity for all. The end result is 169
targets revolving around 17 goals. Water is unique in that it links nearly
every SDG (World Bank, 2016). On top of SDG 6, which directly concerns clean water and sanitation, water is also crucial for food security
(SDG 2), health (SDG 3), clean energy (SDG 7), new jobs (SDG 8), and
planet’s ecosystem (SDGs 13, 14, and 15). Therefore, it is implicitly
acknowledged that water affects the private sector through a myriad of
channels both directly and indirectly.
A first step to exploring the complex pathways by which water affects
the private sector is to establish a set of narrower relationships—what are
the potential determinants of poor water infrastructure?, and what influence does water infrastructure quality have on firm performance? With
regards to the former, an interesting question is to what extent rainfall
variability may affect the frequency of water outages. Similarly, another
pertinent question is whether poor governance is linked to poor infrastructure. Following on from these questions is the link between water
supply reliability and firm productivity. It is feasible that water infrastructure quality may have little effect on firm performance, and that the relegation of water as an unimportant factor in the business environment may
not be a mere oversight. It also could be that firms in many economies
have taken measures and adapted production strategies to an environment
of poor water infrastructure. With the use of alternative sources of water,
water outages may be business as usual for firms and thus have a limited
impact on firm performance. These issues yield several research questions
which this study explores. The first is what factors, including weather variability and governance, are significant predictors of poor water infrastructure quality? Second, do water outages have any effect on firm performance?
And third, what is the magnitude of this effect?
This study explores water infrastructure quality through the experience of private formal firms in 103 predominately developing economies.
This is achieved using nationally-representative data on manufacturing
firms from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys. This is the first study to
explore potential determinants of poor water infrastructure. It is also the
first study on the effect of water infrastructure quality on firm performance that is truly global in nature. Thus far, the handful of studies on
water infrastructure quality and firm performance have tended to focus on
a specific region such as Sub-Saharan Africa (Moyo, 2011; Escribano et al.,
2010; Davis et.al, 2001) or Eastern Europe and Central Asia (Iimi, 2011;
Bogetic and Olusi, 2013). Furthermore, most of these studies are based on
a small number of countries (Moyo, 2011) or construct their own data for
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a specific country (Davis et.al, 2001). Finally, all previous studies based on
World Bank Enterprise Surveys use data from early rounds that were not
nationally representative (Iimi, 2011; Moyo, 2011; Escribano et al., 2010;
Bogetic and Olusi, 2013).
The findings of these studies have not led to a definitive conclusion on
whether and how much water infrastructure reliability impacts firm performance. On the one hand, deficiencies in water supply are found to be
the largest impediment of firm productivity in Russia using Enterprise
Surveys conducted between 2003 and 2008 (Bogetic and Olusi, 2013).
The Enterprise Surveys conducted in 2005 also found that water shortages
add to firm’s costs in the Eastern Europe and Central Asia region (Iimi,
2011). Similarly, Moyo (2011) using Enterprise Survey data for five economies—South Africa, Zambia, Uganda, Mauritius, and Tanzania, between
2002 and 2005—find poor water infrastructure quality has a negative
effect on firm productivity. On the other hand, Davis et al. (2001) find a
small effect of water infrastructure improvement on expenditures of small
enterprises. Escribano et al. (2010) use earlier Enterprise Surveys for 26
African countries conducted between 2002 and 2006 to explore the effect
of infrastructure quality on firm productivity and only find an effect for
slower growing African economies. Typically studies using firm-level data
have been relatively silent on the possibility of endogeneity of firm-level
infrastructure measures pointing out instead that disaggregated infrastructure measures do not suffer several endogeneity concerns faced by aggregated public capital measures found in macro-level studies (Escribano et
al., 2010; Moyo, 2011). Macro-level studies have not found robust results
with regards to infrastructure and growth, although a few studies employing different tools to address endogeneity have found some positive and
significant effects (Roller and Waverman, 2001; Shioji, 2001).
This study makes several distinct contributions to the extant literature, specifically it: (i) explores potential determinates of water infrastructure quality, (ii) establishes the relationship between water infrastructure
quality and manufacturing firm performance using nationally representative firm-level data for 103 economies, and (iii) quantifies the magnitude
of this effect. The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2
presents the data, Section 5.3 explores some potential drivers of water
outages, Section 5.4 outlines the empirical specification used to analyze
firm performance, while Section 5.5 presents the results. Section 5.6 presents several robustness checks, and finally Section 5.7 concludes.

5.2 Data
The firm-level data source is the World Bank Enterprise Surveys. For the
analysis, over 16,000 manufacturing firms covering a cross-section of
103 countries between 2009 and 2015 are used (Table A5.2). The Enterprise Surveys (ES) provide a suitable data source for our analysis for a
number of reasons. First, the surveys are nationally representative,
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stratified by location (within country), firm size, and sector. Second, the
data is comparable across economies. The Enterprise Surveys (ES) use a
standard survey instrument to collect data employing the same methodology across all countries; they target business owners and top managers of
firms as respondents. Third, the surveys have high coverage in terms of
countries and topics including access to finance, corruption, infrastructure,
crime, competition, labor, business environment obstacles, and performance. The comparability of data across countries, as well as the high coverage, is a rarity given that many survey datasets face issues of low country
coverage, or no comparability across countries, or both. The Enterprise
Surveys restrict the universe of firms given the nature of the questionnaire.
The universe excludes extractive industries, agriculture, informal firms
(not registered), fully government-owned enterprises, and micro firms
with less than five full-time employees.
The ES data are combined with weather data obtained from Willmott
and Matsuura (2001). The weather dataset contains monthly observations
of precipitation and average temperature at the 0.5 degree gridcell level.
The data is transformed into average monthly temperature, and total precipitation (mm), per year, for each gridcell. Rather than analyzing the
impact of rainfall averages, we look at the impact of rainfall “shocks,” i.e.,
unanticipated deviations from average values. To account for the nonnormal distribution of rainfall, the raw rainfall data are converted to a Standardized Precipitation Index, following the methodology outlined by
Neves (2015), before calculating the “shocks;” further details are provided
in the next section. Summary statistics can be found in Table 5.1, while
variable descriptions can be found in Table A5.1.

Table 5.1 Summary Statistics
Observations

136

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Log of sales

16,847

12.92

2.11

4.78

23.35

Log of labor (lnL)

16,847

3.14

1.21

0.00

9.41

Log of capital (replacement value) (lnK)

16,847

11.31

3.80

−18.42

24.33

Log of raw materials (costs) (lnM)

16,847

11.38

3.74

−18.42

22.59

Sales (in USD)

16,847

12,100,000

256,000,000

119

13,900,000,000

Total number of full time employees, adjusted
for temporary workers

16,847

68

278

1

12,150

Cost for establishment to repurchase all its machinery
(in USD)

16,847

  7,335,669

271,000,000

0

36,900,000,000

Cost of raw materials and intermediate goods
used in production (in USD)

16,847

  3,017,798

75,800,000

0

6,470,000,000

No. of water shortages per day in a typical month

16,847

0.02

0.19

0

12

Average duration of water shortage

16,847

0.86

4.94

0

300

No. of electrical outages per day in a typical month

16,847

0.26

0.79

0

21
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Observations

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Average duration of electrical outages (hours)

16,847

2.19

12.62

0

1088

Firm owns or shares a generator Y:1 N:0

16,847

0.27

0.44

0

1

Losses due to breakage/spoilage shipped
domestically (% of value of the products)

16,847

0.97

3.77

0

100

Log of age of firm

16,847

2.66

0.78

0

5.21

Foreign ownership Y:1 N:0

16,847

0.11

0.32

0

1

Exports 10% or more of sales Y:1 N:0

16,847

0.17

0.37

0

1

Security costs (% of sales)

16,847

1.26

3.72

0

96.95

Establishment competes against unregistered
or informal firms Y:1 N:0

16,847

0.56

0.50

0

1

No. of years that firm was unregistered at start

16,847

0.97

4.33

0

90

Formal training Y:1 N:0

16,847

0.33

0.47

0

1

Expected to give gifts to public officials (to get things
done) Y:1 N:0

15,633

0.22

0.41

0

1

Ownership—government/state (%)

16,843

0.32

4.50

0

99

Purchased fixed asset Y:1 N:0

16,798

0.47

0.50

0

1

Establishment has a line of credit or loan

16,700

0.40

0.49

0

1

Bribery depth

18,394

15.23

33.12

0

100

Bribery incidence

18,394

0.20

0.40

0

1

1,029

0.21

0.41

0

1

Proportion of public transactions (excluding water)
where a gift or informal payment required

  938

0.24

0.38

0

1

Firm experienced at least one public transaction (excl.
water) where a gift or informal payment was required
Y:1 N:0

  938

0.32

0.47

0

1

Wait for water connection (days)

1,029

40.55

83.28

1

1095

Establishment has checking or savings account Y:1
N:0

1,029

0.84

0.36

0

1

Female manager Y:1 N:0

1,029

0.1269

0.333

0

1

Use technology licensed from foreign companies
Y:1 N:0

1,029

0.21

0.41

0

1

Severe positive precipitation shock severe (SPI > 1.5)

24,747

0.06

0.23

0

1

Severe negative precipitation shock (SPI < −1.5)—
drought

24,747

0.12

0.33

0

1

Average historical temperature 1900–2014

24,747

20.11

6.95

−8.88

31.04

Informal payment/gift requested for water connection
Y:1 N:0

5.3 Predictors of Poor Water Infrastructure Quality—Rainfall
Shocks and Bribery in the Water Sector
In this section, we explore correlations between the number of water
shortages firms experience and a number of factors that they potentially
face. We have two hypotheses in mind as we explore the data—that there
may be a relationship between rainfall shocks and water outages, and that
bribery in the water sector and water shortages may be correlated. Few
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studies have established a link between physical water variability and
water infrastructure quality, despite the fact that it has important implications for the effects of climate change on the private sector. On the other
hand, several studies have established a link between corruption and infrastructure quality. For example, at the country or regional level it has been
found that countries with high corruption tend to have worse infrastructure (Gillanders, 2014). At the firm level the relationship between bribery
and infrastructure quality (specifically, power outages) has been explored
by Pless and Fell (2017), who find a link between corruption and poor
quality of infrastructure. The core idea is a tragedy of the commons: selfinterested firms will rationally bribe for reliable water service, and given
that water exhibits properties of a common pool resource, as more firms
bribe, the water infrastructure will be further exploited resulting in a system that is more vulnerable to water service interruptions.
To analyze the relationship between water shortages and weather
variability, we look at the impact of rainfall and temperature within a location defined by 0.5 degree gridcell. However, average temperatures and
precipitation levels may be endogenous given that firms may choose to
locate in areas of moderate precipitation and temperature. Thus, rather
than focusing on average rainfall, our main variables of interest capture the
frequency rainfall shocks, specifically, unanticipated deviations in annual
amounts of rainfall from long-run local averages. Before calculating rainfall
shocks, the raw rainfall data are converted to the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI), to account for the non-normal distribution of rainfall.
Positive rainfall shocks are then defined as periods when the SPI has a
value of 1.5 or higher, i.e., situations when the normalized rainfall data are
1.5 standard deviations above the long-run mean for that gridcell. Negative rainfall shocks are situations in which the SPI has a value of –1.5 or
less. The 1/–1.5 SPI thresholds were deliberately chosen to analyze how
drought conditions impact water outages for firms; according to the climatology literature, an SPI value of –1.5 or lower is reflective of drought
conditions (McKee et al., 1993). Two dummy variables are used to capture
the impact of drought and of large positive rainfall shocks. The model we
estimate is outlined in equation (5.1) below:
WaterOutageirj
5 1Large_Posirj 1 2Large_Negirj 1 3irj 1 4regionr /countryc
1 5sectorj 1 irj
(5.1)
The dependent variable, WaterOutage _irj is the number of water
outages per day experienced by firm i in location r and sector j, in a typical
month. Large_Pos _irj is a dummy variable equal to one if the SPI is above
1.5, Large_Neg _irj is a dummy variable equal to 1 if firm i experiences
drought conditions, i.e., an SPI of –1.5 or less. The specification accounts
for standard firm-level controls such as firm size, age, access to finance, and
other firm characteristics; these are comprised in the vector _(i,r) in
equation (5.1). _(i,r) represents a random error term. Table 5.2 presents
the main results from this estimation. In the first column, we omit the
ﬂ
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Table 5.2 Determinants of Water Shortages
Number of Water Shortages
per Day in a Typical Month
(1)

Firm owns or shares a generator Y:1 N:0

(2)

(3)

0.007

0.013

0.011

(0.008)

(0.009)

(0.009)

No. of electrical outages per day in a typical month

0.057***
(0.017)

Severe positive precipitation shock severe (SPI > 1.5)

−0.004

0.001

(0.009)

(0.009)

0.051***

0.054***

(0.006)

(0.005)

−0.003

−0.004

−0.002

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.002)

Severe negative precipitation shock (SPI < −1.5)—drought
Firm size: log of total number of employees
Percent of firms buying fixed assets
Establishment has checking or savings account
Establishment has a line of credit or loan
Losses due to breakage/spoilage shipped domestically
(% of value of the products)
Security costs (% of sales)
Log of age of firm
Female manager Y:1 N:0

0.00003

0.00002

0.0000001

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

−0.018*

−0.008

−0.015

(0.011)

(0.012)

(0.012)

0.007

0.007

0.006

(0.004)

(0.005)

(0.005)

0.0002

−0.0004

−0.001

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

−0.0002

−0.0003

−0.0002

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.002

0.001

−0.001

(0.003)

(0.003)

(0.003)

0.00001
(0.000)

Foreign ownership Y:1 N:0

−0.0000002
(0.000)

−0.00001
(0.000)

0.005

0.007

0.005

(0.006)

(0.007)

(0.007)

−0.004

−0.003

−0.002

(0.007)

(0.007)

(0.007)

Number of years that firm was unregistered at start

−0.001

−0.001***

−0.001***

Use technology licensed from foreign companies Y:1 N:0

−0.002

−0.002

(0.006)

(0.006)

(0.006)

0.002

−0.000

(0.002)

(0.001)

Exports 10% or more of sales Y:1 N:0

(0.0004)

Average monthly temp for the year

(0.0004)

(0.0003)
−0.001
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Table 5.2 Continued
Number of Water Shortages
per Day in a Typical Month
(1)

(2)

Square of average monthly temp for the year

−0.000
(0.0001)

Constant

(3)

0.0001*
(0.00004)

0.025

−0.010

−0.003

(0.031)

(0.025)

(0.029)

Country fixed effects

No

Yes

Yes

Region (within country) fixed effects

Yes

No

No

Sector (2 digit) fixed effects
Number of observations

Yes

Yes

Yes

27,712

24,747

24,091

Note: Standard errors presented in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

precipitation shock variables and explore the correlations between water
outages and various firm characteristics. We include region (within country) and sector fixed effects ( region _r and sector _j ). The only statistically significant finding is that firms that have a checking or savings account
experience fewer water outages. In column 2 we include the positive rainfall shock and drought variables and replace the region fixed effects
( region _r) with country fixed effects ( country _c) given that the geographical unit of the weather observations tend to be of similar size to
regions within a country, and thus the inclusion of region fixed effects
absorbs much of the variation in the weather variables. The results indicate
that drought conditions lead to greater water shortages; the coefficient is
significant at the 1 percent level. Large positive rainfall shocks have, on the
other hand, no impact of water outages.
These findings may not just reflect the impact of drought on water
supply, but also its impacts on electrical outages. Water towers located in
high geographical areas typically deliver water to firms and households
through pipes. However, electricity is needed to operate pumps that refill
the water towers. Thus, electrical outages can also lead to water shortages.
In column 3 we include power outages as an additional covariate. Power
outages are positively related to water outages, with a coefficient statistically significant at the 1 percent level. However, they do not detract from
the direct effect of drought on water outages; the sign and significance of
the drought variable is retained. The implication of these findings is that
droughts can create significant stress on the water infrastructure. Thus,
rainfall variability due to climate change can incur important costs to the
private sector through water infrastructure unreliability.
Next, we explore the relationship between bribery in the water sector
and water infrastructure quality.1 In the enterprise surveys questionnaire,
firms are first asked if they obtained a water connection over the last two
ﬂ
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years. If the response is yes, then firms are asked whether an informal payment was expected or requested for the water connection. Thus, only the
subsample of firms that applied for a water connection two years prior to
the survey are asked if they received bribe requests, or felt that bribes were
expected. In Table 5.3, column 1, we follow Pless and Fell (2017) and
estimate the relationship between the propensity to bribe for a water connection and the number of water shortages. The estimated equation is
presented below:
WaterOutageirj 5 1Briberyirj 1 2irj 1 3regionr 1 4sectorj 1 irj

(5.2)

As in equation (5.1), the dependent variable in equation (5.2),
WaterOutage _irjis the number of water outages per day experience by
firm i in location r and sector j in a typical month. Similar to the specification used for the rainfall shock results (equation (5.1)), we control for
several variables including firm size, location, age, investment, access to
finance, exporter status, foreign ownership, and presence of a female manager, as well as use of foreign technology; these are comprised in the vector
_irj The regression also includes region and sector fixed effects
( region _r and sector _j).
The findings are presented in Table 5.3. Consistent with what Pless
and Fell (2017) found for electricity, we find that the propensity to bribe
to obtain a water connection is positively related to the number of water
shortages experienced by a firm. This is indicated in column 1 of Table 5.3
where the coefficient for informal payments requests received by firms for
water connections are positive and statistically significant at the 5% level.
However, we cannot rule out simultaneity between water shortages and
bribery. Thus, in columns 2 and 3 of Table 5.3 we utilize an instrumental
variable approach where bribes for a water connection are instrumented
by bribes in sectors of the economy other than water. Specifically, the two
instruments are, one, whether or not the firm experienced at least one
public transaction (excluding water) where a gift or informal payment was
required and, two, the proportion of public transactions (other than water
connections) where a gift or informal payment was required. The types of
transactions include electrical connections, construction-related permits,
import license, and operating license applications. The instrument—
whether a firm experienced any request for a bribe in public transactions
(excluding water)—is positively related to bribes requested for a water
connection, statistically significant at the 5% level of significance. The
Hansen J statistic (overidentification test) indicates that we cannot reject
the null hypothesis that all the instruments are valid. The underidentification test rejects the null that model is not identified. The second stage of
the estimation is presented in column 3 of Table 5.3, indicating that the
positive relationship between bribery and the number of outages is
retained with an increase in the coefficient compared to the estimate in
column 2 of Table 5.2, however, the statistical significance drops to the
10% level.
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Table 5.3 Bribery and Water Outages (sample of firms that applied for a water connection)

Dependent Variable

Informal payment/gift requested for water connection Y:1 N:0

No. of Water
Shortages per Day
in a Typical Month

No. of Water
Shortages per Day
in a Typical Month

Informal Payment/Gift
Requested for Water
Connection Y:1 N:0

Second Stage

First Stage

0.054**

0.356*

(0.023)

(0.201)

Proportion of public transactions (excluding water) where a gift or
informal payment is required

−0.023
(0.233)

Firm experienced at least one public transactions (excluding water)
where a gift or informal payment is required
Wait for water connection (days)
Firm owns or shares a generator Y:1 N:0
Firm size: log of total number of employees
Percent of firms buying fixed assets
Establishment has checking or savings account

0.325**
(0.145)
0.000

0.000

−0.000

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.013

0.016

0.006

(0.023)

(0.026)

(0.063)

0.005

0.013

−0.046**

(0.009)

(0.014)

(0.023)

0.000

0.000

−0.000

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.001)

0.054

0.062*

0.027

(0.033)

(0.037)

(0.066)

−0.027

−0.083

0.096*

(0.022)

(0.064)

(0.053)

Losses due to breakage/spoilage shipped domestically
(% of value of the products)

−0.001

−0.0003

−0.001

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.002)

Security costs (% of sales)

−0.000

0.004

−0.013*

(0.002)

(0.005)

(0.007)

−0.011

−0.001

0.008

(0.015)

(0.017)

(0.034)

Female manager Y:1 N:0

−0.000

−0.000

0.001

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.001)

Foreign ownership Y:1 N:0

−0.038

−0.066

0.179*

(0.049)

(0.059)

(0.106)

Exports 10% or more of sales Y:1 N:0

−0.043

−0.021

0.019

(0.026)

(0.035)

(0.067)

Number of years that firm was unregistered at start

−0.002

−0.002

0.001

(0.006)

(0.003)

(0.003)

Establishment has a line of credit or loan

Log of age of firm

Uses technology licensed from foreign companies Y:1 N:0

0.056**
(0.025)

Constant

−0.004

0.100

(0.033)

(0.063)

−0.106
(0.091)
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Dependent Variable

No. of Water
Shortages per Day
in a Typical Month

No. of Water
Shortages per Day
in a Typical Month

Informal Payment/Gift
Requested for Water
Connection Y:1 N:0

Second Stage

First Stage

Underidentification test (p-value)

0.000

Hansen J statistic (overidentification test of all instruments) p-value
Region (within country) fixed effects
Sector (2 digit) fixed effects
Number of observations

0.764
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1,029

938

938

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Using the IV estimates, the propensity to bribe for a water connection
results in an increase of 11 water shortage incidents in a typical month.
The magnitude seems plausible given that Pless and Fell (2017) found that
the propensity to bribe for an electric connection results in an increase of
14 power outages in a typical month. Given these new insights into some
of the drivers of water shortages, the next section explores in detail the
relationship between these shortages and firm performance.

5.4 Empirical Specification for Water Shortages
and Firm Performance
Inadequate infrastructure may be detrimental for total factor productivity
(TFP) of a firm. This in turn may lower output. Theoretically, estimating
this impact is a two-stage process—first estimating the production function and obtaining the estimates of TFP, and second, estimating the effect
of the infrastructure variables on the resulting TFP. However, this approach
is problematic. Omitting the infrastructure variables in the estimation of
the production function will result in omitted variable bias and thus incorrect estimates for TFP (Wang and Schmidt 2002; Moyo 2011). A common
approach is to therefore include the determinants of TFP and output into
one equation. We adopt this approach and estimate the following equation assuming a translog production function2:
lnsalesirj 5 bLlnLirj 1 bKlnKirj 1 bMlnMirj 1 bW1W1irj 1 bW2W2irj
1 bE1E1irj 1 bE2E2irj 1 bLL –12 lnL2irj 1 bKK –12 lnK2irj
1 bMM –12 lnM2irj 1 bLKlnLirjlnKirj 1 bLMlnLirjlnMirj
1 bKMlnKirjlnMirj 1 bXXirj 1 1regionr 1 2sectorj 1 eirj

(5.3)

To ensure the production function is well behaved, standard constraints
including linear homogeneity in inputs and symmetry are imposed:
bLL 1 bLK 1 bLM 5 0
bKK 1 bKL 1 bKM 5 0
bMM 1 bML 1 bMK 5 0
bij 5 bji, i, j 5 K, L, M
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where lnsales is the log of annual sales of firm i in region (within-country)
r, and sector j over the last fiscal year. The inputs include the log of labor
(lnL), log of capital (lnK), and the log of raw materials or intermediate
inputs (lnM). Labor is defined as the number of full-time employees. Capital is defined as the cost for the firm to repurchase all its machinery. The
main variables of interest are indicators of water infrastructure (W1 and
W2). The estimation also accounts for electricity infrastructure (E1 and
E2). The effects of the infrastructure variables are assumed to be Hicks
neutral. Other firm-level factors are controlled for (details in the next section) including sector and region fixed effects. In the empirical results section, we also present the results of the Cobb-Douglas specification as a
robustness check.
While the focus of this paper is to obtain estimates of the effect of
water disruptions on firm output, it should be noted that there are other
concerns. A wider literature has noted that the choice of the basic inputs,
such as capital, intermediate inputs, and labor may be endogenous given
that firms choose these inputs, and the choice of inputs may be determined by unobservable factors (Ackerberg et al., 2015; Olley and Pakes,
1996; Levinsohn and Patrin, 2003). This would produce inconsistent estimates for the coefficient of the inputs. Furthermore, productive firms may
choose to locate in areas with good infrastructure. This is likely to bias
upward any effect of water shortages on sales. On the other hand, firms
that went out of business due to poor infrastructure services are omitted
from the sample. This is likely to bias downward the effect of water shortages and sales. While this study cannot completely rule out endogeneity,
factors that may influence firms’ choices of inputs, such as location, are
accounted for in the regressions as covariates within the confines of data
availability. The inclusion of a rich set of firm-specific control variables
should minimize any endogeneity.

5.4.1 Main Explanatory Variables
There are two indicators of water infrastructure utilized for this estimation. The first is the number of incidents of water shortages per day in a
typical month. Firms are asked how many incidents of insufficient water
supply their establishment experienced in a typical month over the last
fiscal year. The mean of the number of water shortages per day in a typical
month in the sample is 0.02, which translates to about 11 water shortages
per year. The second measure is the average duration of water outages in
hours. For the estimations, the measure takes a value of zero for firms that
do not experience any water shortages. The mean value for the sample
(including those firms that did not experience any outages) is 0.86 hours.
For the sample of firms that experienced water outages, the average duration of a water shortage is approximately 10 hours.
We also include corresponding measures of electricity infrastructure.
Just like the water indicators, these include the number of power outages
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per day in a typical month and the average duration of these outages. The
mean of the number of power outages per day in a typical month is 0.26,
which translates to about 119 power outages per year. The mean value for
the duration of power outages for the whole sample is 2.19 hours. For the
sample of firms that experienced power outages, the duration of a power
outage is approximately 4 hours. The one implication that can be drawn
from these statistics is that fewer firms experience water shortages than
electrical outages, but for the ones that do, water shortages last far longer
than electrical outages. Summary statistics are presented in Table 5.1,
while descriptions and source of variables is presented in Table A5.1.

5.4.2 Control Variables
Several factors affect the productivity of firms. Firm productivity may vary
by the age of the firm and whether the firm is foreign owned (Harris and
Robinson, 2003; Huergo and Jaumandreu, 2004; Biesebroeck, 2005; Bigsten and Gebreeyesus, 2007; Haltiwanger et al., 2013). Firms with generators may have adapted to power outages that would lower productivity,
and thus we include a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if a firm has
a generator and 0 otherwise. Trade is also found to be an important determinant of firm productivity (Lopez, 2005; Bernard et al., 2007). We proxy
for exporting firms by including a dummy variable that takes the value of
1 if 10% or more of a firm’s sales originates from exports, and 0 otherwise.
Firms that offer formal training can also raise productivity (Black and
Lynch, 1996). We include a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if the
firm offers formal training, and 0 otherwise. There are several factors that
may have come into play in a firm’s choice of location or input mix. We
control for such variables as much as possible. We proxy for transportation
infrastructure through the losses experienced by firms due to breakage/
spoilage of products shipped domestically. Similarly, we account for firms’
expenditure on security, such as equipment, personnel, or professional
security services to prevent crime. Finally, informal firms may be more
vulnerable to infrastructure shocks as they may not have the resources to
adapt. While informal firms are not part of the sample, there are firms that
may be similar in characteristics to informal firms. We capture this using
two variables—first, the number of years for which a firm operated informally since it began operations, and second, whether the firm competes
with informal firms.

5.5 The Impact of Water Shortages on Firm Performance
As the results of the production function estimation presented in column 1 of Table 5.4, show, the main inputs—labor, capital, and intermediate inputs—all have positive and significant coefficients. The number of
water shortages per day has a negative effect on sales, statistically significant at the 5% level of significance. Our results show that one additional
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Table 5.4 Water Shortages and Sales
Translog
(1)

Log of labor (lnL)
Log of capital (replacement value) (lnK)
Log of raw materials (costs) (lnM)
No. of water shortages per day in a typical month
Average duration of water shortage
No. of electrical outages per day in a typical month
Average duration of electrical outages (hours)
Firm owns or shares a generator Y:1 N:0
Losses due to breakage/spoilage shipped domestically
(% of value of the products)
Log of age of firm
Foreign ownership Y:1 N:0
Exports 10% or more of sales Y:1 N:0
Security costs (% of sales)
Establishment competes against unregistered or informal firms Y:1 N:0
Number of years that firm was unregistered at start
Formal training Y:1 N:0
lnLlnK

Cobb-Douglas
(2)

0.769***

0.815***

(0.022)

(0.036)

0.020**

0.036***

(0.010)

(0.009)

0.238***

0.205***

(0.011)

(0.029)

−0.087**

−0.125***

(0.037)

(0.044)

0.002

−0.001

(0.004)

(0.004)

0.013

−0.006

(0.023)

(0.027)

0.001

0.001

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.100***

0.156***

(0.034)

(0.042)

0.0002

−0.007

(0.003)

(0.005)

0.015

0.015

(0.018)

(0.026)

0.110**

0.198***

(0.052)

(0.066)

0.103***

0.189***

(0.038)

(0.046)

−0.011***

−0.019***

(0.004)

(0.006)

−0.051

−0.127***

(0.032)

(0.043)

−0.006**

−0.007**

(0.003)

(0.004)

0.049

0.138***

(0.031)

(0.038)

−0.008***
(0.001)
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Translog
(1)

lnLlnM

Cobb-Douglas
(2)

−0.035***
(0.001)

lnKlnM

0.002**
(0.001)

lnL2

0.042***
(0.002)

lnM2

0.032***
(0.001)

lnK2

0.005***
(0.001)

Constant
Region (within country) fixed effects
Sector (2 digit) fixed effects
Number of observations

3.994***

6.045***

(0.140)

(0.335)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

16,847

16,847

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

shortage in a month reduces annual sales by 8.7 percent. The average
duration of water shortages has, on the other hand, no statistically significant effect. The electricity infrastructure variables do not have a statistically significant relationship with sales; however, this does not necessarily
imply that electrical outages do not impact firm performance. Some firms
may have adapted to frequent interruptions in electricity supply by purchasing a back-up generator. Indeed, the coefficient on the variable indicating ownership of a generator is positive and highly statistically
significant, suggesting that electricity outages may have no impact on output because firms have adapted to deficits in electricity infrastructure by
purchasing a backup generator. Having to adapt to outages by purchasing
a backup generator is not an ideal scenario for firms, and thus our results
are unlikely to be capturing the nuanced ways in which electricity outages
affect firms. Allcott et al. (2016) found that, for Indian manufacturing
firms, average productivity losses due to electricity outages are small
because, for the firms in their analysis, most inputs can be stored during
such outages. Furthermore, Allcott et al. (2016) show that electrical outages more severely affect firms without generators relative to firms with
generators.
Table 5.4 also shows that foreign ownership and exporting status are
positively related to sales, with coefficients statistically significant at the
5% level. Formal training is positively related to sales, but the coefficient is
not significant. As expected, security costs are negatively related sales,
with the coefficient statistically significant at the 1% level. Finally, the
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coefficient for the variable capturing whether or not firms compete with
informal firms is negative but not statistically significant.
For this study, the translog production function is the base specification, and all findings discussed above are based on this specification. However, we also present the results from estimating a Cobb-Douglas
production function (column 2 of Table 5.4) to show the robustness of our
findings to an alternative functional form commonly used in the literature.
Survey weights are used in all the estimations, taking advantage of the
levels of stratification by sector, size, and location.
We now dig deeper into these findings and ask if the impact of water
shortages on firm output differs for water-intensive industries and by
countries’ income levels. More water-intensive industries may react differently to water shortages. For instance, water-intensive industries may on
the one hand be more vulnerable to water shortages than non-water intensive industries, or, on the other hand, may be more likely to have adapted
to water infrastructure deficits by, for example, securing access to alternative water sources to those supplied by public utilities. Thus, the sample is
split into two—one with water-intensive manufacturing industries and the
other with other manufacturing industries that are not water-intensive.
The water-intensive manufacturing sectors are chemicals, basic metals,
paper, food, and refined petroleum. Results are presented in columns 1
and 2 of Table 5.5. Water shortages have a negative effect on sales regardless of the water intensity of the manufacturing sectors, statistically significant at the 10% percent level. However, the magnitude is almost twice as
large for water-intensive sectors as non-water intensive sectors. This finding highlights the vulnerability of water-intensive sectors to poor water
infrastructure.
Another dimension along which the impact of water shortages on
firm productivity may vary is by the income level of the economy. Firms
in poorer countries may be more vulnerable to water shortages, or they
may have taken steps to adapt to water outages given that such outages
may be expected. We explore the findings for two income groups—
upper middle- and high-income economies on one hand and lower
middle- and low-income economies on the other hand, according to
World Bank classification. The findings for both groups are presented in
columns 3 and 4 of Table 5.5. The number of water shortages per day
has a negative and statistically significant coefficient for low and lower
middle income countries, but is not statistically significant for upper
middle- and high-income economies. This result suggests that firms in
high-income economies have the necessary resources to adapt to water
shortages.

5.5.1 Magnitude of the Effects
In Table 5.6, we present the magnitude of the effects. An additional
increase in water outage incidents in a day experienced by a firm can lead
to annual average losses of around USD 1,052,645. This represents about
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Table 5.5 Water Shortages and Sales by Income, and Water-intensive Sectors
Log of Sales

Log of labor (lnL)
Log of capital (replacement value) (lnK)
Log of raw materials (costs) (lnM)
No. of water shortages per day in a typical month
Average duration of water shortage
No. of electrical outages per day in a typical
month
Average duration of electrical outages (hours)

Water-intensive
Manufacturing
Sectors

Other
Manufacturing
Sectors

High- and UpperMiddle-Income

Low- and LowerMiddle-Income

0.778***

0.762***

0.884***

0.751***

(0.036)

(0.026)

(0.126)

(0.026)

0.035**

0.016

−0.029

(0.015)

(0.010)

(0.066)

0.023**
(0.010)

0.219***

0.242***

0.177***

0.242***

(0.017)

(0.012)

(0.061)

(0.012)

−0.124*

−0.075**

−0.225

−0.082**

(0.071)

(0.037)

(0.154)

(0.036)

0.003

0.001

−0.001

0.004

(0.005)

(0.004)

(0.005)

(0.005)

−0.014

0.021

−0.031

0.021

(0.035)

(0.027)

(0.024)

0.002

−0.000

0.001**

(0.026)
−0.000

(0.002)

(0.001)

(0.000)

(0.002)

lnLlnK

−0.007***

−0.007***

−0.012**

−0.008***

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.006)

(0.001)

lnLlnM

−0.035***

−0.035***

−0.040***

−0.035***

(0.002)

(0.002)

(0.007)

(0.002)

lnKlnM
lnL2
lnM2
lnK2
Firm owns or shares a generator Y:1 N:0
Losses due to breakage/spoilage shipped
domestically (% of value of the products)
Log of age of firm
Foreign ownership Y:1 N:0

0.002

0.002*

0.007

0.002**

(0.002)

(0.001)

(0.007)

(0.001)

0.042***

0.042***

0.052***

0.044***

(0.003)

(0.002)

(0.013)

(0.002)

0.033***

0.033***

0.034***

0.033***

(0.002)

(0.001)

(0.002)

(0.001)

0.005***

0.005***

0.005***

0.006***

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.002)

(0.001)

0.027

0.141***

0.014

0.158***

(0.053)

(0.044)

(0.049)

(0.047)

0.004

−0.004

−0.003

0.002

(0.006)

(0.004)

(0.007)

(0.004)

0.024

0.007

0.009

0.032

(0.026)

(0.022)

(0.020)

(0.029)

0.121*

0.092

0.087

0.124

(0.067)

(0.072)

(0.069)

(0.076)
(continued)
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Table 5.5 Continued
Log of Sales

Exports 10% or more of sales Y:1 N:0

Water-Intensive
Manufacturing
Sectors

Other
Manufacturing
Sectors

High- and UpperMiddle-Income

Low- and LowerMiddle-Income

0.121**

0.104**

0.089*

0.141**

(0.061)

(0.045)

(0.049)

(0.063)

Security costs (% of sales)

−0.013***

−0.011*

−0.013*

−0.010*

(0.004)

(0.007)

(0.007)

(0.005)

Establishment competes against unregistered
or informal firms Y:1 N:0

−0.078*

−0.025

−0.106***

−0.011

(0.047)

(0.036)

(0.039)

(0.049)

Number of years that firm was unregistered
at start

−0.003

−0.005

−0.005

−0.010**

(0.004)

(0.004)

(0.004)

(0.004)

Formal training Y:1 N:0
Constant
Region (within country) fixed effects
Sector (2 digit) fixed effects
Number of observations

0.060

0.071*

0.016

0.088*

(0.046)

(0.039)

(0.039)

(0.049)

7.714***

7.741***

7.086***

7.251***

(0.491)

(0.461)

(0.639)

(0.461)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5,460

11,387

7,909

8,548

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Table 5.6 Magnitude of the Effects of Water Shortages on Firm Performance
Translog Production Function Specification

Loss in Sales

Loss in Sales as % of Mean

1 water incident per day in a typical month

1,052,645

8.7

1 std deviation increase in water incidents

202,130

1.7

1% increase in water incidents per day

−0.002

8.7% of the average annuals sales of manufacturing firms in the sample. As
Table 5.6 shows, the elasticity between water shortages and sales is 0.002;
that is, a 1% increase in water shortages per day results in an approximately 0.002% decline in sales. A 1 standard deviation increase in incidents of water shortages per day (equivalent to 0.19 extra shortage) results
in a loss of USD 268,699 in revenues for the average firm in our sample,
which is about 1.8% of the average revenues.
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5.6 Robustness Checks
In this section, we consider several robustness checks. First, we explore
whether any results can be uncovered by looking at the combined impact
of electricity and water outages. Second, we consider whether additional
control variables affect our main results. Third, we test an alternative modelling approach—a stochastic frontier analysis—to see whether we obtain
similar results to our base findings. And finally, we explore if taking the
natural log of the infrastructure variables alters the results.

5.6.1 Interacting Water and Power Outages
The effect of water outages on sales may be accentuated by the number of
electrical outages. Therefore, in Table A5.4, column 1 we interact power
outages with electrical outages, and the duration of water outages with the
duration of electrical outages. The coefficient on the interaction between
water outages and electrical outages is not statistically significant at conventional significance levels. However, the number of water shortages per
day alone retains a negative coefficient that is statistically significant at the
10 percent level. This indicates that while water outages have a negative
impact on firms’ output, this impact is not exacerbated by the frequency
of power outages, perhaps again due to the availability of backup sources
of electricity generation.

5.6.2 Including Additional Control Variables
We next examine whether the findings are robust to the inclusion of a
number of additional covariates that have been used in the literature.
These covariates are not included in the main regression models due to
nonresponse by firms, which reduces the number of observations available
for the analysis. These include bribery, investment, government ownership,
and access to a line of credit or loan (Pless and Fell, 2017). As shown in the
column 2 of Table A5.4, the number of water shortages per day retains a
negative coefficient, statistically significant at the 5% level. Of the new
control variables, only whether or not the establishment has a loan or line
of credit determines if it has a statistically significant coefficient. The coefficient is positive as expected.

5.6.3 A Stochastic Frontier Analysis
As a robustness check we use stochastic frontier analysis to explore the
consistency of our results. The stochastic frontier approach includes an
additional component to the random error in a traditional regression
model. The additional component is an unobservable random variable that
captures technical inefficiency (Battese and Broca, 1997). We assume an
exponential distribution for the inefficiency term. By letting various firm
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characteristics determine inefficiency, several policy implications or behavioral responses can be uncovered that contribute to inefficiency (Liu and
Myers, 2009). Results are presented in Table A5.5. As indicated in column
2, the number of water outages per day in a typical month has a positive
coefficient that is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Thus, the
number of water shortages results in greater inefficiency for the firm. This
is consistent with our main findings in Table 5.4.

5.6.4 Taking Natural Logs of Infrastructure Variables
The infrastructure variables in the translog specification in Table 5.4, column 2 are not in natural log form due to the number of zero observations.
In Table A5.3, we present the results using log transformations of the infrastructure variables. The negative and statistically significant effect of water
outages on sales is retained, although the magnitudes of the coefficients
should be taken with caution given the number of zero observations in the
variables.

5.7 Conclusions
This study brings to light several new insights into the causes and consequences of unreliable water infrastructure for manufacturing firms. First,
our research highlights that across the globe, manufacturing firms are vulnerable to the impacts of drought on water supplies. With the impacts of
climate change likely to cause an increase in the frequency and severity of
droughts experienced in certain regions, these results serve to highlight
one of the vulnerabilities of the private sector to the consequences of
changing weather patterns.
Second, the significant link we find between the propensity to pay a
bribe to receive a water connection and the frequency of water outages
illustrates that the water sector suffers from a “tragedy of the commons”
problem. As more firms pay a bribe to access public water supplies, this
finite resource is overexploited resulting in a deterioration of supply quality for all users. This result should highlight to policy makers the need to
appropriately internalize the cost of water to ensure adequate resources to
improve the supply of water, to prevent the wasteful use of water and,
ultimately, to create an equilibrium between water supply and demand.
Finally, we find that unreliable water supplies have a negative impact
on firm output that is both statistically and economically significant. This
result is robust to different functional forms and passes several sensitivity
analyses. In addition to showing that the manufacturing sector suffers
from poor quality water infrastructure, we also show that the problem is
more acute in water-intensive sectors and in low- and low middle-income
countries, providing further evidence that the consequences of a changing
climate will not be equally borne. Such sectors and countries may need to
consider policies to improve the reliability of their water infrastructure, or
to boost their resilience to interruptions in water supplies.
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This study is the most globally comprehensive to date and the first to
cover an extensive number of economies using data that is both internationally comparable and nationally representative. However, our analysis is
limited by certain data constraints. For example, the study is silent on the
extent of water usage for each of the firms, and on the availability of alternative sources of water to firms.
With a changing climate and increasing urbanization, the problems of
poor water infrastructure in many countries may be exacerbated in the
foreseeable future. The effect on the private sector will only increase in
magnitude unless steps are taken to improve water infrastructure. In the
face of looming water challenges, this study also intends to sound a rallying
cry for the need of high quality data on water infrastructure quality and
water use by the private sector to better serve the needs of future research
in this area.

Notes
1. Note that for this analysis, only a subsample of firms that applied for a water connection are included, as they are the only ones in the sample that were asked questions about bribery in the water sector, and thus the results are presented separately
from the rainfall shocks findings.
2. The water infrastructure and firm productivity literature has adopted different
functional forms. A few studies have estimated Cobb-Douglas production functions (Bogetic and Olusi, 2013; Arnold et al., 2008; Moyo, 2011), while others
have estimated translog production functions or translog cost functions (Escribano
et al., 2010; Iimi, 2011). As it is a more flexible functional form relative to the
Cobb-Douglas, we opt for a translog specification for the production function. The
estimation of a translog cost function has also been used for power infrastructure
and firm productivity estimations (Fisher-Vanden et al., 2015). Due to revisions in
the cost section of the Enterprise Surveys over time, estimating a cost function
would be challenging. Thus, we estimate a production function.
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Annex
Table A5.1 Variable Descriptions
Variable

Description

Source

Log of sales

Log of real annual sales in USD

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Log of labor

Log of total number of full time employees,
adjusted for temporary workers

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Log of capital (replacement value)

Log of cost for establishment to repurchase all
of its machinery

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Log of raw materials (costs)

Log of cost of raw materials and intermediate
goods used in production

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Number of water shortages per day in a
typical month

Number of incidents of water insufficiency per day
in a typical month. Water insufficiency is defined as
a shortage that affects production. Outages that do
not affect production are not counted.

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Average duration of water shortage

Average duration of insufficient water supply in
hours

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Number of electrical outages per day in a
typical month

Number of power outages per day in a typical
month. Only outages that affect production are
counted.

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Average duration of electrical outages (hours)

Average duration of electrical outages in hours

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Losses due to breakage/spoilage shipped
domestically (% of value of the products)

Percentage of value of products the establishment
shipped to supply domestic markets lost while in
transit because of breakage or spoilage over the
last fiscal year

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Formal training Y:1 N:0

Dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the firm
offered formal training programs to its permanent
full-time employees, and 0 otherwise

World Bank Enterprise Surveys
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Table A5.1 Continued

156

Variable

Description

Source

Firm owns or shares a generator Y:1 N:0

Dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the firm
owns or shares a generator, and 0 otherwise

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Log of age of firm

Age of firm

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Foreign ownership Y:1 N:0

Dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the firm
has any foreign ownership, and 0 otherwise

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Expected to give gifts to public officials (to get
things done) Y:1 N:0

Dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the firm
was expected to give gifts to public officials to get
things done

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Ownership—government/state (%)

Percentage of firm owned by the government

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Purchased fixed asset Y:1 N:0

Dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm purchased
fixed assets in the last fiscal year

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Establishment has a line of credit or loan at
this time Y/N

Dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm has a loan or
line of credit at the time of survey

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Exports 10% or more of sales Y:1 N:0

Dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the
firm exports at least 10% or more of its sales, and
0 otherwise

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Security costs (% of sales)

Percentage of establishment’s total annual sales
that was paid for security

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Establishment competes against unregistered
or informal firms Y:1 N:0

Dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the
establishment competes against unregistered or
informal firms, 0 otherwise

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Number of years that firm was unregistered
at start

Difference between the year the firm started
operations, and when the firm was formally
registered. Variable takes a value of zero if firm
was registered when they started operations.

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Bribery depth

% of public transactions where a gift or informal
payment was requested

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Bribery incidence

Firms experiencing at least one bribe payment
request Y/N

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Informal payment/gift requested for water
connection Y:1 N:0

Dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the firm
applied for a water connection over the last 2 years
before the survey and an informal payment or gift
was expected or requested

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Proportion of public transactions (excluding
water) where a gift or informal payment
required

Proportion of public transactions (excluding water)
that required a gift or informal payment for firms
that applied for a water connection in the last
2 years

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Firm experienced at least one public
transactions (excluding water) where a gift or
informal payment required

Dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the
firm was asked for an informal payment or gift was
expected or requested for any public transaction
excluding water (this is only for firms that applied
for a water connection)

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Wait for water connection (days)

Number of days between application for a water
connection and the receipt of the service

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Establishment has checking or savings
account Y:1 N:0

Dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the firm
has a checking or savings account at this time

World Bank Enterprise Surveys
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Table A5.1 Continued
Variable

Description

Source

Female manager Y:1 N:0

Dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the top
manager of the firm is female

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Use technology licensed from foreign companies Y:1 N:0

World Bank Enterprise Surveys

Average historical temperature 1900–2014

Gridded dataset that contains monthly observations
of precipitation and average temperature at
the 0.5 degree gridcell level. Data transformed
into average monthly temperature, and total
precipitation (mm), per year, for each gridcell.

Willmott and Matsuura (2001)

Average historical precipitation 1900–2014

Gridded dataset that contains monthly observations
of precipitation and average temperature at
the 0.5 degree gridcell level. Data transformed
into average monthly temperature, and total
precipitation (mm), per year, for each gridcell.
Precipitation shocks defined based on the
long-run mean and standard deviation of annual
precipitation for each gridcell from 1900–2014.

Willmott and Matsuura (2001)

Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI)

Gamma distribution fitted to precipitation data to
correct for the fact that precipitation data is not
normally distributed

Computed from Willmott and
Matsuura (2001) precipitation
data

Table A5.2 Country Composition
Country

Year

Country

Year

Afghanistan

2014

Chile

2010

Albania

2013

China

2012

Angola

2010

Colombia

2010

Argentina

2010

Costa Rica

2010

Armenia

2013

Côte d’Ivoire

2009

Azerbaijan

2013

Croatia

2013

Bangladesh

2013

Czech Republic

2013

Belarus

2013

Democratic Republic of Congo

2013

Bhutan

2015

Djibouti

2013

Bolivia

2010

Dominican Republic

2010

Bosnia and Herzegovina

2013

Ecuador

2010

Botswana

2010

Egypt

2013

Brazil

2009

El Salvador

2010

Bulgaria

2013

Ethiopia

2015

Burkina Faso

2009

Fyr Macedonia

2013

Burundi

2014

Georgia

2013

Cambodia

2016

Ghana

2013

Cameroon

2009

Guatemala

2010
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Table A5.2 Continued

158

Country

Year

Country

Year

Honduras

2010

Panama

2010

Hungary

2013

Papua New Guinea

2015

India

2014

Paraguay

2010

Indonesia

2015

Peru

2010

Iraq

2011

Philippines

2015

Israel

2013

Poland

2013

Jamaica

2010

Romania

2013

Jordan

2013

Russia

2012

Kazakhstan

2013

Senegal

2014

Kenya

2013

Serbia

2013

Kosovo

2013

Slovak Republic

2013

Kyrgyz Republic

2013

Slovenia

2013

Lao PDR

2016

Solomon Islands

2015

Latvia

2013

South Africa

2007

Lebanon

2013

South Sudan

2014

Lithuania

2013

Sri Lanka

2011

Madagascar

2013

Sudan

2014

Malawi

2014

Tajikistan

2013

Malaysia

2015

Tanzania

2013

Mali

2010

Thailand

2016

Mauritania

2014

Timor-Leste

2015

Mauritius

2009

Trinidad and Tobago

2010

Mexico

2010

Tunisia

2013

Moldova

2013

Turkey

2013

Mongolia

2013

Uganda

2013

Montenegro

2013

Ukraine

2013

Morocco

2013

Uruguay

2010

Mozambique

2007

Uzbekistan

2013

Myanmar

2014

Venezuela

2010

Namibia

2014

Vietnam

2015

Nepal

2013

West Bank And Gaza

2013

Nicaragua

2010

Yemen

2013

Nigeria

2014

Zambia

2013

Pakistan

2013
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Table A5.3 Water Shortages and Sales, Using Logs of Water Infrastructure

Variables

Translog
(1)

Log of labor (lnL)
Log of capital (replacement value) (lnK)
Log of raw materials (costs) (lnM)
Log of no of water shortages per day in a typical month
Log of average duration of water shortage
Log of no of electrical outages per day in a typical month
Log of average duration of electrical outages (hours)
Firm owns or shares a generator Y:1 N:0
Losses due to breakage/spoilage shipped domestically
(% of value of the products)
Log of age of firm
Foreign ownership Y:1 N:0
Exports 10% or more of sales Y:1 N:0

Cobb-Douglas
(2)

0.769***

0.815***

(0.022)

(0.036)

0.020**

0.036***

(0.010)

(0.009)

0.238***

0.205***

(0.011)

(0.029)

−0.257*

−0.386**

(0.135)

(0.155)

0.027

0.013

(0.034)

(0.037)

0.037

−0.042

(0.067)

(0.091)

−0.006

0.027

(0.022)

(0.040)

0.101***

0.155***

(0.034)

(0.043)

0.000

−0.007

(0.003)

(0.005)

0.015

0.015

(0.018)

(0.027)

0.109**

0.201***

(0.052)

(0.066)

0.103***

0.187***

(0.038)

(0.046)

−0.011***

−0.019***

(0.004)

(0.006)

Establishment competes against unregistered or informal firms Y:1 N:0

−0.051

−0.128***

(0.032)

(0.044)

No. of years that firm was unregistered at start

−0.006**

−0.007**

(0.003)

(0.004)

0.049

0.136***

(0.031)

(0.038)

Security costs (% of sales)

Formal training Y:1 N:0

−0.008***

lnLlnK

(0.001)
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Table A5.3 Continued
Translog
(1)

lnLlnM

Cobb-Douglas
(2)

−0.035***
(0.001)

lnKlnM

0.002**
(0.001)

lnL2

0.042***
(0.002)

lnM2

0.032***
(0.001)

lnK2

0.005***
(0.001)

Constant

3.998***

6.035***

(0.139)

(0.327)

Yes

Yes

Region (within country) fixed effects
Sector (2 digit) fixed effects
Number of observations

Yes

Yes

16,847

16,847

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Table A5.4 Robustness Checks—Additional Controls and Electricity

Interaction

Log of Sales
Water 3 Electricity

Log of labor (lnL)
Log of capital (replacement value) (lnK)
Log of raw materials (costs) (lnM)
No. of water shortages per day in a typical month
Water incidents 3 electricity incidents

Additional Variables:
Finance, Corruption

0.769***

0.759***

(0.022)

(0.023)

0.020**

0.017*

(0.010)

(0.010)

0.238***

0.238***

(0.011)

(0.011)

−0.143*

−0.096**

(0.073)

(0.045)

0.013
(0.010)

Water duration 3 electricity duration

−0.000
(0.000)
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Table A5.4 Continued
Log of Sales
Water 3 Electricity

Expected to give gifts to public officials (to get things done)
Y:1 N:0

Additional Variables:
Finance, Corruption

0.018
(0.048)

Ownership—government/state (%)

0.003
(0.002)

Purchased fixed asset Y:1 N:0

0.032
(0.030)

Establishment has a line of credit or loan at this time

0.069**
(0.034)

Average duration of water shortage
No. of electrical outages per day in a typical month
Average duration of electrical outages (hours)
lnLlnK
lnLlnM
lnKlnM
lnL2
lnM2
lnK2
Firm owns or shares a generator Y:1 N:0
Losses due to breakage/spoilage shipped domestically
(% of value of the products)
Log of age of firm
Foreign ownership Y:1 N:0

0.003

0.002

(0.004)

(0.005)

0.012

−0.002

(0.023)

(0.024)

0.001

0.001

(0.001)

(0.001)

−0.008***

−0.007***

(0.001)

(0.001)

−0.035***

−0.035***

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.002**

0.002**

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.042***

0.042***

(0.002)

(0.002)

0.032***

0.033***

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.005***

0.005***

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.100***

0.079**

(0.034)

(0.036)

0.000

−0.000

(0.003)

(0.004)

0.015

0.009

(0.018)

(0.018)

0.109**

0.106*

(0.052)

(0.056)
(continued)
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Table A5.4 Continued
Log of Sales
Water 3 Electricity

Exports 10% or more of sales Y:1 N:0

Additional Variables:
Finance, Corruption

0.103***

0.122***

(0.038)

(0.041)

−0.011***

−0.011**

(0.004)

(0.004)

Establishment competes against unregistered or informal firms
Y:1 N:0

−0.052

−0.051

(0.032)

(0.034)

No. of years that firm was unregistered at start

−0.006**

−0.007**

(0.003)

(0.003)

0.049

0.046

(0.031)

(0.033)

7.678***

4.015***

(0.398)

(0.150)

Region (within country) fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Sector (2 digit) fixed effects

Yes

Yes

16,847

15,469

Security costs (% of sales)

Formal training Y:1 N:0
Constant

Number of observations
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Table A5.5 Robustness Checks–Stochastic Frontier Analysis
Log of Sales
Frontier

Log of labor (lnL)

Usigma

0.874***
(0.035)

Log of capital (replacement value) (lnK)

0.037***
(0.008)

Log of raw materials (costs) (lnM)

0.203***
(0.026)

No. of water shortages per day in a typical month

0.311***
(0.110)

Average duration of water shortage

0.015
(0.011)

No. of electrical outages per day in a typical month

0.023
(0.078)

Average duration of electrical outages (hours)

0.001
(0.003)
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Table A5.5 Continued
Log of Sales
Frontier

Usigma

Firm owns or shares a generator Y:1 N:0

−0.001
(0.236)

Losses due to breakage/spoilage shipped domestically
(% of value of the products)

0.026**
(0.011)

Log of age of firm

−0.051
(0.120)

Foreign ownership Y:1 N:0

−0.046
(0.311)

Exports 10% or more of sales Y:1 N:0

−0.830***
(0.291)

Security costs (% of sales)

0.077***
(0.024)

Establishment competes against unregistered or informal firms
Y:1 N:0

0.335*
(0.186)

No. of years that firm was unregistered at start

0.017
(0.015)

Formal training Y:1 N:0

−0.545***
(0.185)

Constant
/ Vsigma

12.300***

−1.807***

(0.431)

(0.657)

−0.463***
(0.104)

Region (within country) fixed effects

Yes

Sector (2 digit) fixed effects

Yes

Number of observations

No
No
16,847

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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6

Water Shortages and Informal Firms
6.1 Introduction
Informality is normal in developing economies. Estimates of the size of the
informal sector have varied widely from 20% of net domestic product in
India (Chaudhuri, Schneider, and Chattopadhyay, 2006) to 30–33% in
Tanzania (Bagachwa and Naho, 1995) and 40–60% in Brazil (Henley et al.,
2009). Estimates from Schneider et al. (2010) indicate that the average
size of the shadow economy as a percentage of official GDP is 25.1 percent in South Asia, 34.7 percent in Latin America and the Caribbean, and
38.4 percent in Sub-Saharan Africa. This is in contrast to OECD, where
the figure is 13.5%. In terms of informal employment, Golub and Hayat
(2014) estimate that in low income Sub-Saharan Africa economies, the
informal sector accounts from 80 to 97% of employment. Furthermore,
there are a number of reasons the informal sector will remain large. Informal firms rarely become formal (La Porta and Shleifer 2008). Premature
deindustrialization—where countries are running out of industrial
opportunities—has resulted in a shift of labor toward the informal sector
(Rodrik, 2016). Additionally, the formal sector may be unable to absorb
rising labor force populations, leading to labor being absorbed into the
informal sector. More importantly, the well-being of the poor is largely
dependent on the informal sector.
The role of the informal sector has been widely contested. One side
considers informal firms to be entrepreneurs being held back by undue
government intervention (De Soto, 1989, 2000). Another side sees informal firms as parasites competing unfairly with formal firms who follow
rules and regulations (Farrell, 2004). A third perspective is to view informality through a dual economy perspective where formal and informal
firms are seen to be fundamentally different—they serve different markets
and hardly compete with each other (La Porta and Shleifer, 2008). There
is a general consensus that the informal sector is less productive and more
stagnant than the formal sector (La Porta and Shleifer, 2008).
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While a range of policies, from accelerating formalization to better
education, have been considered to improve the productivity of informal
firms (Amin and Islam, 2015; Djankov et al., 2002), very little attention
has been afforded to the effect poor infrastructure quality, specifically
water infrastructure, may have on informal firms. In sharp contrast, a number of studies have explored the effect of poor infrastructure quality on
formal firms (Iimi, 2011; Moyo, 2011; Escribano et al., 2010; Bogetic and
Olusi, 2013; Davis et al., 2001). On the one hand, poor water infrastructure quality may be far more detrimental for informal than formal firms if
the former have fewer resources to compensate for infrastructure and
public good deficits such as water shortages. On the other hand, informal
firms may develop alternative supply options that do not rely on water
networks, and thus may be relatively less affected by water infrastructure
unreliability.
The goal of this study is to fill this gap in the literature on water infrastructure quality and informal firm productivity. This is achieved by using
firm-level data of informal firms collected by the World Bank’s Enterprise
Surveys. Informal firms are defined as firms that are not registered with
the relevant authorities. While there are other measures of informality,
such as size of activity, lack of financial statements, mobility, and access to
bank credit (Benjamin and Mbaye, 2012), the broader literature tends to
use registration as the criteria for informal firms, and this is a convenient
definition for data collection (Gindling and Terrell, 2005; Loayza and
Rigolini, 2011; Mead and Morrisson, 1996; Rand and Torm, 2012).
To summarize, the study contributes to the literature in the following
ways: (a) it is the first study to establish and quantify the effect of poor
water infrastructure quality on the productivity of informal firms, and
(b) the study uses a rich dataset that covers over 2,400 informal firms, of
about which 500 use water for business activities, and the data is comparable across 18 economies. Section 6.2 introduces the data, Section 6.3
provides the empirical specification, Section 6.4 presents the results and
Section 6.5 concludes.

6.2 Data
The main data source of this study is the surveys of informal firms, defined
as unregistered firms, conducted by the World Bank Enterprise surveys
unit (henceforth called Informal Enterprise Surveys). The data encompasses about 2,400 informal firms over a cross-section of 18 economies
across Africa, South Asia, and Latin America between 2009 and 2014
(Table A6.1). About 500 of these firms use water for business activities.
For the full sample, on a typical month the average sales for a firm is about
USD 3,000, without about 2 to 3 employees. About 47 percent of the
firms in the sample manufacture their own product. Unfortunately, a
larger number of the surveys do not have detailed information on the
activity of the informal firms. For 10 countries in the sample, such detailed
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information is available and provided in Table A6.2.1 Firms are distributed
into 20 types of activities. Manufacturing of clothes or shoes is the largest
activity for these 10 economies with almost 18% of the firms involved in
this activity. Second largest is selling of food or groceries which is undertaken by 12% of informal firms in the 10 countries. Of course, the distribution of activities may differ for the full sample used for this analysis. A
majority of the firms live in fixed premises—about 71 percent as shown in
the summary statistics in Table 6.1. A nationally representative sample of
informal firms would require a complete list of unregistered firms in an
economy. By definition, such a list is difficult to attain given they are not
documented. To our knowledge, such a list does not exist for any country

Table 6.1 Summary Statistics
Variable

Obs

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Log of sales last month (or regular month)

2,826

5.99

1.37

2.01

13.74

Log of total number of employees last month (or regular month)

2,770

5.33

1.24

1.16

13.48

Sales in a regular month

2,826

3,079

33,679

7

925,840

Sales per worker in a regular month

2,770

1,038

15,332

3

718,127

Total number of water outage incidents per day over the last month

563

0.05

0.14

0

1

Average length of water outage, 0 if no outage experienced (in hours)

563

6.64

44.04

0

780

563

1.17

4.33

0

30

Total number of power outage incidents per day over the last month

Total duration of water shortages last month (in days)

2,092

0.27

0.60

0

14.73

Average length of power outage, 0 if no outage experienced

2,157

10.23

165.74

0

5,400

Total duration of power outages last month (in days)

2,081

2.48

5.56

0

30

Firm uses generator Y/N

2,202

0.14

0.35

0

1

Log of total number of employees in regular month

3,030

0.66

0.69

0

4.11

Total number of employees in a regular month

3,056

2.61

3.44

0

61

Firm experienced crime last month Y/N

3,110

0.09

0.29

0

1

Firm pays for security Y/N

3,104

0.18

0.39

0

1

Largest owner started another business in the last three years Y/N

2,824

0.58

0.49

0

1

Produces or sells under contract from another business or person Y/N

3,103

0.16

0.37

0

1

Firm uses bank account to run business Y/N

3,076

0.26

0.44

0

1

Firm has a loan at this time Y/N

3,092

0.11

0.31

0

1

Manager experience (years)

3,067

10.35

9.12

1

80

Firm uses machinery in its current operations Y/N

3,114

0.45

0.50

0

1

Firm uses vehicles in its current operations Y/N

3,114

0.18

0.39

0

1

Firm pays informal payment to remain unregistered Y/N

2,931

0.10

0.30

0

1

Largest owner has a job in formal sector or looked for one over last 2 years Y/N

2,757

0.13

0.34

0

1

Manufacturing firm Y/N

3,114

0.47

0.50

0

1

Firm located within household or fixed premises and permanent structure Y/N

3,114

0.71

0.46

0

1
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at the national or even city level. Thus, although the data is not nationally
representative, some steps are taken in the data collection process to limit
selection bias.
Data collection for the informal surveys are carried out as follows. For
the Informal Enterprise Surveys, an urban center is typically divided into
zones to yield a predetermined number of interviews. For instance, in the
Kenya Informal Enterprise survey, five urban centers were broken down
into 122 zones. A number of zones are then randomly selected to be interviewed. Typically, more than one enumerator is allocated to each zone.
Each enumerator is presented with maps identifying a predefined starting
point that tends to be at opposite ends of the zone to ensure interviews are
dispersed within a zone. The enumerators are instructed to follow the
direction of the street and obtain a predetermined number of interviews.
This process limits selection bias given the zones are randomized across
the city, but the process cannot ensure a representative sample of informal
firms. The enumerators identify informal firms and confirm their status
using a short screener questionnaire. Once the informal status is confirmed, the interview begins with the main questionnaire. Most studies
tend to follow a similar approach by relying on a random sample of informal firms taken from one or two main urban centers of the economy that
are not nationally representative (Grimm et al., 2012; Harris and Robinson, 2003; Middleton, 2007; Rand and Torm, 2012; Spiegel, 2012). A considerable advantage of the informal enterprise surveys is that they employ
the same methodology and the same survey instruments across countries.
The resulting dataset where informal firms across 18 economies over
3 continents can be compared due to similar methodology is rare and ideal
for this study.

6.3 Empirical Specification
Informal firms may lack resources to offset inadequate infrastructure, and
thus we expect water shortages to affect their output. Informal firms also
tend to be labor intensive and thus water shortages may have a direct
effect on labor productivity. It should be noted that informal firms operate
in a very different environment than formal firms. Informal firms typically
do not maintain any records and may even operate on a day-to-day or
seasonal basis. Thus, most survey questions pertain to the last month of
activities. Furthermore, the lack of records implies that several covariates
that typically enter a productivity analysis estimation are impossible to be
directly measured, but can be approximated using information about firm
characteristics. We estimate the following equation that is similarly used
by Amin and Islam (2015).
lnsalesirj 5 b1Waterirk 1 b2Electirj 1 b3lnlirj 1 b6Xirj 1 regionr
1 svyeart 1 eirj

(6.1)

Where lnsales is the log of sales of firm i in region (within-country) r, and
sector j over the last month. Labor is captured as the log of total number
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of employees (lnl) over the last month. However, it may be that the last
month is not representative of a normal month for a number of reasons
such as the seasonality of the business. Thus, if the month is not a normal
month, firms are asked to estimate the sales and labor for a regular month
over the last calendar year. For the variables lnsales and lnl we use the values for the last month, but for firms that indicate that the last month was
not normal we use the estimates for a regular month over the last calendar
year. The main variables of interest (described in detail in the next subsection) are indicators of water infrastructure (Water). The estimation also
accounts for electricity infrastructure (Elect). Other firm-level factors (X)
are controlled for (details in the next section) including region and year
fixed effects.
We replicate the same estimation for labor productivity:
lnprodirj 5 1Waterirj 1 2Electirj 1 3lnlirj 1 b6Xirj 1 regionr
1 svyeart 1 eirj

(6.2)

where lnprod is the log of sales per worker of firm i in region (withincountry) r, and country j over the last month. The rest of the covariates are
the same as in equation (6.1). In equation (6.2), lnl is included as a proxy
for firm size that has been found in the literature to be an important determinant of labor productivity for informal firms (Benjamin and Mbaye,
2012; Amin and Islam, 2015).
The Informal Enterprise Surveys only ask water infrastructure questions to firms that use water for business activities other than for consumption or hygiene. Only about 500 firms fall into this category in the
sample. Thus, we also attempt to model the selection of firms who use
water for business activities using a Heckman selection model. The identifying variable for the selection equation is whether or not a firm is located
in a household or a fixed premise with a permanent structure. The argument is that stationary informal firms within a permanent structure are
more likely to be connected to the water system. The data confirms this
with about 16.8 percent of firms located in fixed premises using water for
business activities, and only 7.7% of firms not located in fixed premises use
water for business activities. Thus, firms located in fixed premises are more
likely to use water for business activities and consequently face issues
related to water outages. Mobile informal firms cannot be connected to a
piped water supply and so may be unlikely to be using water for business
activities. When they do use water, they may need to obtain it from alternative sources such as water vendors. Thus, their business activities are
unlikely to be immediately affected by piped water outages. We therefore
estimate an additional equation:
Prob(wtr)irj 5 a1PermFixirk 1 a2lnlirj 1 a3Xirj 1 regionr 1 svyeart 1 irj (6.3)
where Prob(wtr)irj is the probability that the firm uses water for business
activities other than consumption or hygiene, and PermFix is a dummy
variable that takes the value 1 if a firm is located in a household or in a
fixed premise with a permanent structure. However, there is a possibility
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that the exclusion restriction may be violated if informal firms that are
within fixed premises are more productive than informal firms in temporary or mobile structures. A priori it is not possible to tell whether this is
the case. However, looking at total sales, firms in the sample that are
located within fixed premises averaged sales of about USD 2,868 while
firms in temporary or mobile premises on average have sales of about
USD 3,607. The difference between the two is statistically insignificant.
Furthermore, a regression of sales on fixed premises with all the covariates
in equation (6.1) shows that the coefficient for fixed premises is statistically insignificant. This is true for both the whole sample and the sample
with water variables.2 While not definitive, this provides some indication
that the exclusion restriction may not be violated.

6.3.1 Main Explanatory Variable
There are three indicators of water infrastructure utilized for this study.
Note, as previously indicated, that these indicators are only available for
the 563 firms that use water for business, as these were the only firms that
were asked the water section questions of the survey. The first indicator is
the number of incidents of water shortages per day over the last month.
Firms are asked in the last month, how many incidents of insufficient
water supply did this establishment experience? The mean of the number
of water shortages per day in a typical month is 0.05, which translates to
about 18 water shortages per year. The second measure is the average
duration of water outages in hours. For the estimations, the measure takes
a value of zero for firms that do not experience any water shortages but
use water for business activities. The mean value for the sample is 6.64
hours. The third variable is the total duration of water shortages, combining shortage incidents and average duration of each shortage, and expressing the resulting duration in days. The mean value for the total duration of
water shortages over the last month for an informal firm is 1.17 days. We
also include matching measures of electricity infrastructure. Just like the
water indicators, these include the number of power outages per day over
the last month and the average duration of these outages. For the sample
of firms that use electricity for production purposes, the mean of the number of power outages per day in a typical month is 0.27, which translates
to about 97 power outages per year. The mean value for the average duration of power outages for the whole sample is 10.23 hours. The total duration of power outages is 2.48 days. Summary statistics are presented in
Table 6.1.

6.3.2 Other Explanatory Variables
Determinants for productivity tend to fall under two main categories in
the literature—physical capital and human capital (Kneller and Misch,
2014). We account for physical capital by using dummy variables to capture a firm’s use of various assets. Use of machinery, vehicles, bank accounts,
or loans serve as measures for physical capital. Use of a bank account for
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business activities may imply the firm has access to finance that could be
used to obtain physical capital. The existence of an outstanding loan may
imply that the firm has some physical capital to use as collateral in obtaining a loan. We also control for whether or not a firm has a generator to
mainly account for whether firms have adapted to power outages; however this can also proxy for physical capital of a firm.
In terms of human capital, we control for several manager characteristics, where a manager is defined as the main decision maker. These characteristics include years of experience, whether the manager has a formal
job or looked for one in the last two years, and whether the manager
started another business in the last 3 years. We also include a number of
covariates to account for the business environment the firm operates in.
These include whether or not firms experienced crime in the last month
as well as whether they pay for security. Furthermore, we also capture
whether the firm makes payments to remain unregistered. In order to capture the stability of the firm, despite being unregistered, we include a variable that indicates whether or not the firm produces or sells under contract
from another business or person.

6.4 Results
The main results for water infrastructure and sales are presented in
Table 6.2. Note that these results are only based on the sample of firms
that use water for business activities. In all estimations, standard errors are
clustered by region (within country) and sector. In the first column we
include two indicators of water infrastructure quality—the number of
water shortage incidents per day over the last month, and the average
length of these shortages. The equivalent variables for power outages and
duration are also included. The number of water shortage incidents per
day over the last month is found to be negatively related to sales and statistically significant at the 10 percent level. Power outages and generators
have no statistically significant relationship with sales. The number of
employees is positively correlated with total sales, consistent with the literature (Amin and Islam, 2015). Two proxies for physical capital—use of
vehicles and having a bank account—have positive and statistically significant coefficients. Regarding the business environment, informal payments
to remain unregistered have a negative relationship with sales, statistically
significant at the 5 percent level. Whether the firm produces or sells under
contract from another business or person is positively related with sales,
also statistically significant at the 5% level. In sum, all variables have the
intuitively excepted signs and magnitudes.
Due to concerns of multi-collinearity between duration and frequency
measures of infrastructure service supply, in column 2 of Table 6.2, we
only consider water and power infrastructure variables measured by the
total number of incidents of outages (dropping the measure of the duration of the incident). The coefficient for the number of water outage
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Table 6.2 Water Shortages and Sales
Log of Sales

Total number of water outage incidents per day over the last month
Average length of water outage, 0 if no outage experienced

coef/se

coef/se

−0.603*

−0.779***

(0.324)

(0.290)

−0.002

Average length of power outage, 0 if no outage experienced

coef/se

−0.003***

(0.002)
Total number of power outage incidents per day over the last month

coef/se

(0.001)

0.132

0.110

(0.106)

(0.124)

0.004

0.005***

(0.003)

(0.001)

Total duration of water shortages last month (in days)

−0.043***
(0.015)

Total duration of power outages last month (in days)

0.027***
(0.009)

Firm uses generator Y/N
Log of total number of employees in regular month
Firm experienced crime last month Y/N
Firm pays for security Y/N
Largest owner started another business in the last three years Y/N
Produces or sells under contract from another business or person Y/N
Firm uses bank account to run business Y/N
Firm has a loan at this time Y/N
Manager experience (years)
Firm uses machinery in its current operations Y/N
Firm uses vehicles in its current operations Y/N
Firm pays informal payment to remain unregistered Y/N

172

−0.181

−0.223

−0.054

−0.187

(0.151)

(0.167)

(0.174)

(0.136)

0.479***

0.478***

0.501***

0.489***

(0.119)

(0.103)

(0.114)

(0.114)

0.189

0.321

0.133

0.199

(0.288)

(0.266)

(0.275)

(0.258)

0.071

−0.034

0.086

0.058

(0.129)

(0.164)

(0.130)

(0.124)

−0.056

0.007

−0.050

−0.048

(0.086)

(0.077)

(0.072)

(0.086)

0.296**

0.345*

0.298**

0.294*

(0.148)

(0.195)

(0.149)

(0.152)

0.256*

0.252*

0.212

0.250*

(0.142)

(0.135)

(0.141)

(0.142)

−0.116

−0.089

−0.070

−0.110

(0.085)

(0.073)

(0.078)

(0.084)

0.006

0.006

0.008

0.007

(0.006)

(0.006)

(0.005)

(0.006)

0.110

0.104

0.085

0.113

(0.102)

(0.103)

(0.109)

(0.096)

0.400***

0.517***

0.399***

0.398***

(0.089)

(0.115)

(0.095)

(0.089)

−0.242**

−0.476***

−0.184*

−0.223*

(0.117)

(0.141)

(0.108)

(0.120)
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Table 6.2 Continued
Log of Sales
coef/se

coef/se

coef/se

coef/se

Largest owner has a job in formal sector or looked for one over last 2 years Y/N −0.110

−0.234

−0.087

−0.116

(0.228)

(0.168)

(0.218)

(0.228)

0.011

0.056

0.010

0.017

(0.109)

(0.101)

(0.102)

(0.109)

5.607***

6.319***

5.626***

6.292***

(0.177)

(0.158)

(0.180)

(0.167)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Manufacturing firm Y/N
Constant
Region (within country) fixed effects
Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of observations

498

511

517

498

0.459

0.409

0.456

0.466

Adjusted R2

Note: Standard errors clustered by region and sector of activity. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

incidents is negative with a 1% level of statistical significance, in contrast
to column 1 where the coefficient of the measure was only statistically
significant at the 10% level. The coefficient of the power outage incidents
variable is statistically insignificant. The rest of the covariates are similar to
the results of column 1 in Table 6.2. In the third column of Table 6.2, we
only consider the average outage duration variables for water and electricity. The coefficient of the average duration of water outages is negative and
statistically significant at the 1% level unlike column 1 where the coefficient had no statistical significance. In contrast, the average duration of
power outages has a positive and statistically significant relationship with
sales. The implication may be the power outages are proxying for informal
firms that have access to electricity, and thus also proxying for intensity of
the use of physical capital given the additional proxies for capital are
binary variables. The use of generators does have a negative coefficient,
albeit statistically insignificant. In column 4 of Table 6.2, we use the total
duration of water and power outages (in days) over the last month as measures of water and power infrastructure respectively. The findings are similar to those of the average duration of water and power outages—the
coefficient of total water shortage duration is negative and highly statistically significant at the 1% level, while coefficient of total power outage
duration is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level.
Table 6.3 explores the effect of water infrastructure and labor productivity. Essentially Table 6.3 replicates Table 6.2 but switches the dependent variable from log of sales to log of sales per worker. The findings in
Tables 6.2 and 5.3 are almost exactly the same. Part of the reason is that
most informal firms are very small in size. The fairly consistent pattern
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Table 6.3 Water Shortages and Labor Productivity
Log of Sales per Worker

Total number of water outage incidents per day over the last month

Average length of water outage, 0 if no outage experienced

Total number of power outage incidents per day over the last month

Average length of power outage, 0 if no outage experienced

coef/se

coef/se

−0.603*

−0.779***

(0.324)

(0.290)

coef/se

−0.002

−0.003***

(0.002)

(0.001)

0.132

0.110

(0.106)

(0.124)

0.004

0.005***

(0.003)

(0.001)

Total duration of water shortages last month (in days)

coef/se

−0.043***
(0.015)

Total duration of power outages last month (in days)

0.027***
(0.009)

Firm uses generator Y/N
Log of total number of employees in regular month
Firm experienced crime last month Y/N
Firm pays for security Y/N
Largest owner started another business in the last three years Y/N
Produces or sells under contract from another business or person Y/N
Firm uses bank account to run business Y/N
Firm has a loan at this time Y/N
Manager experience (years)
Firm uses machinery in its current operations Y/N
Firm uses vehicles in its current operations Y/N
Firm pays informal payment to remain unregistered Y/N
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−0.181

−0.223

−0.054

−0.187

(0.151)

(0.167)

(0.174)

(0.136)

−0.521***

−0.522***

−0.499***

−0.511***

(0.119)

(0.103)

(0.114)

(0.114)

0.189

0.321

0.133

0.199

(0.288)

(0.266)

(0.275)

(0.258)

0.071

−0.034

0.086

0.058

(0.129)

(0.164)

(0.130)

(0.124)

−0.056

0.007

−0.050

−0.048

(0.086)

(0.077)

(0.072)

(0.086)

0.296**

0.345*

0.298**

0.294*

(0.148)

(0.195)

(0.149)

(0.152)

0.256*

0.252*

0.212

0.250*

(0.142)

(0.135)

(0.141)

(0.142)

−0.116

−0.089

−0.070

−0.110

(0.085)

(0.073)

(0.078)

(0.084)

0.006

0.006

0.008

0.007

(0.006)

(0.006)

(0.005)

(0.006)

0.110

0.104

0.085

0.113

(0.102)

(0.103)

(0.109)

(0.096)

0.400***

0.517***

0.399***

0.398***

(0.089)

(0.115)

(0.095)

(0.089)

−0.242**

−0.476***

−0.184*

−0.223*

(0.117)

(0.141)

(0.108)

(0.120)
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Table 6.3 Continued
Log of Sales per Worker
coef/se

Largest owner has a job in formal sector or looked for one over last
2 years Y/N
Manufacturing firm Y/N
Constant
Region (within country) fixed effects

coef/se

coef/se

coef/se

−0.110

−0.234

−0.087

−0.116

(0.228)

(0.168)

(0.218)

(0.228)

0.011

0.056

0.010

0.017

(0.109)

(0.101)

(0.102)

(0.109)

5.607***

6.319***

5.626***

6.292***

(0.177)

(0.158)

(0.180)

(0.167)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of observations

498

511

517

498

0.346

0.311

0.338

0.355

Adjusted R2

Note: Standard errors clustered by region and sector of activity. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

uncovered is that inadequate water infrastructure has a negative effect on
output and productivity.
Thus far, the sample used for the analysis has mainly been firms that
use water for business activities, excluding consumption and hygiene. In
Table 6.4 we present the findings using a Heckman selection model with
the identifying variable for the selection equation being whether or not a
firm is located in a household or a fixed premise with a permanent structure. The main specification in column 1 of Table 6.4 mimics column 1 of
Table 6.2, while column 3 of Table 6.4 replicates column 1 of Table 6.3. As
shown in columns 2 and 4 of Table 6.4, the location of firms in a household or a fixed premise with a permanent structure is positively and statistically significantly related to the likelihood that a firm uses water for
business activities, excluding consumption and hygiene. The findings indicate that incidents of water outages have a negative effect on firm output
and productivity. Both the magnitude and the statistical significance is
higher for the Heckman selection model than the base specifications in
columns 1 of Tables 5.2 and 5.3. The Wald test rejects the null that the
two equations are independent, thus justifying the use of the Heckman
selection model.

6.4.1 Magnitude of the Effects
Using the base specification presented in column 1 of Table 6.2 and the
Heckman selection model presented in Table 6.4, we calculate the magnitude of the effects and present in them in Table 6.5. From the base specification, an additional water shortage incident per day reduces revenues
for informal firms by USD 1,855, which is about 34.8% of the mean
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Table 6.4 Water Shortages—Heckman Selection Model
Log of Sales

Water Used for
Activity (Y/N)

Log of Sales
per Worker

Water Used for
Activity (Y/N)

coef/se

coef/se

coef/se

coef/se

Total number of water outage incidents per day over the last month

−0.700**
(0.294)

(0.294)

Average length of water outage, 0 if no outage experienced

−0.002

−0.002

(0.002)

(0.002)

0.165**

0.165**

(0.081)

(0.081)

0.003

0.003

(0.004)

(0.004)

−0.177

−0.177

(0.116)

(0.116)

Total number of power outage incidents per day over the last month
Average length of power outage, 0 if no outage experienced
Firm uses generator Y/N
Firm located within household or fixed premises and permanent
structure Y/N
Log of total number of employees in regular month
Firm experienced crime last month Y/N
Firm pays for security Y/N
Largest owner started another business in the last three years Y/N
Produces or sells under contract from another business or person Y/N
Firm uses bank account to run business Y/N
Firm has a loan at this time Y/N
Manager experience (years)
Firm uses machinery in its current operations Y/N
Firm uses vehicles in its current operations Y/N
Firm pays informal payment to remain unregistered Y/N
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−0.700**

0.401***

0.401***

(0.072)

(0.072)

0.670***

0.267***

(0.207)

(0.092)

−0.330
(0.207)

(0.092)

0.267***

0.239

−0.113

0.239

−0.113

(0.218)

(0.074)

(0.218)

(0.074)

0.038

−0.035

0.038

−0.035

(0.165)

(0.153)

(0.165)

(0.153)

−0.046

0.019

−0.046

0.019

(0.099)

(0.048)

(0.099)

(0.048)

0.290

−0.015

0.290

−0.015

(0.196)

(0.091)

(0.196)

(0.091)

0.100

−0.162**

0.100

−0.162**

(0.165)

(0.066)

(0.165)

(0.066)

−0.007

0.107

−0.007

0.107

(0.101)

(0.082)

(0.101)

(0.082)

0.001

−0.009*

0.001

−0.009*

(0.008)

(0.005)

(0.008)

(0.005)

0.259*

0.163

0.259*

0.163

(0.142)

(0.158)

(0.142)

(0.158)

0.648***

0.198**

0.648***

0.198**

(0.100)

(0.094)

(0.100)

(0.094)

−0.192

0.079

−0.192

0.079

(0.152)

(0.103)

(0.152)

(0.103)
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Table 6.4 Continued
Log of Sales
coef/se

Largest owner has a job in formal sector or looked for one over last
2 years Y/N
Manufacturing firm Y/N

−0.130

(0.083)

(0.200)

(0.083)

0.036

−0.036

0.036

−0.036

(0.088)

(0.162)

−1.880***
(0.498)

4.746***
(1.128)

(0.498)
1.013***
(0.309)

0.279*

0.279*

(0.154)

(0.154)

0.767

0.767

1.322

1.322

lambda

1.014

1.014

Wald test of indep. eqns. (rho = 0) prob > chi2

0.001

Number of observations

(0.088)
−1.880***

1.013***

sigma

Year fixed effects

−0.032

(0.309)

rho

Region (within country) fixed effects

coef/se

(0.200)

(1.128)

/lnsigma

coef/se

Water Used for
Activity (Y/N)

−0.130

4.746***

/athrho

coef/se

Log of Sales
per Worker

−0.032

(0.162)
Constant

Water Used for
Activity (Y/N)

0.001

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2,447

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2,447

Note: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Standard errors clustered by region and sector of activity. Note that rho is the correlation coefficient of the error terms
from the selection and the regression equation. Sigma is the estimator of the standard error of the residual in the regression equation. Lambda is Inverse mills
ratio (rho x sigma). Significance of lambda depends on rho as indicated by the Wald test.

Table 6.5 Magnitude of the Effects
Base Specification

1 water incident per day last month
1 std deviation increase in water incidents
1% increase in water incidents
Heckman Selection Model Specification

1 water incident per day last month
1 std deviation increase in water incidents
1% increase in water incidents per day

Loss in Sales

Loss in Sales as % of Mean

1,855

34.8

259

4.9

−0.03
Loss in Sales

Loss in Sales as % of Mean

2,155

40.4

301

5.6

−0.03
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revenues of the firms in the sample. Or a one standard deviation increase
in the number of water outages per day in the last month leads to a 4.9%
percent loss of sales. This translates to an elasticity of 0.03%, that is a 1%
increase in the number of incidents of water shortages per day results in a
0.03% reduction of revenues. These are considerable effects, given that
magnitude for similar effects for formal firms have been found to be about
8.7% of revenues (as documented in the proceeding chapter of this
report).3 A possible explanation for this large gap in magnitudes may be
because informal firms have far less capacity to adapt to infrastructure
service deficits.

6.5 Conclusions
Infrastructure issues are considered to be a main concern for the formal
sector, but little attention is afforded to what role they may play in the
informal sector. This study established a hitherto unexplored r elationship—
the effect of water shortages in terms of water insufficiency incidents and
duration on firm productivity. The study finds a negative and significant
effect of water shortage incidents and the total duration of water outages
on firm output and labor productivity. A 1% increase in the number of
water shortage incidents results in a 0.03% decline in sales. This is a larger
effect than those found for formal firms. It is not surprising that poor infrastructure quality hurts the more vulnerable elements in society.
With looming water challenges, one can expect that issues of water
infrastructure quality may worsen. This study serves to draw attention to
the risks water challenges pose to the informal sector. The informal sector
is large, and any losses suffered in the sector may have important implications for the well-being of a large section of the poor that could turn back
the clock on several advancements achieved by the development community, particularly in the areas of poverty and health. We hope this study
encourages more research efforts in this area.

Notes
1. The 10 economies are Angola, Argentina, Botswana, Democratic Republic of
Congo, Guatemala, Kenya, Mali, Myanmar, Peru, and Rwanda.
2. Regression results not presented but available from authors.
3. Islam, 2017
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Annex
Table A6.1 Country Composition
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Country

Year

Angola

2010

Argentina

2010

Botswana

2010

Burkina Faso

2009

Cameroon

2009

Cape Verde

2009

Cote d’Ivoire

2009

Democratic Republic of Congo

2013

Ghana

2013

Guatemala

2010

Kenya

2013

Madagascar

2009

Mali

2010

Mauritius

2009

Myanmar

2014

Nepal

2009

Peru

2010

Rwanda

2011
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Table A6.2 Informal Firm Activity for 10 Economies
Firm Activity

Manufacturing of clothes or shoes

No. of Firms

365

Percent of Sample

17.94

Manufacturing of baked food (baker)

63

3.1

Manufacturing of coffee, sugar, oil, dry fruits, and other processed
foods (exclude restaurants, street food sellers)

41

2.01

Manufacturing of handcrafts

54

2.65

Manufacturing of furniture

186

9.14

Manufacturing of metal products

107

5.26

Manufacturing of household items

29

1.43

20

0.98

Other manufacturing (not included above)

Manufacturing of tools and instruments

114

5.6

Selling food or groceries (street food sellers, restaurants)

247

12.14

95

4.67

Selling of business/computer/phone services

131

6.44

Selling of other goods

226

11.11

12

0.59

Selling of clothes or household items

Transport services
Cleaning and washing services

5

0.25

Hairdressers and barber shops

93

4.57

Professional services (including internet services)
Repairing services
Construction
Other services (not included above)
Total

26

1.28

111

5.45

6

0.29

104

5.11

2,035

Note: The 10 economies are Angola, Argentina, Botswana, Democratic Republic of Congo, Guatemala, Kenya, Mali, Myanmar,
Peru, Rwanda.
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7

Regulating Water and Sanitation
Network Services: Accounting
for Institutional and Informational
Constraints
7.1 Introduction
This paper shows that, when the most cost effective technology to deliver
water supply and sanitation (WSS) services is offered by a monopoly, the
sector’s institutional characteristics should drive the design of regulation
much more than they currently do. This is necessary to ensure that much
needed investments take place, that costs are minimized, and that financing strategies are realistic. For any given country, region, or city, the balance
between sticks and carrots built into the design of regulation should be the
outcome of two diagnostics. The first being an assessment of the specific
institutional constraints on the ability of the public sector agencies to
implement and enforce regulation in the interests of all stakeholders. The
second being the importance and nature of the informational advantages
enjoyed by the regulated operator on its costs and customer base.1
Observed regulatory designs too often ignore the relevance of these
institutional and informational constraints in the early days of reforms out
of sheer obliviousness to their relevance, and in general, for sector-based or
broader political economy reasons.2 The result is that current regulatory
institutional choices are now the outcome of an increased standardization
of formal regulatory arrangements.
Given that countries, regions, or cities will often differ along several
dimensions, in addition to these two constraints, the adoption of standardized designs has often failed to deliver expected performance. For instance,
for the last 25 years, the prevailing assumption in policy circles has been
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that the creation of a regulatory agency separated from the Ministry would
make it easier to improve the accountability of the state and of the operators for their performance. About 45% of countries from a sample of
123 developing and emerging economies have followed this approach (see
Bertomeu and Estache, 2017). This has become the main alternative to
the historical model in which the sector Ministry instructs the operator on
key decisions such as staffing, pricing, or technological choices, with or
without supervision from a specialized unit within this Ministry. In many
countries, the lack of transparency in this historical model has been blamed
for underinvestment, excess costs, or delays in the adoption of more costeffective management solutions. The reasoning is that it minimized
accountability and increased the scope for political interference in key
operational decisions in the sector.
After 25 years of experience, there is now enough evidence that this
specific institutional change and many of the other standardized changes
brought by the reforms of the 1990s may have been useful but have not
been a sufficient condition to guarantee an acceleration of improvements in
sector performance. For instance, progress rates in water access have been
slow considering the acceleration of urbanization and the continued strong
population growth rates.3 Progress rates have been better in sanitation but
disappointing considering the size of the access gap. As for the ability of the
standardized institutional changes to attract private participation in the
operation and financing needs of the sector, the evidence is also disappointing. In a recent institutional snapshot of the sector, Bertomeu et al. (2017)
show that the creation of an independent regulatory agency (IRA) is uncorrelated with a country’s ability to attract private participation in WSS.4
Performance improvements can be observed with and without such an
agency. Success depends more on whether regulatory processes match the
institutional constraints and preferences of a country.
To ensure a better match between the design of regulation and these
institutional and informational constraints and preferences, details matter.
And these details will matter whether the country has adopted a regulatory agency or not. Failing to account for these details is largely why some
countries with separate regulatory agencies have underperformed, and
why some other countries more aware of their limitations have been able
to attract private investment, speed up access rates, or improve water
treatment, whether or not they had created separate regulatory agencies.
To highlight the main components of the necessary institutional diagnostic, the very broad range of relevant characteristics can be grouped in,
the following four categories (Estache and Wren-Lewis, 2009):
1. technical and legal capacity of the staff of the institutions, which measures the extent to which the regulators or the Ministry staff have the
information, the technical tools, the skills, the financial resources, or
the mandate to supervise all aspects of the operators’ performance;
2. credibility of the officials, which measures the political will of the
authorities to make and enforce long-term contractual commitments
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without unjustified renegotiations. This is particularly important
when long lived investments require long amortizations periods to be
covered by tariffs or subsidies;
3. accountability, which measures the extent to which the actors of the
sector, whether consumers, operators, financiers (including donors),
regulators, Ministry bureaucrats, or politicians, can be held responsible
for their obligations. This is largely linked to the information flows
between actors since it is through misuse or lack of transparency of
this information that the potential for abuses leading to underperformance in costs, quality, or price can take place; and
4. fiscal efficiency, which measures the extent to which governments are
able to collect adequate revenue when they commit to direct subsidies. These are quite common in the sector as a way of ensuring that
the limited ability of consumers to pay for services does not lead to
the exclusion of the poorest, or as a way to reduce the financial risk
that operators are expected to take on when investing in a project.
The detailed evidence collected over the years by various studies of
the sector taking different perspectives shows that the particularly large
number of failures in WSS contractual arrangements between public and
private players, as well as across government levels within countries or
across government agencies and ministries, can be correlated with a poor
appreciation of at least one of these four sources of institutional weaknesses (Estache and Wren-Lewis (2010) provide a survey of the empirical
evidence).
The empirical indicator that has enjoyed the highest visibility of the
risks linked to institutional standardization is the rate of contract renegotiation. This is a reasonably credible indicator of the time inconsistency of
the contract, which tends to be bad for reforms demanding long-term
commitments by governments (e.g., to fair rates of return or to the payment of subsidies if these are part of the contractual promises) and in
particular for investment. Between 1990 and 2010, according to Guasch
et al. (2014), over 90% of the water Public Private Partnership (PPP) deals,
supported by a largely standardized contractual and regulatory packaging,
have been renegotiated. The most interesting observation is that the usual
outcome of renegotiation has been a redesign of contracts and regulation
to better match the various risk drivers linked to a wide range of institutional weaknesses that have only been recognized during the renegotiation
process. For instance, the widely popular price caps, built in the original
designs of the 1990s, have been replaced by de facto cost-plus regulations
to reassure investors, since it guarantees a minimum return.5 Similarly,
investment subsidies have now often replaced private financing, in other
words, regulation adjusted ex-post to the constraints imposed by institutional weaknesses that were underestimated upfront.6
The main lesson from 25 years of trial and error is that there is a
strong case for the up-front explicit internalization of a broad range of
institutional constraints and opportunities in the choice of regulatory goals
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and tools.7 This ex-ante institutional diagnostic has to identify legal,
bureaucratic, cultural, capacity, political, and other bottlenecks or hurdles
because they characterize the commitment ability (and hence the credibility) and the technical capacity of regulators.8 Many of these dimensions
have already been documented in the legal and public administration literature, and economists are now starting to factor them in when assessing
the best matches between regulatory options and institutional constraints.9
This includes, for instance, the opportunity to make the most out of
“nudges” to “trick” key actors into making the right decisions, and to
account for the religious and nonreligious motivations for caring about
basic public goods or services. The accumulated evidence points to the
necessity of accounting for the multi-dimensionality of the hurdles and
catalysers of effective regulation, which had largely been ignored in the
1990s and most of the 2000s.10 The remaining challenge lies in the willingness to build these insights into policy implementation.
To be able to provide a broad picture of the operational and policy
implications of institutional weaknesses in the sector, this paper is organized as follows. Section 7.2 discusses the main stylized facts which motivate the rejection of a business-as-usual approach to regulation in the
sector. Section 7.3 reviews the main implications of the diagnostic for the
regulatory governance of the sector and the design of regulation. It emphasizes the informational and institutional dimensions of regulatory design
and its enforcement, and offers suggestions to address the weaknesses. It
also highlights the importance of matching regulatory options with institutional and information constraints. Section 7.4 concludes.

7.2 What Do Institutional Weaknesses Imply for Regulation?
Theory and practice offer concrete suggestions to produce an optimal
answer to each type of institutional weakness. Solutions can and should be
tailored to allow regulation to match institutional constraints and do so
with the information collected from a systematic regulatory diagnostic.
This diagnostic should clearly start with a sense of the absolute and relative importance of institutional, legal, and cultural constraints and needs to
document it as precisely as possible. But the real challenge is the second
step. This involves matching the constraints with tools and ensuring an
overall regulatory framework that is coherent, financially sustainable, and
flexible enough to be able to adapt fairly to shocks hitting the countries
and/or the operators.
Coherence ensures that the speed at which investment is made
matches the evolution of the size and composition of demand in the sector. It also ensures that the choices of technologies are coherent with the
urgency of needs, as well as with the ability of the users to pay for the
services. Financial sustainability ensures that investors can recover their
costs and that public investors or authorities can afford the subsidies
required. Flexibility implies that the regulatory system is built around
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rules that allow a fair treatment of all players when unexpected changes
hit the firm or the sector, such as sudden input price shocks. These concerns appear in the negotiation of a contract which have become important regulatory tools, in particular in countries with private sector
participation. The following discussion only aims at illustrating how they
are likely to come up in institutional and regulatory diagnostics.

7.2.1 What Happens When Technical, Budgetary, or Legal Capacity
to Implement Regulation Is Limited?
Almost 3 decades after the first reforms started, the sector continues to
suffer from significant technical and informational capacity constraints.
When conducting an institutional diagnostic, in most countries the inventory of institutional constraints starts with human capital and related
capacity dimensions. This was a concern 25 years ago and remains so today.
Technical assistance is, indeed, still needed in many countries to organize
tariff revisions or assess costs, illustrating the continued human capital
limitations of the sector. This has created a dependence on external advice
which is of a very unpredictable quality. There are many instances in
which these experts essentially import processes and tools without concern for the local needs and learning curve.
Technical assistance (TA) is a business like any other and it has been a
very sound business, largely because the transfer of knowledge is not taking place and TA contracts are simply relaunched and often simply
renewed. Outsourcing regulatory work was a useful option initially; it is
now the reflection of a legacy which though institutionalized diagnostics
are showing signs of diminishing returns. The standardization of advice has
become damaging.
With respect to the quality of information available to make the right
technical and financial decisions, progress has been made, and there are
now comparable monitoring indicators of the commercial, financial, operational and technical performance of the sectors for a large number of
operators. Most regions have now organized regional water regulators and
operators’ associations. Moreover, initiatives such as the International
Benchmarking Network for Water and Sanitation Utilities (IBNET) promoted by the World Bank, the OECD Water Governance Indicators or the
more commercially oriented platforms, such as the Global Water Intelligence (GWI) or the International Water Association (IWA), all produce
useful partial datasets allowing some degree of benchmarking. But none of
them account for all of the relevant dimensions, and most of them have an
incomplete country or operator coverage. All these sources have their fair
share of critics because the data collected are often incomplete or of poor
quality.11 But despite their limitations, they already provide a solid basis to
conduct some of the necessary policy work. However, more and better
data are needed.
The main information gaps concern costs which, in regulation, are a
significant gap as they impact the scope of accountability as discussed
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later. They result from a failure to adopt standard regulatory accounting
practices which are essential to be able to compute tariffs, rates of return,
or financing requirements in a rigorous way which accounts not only for
financial concerns but also for social concerns. This is an illustration of
what technical and capacity constraints means in practice. Lots of data are
missing to be able to make the right regulatory decisions.
In many countries, this is the result of a wrong skill mix or level among
the staff of the agencies and the ministries. It can also often be due to a
lack of budget capacity needed to outsource or acquire technical assistance or put in place an information collection system which could be
used to measure performance, forecast needs, and assess the real financing
and technological options at the city, regional, or national level. It also
reflects incomplete or uncertain mandates. And maybe just as importantly,
it reflects a significant lag in adopting and or implementing the most basic
tools to conduct fair cost and pricing diagnostics.
The main outcome is that the regulators are less likely to be able to
observe costs and distinguish between the extent to which high costs are
linked to the operators’ technological constraints, inefficiencies of information, or their efforts to make the most of the technology available. This
lack of access to correct cost information is what leads to increased firm
rents, possibly lower supply, and lower social welfare.
In theory, the solution to this problem is to come up with a regulatory
model that minimizes the information requirements. This is what regulations such as price caps or comparable tools deliver, at least until prices
need to be revised for any reason. They also provide a strong incentive to
operators to cut costs since the difference between actual costs and the
price cap defines the rate of return. When technical, legal, or financial
capacity to regulate is limited, in the short to medium run, these regulatory approaches are usually preferable to rate-of-return or cost-plus regulation. They are easier to implement without initial access to serious cost
accounting. Their starting point could take the form of a benchmarking
exercise relying on comparable operators in comparable contexts.
In practice, the simplest solution is thus to allow authorities to buy
time to put all the regulatory tools in place (i.e., accounting system, asset
valuation, cost of capital assessment, efficiency measurement methodologies, and matching databases). These are needed to compute a fair average
price and/or subsidy, and it can be done with reasonably modest amount
of basic cost accounting data. The approach also reduces the risks of corruption allowing artificial cost inflations to justify higher prices and profit
sharing between corrupt officials and operators.

7.2.2 What Happens When Credibility Is Limited?
Government and regulatory credibility is an issue in the water sector. Of
all infrastructure sectors, water is the one in which contracts are most frequently renegotiated; indeed over the last 25 more than 85 percent of
contracts have been subject to changes, demonstrating the limited ability
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of all parties involved in a large-scale water transaction to make a longterm commitment. Contract renegotiation may be desirable when new
information is identified that deserves a different treatment. However, in
most cases, this information should have been identified before the contract was awarded, suggesting a strategic use of information gaps by one or
more parties involved. Operators complain that renegotiation is evidence
of a non-respect of promises to firms. Users argue that it reflects the regulators’ limited willingness to enforce contracts.
The real issue is the fact that when commitment and credibility are
low, all firms will have an incentive to pretend to be of the high-cost variety, even If they are not. For the good firms, the main outcomes are higher
risks of underinvestment, higher scope for rents, and higher than required
average prices. There are also higher risks of a “ratchet effect” (that is, if the
firm reveals its type to be low cost, it knows the regulator will be more
demanding, so there is an added incentive not to reveal information).
Empirical evidence suggests that price caps are more highly associated
with renegotiation than cost-plus regulation. This is also the prediction of
theory and hence cost-plus regulation may seem to be the best form of
regulation. This is because higher risks linked to a lower credibility and
commitment capacity demand a higher guaranteed rent to get firms interested in the business. But focusing on the degree of incentive of the regulation may not be the only tool. Nationalization is an option allowing
governments to control the rent. This is perhaps why average prices may
be higher under public provision.

7.2.3 What Happens When Accountability Is Limited?
Accountability does not mean the same thing to all WSS actors. For politicians, the next election is when accountability is possible. For regulators,
the rules are more ad hoc. This increases the risks of arbitrary and/or corrupt decisions. De facto, it reduces the sense that regulatory interactions
with government and regulators are subject to checks and balances. The
outcomes are again quite predictable. Lower accountability translates into
higher risks, which show up as higher average prices and rent as well as
lower outputs and, usually, quality. Lack of actual (vs. formal) checks and
balances increases the cost to the government to cut the ease with which
bribes can be made, making corruption problems more likely. One of the
interesting but daunting results of theory is that when corruption becomes
too big, it is too costly to try to fix, which may explain why some governments may seem sanguine about the issue (Estache and Wren-Lewis
(2009) and Soreide et al., 2014).
When the accountability problem is both with the politicians and the
regulator, theory suggests that it is best to also consider reducing the payoffs to information asymmetry favoring any of the actors. This reduces
incentives to renegotiate on either side as new information is being generated and the size of potential rent is reevaluated. It also reduces the scope
for corruption since it reduces the margin for cost padding by allowing
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cost benchmarking. This is usually best achieved by adopting a cost-plus
regulatory regime anchored in a rigorous baseline benchmarking exercise
to track the evolution of costs. In the process, it reduces the perception of
risks and hence expected return (and average tariff) since expected return
is driven by risk perception, but this may require a trade-off of efficiency
gains, as discussed below.
But cost-plus may not be the best solution when the problem is largely
driven by weak regulators. In that case, the most obvious solution is actually to outsource partially, at least enough to increase the transparency, the
quality, and the accountability of specific regulatory functions. But there
are often political limits driven by sovereignty concerns to this option. In
that case, the best solution is linked to the specific source of the regulatory
weakness.
If the main issue is that regulators do not have the necessary information (e.g., because accounting practices are poor, because willingness to
pay or household consumption surveys are not available), or if these regulators are not yet expert in processing this information), it seems reasonable to pick a regulatory system that will limit the use of information or
skills. This can be achieved by setting a maximum price, informed by the
cost information available and international benchmarking. This price cap
gives a strong incentive to the operators to minimize costs since the difference between the price cap and the actual cost defines their profit margin.
And while doing so, it buys time for the regulator to learn more about
these actual costs.
If instead, the main weakness is an excessive risk of political interference or of corruption, price caps may be risky since the initial price cap
may be manipulated. In this case, it may be better to use a cost-plus
approach that limits explicitly the rate of return by defining the allowed
maximum markup over audited costs and to complement it with an international cost benchmarking.12
When both concerns apply equally, offering a menu of choices may be
the best solution. One of the choices links output or investments with a
set fixed price cap (i.e., fixed price regulation) and the other links it with
rate of return over investment or a set profit margin over costs (flexible
price regulation or cost of service regulation) with corresponding bidding
rules that can help in selecting the better performer, even if this comes at
the cost of sacrificing efficiency (intuitively, it helps reveal information
about costs).
In practice, the experience suggests that the actual choice between
the various regulatory regimes is mostly skewed by a lack of access to
much needed cost accounting data. Regulatory reforms continue to be
victims of the lack of desire for accountability of many of the key actors.
Data on operational and technical performance are relatively easy to
obtain. But data on the financial and commercial management of regulated industries are much more difficult to access. Few developing countries have adopted minimal standards of regulatory accounting systems
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that would allow this accountability on cost, prices, and financing strategies. As long as this remains unaddressed, the scope for improvements in
accountability will be limited.

7.2.4 What Happens When the Fiscal Efficiency Is Limited?
For the water sector in general, fiscal constraints tend to be quite binding,
and since the private sector has not delivered as much financing as initially
expected in the poorest countries, it is easy to see that progress in meeting
the needs of the poorest would inevitably be slow. Fiscal constraints can
indeed be partially credited with the limited progress achieved in reaching
the desired access rate for the lower income groups. Fiscal constraints can
also be blamed for the failure to ensure reasonable affordability since the
margin to provide connection or consumption subsidies is limited.
Conceptually, this should not be too hard to deal with. If the public or
private operators have only limited access to capital markets, and if some
users have limited ability to pay, rationing or postponing investments and
some maintenance are rational solutions. And rationing is indeed the most
common solution when there are uniform pricing restrictions (i.e., all
regions and all users have to pay the same price). An alternative conceptual option is to rely on cross-subsidization. This has long been rejected in
the sector because of well- known perverse effects. It distorts consumption
and may lead to mis-targeted investments. Yet, when the size of the network is slow to progress and scale economies matter, increasing access can
help cut average costs, even when some new users pay a fraction of the
marginal cost of expansion. And this can help reduce the long-term need
for direct and cross-subsidies and at the same time be good for affordability. There is the risk, however, that service costs associated with too large a
network can be higher than the cost reduction due to scale effects. In this
case, it may also be rational for an operator to bet on a smaller scale. Thus,
the issue is the outcome of a trade-off between access and affordability.
More access means less affordability. These are the very subtle outcomes
of the complexity of the sector.
Many countries, de facto, bet on cross-subsidies (across people or
across regions). Low cost users subsidize high cost users. If high cost users
are also the poor users, cross-subsidies can help finance the service needs
of the poor when fiscal constraints limit the scope for direct subsidies.
There is an efficiency cost since some users may consume more than they
would otherwise do, but this cost comes at an equity or fairness gain, and
if the loss is not significant (simply because the elasticity of demand to
prices is very low), the country is better off (i.e., social welfare improves).
This can be measured in practice. But the additional payoff that tends to
be ignored is that cross-subsidies may reduce the sense of commercial risk
by operators if it allows them to rely less on uncertain subsidies when
governments face fiscal uncertainty. This also illustrates how regulation
can be tailored to improve financing.
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Cross-subsidies may be easier to work with when the sector is under
a price cap since it gives more for discretion to the operator to manage
them. In practice, this has seldom been debated in the context of reform,
since reform teams often ignore the details of regulatory processes and
their interactions with multiple dimensions of financing. The attractiveness of the approach also depends on the importance of regulatory capacity and accountability limitations since they tend to make price caps less
desirable. In other words, with weak institutions, the need to rely on crosssubsidies for fiscal reasons may imply a stronger tolerance for cost padding
by the natural monopoly. But in this case, the higher rent allows the financing of equity considerations.

7.3 Consequences of the Regulatory Mismanagement
of Institutional Weaknesses
Besides the choice between rate of return/cost plus and price caps, or
hybrid regimes which combine the two, there are other ways of targeting
institutional weaknesses. Targeting should focus on strengthening the specific regulatory processes and tools which limit WSS policy financing,
monitoring, implementation and enforcement, while accounting for the
context in which these processes are being used. The following discussion
focuses on the main policy concerns for which regulation and regulatory
processes matter explicitly: the efficiency of investment, production and
costs decisions, their equity, their financial viability, and the accountability
of the decision makers.

7.3.1 Impact on Efficiency
Efficiency is measured along several dimensions. This section discusses the
extent to which regulatory processes provide the right incentives to operators to make investment decisions at the speed required to meet demand,
to minimize costs, and to participate in procurement auctions designed to
increase competition for the right to provide services in the sector. The
first is a measure of dynamic efficiency, and the second is a static cost efficiency. The third one deals with various dimensions of efficiency, with an
emphasis on the extent to which limits to competition impact cost
efficiency.
On the inefficiency of current investment levels
The problem? Investment gaps are a clear indicator of a regulatory failure.
Table 7.1, reporting the access rates across regions for both water and sanitation, shows that not all regions are managing to cater to the needs of a
growing urban population fast enough. Moreover, it points to a major sanitation issue. Only one in three Africans and two in three South Asians
living in a city benefit from proper sanitation infrastructure. To close this
gap, investment levels would, within the next 10–15 years, have to speed
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Table 7.1 Basic Stylized Facts on Urban Water and Sanitation Access in Developing Countries
Urban Access Rates
to Improved Water Sources
Access Rate as
% Pop (2015)

Average Growth Rate
in Access Rates
(1991–2015)

Urban Access Rates to Sanitation
Access Rate as
% Pop (2015)

Average Growth Rate
in Access Rates
(1991–2015)

East Asia & Pacific

96.9

0.09%

74.9

1.8

Europe & Central Asia

98.5

0.07%

93.7

0.4

Latin America & Caribbean

97.3

0.15%

80.6

1.0

Middle East & North Africa

94.9

−0.05%

89.7

1.0

South Asia

95.3

0.26%

64.6

0.9

Sub-Saharan Africa

86.8

0.18%

29.7

0.9

Source: Authors’ computation based on World Bank Development Indicators data.

up significantly. At the current growth rate, it would take another 59 years
to ensure that one in two Africans living in a city would have access to
appropriate sanitation facilities. To close the gap by 2030, access rates
would have to increase by 8.5% annually, about 10 times greater than the
average of the last 15 years. But the challenge is broader than this. In 2010,
54% of the world’s population was urban. Within the next 15 years, urban
population will represent 60% of total population. This corresponds to a
growth rate of 0.525% per year. Without an acceleration of investment,
none of the developing regions will be able to achieve full water and sanitation coverage by 2030. Regulation has not been able to get operators to
anticipate these needs.
The most obvious institutional weakness explaining the issues is a lack
of fiscal capacity. What Table 7.1 does not show is that when the private
sector does not deliver, the public sector needs to step in with subsidies.
Since 2008, this has been a problem. Almost all countries have seen fiscal
constraints reduce governments’ ability to take on the investment responsibility to reduce the gap between demand and supply in the sector in the
poorest regions for water, and across regions for sanitation.
A related explanation is that investment financing prospects have not
met with optimistic predictions. For almost 30 years, the assumption has
been that the private sector would replace the public sector as a source of
financing for WSS. In practice, this assumption slowed total investment
because public sector cuts were not compensated by private investment
(e.g., Estache and Fay, 2010). The hardest hit by the slowdown in investment were the poorest countries, despite the strong political support for
investment in the sector resulting from the adoption of the MDGs in
2000.
An additional driver of underinvestment in WSS is the fact that the
responsibility for investment decisions in the sector is often a mandate
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shared across various levels of government. With uncertain local commitment to respect weakly enforceable joint or interrelated contractual obligations (i.e., little accountability), shared mandates lead to a moral hazard
issue resulting in service not being provided. A recent case study of the
shared responsibility for water pollution in the state of Sao Paulo (Brazil)
shows that enforcement of commitments works only reasonably well
when there is political alignment between the various government levels
sharing the mandate for sanitation (i.e., when they all belong to the same
party or the same coalition). In other cases, investment in water treatment
is lower than committed or needed (Estache et al., 2016) since no government level has an incentive to try hard to address the problem as responsibility for failure is shared.13
A fourth explanation is related to a lack of credibility of government,
which increases the risk of renegotiations which expose investors to higher
risks than they anticipated. This loss of credibility can be seen in the changes
in the risk allocation characteristics of the contracts signed since the early
90s. Private operators are no longer signing concession contracts as easily as
they did then. New contracts are typically management contracts in which
the public sector picks up all commercial risks. Even when concession contracts are signed, most large firms in the sector have enough bargaining
power to decide who to exclude from service obligations, even when they
are subsidized. This is what happened in some of the Argentinean provinces
where the operators were willing to cater to the urban users, but managed
to exclude rural users or users in secondary cities. This exclusion seemed
rational to them and was based on their assessment of commercial risks
associated with some groups of users. More specifically, it is linked to the
perception of a limited ability or willingness to pay of some users, associated
with low-income levels and the pro-cyclicality of risks.14 This risk is not
unrealistic according to a survey conducted by Hulland et al. (2015); relying
on a meta-analysis of studies measuring households’ willingness to pay for
cleaner water, they find that it is often less than the cost of providing the
service. This also should be factored into the design of regulation.15

So what? Whether the service providers are public or private, the failure
to get operators to invest reflects a failure to provide the right incentives
to do so or to work with the government to mobilize the resources needed
to finance investments. When the operator is private or public but commercialized, investment does not happen because the return to the financial investment is not guaranteed. When the operator is not even
commercialized, investment is usually simply an ad-hoc decision reflecting opportunities rather than strategic planning.
Contracts can be used to deal with investment obligations. However,
the fact that the operators will usually have more information on the business costs of the sector, as well as on its environmental impacts, than the
regulator or the public officials in ministries makes it quite hard to implement the well-intended push for increasing coverage where large shares of
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the population still do not have access to piped water. Governments and/
or regulators can indeed try to deal coverage concerns through service
obligations and specific demands on the timing of these investments built
into the contracts. But this is easier said than done because these plans are
usually linked to cost information controlled by the WSS operators,
whether public or private. Operators have good reasons to be reluctant to
share the information needed to assess whether annual investments and
maintenance costs are efficient. Information will not be forthcoming if the
possible regulatory tricks available to force better information sharing are
not implemented.
But the investment challenge is not only a technical one, it is also a
political one. The need to improve regulations to reduce the extent to
which the level of investment and output last demand touches upon a
number of politically sensitive issues. Investment is not just about ensuring
fair access. It is also about fair returns to private or public providers and
minimizing the burden on taxpayers if subsidies are needed. If regulation
is ineffective, the sole supplier (i.e., the monopolist) will always have an
incentive to run the business to maximize its returns rather than for the
service level in the public interest.16 This politically sensitive observation
is predictable from theory but also well validated in practice.17
For the typical cost structure characterizing a monopolist (i.e., average
declining costs), the return is maximized with an output (and often a quality) level lower than the level that ensures the best use of resources to
match demand and with a targeting of investment plans and quality management that caters to commercially or politically important users.18 It
should not be a surprise that, in WSS, poor regulation is matched by coverage levels below what they should be, and prices higher than they need to
be. Indeed, the existence of scale economies in the water sector generally
lead to lower average costs and hence lower average prices as output
increases to increase coverage levels. Indeed, this is what has been observed
in many developing and some developed countries. The MDGs helped
reduce the gap between supply and demand, but failed to eliminate it. But
targets are indeed hard to enforce when institutions are too weak to push
the operators’ incentives in the right direction.
For instance, a detailed empirical study has demonstrated that during
the 4 years that a private company operated the Malian Water company in
the 1990s, investment delivered was well below the contractual commitments. Operational costs were reduced during that period but very little of
the cost saving was passed on to users because the regulator was initially
unable to force the operator to do so. The experience ended with the renationalization of the service.19 Similar evidence is available for various Latin
American countries. For example, the experiences of Argentina and Bolivia
have been amply documented. Regulation is indeed a challenge and a
common source of conflict when it is not well designed.
When the pricing process does not lead to full cost recovery for the
operators, with or without subsidies, slower investment or investment
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rationing are the expected outcomes. The core underlying issue is the
extent to which the combination of prices, surcharges, or subsidies agreed
upon as part of regulation should provide timely returns, cover depreciation, capital investments, and replacement or rehabilitation (of mains,
pumps, valves, service lines, hydrants, meters, as well as water main cleaning and main relocations). In addition to the speed and costing problems
linked to the procurement process discussed later, the limited ability of the
regulatory regime to generate enough revenue to cover costs in a highly
politically sensitive sector is at the root of investment underperformance.
Note that although regulatory processes and tools have a role to play
in this, they will often not be enough. For instance, closing the investment
needs in Sub-Saharan Africa—the region where they are the strongest—
will not be solved by a change in the regulatory regime. The ability to pay
and to subsidize will continue to be too small in the short to medium term
in most countries. This means that closing the gap faster in the poorest
countries implies providing more targeted international aid faster in the
short to medium run.
In practice, many countries may want to step back and reassess the
way investments (capex) are dealt with in their regulation when the technical capacity of the regulators and the commitment ability of the government are limited. One of the ways in which it may have to be improved is
by rethinking the extent to which the contractual obligations can be
designed, and how investment and increased access performance are
assessed. Simpler contracts may be more transparent and hence improve
accountability on investment levels, quality, and costs, while more complex approaches are constrained by accounting, legal, or technical capacity
constraints. Simpler may not mean perfect, but it is likely to mean simpler
to enforce in a fairer and more financially sustainable way. Another way is
to return to more systematic investment planning to anchor the design of
regulation in more transparent decisions on the investment targets and
costs.20 This implies a more strategic vision of the sector recognizing the
interactions across all public sector functions (i.e., budget allocation stage,
procurement, regulation, etc.). At the national, regional, and sometimes
city level, it may be useful to consider the consolidation of policy evaluation into a single institution, equivalent to the National Infrastructure
Commission created in the United Kingdom in 2015, and staffed with
independent experts. This should help enable a transparent long-term strategic decision-making process with a mandate to find ways to speed up
investment at realistic costs and to increase the visibility of progress.
Note that underinvestment is not just a developing country issue.
Similar regulatory conflicts are also arising in many European countries.
Investments have not been delivered by regulated companies in spite of
increasing average WSS prices justified by the need to finance investment.
Over the last 10 years, the British water regulator has had to fine operators
who failed to comply with investment obligations, including some who
were blamed for similar failures in developing countries (Byatt, 2012). In
Canada and the United States, the most recent deals have seen the public
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sector take on most, if not all, of the investment risks as part of public
private partnerships (PPPs). Contracts are increasingly simply management contracts (i.e., contracts without any investment commitment).
On the inefficiency of current costs levels
The problem? To appreciate the strength of the incentives to maintain
opacity on costs, it is useful to keep in mind that any monopolist has an
incentive to adjust production within the limits of the regulatory boundaries. This includes costing strategies. For instance, when investment budgets
are allocated annually, inflating investment costs is equivalent to slowing
efforts to cut costs.21 This works quite well, including when service obligations are imposed and tariffs cannot be increased. For a monopolist, maintaining information asymmetries (i.e., the control of all relevant
information) is thus a reliable way of inflating returns when the regulator
has a limited capacity to regulate for technical reasons or when the legal
setup does not allow the regulator to impose a transparent regulatory
accounting system. The efficiency literature suggests that regulators have
not been as effective as they should have been in providing the right incentives and the anticorruption literature points to reasons to be concerned
with their capture by investors and/or operators.
To assess the extent to which regulation delivers on current (static)
cost efficiency, an easy approach is to rely on the estimation of cost or production frontiers which estimate the lowest cost at which a specific water
service can be achieved or the highest level of service for a given cost or
revenue.22 This approach has been adopted by a growing number of regulators and government auditors to assess the extent to which costs are minimized and/or production maximized for the input levels and prices and the
technology available. This has proven to be useful to identify potential cost
drivers as diverse as the scale, scope or density economies, ownership, governance, regulation, regulatory agencies, and other exogenous variables.
The most recent systematic overviews of these studies have been produced by Bel et al. (2010) and Carvalho et al. (2012). According to Carvalho et al. (2012), by the end of 2010, over 250 studies had looked at
efficiency levels and many had analyzed their drivers. This produced
important insights into how much the institutional organization of regulation impacts prices, costs or quality of service.
The first insight highlights lasting cost inefficiencies despite improvements brought about by standard regulatory reforms. This can reflect a
poor use of the assets linked to mismanagement or similar issues. But it can
also reflect a lack of effort to do as well as possible, or cost padding—i.e.,
artificially inflating the costs. In these cases, inefficiency is a reflection of
the ability of operators to create extra-profits (i.e., rent) in the sector.23 In
other words, regulation is underperforming more often than not since
inefficiencies last.
The second insight is that there is no evidence on the existence of:
(1) a general optimal production scale of water utilities, (2) systematic
scope economies between different types of services, (3) the desirability of
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vertical integration, (4) the desirability of privatization, and (5) the relevance of legal and cultural norms. This suggests that the performance
needs to be assessed on a case-by-case basis, which accounts for a wide
range of variables characterizing the market itself (in terms of size, location, ability, and willingness to pay).
The third insight is that some of the cost drivers are predictable and
include some institutional dimensions. Some variables relate to the natural
environment. They include geography, hydrology, and topography. Others
are institutional and include the legal origins and level of corruption. Any
of these can make a difference to the optimal size, scope, vertical integration, and privatization level, as measured by the degree of inefficiency
associated with each characteristic. Once more, the evidence suggests that
a one-size institutional design does not fit all in the water sector and that
noninstitutional dimensions may matter more than legal origins, market
structure, or ownership to the performance of the sector.
The fourth main insight is that the overall institutional governance
matters to the impact of regulation. The governance of the water sector
covers the rules, norms, actions, and actors of the sector. It defines how
these are structured and sustained and how responsibilities are distributed
and shared. It also specifies how each actor is held accountable for its contribution to the delivery of the service. Carvalho et al. (2012) provide, at
least partially, evidence of this importance, by showing that regulation is
effective only as part of a sound governance package. For instance, the
quality of the match between ownership, regulation, contract types, and
decentralization has an impact on the cost and production efficiency, and
hence on the size of the profit margin allowed to the operator. But the
outcome is actually often driven more by basic institutional characteristics
than the high profile characteristics such as ownership. In the case of the
Sub-Saharan Africa WSS sector for instance, cost-effectiveness is found to
be more of a matter of skills, regulatory contract designs, and transparency
issues, than one of ownership or of the existence of an independent regulator. This is explained in some detail in Box 7.1.

So what? The more general interpretation of the accumulated evidence is
that the impact of regulation itself on cost efficiency is also related to its
compatibility with most of the institutional characteristics of the sector,
including the legal, cultural, and normative context.24 This largely validates the insights provided by the more theoretical research discussed earlier. But it also implies a number of very concrete interventions that could
help minimize costs.
The first pragmatic implication of the empirical literature on costs is
that efficiency and equity outcomes of regulation are driven by the specific administrative and legal rules of engagement between the operators
and the regulators, as well as by the specific instruments used to organize
and guide the interactions. The rules and instruments need to be designed
specifically to minimize costs and maximize their transparency in a way
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Box 7.1. How Much Do Water Institutional Reforms Matter

to Costs in SSA

A recent paper by Mande Bafua (2015) relies on a production frontier to analyse the
impact of reforms in SSA. In that region, between 2000 and 2005, private participation
increased efficiency on average but with such a wide variance that it cannot be considered a safe reform bet. However, when privatization does help, his results suggest that it
is due to better know-how (managerial competence) and the ease with which indicators
or targets can be monitored.25
Moreover, his evidence suggests that the effectiveness is not driven by some of the common arguments covered by the general policy debates. For instance, the performance is not
influenced by the existence or absence of an independent regulator. The creation of an independent regulatory agency was, on average during that period, actually associated with loss in technical efficiency under all ownership and contractual models. This would be consistent with an
unclear mandate, and a monitoring and enforcement capacity constraint for these regulators.
Finally, he finds that desirable outcomes would result from contractual arrangements
between public authorities and (public or private) water utilities designed specifically to promote
productive efficiency. This is particularly robust for performance contracts (in sharp contrast
with similar contracts during the 1980s). This could be interpreted as evidence that under weak
institutional characteristics, a simpler and more focused regulation and incentive structure may
have higher payoffs, at least in the short run. But this may come at the cost of underestimating
other dimensions such as financial viability, quality, or affordability.26

that accounts for local legal traditions, technical skills, and expertise, rather
than relying on imported toolkits. For instance, assessing assets in developing countries cannot rely on as many techniques as in a developed economy. The due diligence is another example illustrating that importing
regulatory processes anchored in a common law tradition is going to lead
to tensions. Guidelines on the nature, timing, and decision rules for interactions with stakeholders to ensure that supply matches demand are an
underestimated part of this due diligence. They need to reflect local commitment, credibility, technical capacities, and preferences.
The second pragmatic insight is that the most effective approaches to
structure the quantitative interactions between stakeholders on costs are
built around accounting rules. Solid cost and regulatory accounting are
necessary to reduce information gaps. When general regulatory practice in
countries is not strong enough, regulatory accounting guidelines specific to
the utilities can be introduced and be required as part of the contractual
obligations of the operators. In most cases, this is not much more than
forcing the operator to rely on modern cost accounting techniques with
clear cost allocation rules and transparent input pricing information to
minimize the serious risks that firms manipulate costs.27 This is not a foolproof tool but, for many countries, it provides regulators with much more
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data. Without data, regulation cannot define the relevant rules that drive
incentives, accounting for all the institutional constraints discussed so far.
The introduction of cost and regulatory accounting processes is largely
justified by the difficult access to appropriate cost-related data, as revealed
by empirical research on efficiency measurement, for instance. Regulatory
accounting increases the transparency needed to cut information asymmetries and/or to increase the possibility of accountability from all “cheating” players. Since accountability for costs and efforts under any scenario
starts with measurement, regulation should start with a requirement to
comply with the basic cost accounting rules needed to produce the data
that allow a fair assessment of the average tariff. A lack of accounting
reporting requirements makes it easier for the operators to pretend that
costs are higher than they actually are and that demand is lower than it
really is. This is not an unrealistic practice to consider when there is a serious desire to reduce information asymmetries and to increase accountability. Yet in many developing countries, this is not requested from public
or private regulated operators.28
The third pragmatic insight is that given the multiplicity of cost drivers, it is important to be able to separate controllable cost drivers from
those imposed by the natural environment. In that context, cost benchmarking by regulators is useful as a complement to the more technical and
operational benchmarking increasingly common among operators. It
passes on some of the burden of proof to the operators on a dimension
that is critical to tariff setting. Unless costs are measured, tariff setting is
likely to be controlled by the operators with a little substantive margin of
negotiation for the regulators. Not measuring cost efficiency, directly or
indirectly, is giving up on a tool that can structure the process of interactions between the government/regulator and the operator. Cost performance benchmarking may be one of the most underestimated tools to
minimize information asymmetries on costs. Operators, whether public or
private, should see their cost performance compared to the performance
of comparable firms operating in comparable markets. Unjustified cost
differences should then not be considered in the computation of the average tariff. The evidence suggests that benchmarking improves cost efficiency relative to public enterprises that escape all forms of competition.
Despite this evidence, benchmarking has only been paid lip service in
most countries. The main argument is that measurement is imperfect. But
this runs counter to two observations. First, the measurement techniques
used do not reflect the significant improvements achieved by academic
research. Second, it ignores that in a world of information asymmetry,
benchmarking can be used as an instrument to shift the burden of proof of
costs onto the regulated operator. Processes matter a lot when information
is limited, and this is a perfect illustration.
The final pragmatic insight is that details matter, and it is essential to
compare quantitatively the relative effectiveness of the various contractual and institutional options in terms of their effectiveness in stimulating
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both cost reduction efforts and investment efforts. It is just as important to
recognize that investment efforts are stronger under regulatory systems
than guarantee cost recovery (e.g., rate of return regulation) while cost
cutting efforts are stronger under regulatory systems that limit prices (e.g.,
price or revenue cap regulation). This may lead to trade-offs between cost
cutting and increased investment. In many weak institutional contexts,
performance contracts or hybrid models combining regulatory contracts
under the supervision of a contract enforcing institution may work just as
well or better than an agency with too broad a mandate.
On the inefficiency of procurement processes
The problem? Procurement is one of the instruments governments have
to ensure that costs are minimized and/or that supply matches demand as
much as possible at the lowest possible costs. Most countries have now
adopted relatively standard procurement rules. They are quite transparent
and hence minimize corruption risks. But there is a trade-off. They do not
guarantee that competition is maximized and costs minimized because
the current practice is not matched to local institutional characteristics.
Competitive bidding is indeed often the aim when designing procurement, precisely because it is expected to cut public procurement costs. It
is also expected to further reduce the risks of collusive bidding behavior
and corrupt practices. However, the design of the bid needs to recognize
that water and sanitation works are often significant in size. It seems thus
reasonable to consider the scope for economies of scale and scope in procurement. It could impact the bidder’s costs and entry strategy. Consider
treatment plant construction (including water supply treatment plants
and wastewater treatment facilities) and network installation (including
the water distribution network as well as the wastewater collection network). Regardless of whether water supply or sewage, the first component
mainly consists of receiving and mixing wells, ponds, clarifiers, and chemical injection facilities. On the other hand, the network component basically includes water or sewer mains, house connections, reservoirs, and
tanks. Thus, the main activity is the same: install pipes and tanks under the
streets.
Box 7.2 illustrates why a good appreciation of the suppliers’ markets
for each of the components may matter more than implicitly assumed by
procurement processes favoring bundled activities. In a sample of ODA
(Official Development Assistance) sponsored projects between 1997 and
2007, bundling activities reduced the number of bidders and increased the
costs. The optimal decision should have been tailored to the local circumstances and local specializations rather than driven by a standardized decision to bundle activities to make the most out of assumed scope
economies.
An additional constraint on the effectiveness of the procurement process in the water sector is the concentration of the number of large players
in the sector, and the fact that many of these large players enjoy the
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Box 7.2. How Much Does Procurement Impact Regulated Costs
in Water and Sanitation?
One of the key decisions in organizing bids in the WSS sector is whether to bundle a treatment plant and a
network component. The evidence from a sample spanning over 10 years (1997–2007) suggests that this
decision impacted both bidder participation and bidding strategies. If work on a treatment plant was solely put
out to tender, the average number of participating bidders was 4.4, and the relative bids averaged about 90%
of the engineering cost estimate. Similarly, if only a network component was contracted out, about 5.8 bidders
participated. Their bids were also about 90% of the expected cost, on average. However, when the two tasks
were procured simultaneously under a single contract, the bidder participation dropped to about 3.3 firms. And
the realized bids more than doubled (2.3 times the engineering cost).
There are two possible reasons for high costs of the bundling approach. First, the bundling might increase the
entry costs of potential bidders and the resulting limited participation could further increase the equilibrium bid. This
appears consistent with Figure B7.1. Second, from the technical point of view, there may be no cost advantage for a
firm to engage in the two different activities simultaneously. Therefore, the firms’ cost structure exhibits diseconomies of
scope, i.e., being required to take on the two tasks as part of the procurement process may lead to higher costs which
a regulator would have to recognize.

Figure B7.1 Levels of Competition in ODA-Financed Water Projects (78 contracts

between 1997 and 2007)
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support of their governments keen to defend national champions as part
of an industrial policy that increasingly opens to the international diversification of risks. This concentration has an impact on the bargaining power
of governments of countries with a much lower legal capacity to interact
with operators in the context of conflicts for instance.
A recent study of local water contracts in France illustrates the institutional importance of this concentration nicely. Chong et al. (2015) show
that municipalities differ in their ability to control the providers’ profits.
They find that smaller municipalities (less than 10,000 inhabitants) pay a
significant price premium for water provided by private operators as compared to those providers by public operators. There is no such premium
for larger municipalities. Although there is no equivalent formal evidence
for developing countries, there are many anecdotes of conflicts escalating
between operators and regulators/governments in various Latin American
and African countries as a result of aggressive bargaining strategies29 (some
of Argentina’s provinces, Bolivia, and Mali are examples). To get a sense of
the main private actors and their global market size, Box 7.3 provides a
snapshot of those who have delivered large scale projects between 1991
and 2015.

So what? The specific design of procurement processes clearly matters.
But to be as effective at cutting costs in the WSS sector as they could be,
they need to make better use of the significant progress that has been
achieved in research and other sectors. There is indeed a significant margin
to improve the design of procurement auctions to increase the number of
actors, including local actors to promote local development, and cut costs.
These improvements are particularly important in view of the high
concentration of the WSS sector in which most of the large operations are
under the control of a few large international actors. Even if there are
many small operators and a growing number of African, Asian, and Latin
American actors with an increasingly strong presence in their regions, their
market shares in terms of project numbers, investment levels, and population coverage remain modest. Changes in procurement rules and increasing the scope for specialized activities could increase the role of local
smaller actors and, in the process, help cut costs based on the evidence
available.
Second, since procurement rules can be designed to reveal costs, in
order to ensure a fair distribution across stakeholders of the efficiency
gains that can be achieved from a lower standardization of rules and regulations, procurement processes need to be more transparent. In too many
instances, details of the financial and technical components of the bids are
not passed on to regulators or independent observers. The main argument
against transparency is the concern for commercial confidentiality of some
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Box 7.3. How Concentrated Is the Water Operators Market?
The following is a list of the top 10 players in the sector between 1991 and 2015. They control 25% of the private projects and 60% of the investments made. France, Spain, Brazil, and
Malaysia each have two firms in the top 10. The Brazilian firms are mostly present in Latin
America, while the Malaysian firms focus on Asia. The French and Spanish firms are the only
global players among the top 10. The variance in average project size is quite remarkable.
The “Other” category delivers 75% of the projects, but their projects are usually smaller.
It includes, notably, Chinese constructions companies which are present in Asia and SSA.
On the face of it, there is no concentration since the top 10 firms share 60% of the business. In practice, the situation is more complex. There is a regional specialization of actors as
already noted in Benitez and Estache (2005). The Asian companies are mostly active in Asia,
the Brazilians focus on Latin America (and to a lesser extent the Portuguese-speaking African
market). The French companies are the only ones to be present in all markets over time. They
have taken over some of the main global competitors (mostly Spanish firms). Although only two
firms are needed to ensure competition, with the benefit of experience, we know that the market
concentration at both the local and global level has limited the number of bidders in many of the
deals. Big markets attract interest. Small and poor markets don’t.

Investment
(Billion US$)

Suez (France)

Number
of Projects

Average
Project
Size

Share of
Total
Projects

Share of
Investment

14.5

73

198.6

7.7%

17%

Ordebrecht (Brazil)

7.2

27

266.7

2.9%

9%

Aguas de Barcelona (Spain)

7.1

25

284.0

2.6%

9%

Construtora Queiroz Galvao (Brazil)

3.9

16

243.8

1.7%

5%

Puncak Niaga Holdings (Malaysia)

3.3

5

660.0

0.5%

4%

Veolia (France)

3.3

58

56.9

6.1%

4%

Abengoa (Spain)

3.1

10

310.0

1.1%

4%

Benpres Holdings (Phlippines)

2.7

4

675.0

0.4%

3%

Ranhill BhD (Malaysia)

2.4

6

400.0

0.6%

3%

10

200.0

1.1%

2%

Other

33.54

712

47.1

75.3%

40%

Total

83.04

946

87.8

100.0%

100%

Mitsui (Japan)

2

Source: PPI database.

of the information. This needs to be balanced against the evidence of the
excess rates of return observed when transparency is minimized. Smoothing exchanges of information across public sector agencies can maintain
confidentiality and yet allow much fairer and more efficient regulatory
decisions based on more precise cost information. They would also help
deliver the right service levels and quality at the right price.
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7.3.2 Impact on Financial and Fiscal Viability
The problem? The quantitative evidence on the limited financial and fiscal viability of the sector is surprisingly scarce for a sector reputed to be
quite dependent on subsidies. According to the IMF, in 2012, water subsidies provided through public utilities were estimated at about $456 billion or 0.6 percent of global GDP, varying from 0.3% to 1.8% across
regions.30 Developing Asia has the largest subsidies in absolute terms, with
China accounting for the largest share of the Asian total. For some countries they amount to over 5% of GDP (Azerbaijan, Honduras, Kyrgyz
Republic, Mongolia, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Zimbabwe). While these
data are reasonably recent, they are occasional and not updated regularly.
Similarly, there is very little recurring, detailed, and country-specific information that is collected systematically at the firm level and that is available
publicly. And this points to a major accountability issue.
The public sector will continue to be the main source of financing of
WSS, even if subsidy requirements drop. According to the Global Water
Fund (2017), the private sector is expected to account for 30% of water
investments in the foreseeable future.31 This implies that around 70% of
these investments will have to be financed by the public sector. In poorer
countries, this share is likely to be much larger. This is related to the fact
that the reforms launched in the 1990s have not done as much as expected
to stimulate private investment.
The private participation in infrastructure (PPI) project database
hosted by PPIAF (Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility) suggests
that less than 50% of the developing and emerging economies have benefited from private investment. Between 1990 and 2015, according this
database, only 64 countries attracted private investment in water or sanitation. There were less than 40 projects per year. Almost half of these projects were in China. The top 10 beneficiaries accumulated 85% of all deals.
South Asia and SSA got less than 5% of the number of projects. In terms
of investment shares, about half of the investment benefited Latin America and 38% went to East Asia. Most of the poorest countries failed to
produce any deals. South Asia and SSA got less than 1% of the total investment commitments. Figure 7.1 shows that private investment in the sector has never really recovered from the 2008 crisis.
The downward trend in the number of deals that involve private
financing—documented on the PPI database—shows that governance
preferences may also evolve over time according to circumstances,
including concerns for commercial, economic, or political risk. The 2008
crisis and the large number of failures have increasingly switched the
public and private preferences toward management contracts, illustrating once more that markets adjust to evolving institutional constraints
revealed by regulatory conflicts. Many governments are increasingly
reluctant to try to get private operators to provide financing to the sector, focusing instead on their ability to improve the management of the
sector and cut costs.
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Figure 7.1 Evolution of PPI in Water and Sanitation (investment
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To be fair, in the discussion of the regulatory challenges of the sector, it
is important to note that similar regulatory conflicts are also arising in many
European countries. Investments have not been delivered by regulated
companies in spite of increasing average WSS prices justified by the need
to finance investment. Over the last 10 years, the British water regulator
has had to fine operators who failed to comply with investment obligations,
including some who were blamed for similar failures in developing countries (Hall, 2015). In Canada and the U.S., the most recent deals have seen
the public sector take on most, if not all, of the investment risks as part of
public private partnerships (PPPs). Contracts are increasingly simply management contracts (i.e., contracts without any investment commitment).
From the partial evidence available on the details of the financing
strategies of the sector, a few other insights serve as evidence of regulatory
institutional issues. They reveal some of the macroeconomic and firmspecific consequences of the limited ability of the sector to generate revenue from the business. They also reveal the importance of tracking the
ways in which firms finance their investment and price their services. They
point to underestimated perverse effects of an institutional inability to
anticipate the consequences of investment packaging designed to leverage
private sector financing. Finally, they show how the limited capacity of
regulators to monitor the financial performance of the actors largely
explains the other main financial issues.
The first observation is more of a stylized fact on the financing strategy bias of the sector. The WSS industry has been financing its huge capital
expenditure needs from public debt rather than from revenue. And this
has been internalized by many regulatory decisions. The consequences of
this regulatory bias are that it allows the sector to accumulate debt to
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finance the continuous increases in consumption, including in regions
under water stress. Unless revenue eventually catches up, or the consumption continues to be rationed, some countries could be exposed to a debt
crisis within the sector.
The second observation is that the debt bias does not change with an
increase in the role of the private sector. When the private sector has been
involved, public debt has been replaced by private borrowing/debt rather
than by private equity.32 The main difference is that the chances of consumers rather than taxpayers reimbursing the debt are higher, and hence
demand management is easier to implement since the tariff will eventually reflect at least some of the cost of private debt. This trend has been
encouraged by very low interest rates for some time now and has accelerated since the mid-2000s, but makes the tariff quite sensitive to fluctuations in interest rates and inflation.
The third observation is that underpricing in a commercial sense is the
main driver of the increasing debt stock needed to finance subsidies in the
short run. Even if excess costs revealed by the efficiency studies mentioned earlier are also inflating the financing requirements of the sector,
pricing continues to be an issue as it reduces the ability of the sector to
finance its investment and operational needs. Underpricing of water by
utilities when matched against their excess costs implies high quasi-fiscal
deficits or QFD (i.e., the comparison of observed excess costs and revenue
gaps with the costs and revenue that would be prevailing if the utilities
were performing well). The African Infrastructure Country Diagnostic
estimated in 2008 that QFD reached 0.6% on average in the region, based
on a large sample of countries. This represents close to 50% of the financing needs of the region, and underpricing accounted for almost 55 percent
of this QFD.
The fourth observation is that the fiscal pressure in the sector may be
an unexpected side effect of the packaging of investment projects made to
attract private operators. This packaging may indeed lead operators to
“cream skim” the best investment opportunities, leaving the ones with low
or negative returns to the public sector. This is because the packaging is
usually done to minimize the dependence on public subsidies, and to do
so, it needs to focus on regions or customers capable of ensuring the financial autonomy of the investors. This generally means that the high cost,
low revenue activities are left with the public sector, which adds to the
fiscal constraint since it lowers the margin to rely on cross-subsidies. This
has the perverse effect of reducing the financial sustainability of the sector
by contributing to a higher public debt financing requirement.
This is one of the underestimated consequences of project finance
techniques focused on the deal, rather than on the sector, in risky environments. It is also one of the main sources of difference in assessments of the
sector-wide outcomes and of the project-specific transaction designs. More
private financing may thus mean a higher fiscal cost for a given service
coverage target. And this is in addition to the many instances in which
project finance results in a renegotiation resulting in explicit or implicit
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subsidies. In sum, scarce public resources end up captured rather than
allocated efficiently or fairly to address the needs of the poor or less attractive service areas.
The fifth observation serving as evidence of the risks linked to the
financial management of the sector is the poor awareness demonstrated
by procurement agencies and regulators of many basic financial considerations at the project preparation stage or when defining the financial
monitoring components of regulation needed to assess financial sustainability. Many of the related issues are often ignored in policy circles and
not accounted for in the design of the overall governance of the sector. Yet
they can explain the deterioration of a contract or of an operator. Flyvbjerg (2014) for instance, shows how poor demand forecasts or costing has
been a recurring driver of financial problems across infrastructure sectors.
And Guasch et al. (2014) show how the poor design of procurement
processes can explain higher than expected costs which end up driving
the renegotiation of processes on the grounds of their financial unsustainability in LAC.
This poor monitoring can be seen in many dimensions and applies to
both public and private operators. For instance, very low interest rates
have encouraged borrowing and increased the leveraging rate in the sector
for some time now. This can be a source of trouble in a regulatory context.
The only way to pick it up is to track trends. Similar damaging risks arise
when prices are linked to inflation in risky environments rather than financial costs. It can impact the profitability of firms in quite dramatic ways
and further expose the public sector when guarantees have been provided
for private or public loans.
Similarly, monitoring cash management is also important. For both
public and private providers, easy short-term cash options ignored by regulations have too often driven financial management decisions. For instance,
many foreign firms operating in developing countries need to guarantee
annual dividends or income flows to the private or public owners and the
lenders. Increasingly, nontraditional lenders and investors are also voicing
their preferences, and steady cash flows, unrelated to circumstances, are
part of their wishes. This is often inconsistent with management focusing
on the long-term investment and maintenance needs (as in the case of Mali
during the early 2000s, see Estache and Grifell-Tatjé (2013)).
The final observation is the importance of monitoring the impact of
the continuous efforts to increase the role of subnational governments in
decision making in WSS. This is making WSS financing even more uncertain than when the financing is centralized. It raises complex coordination
issues when mandates are shared. It also increases the difficulty of financing the sector since the financing and borrowing capacity of poorer regions
and secondary cities is lower than for capital cities or richer regions.33 It is
a serious issue, but there is hardly any public information on its actual
importance.
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So what? One of the benefits of failing to recognize the importance of the
limited financial sustainability of the sector under a wide range of circumstances is that we now understand better these circumstances. This has led
to a number of solutions mitigating some of the issues raised so far. Some
of the options are not under the control of the sector and some target
accountability and processes, while others are ideas for new financing
instruments designed to tackle the limited fiscal or financial ability of the
operators or governments.
The first solution is outside the control of regulators as it depends on
countries’ macroeconomic trends. Income growth is, indeed, part of the
solution. As income increases, the scope to improve cost recovery increases.
A survey by Nauges and Whittington (2010) of estimates of own price
elasticity for water from private connections in developing countries suggests that it is in the range from 0.3 to 0.6. Income elasticity is in the range
0.1 to 0.3. This implies that for middle-income users, improving cost
recovery can increase revenues and somewhat reduce consumption. It also
suggests that, as countries move to middle-income status, demand for
investment should increase, but that this will be easier to finance within
the sector.
The second solution is also largely not under the control of the sector
regulators and policy makers, although they can influence it. The specific
design of decentralization may influence the financing of the sector at the
subnational level. Decentralized financing decisions may make it easier for
some of the cities to develop their own financing sources, and the development of municipal bond markets provides evidence of the effectiveness of
this solution.34 Many cities have grown and are continuing to grow and
their economies are increasingly diversified. This is improving their potential capacity to service debt on long-lived projects with debt servicing costs
comparable to the cash flows that project finances are expected to generate. This raises equity issues again. Not all cities represent the same level of
opportunities to rely on subnational bonds (i.e., the same level of risks).
This is driven by different dimensions: diversification of the economy, average state of the economy, average age of the population, or average wage of
the population. Moreover, their borrowing capacity is often subject to some
restrictions limiting their access to the main traditional sources of financing
for the sector. For instance, most international donor agencies can hardly
provide any or significant guarantees to cities. All these dimensions matter
to the ability of any given city to raise revenue to repay debt or to pay the
bills to the infrastructure providers. Unless creditworthiness concerns can
be addressed, decentralization may penalize some cities more than others,
and a new financial gap is likely to emerge. And if the risks of soft budget
constraint problems are not anticipated, national governments will run the
risks of having to pick up the tab for poor local management.
A third solution that could help would be to improve credit enhancement tools allowing private and public financing solutions to be less risky
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and thus cheaper. This is a particularly interesting option for the cases in
which bond financing is an option. The idea is to help operators improve
their chances of relying on international financing options should they
become part of the services offered by donors. There is a clear scope for
international organizations to come up with ways of enhancing credit worthiness of actors in the water sector, whether on the public or private sector
side, and to use it to increase the quality and the accountability of the regulatory system, as well as the number of financing sources. This is particularly
important in countries in which secondary cities are emerging as one of the
main sources of demand for WSS investment. And in this context, the market is hoping for “donor’s” collaboration in dealing with risks they are unfamiliar with (e.g., mitigation of vertical spill-over risks in government).
There is, in fact, a case to experiment more with new financing options to
manage risks and, hence, help find ways to close the financing gaps of the sector. It may be reasonable to test the extent to which various designs (general
obligation vs. revenue bonds) would impact the pricing of the bonds and their
duration (rating agencies should already have a sense, or at least a database
that could be exploited to test this). Similar tests could be considered for
other design options (pooled finance, revolving funds, how to rely on various
types of credit enhancement, etc.).35 Pooling of cities has been done in the
context of provincial water concessions in Argentina for instance.36 The real
issue is the optimal packaging of cities and for which type of projects. A lot of
heterogeneity may reduce risk but also confuse investors. Furthermore, the
design of the joint commitment by the various cities may prove to be a challenge in some of countries and for the secondary cities in many countries.37
A final solution that should be considered to reduce the lack of financial sustainability of the sector is an effort to improve the capacity of regulators and, in the process, to improve accountability in the sector. Doing so
requires the adoption of financial modelling instruments as part of the
regulatory tool kit. They add transparency of the issues early on in the
regulatory process, and hence help identify solutions. More specifically, the
monitoring of the financial sustainability should be anchored in a transparent financial model which turns all obligations on quantity and quality, as
well as all information on the current and future needs of users, into quantitative targets that can be monitored. This sort of financial model has
been used quite widely and quite effectively. For example, it has helped in
setting the right tariffs in Argentina, Mali, and Morocco, and has also
helped in the context of conflicts or contract renegotiations. The basic
intuition behind this modelling is summarized in Box 7.4. It shows how
tariffs levels are linked to the required revenue in a context in which
financing costs have to be taken into account.

7.3.3 Impact on Equity
The problem? The equity or fairness concerns of a regulator largely focus
on the extent to which the poor are treated differently from other users,
and on the fairness of treatment across user types. Recent research has
been trying to understand the factors explaining why such a well
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Box 7.4. How Regulators Link Required Revenue and Allowed Average

Service Price

The regulation of a monopolist starts with an assessment of the net present revenue it
will be allowed to collect over the period during which it is expected to run the business,
in such a way that it does not lose money. At any point in time, Required Revenue (RR) is
simply the sum of: (i) the net present value (NPV) of operational (or recurrent) expenditure,
investment (or capital) expenditure, and the change in the value of assets associated with
normal depreciation (negative) and other more market-based changes in value which
can be positive or negative. The net asset value is simply the net present value of the
investments throughout the period analyzed and accounting for depreciation, including
sometimes controversial assessments of the value of the initial asset base.
(Gt 1 lt)
Formally, this can be summarized with the following formula: RRT = Tt51
(1 1 )t
AT
+ A0 –
with Gt 5 operational costs for year t (OPEX), It 5 investments during year
(1 1 )T
t (CAPEX), A0 5 initial investment (asset value at the beginning of period), AT 5 end of period
asset value which accounts for a fair remuneration of capital), r 5 discount rate (or cost of
capital) and RRT 5 net present value of the minimum revenue required by the operator to
ensure it does not lose money, to year T. Each of these variables is a source of tension between
a regulator and the operator, whether public or private, simply because each is hard to measure
precisely.
To estimate this revenue, the costs to be claimed by the firm have to be estimated, and
accounting data is central to this estimation. This accounting data has to cover both (i) operational expenditures, i.e., G, (for instance, to get a sense of the match between the actual efforts
to maintain and the expected maintenance needs) and (ii) the capital expenditures, i.e., I, (to be
able to track the efforts made to comply with commitments as well as the effective anticipation of any changes in demand or in technological requirements; for instance, in the context of
changes in production technologies to address climate change concern). The accounting data
also offers some (although hardly precise enough in a regulatory context) information on the
changes in asset valuation and depreciation, both of which are relevant when setting the price.
To see how inflating costs leads to higher average tariffs, it is useful to consider the formula
used to combine the required revenue estimated from costs (RR) and the sales volume forecast
(V) to estimate the average price (P ) that the monopolist should be allowed to charge. Formally:
RRT 5 (Tt51(Pt * Vt )/d )) where V is the volume of water sold, d is the discount rate and P is
the average tariff that the monopolist will be allowed to charge. P is thus the tariff that ensures
this equality.
Overall, the approach thus ensures that the full, efficient costs of providing the regulated
services are measured and monitored in a rigorous and transparent way.

understood problem is being so poorly dealt with. Gerlach and Franceys
(2010) highlight common institutional capacity constraints and a limited
understanding of alternative providers.
Besides the usual lessons on the limited fiscal capacity to support the
needs of the poor through well-targeted subsidies, a first key message is
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that regulation has not yet been able to rely on a solid enough baseline
data and matching sectoral targets to be able to include low-income consumers and their current providers into the regulatory framework. In other
words, regulators don’t do what is needed because they cannot measure
the problem they need to tackle. A second key message is that the current
situation reflects a continuous weak level of commitment and accountability. The failure to specify service obligations, the poor management
and regulation of alternative suppliers and the poorly prepared negotiations with potential investors for exclusions of high cost obligations, most
notably those concerning the poor in rural areas and in slums, are possible
because their consequences are not made very transparent to the stakeholders concerned and to the taxpayers who will eventually have to
finance these high cost areas. Gerlach and Franceys (2010) made this point
implicitly years ago, but since then, not much has changed.
When the data are available, the evidence on the poor targeting of
support to the poor sends a depressing message. Gerlach and Franceys
(2010) and Whittington et al. (2015) remind us that research has a long
record of identifying issues that reflect poor choices of tools, of processes,
and of policies. They also point to the long record of situations in which
good intentions have penalized rather than helped the poor. For over
30 years now, independent and policy observers have been documenting
the failure of subsidies to reach those who need them the most. The core
issue continues to be the same; subsidies tend to subsidize consumption
rather than access.38 The choice of tariff structure and the imposition of
service obligations does not do much better.
For instance, in 2013, according to GWI, 74% of the water tariffs in
use in low- and middle-income countries were increasing block tariffs
(IBT) and 22% uniform volumetric. The main advantage of IBTs is that
they are expected to help the poor by ensuring that the first (“lifeline”)
block is cheap (and sometimes free). The effectiveness of IBTs in supporting the poor depends on a few assumptions. First, the assumption is that
the poor consume less than the rich. This ignores that in many cities, poor
families are also large families, so that total consumption can pull the users
into unaffordable brackets relatively easily. Second, when poor families do
not consume much, they may be victims of the common practice of utilities imposing a minimum charge on a household’s monthly water bill.
But the issue is not only a tariff design issue. In many of the poorest
countries, fiscal and financial constraints are too severe to be able to deal
with poverty. Marson and Savin (2015) look at how water coverage
accounts and financial performances of utilities in 25 Sub-Saharan countries, from 1996 to 2012, interact. They find that access to water depended
on financial results, but not linearly. Access increases for relatively low
levels of capital cost recovery but then drops beyond a certain threshold,
documenting potential conflicts between financial and social objectives
in WSS.
Note that equity concerns are however not only linked to poverty.
The discussions on economic regulation of monopolies are essentially
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discussions about the fairness with which the rents linked to the existence
of scale economies are shared between all the stakeholders. By design,
thus, regulation is about a broad concept of equity. The desirable regulation captures the benefits of strong scale economies while reducing the
risks of excessive profits (as compared to a competitive return). All forms
of regulation of profits boil down to an upper limit on the price that the
monopoly will charge. This usually leads to an average price above marginal cost if no subsidies to ensure a fair return are possible.
The challenge is to compare the scale efficiency gains with the allocative efficiency losses due to the fact that average costs exceed marginal
costs when scale economies exist. Regulation increases output which is in
the interest of consumers. Subsidies and average cost pricing ensure a fair
return to operators. But there is something subtler happening in the process. Rents are not eliminated totally and regulation becomes instrumental
in sharing this rent between consumers, the operator, the workers, the taxpayers, and any other relevant stakeholder. How this is done is part of the
equity of regulation and understanding how price caps/fixed price and
cost-plus/flexible price regulation, or any hybrid regime, deliver on this
front is quite essential.

So what? Ultimately, all citizens, regardless of their personal circumstances,
should be able to access the water and sanitation services. To be effective,
the regulators and the operators need to understand the different dimensions of access gaps. This includes a fair diagnostic of what works and does
not work but most importantly, at this stage, is understanding why it does
not work. Regulators and academics working on regulation are now starting to increase the role of non-pecuniary dimensions as drivers of success
and failure in the implementation of the social component of regulatory
policy. We need to know more and do so fast.
What needs to be done has actually been quite well studied. The challenge is to get it done for fiscal, capacity, accountability, commitment, and
other institutional constraints. We know how to design tariffs, about social
tariffs, about universal service funds, about how to target subsidies, how to
think about the need to be open to alternative technologies and modes of
provision within the regulatory framework. We also know about the relevance of the frequency of billing and the damage that minimum consumption requirements and fixed charges can do to the poor. There has also
been a lot of experimentation with prepayment, financing connection
costs, and demand management devises. We know much more and yet it is
not happening as well as it should.
The good news is that there are new ideas as to how to try to make
things happen, thanks to some of the insights from behavioral economics.
Governments, businesses, and other stakeholders have increasingly realized that behavior is influenced by more than just financial incentives and
information. Efforts to nudge people to do the right thing have proven to
be quite effective in hygiene campaigns to remind individuals to wash
their hands at critical junctures, automating water purification processes.
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Nudging makes it easier to match the choices of price and quality of service mix with local social norms and educational or other local institutional characteristics.
With respect to water consumption, the emphasis has been on water
resources management and demand management. In most regulated
industries, including water, behavioral interventions have been linked to
both individual choices and interactions between consumers and producers and society. For instance, Ferraro and Price (2013) showed the effectiveness of technical recommendation, pro-social messages and social
comparisons sent to consumers. Non-pecuniary strategies do influence
water conservation, with a higher effectiveness than social comparison in
a group of high-use households. But they also find that the largest effects
are in the short run and this has been a recurring observation in the use of
behavioral and nudging tricks in regulated utilities.
With respect to poverty and equity concerns, there are many more
new insights, and most have very general implications. For instance, Martins and Moura e Sá (2011) validate for the water sector a result that is
already quite well established in energy regulation: the poorest tend to be
penalized by the excessive complexity of billing and payment options.
Their result is in fact broader since it suggests that complexity also confuses efforts to improve demand management when trying to get users to
consume less. Simpler bills deliver more. Olmstead et al. (2007) use
experimental household data from a previous study and suggest that the
difference between the price elasticities under increasing block tariffs
(IBT) and uniform rates could be explained by behavioral responses to
price structures or city-level heterogeneity. Higgs and Worthington (2001)
had already established a “flat-rate bias” in an experiment in Brisbane
(Australia). In their experiment, consumers generally prefer a pricing system minimizing the impact on payments of uncertain future demand,
even if there are no clear reasons to do so considering only current
consumption.
But complexity not only blurs optimal consumption choices, it also
often ends up being regressive. When users are too confused about pricing
options, they do not select one and end up with the default option. Default
options usually yield the highest return to the operator. People tend to go
for the status quo.39 Protecting them from the regressive outcomes of this
bias is a new regulatory role that is increasingly being recognized (although
more so in telecoms and energy than in WSS). This includes, for instance,
the mandate given to operators to automatically enroll residents in programs to improve water-use efficiency, while ensuring that this is not the
highest cost solution to them if they don’t change consumption and face
budget constraints.
Allocating resources to protect the poor can also help demand management. Datta et al. (2015) conducted an experiment in Costa Rica to
illustrate the importance of default options and of social norms. Informing
consumers of neighborhood consumption rates in their bills reduced
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consumption by between 3.7 and 5.6 percent relative to a control group.
Similar results were achieved from a plan making intervention. They noted
however that the plan making intervention was more effective on low
consumption households while the neighborhood comparison intervention worked better in high consumption households.
When the users are sufficiently educated, feedback to users on the
details of their consumption types and levels is usually seen as useful in
demand management. Feedback actually has strong potential social payoffs as well. Providing individuals with feedback on their usage ends up
reducing bills when it allows them to cut their underestimation of their
water consumption. Feedback may also lead people to set explicit or
implicit goals for their consumption which makes progress easier to monitor and reduces the risks of procrastination. Under current technologies, it
is relatively cheap to produce simple feedback targeted to the household
over an extended period of time. To be effective and help set realistic goals,
feedback has to be simple.
Clearly there is a lot of relevant information that has not been picked
up in standard policy design and will reduce the negative effects of the
limits on the technical capacity to manage an increasingly complex sector,
as well as the lack of trust in a regulation often perceived as captured or
unreliable. There is also a lot of additional knowledge to be acquired
through additional experiments focused on the affordability of the public
service. The water sector is lagging the power sector on this front. But
research is progressively closing the gap.
And don’t forget that data matters. Despite their attractiveness, most
of the solutions discussed here depend on a regulatory commitment to
build up the capacity to close information gaps and to use the new information to improve targeting. Unfortunately, one of the common observations of analysts of the incidence of pricing and subsidies in the sector is
that there is very little data on water consumption. Most of the data on
WSS focuses on expenditures and derives consumption from some
assumption of the pricing structure, even when there are various pricing
options. If regulators are serious about helping the poor get affordable
access to piped water in cities, this needs to be corrected. It is not a coincidence that when a private operator takes over the business, one of the
first tools to be implemented is a cadastre of users. The data is then usually processed through relatively standardized (and overpriced) software
which can be used to simulate any tariff structure. Why not impose open
access to the tool to regulators at least?

7.3.4 Impact on Accountability
The problem? There are too many dimensions to accountability to be able
to treat them fairly here, but they are all part of the characterization of
water governance. Discussing governance is not any easier as it is a concept
with many definitions.40 But in the context of regulation and its institutions, the definitions tend to address a few clear dimensions. These include
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incomplete or unclear legal and contractual obligations and rights; the distribution of mandates and financing options across national, subnational
and supra-national actors; the relative importance of public and private, or
small and large operators; as well as multiple process-related issues.41
We actually know very little about governance with sufficient detail
for developing countries. Most of the information available comes from
detailed case studies or cross-country studies in which governance is summarized into a number of limited indicators. They are, however, useful
enough to realize the significant dispersion of institutional settings, even if
key details cannot be quantified. Table 7.2 illustrates this diversity by
focusing on the distribution of countries along two dimensions: the existence of a separate regulatory agency and some experience with PPP. But
this fails to pick up the extent to which the regulatory bodies lack independence and/or capacity to manage economic and financial regulation—
even when they are quite good at the technical level (Gerlach and Franceys,
2010). In Africa, for example, only half of the Sub-Saharan countries
which introduced separate regulators in the water sector achieved significant improvements in their targets. Very few Sub-Saharan countries managed to protect those agencies from political interferences (Mande Bafua,
2015; Mbuvi et al., 2012). Many observers would argue that the same
holds for Latin American water regulatory agencies, for instance.
What we do know, from solid theoretical and empirical research, is
that the creation of a separate regulatory agency does not guarantee
accountability since the water sector continues to be seen as rent extracting, as documented by Transparency International for instance, despite the
institutional changes adopted in many countries.42 We also know that

Table 7.2 Summary of Dataset
Countries with an
Autonomous Water
Regulatory Agency

Countries
with PPP

Countries with Both Countries with PPP
an Autonomous
but No Autonomous
Regulator and PPP Regulatory Agency

Countries with
an Autonomous
Regulatory Agency
but No PPP

Countries with
No Autonomous
Regulatory Agency
and No PPP

11

8

Full sample (177 countries)
Number

80

Share (in %)

45.2

157
88.7

69

89

39.0

50.3

6.2

4.5

48

60

7

8

39.0

48.8

5.7

6.5

Developing country sample (123 countries)
Number

55

Share (in %)

44.7

108
87.8

Developed country sample (54 countries)
Number

25

49

21

29

4

0

Share (in %)

46.3

90.7

38.9

53.7

7.4

0.0

Source: Bertomeu and Estache (2017).
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accountability can be influenced by the degree of commitment, the skills
of regulatory staff or civil servants, the protection from political interference, and from capture by operators (e.g., Laffont, 2005). The relevance of
legal context (Guerriero, 2011), culture (Athias and Wicht, 2014), or the
regulatory board composition (World Bank, 2017) has also been demonstrated. And anthropologists and sociologists have added that the relevance
of local norms of acceptance or resistance are key drivers influencing
accountability, particularly in the context of changes in power structure
that can be associated with imported governance structures (e.g., Ostrom,
1990) or more recently Pal, 2009). All of these dimensions interact to
define the level and nature of accountability observed for any given WSS
sector. Not all of these accountability drivers can be acted upon by regulators, but some can, and this is where there is a margin to improve the
extent to which the actors of the sector can be held accountable, even
when institutions are weaker than desirable. This is something policy makers are only starting to internalize in their regulatory evaluations and decisions (Estache, 2016).
An older key insight is that some of the rules of the regulatory game
may have to be differentiated for public and private operators. When public enterprises are in charge, even when they are corporatized (i.e., run as
private enterprises with strong, accountable corporate boards), the main
risk is probably an increased political interference with regulatory decisions, or simply the temptation not to separate the policy and the regulatory functions. This often reduces revenue and when interference results
in overstaffing, it increases costs. The upshot, however, is that, just as in the
case of information asymmetries managed by private operators, the outcome tends to be a cost that is not minimized and a demand that may not
be met, whether the operator’s motive is profit or any combination of
social or political objectives. Additional differences relevant to the design
of regulation when accountability is limited include the following. Public
operators make fewer efforts to collect bills or to recover costs since the
incentive to maximize revenue is lower. Private operators are more likely
to have to pay their fines and penalties for unexplained cost increases.
Public operators are more likely to be able to rely on subsidies to recover
their costs. Private operators are likely to rely on higher discount rates
(i.e., expected rates of returns) to assess the desirability of investments.
And finally, the scope to access private financing is, of course, quite different, even if, increasingly, corporate bonds are becoming an option in regulated industries.
Besides these institutional drivers of accountability, it is essential to
recognize the role of poor data quality, poor accounting practice and a
poor appreciation of this information in any effort to reduce corruption
and underperformance in the sector. Cost markups tend to either finance
political parties or allies or simply lead to profit sharing between private
operators and politicians, legally when cost increases are linked to higher
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taxes, or illegally when cost increases lead to bribes. In both cases, it starts
at the procurement stage for many activities (from construction to maintenance and outsourcing). More transparency about this would probably
reduce the scope for political interference but this has not yet been validated empirically in any coherent way. It is based more on anecdotal and
casual evidence. Moreover, when political interference cuts across the
board, there is little that a single sector can do on its own to change the
incentives. This is not just about including a risk premium in the cost of
public or private capital, it is about the choice of incentives to be factored
into the details of regulatory design.
In practice, all the evidence available from international watchdogs
concerned with corruption suggests that accountability gaps continue to
be an issue which regulators have not been able or willing to address properly in developing and emerging economies. (And some would argue that
many developed economies are not doing any better.) Clearly there is a
lack of willingness to enter into conflicts with operators, whether they are
public or private, to be able to produce reasonable financial and accounting data. Technical and operational data are somewhat more available. But
basic service cost and quality data (e.g., hours of service per day, basic
reports on water quality, or number and types of repair required) are much
more difficult to obtain. And yet, they are necessary to be able to assess the
extent to which there is cost manipulation which may result from a lack
of accountability for corruption or from incompetence. This is where processes kick in.
Information collection and dissemination starts with a process. The
failure to kick-start this process can be used to explain why information
asymmetries, rent, and the battles for a share of the rent, continue to be so
vivid and tend to lead to the disappointing performance of many utilities.
But this is only a reflection of the tolerance for poor information reporting
at the operator’s level.
Few governments consider it useful to impose information disclosure
obligations on the operators or to allow their regulators to do so. And for
the few who do, enforcement is often lacking for predictable reasons
including an operator’s desire for greater latitude. This is equivalent to the
rejection by equity funds of disclosures needed to reduce the systemic
risks in the financial system.
One of the reasons why the sector is not making the most of the
options available to improve accountability is that regulators have their
own biases, as suggested by Trillas (2016). Indeed, one of the recent lessons
of behavioral economics is that there is a need to question the assumption
that the staff of regulatory agencies (or the experts they rely on), have the
will and the knowledge to implement whatever policy is best for society.
Regulators, just as operators, have biases and there are no reasons to expect
the local biases to be compatible with the matching investors’ biases and
expectations. The acceptance or rejection of a regulatory design is endogenous to the context and this is why one of the policy options underused
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so far is the framing of regulation to the local context rather than the
adoption of standardized institutions and tools.

So what? There are many partial solutions capable of improving accountability which are technically feasible. Most of them are not easy and touch
upon political and cultural issues usually ignored by reformers. This makes
them challenging but not unfeasible.
A first direction for solutions to the accountability challenges is to
better account for local legal and cultural preferences in the design of
regulation. The public good nature of water makes it relatively easy to rely
on ethnical, religious, or other traditional accountability systems. The evidence suggests that they work quite well to ensure the accountability of
local authorities and local providers.43
A second direction is the improvement in the technicality and the
transparency of regulatory processes and of conflict resolutions processes.
For now, these processes are often much more legalistic than analytical,
and they make it easy to credit the lack of accountability to regulatory
weaknesses. Quantifying the disagreements makes it easier to reach an
accord, and increasing the transparency of this agreement makes it easier
to ensure the fairness of processes. Failing to do so can result in corruption
and capture.
A third direction is to improve the role of stakeholders, including
independent academics, in performance evaluation and conflict resolution. This improves accountability by increasing the public awareness of
the role played by operators, regulators, and political authorities.
A fourth direction is increasing the margin available to rely on consultation processes and information campaigns. These can be used for a wide
range of situations, including, for instance, when deciding on the tradeoff
between quality and prices in the sector, since budget constraints may lead
consumers to favor a somewhat lower quality of service to avoid being cut
off entirely.
A solution more targeted to countries with a large share of informal
providers is to consider the formalization of many of the de-facto solutions
offered by legal or illegal small independent providers. Many are actually
already part of the system, as large-scale service providers outsource the
management of some of the service obligations to them. Reducing the
informality may improve accountability for the poor treatment of small
operators and of users.
Accountability is also linked to the quality of the board of regulatory
agencies or other supervisory institutions. Boards need to be able to operate to high standards, and report transparently. But if they are not accountable for repeated poor decisions, the outcomes are unlikely to be the
desired ones. Conflicting objectives and unclear roles and responsibilities
of governments, water utilities, and regulators have led to inefficient allocation of water resources, misdirected investment, undue reliance on
water restrictions, and costly water conservation programs.
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With respect to data, as already mentioned when discussing efficiency,
the obvious solution is to require companies to report on their performance directly to their customers and other stakeholders, as well as to the
state. The performance report would have to meet the informational
requirements of a transparent set of regulatory evaluations designed to
ensure the sustainability of operational and capital costs, and technical and
service quality. In many instances, the tensions between operators and
users are linked to a lack of trust anchored in an absence of transparent
information. Communicating and interacting with public audiences are
part of good modern governance practice. Common instruments allowing
these informed interactions include regulatory accounting; annual performance reports; compliance statements stating that the company has complied with all its relevant statutory, license, and regulatory obligations and
is taking appropriate steps to manage and/or mitigate any risks it faces; and
data assurance reports to provide evidence that the information provided
is accurate.44 Managing to get all the city operators to provide this information on a regular basis is not an unrealistic goal. Furthermore, it would
be a great start to increase the accountability of all stakeholders in the
sector, not just the operators. Moreover, improving the role of external
auditors in the sector would further enhance the scope for better accountability. Regulatory accounting systems would indeed allow independent
professional audits of costs and other performance dimensions to function
as a complement or validation of regulatory audits. For simple contracts,
auditors can actually become substitutes to regulators, reducing the cost of
regulation to society.

7.4 Concluding Comments
The stylized facts leave few doubts. Since the early days of the reforms,
issues linked to capacity, credibility, accountability, or fiscal constraints
have been recurrent themes in regulatory diagnostics. This recurring presence can be interpreted as the recognition of unmet challenges which
should have been considered more seriously in the main lessons of theory
and past experiences. They should not come as an afterthought in sector
audits, but should be internalized early on in the design or redesign of
regulatory frameworks. With the benefits of these insights, there is no longer reason to ignore the costs in terms of the efficiency, equity, fiscal, and
accountability of omitting core institutional characteristics such as legal
tradition, culture, and local social norms, since they all impact the effectiveness of any regulatory (or sector) policy. These can and do influence
the optimal design of regulatory tools.
The failure to match institutional weaknesses with regulatory tools is
not the only failure of the last 30 years which could easily be corrected. In
too many instances, WSS performance has been penalized by the underestimation of the importance of decision or evaluation processes and of the
importance of cost and financial information. Both processes and
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information are necessary to any effort to improve the performance of the
sector. More transparency on all performance dimensions is necessary to
improve accountability. And improved accountability tends to deliver
improved performance. But this starts with a diagnostic of what limits
accountability in the details of regulatory frameworks, as these limits often
hide in processes and information gaps.
Ultimately, this chapter boils down to a call for a more systematic
approach to WSS diagnostics which would minimize the current bias
favoring standardized approaches to regulation. What has been missing
until now is the ability to produce an encompassing vision of sector performance and more awareness of the relevance of all institutional, processrelated and informational impediments, bottlenecks or preferences. This is
not very different from the widely used unified framework suggested by
Hausman et al. (2005) for growth diagnostics. WSS diagnostics should be
just as effective at helping to formulate sector strategies that are both
operational and analytically robust, and strategies that account explicitly
for the institutional constraints and preferences which have not been given
enough attention until recently.

Notes
1. There is evidence that in many smaller cities, small-scale providers can be quite
competitive, and there is a growing support to include them in the regulatory
agenda. They are, however, not covered here.
2. For discussions of the impact of policies on institutional choices in the sector, see
for instance, Gerlach and Fraceys (2010), Teisman and Edelenbos (2011), Herrera
and Post (2014), or Estache, Garous and Seroa da Motta (2016).
3. The difference between investment growth and population growth has generally
been below 0.4% per year in South Asia and below 0.2% in Sub-Saharan Africa
from 1991 to 2015—according to the World Bank Development Indicators. It has
been negative in the Middle East and North Africa during most of the period.
4. The odds of an impact are, however, significantly higher for Latin American and
Caribbean countries and to a lesser extent Eastern European countries, than for
any other region.
5. The shift to a cost-plus regime has sometimes been explicit, but more often is the
result of the identification of a growing number of costs items for which an automatic cost pass-through in prices or subsidies was allowed. These are now known
as hybrid regulatory models. When over 50% of costs are passed through, they are
close to cost-plus regimes.
6. Many more deals did not go through but there is only anecdotal evidence on the
importance of these failures. In most of these cases, the failures to reach deals
reflected a negative evaluation of the prospects to sustainable long-term commitments, given the way the regulatory design reflected the various sources of risks,
most of them institutional.
7. The argument was made over 25 years ago by Ostrom (1990) and recently Edelenbos and Teisman (2011). In practice, it has been partially internalized in toolkits
used by international organizations to structure the technical assistance to their
clients considering private participation in their sectors (e.g., PPIAF and The World
Bank 2006).
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8. This is also part of the suggestions made by Kayaga et al. (2013) for general institutional diagnostics of urban water utilities reviewed and Furlong et al. (2016) for
a planning perspective. Berg (2013) raises the issue in the context of state-owned
enterprises regulation.
9. See Bakker (2010) for instance for a useful overview of the various academic
approaches to challenges in urban water management.
10. See Estache (2016) for a recent survey.
11. See van den Berg and Danilenko (2011) for a description of the IBNET dataset.
12. See for instance Auriol and Blanc (2009).
13. Lipscomb and Mulbarak (2017) find similar results.
14. Pro-cyclicality of risks results from the fact that in good economic times, poor
consumers have a better chance of making enough income to pay their bills, while
in bad economic times, when unemployment is higher, their non-payment of bills
is more common.
15. Additional insights on the relevance of the willingness to pay are provided by Null
et al. (2012).
16. The rent is essentially the return to its investment over and above a socially acceptable return to capital in the case of a private monopoly, and a wide range of political and similar payoffs in the case of a public monopoly, ranging from the ability to
overstaff the service, to pad costs to finance political activities, or simply increase
the bank accounts of corrupt politicians.
17. According to Bank of America/Merril Lynch (2014), investors are increasingly
looking at water as a long-term investment theme because it offers steady inflation
protected returns less linked to economic growth than other infrastructure investments, and acts as an alternative to low bond yields and volatile equity markets.
The S&P Global Water index (SPGYAQD)—of 50 global companies involved in
water related businesses—has consistently outperformed a range of sample benchmark indices with a 5-year annualized return of close to 20%.
18. This is why many studies of the efficiency of water providers find that many do not
minimize costs. See Bel et al. (2010) and Carvalho et al. (2012) for recent
surveys.
19. There is enough evidence to suggest that the reforms of the last 25 years have often
managed to deliver efficiency gains. There is, however, also a lot of evidence that
these gains have not really been shared fairly as a result of poor regulation of
monopolistic providers. Abuses along those lines have fuelled the image problem
monopolists tend to suffer from. See Estache and Grifell-Tatje (2013) for a detailed
quantitative diagnostic.
20. See Sheely (2015) and Furlong et al. (2016) for additional insights on the underestimated importance of planning for the sector from both a purely sector performance, and from a political economy perspective.
21. One of the main insights of the modern theory of regulation is that the recognition
that costs (C) are a function of technical characteristics of the production process
() and efforts undertaken to cut costs (e) or C(,e). High costs can thus reflect a
poor technology or a lack of effort and operators have an incentive to hide both.
Regulatory design will be different depending on which one of the cost drivers is
the main issue. When there is uncertainty about technology, the risks linked to
information asymmetry is called adverse selection and is an ex-ante risk. When
there is uncertainty about the effort level (e.g., lack of maintenance), the literature
talks about moral hazard. This is an ex-post risk, since this happens once the
monopolist has been awarded the right to provide the service.
22. The estimation (for econometric approaches) and computation (for nonparametric approaches) techniques for these frontier analysis have improved significantly
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and can be quite effectively used to reduce information asymmetries on the level
of efforts made by operators to optimize the use of their resources to meet their
service obligations. For a detailed discussion, see Cherchye et al. (forthcoming).
23. Cost padding or exaggeration is quite common. This can be achieved by outsourcing some inputs to parent companies in a system in which the parent companies
charge high prices and pay taxes in a country where effective tax rates are low, and
the utility can claim high cost in the regulated part of the activity in which these
padded input costs are billed.
24. From a more technical viewpoint, it is quite important to appreciate the extent to
which the conclusions differ according to the modelling methods (e.g., focus on
partial performance indicators or efficiency frontiers; concern for partial equilibrium vs. general equilibrium effects), on the estimation or computation methods
(which deal more or less with the identification issues that allow a convincing
distinction between causality and correlation) as well as on the specific sample
composition in terms of time and country coverage (regionally heterogeneous
samples which tend to be largely biased toward Latin America and somewhat
toward Eastern Europe vs. region specific samples; short vs. long periods of
analysis).
25. Similar conclusions have been reached for other case studies. See for instance Carvalho and Campiao (2015) or Barbosa et al. (2016) for Brazil who blame regulatory standardization and weak implementation capacity on willingness for
efficiency underperformance.
26. For example, in the affermage contracts, the operator remuneration is subject to
achieving clear performance objectives defined for agreed periods of time, while in
most concession contracts the main focus in on cost minimization (with the scope
identified in the auction organized to award the contracts). In both cases, however,
the packaging of the areas to be served may be managed ex ante to maximize the
chances of attracting private operators by reducing the high risk service areas.
27. See Rodriguez-Pardina, Schlirf-Rapti and Groom (2008) for a detailed discussion.
28. There are, however, also many OECD countries in which this practice is not
enforced. In Belgium, for instance, the management costs of the regional public
enterprises responsible for water and electricity distribution are not public.
29. See, for instance, the many papers on Argentina, Bolivia, or Mali’s experience.
30. Kochhar et al. (2015).
31. See website www.globalwaterfund.com
32. Equity has in general been doing quite well in the sector. By mid-2014, the S&P
Global Water index of 50 global companies involved in water-related businesses
had delivered a 10.4% annualized performance over 10 years. This includes regulated and unregulated water businesses.
33. See Herrera and Post (2014) for a much broader discussion of the associated tradeoff between increasing users’ voice through decentralization and decreasing political interference through private financing options.
34. See for instance ADB (2011) for a discussion of how Asian cities have been mobilizing sub-sovereign finance through effective approaches and mechanisms consistent with better local fiscal structures.
35. See Platz (2009) or Ratha et al. (2011) for a discussion of the financing and credit
rating issues at the subnational level and Alm (2013) specifically in the urban
context.
36. It also been done for toll roads throughout Latin America. This allowed a crosssubsidization of maintenance and repairs between new and old roads as part of the
responsibilities mandated through the PPP contracts. Brazil, Colombia, Malaysia
and Thailand were among the early users of this approach.
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37. In the context of secondary cities, one of the ways in which risks could be managed
is by bundling cities and/or projects. This is because when size is an obstacle,
pooled finance offers a useful additional option for municipalities or projects considered to be too small to justify the high transactions costs. Pooling cities or projects also reduces costs for the bond issuers. When needed, a credit enhancement
could be offered by the national government (e.g., including a commitment to
reallocate some of the inter-governmental transfers to the lenders). Transaction and
coordination costs can be quite high, though, and this may one of the reasons why
the approach has not yet been considered as a recurrent option.
38. See, for instance, Komives et al. (2005), Estache and Wodon (2014), and more
recently Whittington et al. (2015).
39. There are many reasons for this, including the fact that individuals weigh the
potential losses of moving away from the status quo.
40. The Global Water Partnership (GWP) defines it as “the range of political, social,
economic, and administrative systems that are in place to develop and manage
water resources, and the delivery of water services, at different levels of society.” It
emphasizes transparency, inclusiveness, responsiveness, sustainability, fairness,
coherence, integration, and accountability.
41. OECD (2016a, b) is a remarkable effort to provide a snapshot of the governance
structure of city water regulation. The data is relatively new and hence not yet
been treated statistically, at least for external audiences.
42. http://www.transparency.org/topic/detail/water
43. See Ostrom (2009) or Pal (2009), for instance.
44. These provide the legal basis for a regulator or any stakeholder to challenge the
operators and their managers for noncompliance with all its relevant statutory,
licensing, and regulatory obligations and for the lack of effort to take appropriate
steps to manage and/or mitigate any risks it faces.
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8

Water Misallocation: Governance
Challenges and Responses
8.1 Introduction
The OECD projects that water demand will increase by 55% from 2010
to 2050, resulting in almost 4 billion people living in river basins with
severe water stress (OECD 2012). Climate change and freshwater variability compound these challenges by making water supplies less predictable. In this context, the World Bank Group’s 2016 High and Dry Report
notes that ‘better planning and water resource allocation’ is a key response
to scarcity and shocks.
Together with other management measures, improvements in water
allocation have the potential to mitigate scarcity, enhance livelihoods, and
reduce the projected impacts of climate shocks on the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) through to 2050 (World Bank Group, 2016). This is not a
distant challenge. Many currently water stressed regions are already confronting multiple types of water misallocation that involve tradeoffs
between rural water use and other rural water users, cities, and the environment, as well as competition within cities and across jurisdictional and
basin boundaries.

8.1.1 Responding to Water Misallocation
A water allocation1 is the prevailing pattern of water use and associated
water infrastructure at a specific place and time. The patterns of water use
in a given place or time are influenced by the institutions or the water
allocation regime in place: the set of shared rules and norms governing the
establishment, distribution, reallocation, and enforcement of property
rights to water (Garrick 2015).
There are many ways to allocate freshwater, including administrative
decisions, water markets and collective negotiations (Meinzen-Dick and
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Ringler, 2008). Nevertheless, the specific rules for establishing access and
use, and decision making about allocation, vary tremendously (Ostrom
2005). Thus, the institutional diversity in water allocation requires
responses that are appropriate for local conditions, including its history,
culture, and environment. Importantly, the OECD (2015) observes that
water reallocation is iterative and often time consuming, requiring stakeholder engagement and a process to reconcile divergent interests.
We define a water allocation across three objectives: allocative efficiency (place), inter-temporal or dynamic efficiency (time), and equitable
(people). An allocation of water is allocatively efficient if it is not possible
to reallocate water or associated water infrastructure across different uses
to increase the sum of the net benefits (gross benefits less all direct and
indirect costs) over all freshwater uses. Thus, if it is possible to reallocate
water or water infrastructure such that the ‘winners’ who receive an extra
quantity or higher quality water are able to fully compensate the ‘losers’,
then the existing allocation is not efficient (Grafton, 2017, in review). An
allocation is inter-temporally efficient if, for any reallocation of water
resources and/or redesign of associated water infrastructure and processes
over the whole value chain over time (present to the future or vice versa),
it is not possible to increase the net present value of all water uses (including in situ uses). Thus, inter-temporal efficiency encompasses the notion
that there is an appropriate level of water infrastructure that is constructed
at the relevant time and for the least cost. An allocation of water is equitable or just when it conforms with locally established norms of distributive justice, including perceptions of fairness about both the processes and
outcomes of a given water allocation regime (Raymond, 2003).
Water misallocation has static and inter-temporal dimensions. Water
misallocation in a static sense refers to a pattern of use that is inefficient or
inequitable at a given point of time. Contrary to many definitions of misallocation that focus solely on allocative efficiency, we define misallocation
as a pattern of water use that is either inefficient or inequitable, or a combination of the two. Although there are often tradeoffs between efficiency
and equity, efforts to promote more efficient water allocation that fail to
account for and address equity implications are unlikely to be successful
over the long term. Water misallocation can also refer to an inter-temporal
pattern of water use. For example, a water allocation mechanism may contribute to water misallocation in the future by limiting flexibility to adjust
patterns of water use as priorities and conditions change.
As a benchmark, we refer to a water allocation that is allocatively and
inter-temporally efficient, but is also equitable, as a Just and Allocative and
Dynamically Efficient (JADE) water allocation. A JADE allocation incorporates the notions of efficiency and equity within the dimensions of
place, time, and people.
Using JADE as the benchmark, an improved water allocation can
involve multiple options or responses with the intent to shift the state of
the world where it is today to some improved state through a series of
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State of the world today

Improved Water Allocation

Figure 8.1 Improved Water Allocation: Goals, Pathways, and Responses
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economic and institutional responses. In many cases, the reallocation goal
is not a JADE water allocation, but rather some specific improvement in
either efficiency and/or equity relative to the current state of the world or
to business as usual.
Figure 8.1 illustrates how JADE and an improvement water allocation
might arise. The horizontal axis represents responses or actions by private
and public sector actors to change the existing water allocation. This could
include ‘soft’ approaches such as water pricing or ‘hard’ infrastructure
such as the construction of water infrastructure. The vertical axis compares the existing water allocation and tracks how water reallocation can
transition toward the JADE benchmark. Each circle or sphere represents a
different water allocation in the current state of the world. The size of the
sphere illustrates the capacity to effect a change in water reallocation in
the existing social-economic-hydrological system. Thus, the larger (red)
sphere has a greater capacity for water reallocation than the smaller (blue)
sphere. While in this case higher capacity is associated with a better existing water allocation, relative to a JADE allocation, this is not necessarily
always the case as it depends on the barriers to water reallocation and the
past circumstances. For each sphere, two pathways are shown to illustrate
the shift from the current water allocation to a future and improved water
allocation. The figure illustrates: (1) water reallocation needs to be designed
for specific circumstances, and capacities such that, in general, a ‘one size
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fits all solution’ to water misallocation is inappropriate; (2) responses to
water reallocation are not always smooth and may dip and pause; and
(3) multiple responses are possible rather than a singular response to
achieve improved water reallocation.

8.1.2 Report Structure
Our report responds to the often complex problem of water misallocation
and related barriers to effective water resource governance. The goal is to
build knowledge, synthesize evidence, and outline practical steps for
improving water allocation and water resource governance across the
World Bank’s Global Water Practice’s regional practice areas.
To provide context to our work, the World Bank is undertaking a
series of studies intended to provide an economic lens to current water
challenges, with a focus on pragmatic solutions (World Bank Group,
2016). Our report on water misallocation forms a part of this wider project and provides the following contributions:
1. Diagnosing the causes and consequences of freshwater misallocation;
2. Developing a typology of barriers to water reallocation;
3. Identifying key responses to water misallocation; and
4. Outlining a Three-Step Approach to Improve Water Allocation.
Our report is structured as follows. Section 8.2 documents different
forms of misallocation. Section 8.3 identifies the possible barriers to water
reallocation. Section 8.4 outlines responses to water misallocation and
pathways for water reallocation, and Section 8.5 reviews possible next
steps to overcome the challenges of water misallocation.

8.2 Water Misallocation
There are many water allocation mechanisms used throughout history and
influenced by traditions, laws and cultural beliefs, and water scarcity,
among other factors. Over the past 50 years water scarcity and competition for water supplies has escalated dramatically. Specifically, demands on
surface water and groundwater sources have increased, driven by rising
incomes and population growth in emerging economies, and in some locations by climate change.
Water allocation mechanisms that, at one point, effectively managed
the demands of human habitation and the environment have, in many
cases, become increasingly problematic. More and more river basins have
become closed systems, and groundwater drawdown in some key locations
is unsustainable at current levels of use. Water security in many countries
is also increasingly challenged by increasing water demands and supply
constraints and heightened supply variability as a result of climate change
(Jiménez Cisneros et al., 2014).
Table 8.1, sourced from a recent OECD publication, provides some
detail on how emerging trends are affecting allocation mechanisms in
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Table 8.1 Factors Affecting Water Allocation
Trend

Implications for Water Allocation

Changing demand patterns

• Affects the available resource pool
• Affects the competition among and within categories of water
uses
• Affects the type of water (piped, level or quality) demanded
and the desired reliability of supply

Climate change impacts on freshwater

• Shifts the timing, location, form, and amount of precipitation,
affecting the available resource pool
• Increases uncertainty about the availability of freshwater
• To the extent that extreme events will occur more frequently,
makes ‘exceptional circumstances’ more commonplace

Deteriorating water quality

• Affects the available resource pool
• Increases the cost of water use

Improving water use efficiency

• Affects the available resource pool
• Changes rates of consumption
• May reduce flows, reducing availability for subsequent uses
• Increases the importance of specifying return flows in
entitlements

Shifting societal preferences

•
•

Improving scientific understanding of
the resource or environmental flow
requirements

•

Changes the value placed on in situ and diverted uses
Affects the value placed on water for environmental purposes,
influencing the definition of environmental flows

Affects the understanding of the resource and its interaction
with other water bodies
• Affects the definition of environmental flows or other in situ
flow requirements
• May also influence the understanding of the value of
environmental flows (e.g., in terms of supporting key species
or habitats)

Source: OECD (2015, p. 21).

OECD countries. Despite worldwide attention on water misallocation
and water scarcity at all levels of government and civil society, limited
progress has been achieved globally. Yet, ‘(B)etter planning for water
resource allocation’ is critical for enhancing water security and future climate resilience (World Bank Group, 2016).
The literature on water allocation and water allocation mechanisms is
extensive, stretching back many decades (for example, Dinar et al., 1997).
It covers general principles, specific case studies, and also an examination
of a myriad of different problems and possible solutions to types of water
misallocation.
The OECD presents a valuable ‘health check’ for water resource allocation (OECD, 2015), and others (for example Pegram et al., 2013) present ‘golden rules’ for basin planning. Our point of departure is to recognize
and accept differences as a starting point when diagnosing and responding
to water misallocation.
All water allocation mechanisms embody elements relating to both
efficiency and equity. Many of the problems that have emerged arise out
inadequacy of existing water allocation mechanisms when demand has
increased beyond a threshold. Unfortunately, adaptation is frequently
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constrained by multiple factors including vested interests, poorly defined
water rights, perceived or actual third party effects, high transaction costs,
and limited administrative capacity or institutional fragmentation, as outlined in Section 8.3.
Here, we examine seven commonly encountered types of water misallocation between competing uses.

8.2.1 Transboundary Water Use
Over 100 river basins worldwide are covered by multi-country basin
agreements, but around two-thirds of these do not include all basin states.
The remaining river basins, or around 60 percent of the world’s 276 transboundary river basins (UN Water, 2014), lack any type of cooperative
agreement, suggesting governance frameworks at a basin level could be
absent or inadequate (United Nations, 2016). Existing water use agreements include various allocation mechanisms, such as: (1) fixed quantities;
(2) prior approval; (3) consultation; (4) prioritization of uses; (5) fixed
quantity varying with water availability; and (6) proportional allocation of
entire rivers (Dinar et al., 2015). As one UN report observes: ‘Existing
agreements are sometimes not sufficiently effective to promote integrated
water resources management due to problems at the national and local
levels, such as inadequate water management structures and weak capacity in countries, to implement the agreements, as well as shortcomings in
the agreements themselves’ (United Nations, 2016).
Transboundary water misallocation has, at its core, legal issues surrounding the use of water that crosses from one country to another. As water
scarcity emerges, increasing upstream demand can have a profound impact
on downstream users. Unfortunately, there is little international agreement
on what constitutes appropriate transboundary arrangements, and this is
underscored by very slow rates of country accession to international agreements such as the 1997 Convention on the Law of Non-Navigational Uses
of International Watercourses (McCaffrey, 2016). Further, due to a concern
that membership of basin-wide organizations might undermine their ability
to utilize an increasing proportion of the resource, upstream countries often
choose not to become members (Zhong et al., 2016).
Transboundary misallocation adds a layer of difficulty relative to misallocation within one country, as the value placed on the water, and the
needs and aspirations of each country drawing water from the river basin
or aquifer may differ considerably. In a transboundary context, there is no
single national interest or a fully enforceable process for negotiating durable and lasting arrangements over water access.
Although formal cooperation agreements exist for the Zambezi River
and the Mekong River, for example, downstream countries in both basins
have unsuccessfully protested new upstream dam construction, particularly on the main stem, and agricultural developments (Wouters, 2013).
Over time, river flows in the Tigris/Euphrates Basin into Iraq have
declined and salinity has increased as a result of dam construction and
increased water use in both Turkey and Syria. Within Iraq, one effect of
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the traditional water allocation mechanism of upstream priority is that
downstream availability is reduced, is becoming increasingly variable, and
is likely to become even more variable as a consequence of climate change.
Adopting a new allocation rule within Iraq itself could result in
increased agricultural production (Salman et al., 2014), this is overlaid by
transboundary issues. Similarly, how China uses rivers such as the Red
River, Mekong, Salween, Irrawaddy, Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna and
Indus can have a substantial impact on numerous downstream countries
(Kattelus et al., 2015). While transboundary arrangements may facilitate
cooperation, when a basin is put under extreme water stress, it is by no
means clear that current arrangements are able to contribute to sustainable economic development.
Political boundaries within countries also contribute to misallocation.
One form of misallocation that falls outside the traditional definition of
transboundary water use is the allocation of water between states or provinces in federal or quasi-federal political systems. Garrick and colleagues
(2013) define ‘federal rivers’ as major rivers that are within or shared by a
country with a federal political system. Federal rivers include over 300
major rivers within or shared by federal countries as varied as Australia,
Brazil, India, Mexico, and Pakistan, where subnational disputes over water
allocation between states can be as intense as international disputes (Garrick and De Stefano, 2016). For example, the Cauvery River of India is a
federal river challenged by multiple inter-jurisdictional barriers to effective water allocation across state boundaries.

8.2.2 Rural versus Rural
A proximate cause of water misallocation in rural water is water demands
that are either fully or overextracting the available water supply. Overextraction can be observed by the deterioration of ecosystem services, or
reduced availability to downstream users in the case of surface water use,
or the lowering of the water table in the case of groundwater basins. Much
of this misallocation arises from the expansion of irrigation districts, and
the more intensive and extensive application of water.
In river or groundwater basins where water rights, formal or otherwise
exist, there are numerous ways of allocating water, each of which has its
strengths and weaknesses, and are summarized as follows:
• Upstream preference: where full utilization is reached, this results in
growing downstream shortages (for example Salman et al., 2014; Jia
et al., 2016 ), but often without any consideration of value of product
resulting from water use.
• In areas of plentiful stream flows or groundwater, the misallocation
challenge is not about water quantity, but about water quality
(George et al., 2009).
• Priority of use: established users have first access to available water
(Garrick, 2015) and this can limit mutually beneficial trades (Grafton
et al., 2012b).
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• Riparian right: either volumetric or proportional rights that explicitly
link water access and use to landholdings.
• Preferential access: determined by past government decisions which
may be inconsistent with contemporary water demands.
• ‘First in, best dressed’: this applies to both surface and groundwater
systems.
• In the case of groundwater, without monitoring water use, may
result in over extraction.
• Unrestricted access may mean those with access to financial
resources can pay pumping costs, with no reference to equity or
efficiency. Misallocation is exacerbated by government subsidies on
fuel use (Kochhar et al., 2015).
• Negotiated solutions: such as Southern California’s ‘physical solutions’
for groundwater that are supported in communities (Garner, 2016),
but are also expensive and time consuming to implement.
• Allocations determined within secure tradeable property rights: water
rights can include volumetric or proportional entitlements, typified by
water rights in the MDB (Grafton and Horne, 2014), but may pose
third party effects. A market may determine prices, or water transfers
may occur through an administrated fixed price (Moore 2015).
Allocation rules may be limited to use, or also allow water trading, but
this is rare (Maestu, 2013). The rules may be laid out in law, be administratively determined, or be negotiated by water users formally or informally. Many of these allocation mechanisms can be seen in transboundary
arrangements, but within a single country they are likely to be more tractable, particularly in relatively homogenous communities. In federal systems, however, with strong state-based powers, rural versus rural
misallocation may arise from political social or cultural differences
between jurisdictions within a single country.

8.2.3 Rural versus Environment
A feature of water allocation in many countries is that as water scarcity
increases the residual component of water allocation, which is typically in
situ use, declines. In turn, this diminishes the levels of ecosystem services
(Grafton et al., 2012a). Indeed, in nearly all poor countries (and many
richer nations), the environment is placed as the lowest water priority
after household demands, agricultural, and industry demands, and demands
from energy production (Braga and Kelman, 2016).
In rural areas, the clearest trade-off is between the irrigation sector
and the environment, where the former will seek to maintain or increase
its use as water availability declines or becomes more variable. Typically,
the level of ecosystem services considered ‘optimal’ is a social choice,
with many higher income countries being prepared (sometimes reluctantly) to set aside more water for this purpose, and lower income countries being prepared to allow extraction beyond sustainable levels,
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impinging on the viability of ecosystem services. While there are exceptions, water management and water allocation mechanisms routinely
appear to neglect environmental needs, in part because of the lack of
appropriate valuation tools, in part because intertemporal dynamics mitigates against it, and in part reflecting the fiscal challenges faced by government. In northern China, for instance, agricultural water use has
resulted in sharp drops in the water table, and rivers cease to flow during
the dry season (Wang et al., 2010).
In terms of equity, it is unsurprising that water managers and governments frequently put the needs of the very poor agricultural communities
before those of the environment. Nevertheless, there are examples where
NGOs and foreign governments are prepared to purchase water or water
rights to ensure ecosystem services. This reflects their ability to pay, something that is often absent in developing countries where difficult zero sum
trade-offs can often not be solved by fiscal payments. This quasi market is far
from fully operational, but is likely to become increasingly important as key
drivers of population growth and climate change increase water scarcity.

8.2.4 Rural versus Urban
One of the features of recent decades has been the worldwide movement
of people from rural to urban areas. This trend has occurred at all income
levels in nearly every country. Water demand in cities has thus risen dramatically in emerging economies, and a ‘grab bag’ of water-related issues
have arisen, particularly in poor countries where there has been only modest success in managing them. The water literature is replete with arguments and case studies that suggest there would be significant economic
benefits in establishing water allocation mechanisms that allow greater
water transfer from rural use to city use, with benefits flowing from water
moving to higher value uses (Dinar et al., 1997, World Bank Group, 2016).
Others question this conclusion, arguing that the situation is more complex
because of the linkages between the rural and urban economies (Molle and
Berkoff, 2009). In some cities, the opportunity to draw increasing volumes
of water may be constrained, suggesting other approaches such as water
reuse, water desalination or greater use of water efficiency technologies.
Many established allocation mechanisms have regularly allowed water
transfers to urban areas, sometimes by interbasin transfers. Modern examples of interbasin transfers include the Chinese south-north water transfer
investments that transport water 3,800 km from water-rich river basins to
water poor urban regions (Zhuang, 2016). There are also cases where
vested interests have prevented rural to urban transfers, at a substantial
cost to allocative efficiency, such as in Australia’s ‘north-south pipeline’ to
Melbourne (Crase et al., 2014).

8.2.5 Urban versus Urban
Water supply and demand in urban areas varies greatly due to history and
politics, rates of recent population growth and migration, income levels, the
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alternative approaches to water allocation, and importantly, differences in
governance arrangements of water and water service delivery agencies.
There are many cities where at least part of the city suffers from periods of
acute water shortage. Even more cities have, thus far, been incapable of
delivering safe water to all their inhabitants and creating a reliable sanitation services. Typically, this is because of ineffective governance arrangements. For instance, large water network delivery losses, failure to collect
water tariffs, and the setting of tariffs that subsidize high income cohorts
result in a lack of provision to informal settlements. Notable exceptions are
Phnom Penh (Cambodia), Manila (Philippines), and Ahmedabad (India),
which have all shown that effective urban water governance reforms can
produce much improved efficiency and equity outcomes (Biswas and Tortajada, 2010; Butala et al., 2010; Rivera, 2014; Rola et al., 2016). Thus,
improved governance and service delivery could increase both efficiency
and equity, and reduce water scarcity.
Many cities suffer from large network leakage problems, such that
only a small proportion of available resources are delivered to customers.
Addressing this challenge has, in some areas, made a significant contribution to reducing water scarcity (for example, Braga and Kelman, 2016).
The ‘need’ for more water may also simply reflect poor water service provider performance. In other words, water scarcity may arise from poor
maintenance rather than insufficient supply.
In many urban areas (and in rural areas too) the water price charged
to customers is set well below costs of production. Thus, revenue recovery
from consumed water is low. With water networks generally supplying the
older established city areas, city resources are effectively subsidizing
wealthier inhabitants, at the expense of newer informal settlements. Misallocation occurs as water use (to those who receive it) is subsidized and is
likely to be higher than it would otherwise be. Further, the provision of
water services is inequitable because informal settlements often house the
most vulnerable and are inadequately serviced. Correcting such misallocation requires a response to physical and technical barriers, and also political and institutional deficiencies.

8.2.6 Interbasin Transfers
Different types of interbasin water transfer exist, but many have developed to facilitate economic development in the recipient basin or city
(Ghassemi and White, 2007). Misallocation from transfers can arise where
there may be economic or social benefits, but substantial environmental
costs (for example, see Zhuang, 2016). Some have argued (Pandit, 2014),
that ‘balance’ (in this case putting the interests of the economy over the
environment) is needed, but often the most vulnerable are the people who
suffer the most from a degradation of ecosystem services. In this context,
existing water allocations based on past injustices provide a case for a
‘reset’ to acknowledge local rights and previously disadvantaged individuals, such as in South Africa (Bourblanc and Blanchon, 2014).
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There is often less concern around interbasin transfers where water is
plentiful in the ‘source’ basin, but much more concern when water is
scarce in both basins. As the notions of surplus and deficit are time bound,
the ability to underdo previous arrangements will be affected by the
nature of the property right. In Australia, the Snowy Mountains scheme
initially turned the Snowy River inland, and was nationally applauded.
Fifty years later, governments have bought back a proportion of those entitlements to partially restore the environmental health of the Snowy River
(Government New South Wales, 2016).
China’s massive south to north water transfer project provides a very
large contemporary example of interbasin transfers. Here, the central government mandated the transfer on the basis of efficiency benefits of moving water to higher value uses, and also the need to respond to water scarcity
in China’s huge northern urban and industrial regions (Zhang, 2009). Such
transfers provide benefits at the destination, but impose costs at the source
and create winners and losers. Each country needs to grapple with the
trade-offs embodied in these projects, ensuring the benefits and costs are
transparently set out and managed. Other cases, which sometimes include
several levels of government, negotiated compromises arise that attempt to
take account of competing interests, but rarely satisfy all parties.
By contrast, Hong Kong has an ongoing contract with Guangdong province that is a win-win as a result of plentiful water supply in the ‘source’
basin, and a willingness of a wealthy urban area to pay a higher price for
water. This beneficial arrangement, however, is diminished by the willingness of the Hong Kong Government to subsidize the provision of water
services that results in higher water demand than there would otherwise be.

8.2.7 Responding to Growing Water Demand
An ongoing observation that relates to both contemporary urban water
management and the behavior of agricultural water users (such as irrigators) is the slow pace of adoption of measures to improve the efficiency of
water use. The first response of many water service providers to circumstances where demand begins to exceed supply has historically been to
contemplate new supply measures, rather than consider the issue holistically to address water scarcity. This comes from the historical dominance
of engineers and infrastructure builders in these authorities, the way legislation and funding is framed, and transaction costs to introduce new ways
of examining emerging problems.
During the 2013–14 water availability crisis in Sao Paulo, authorities
turned to both enhancing interbasin interconnections and demand
reduction, for example, through providing 30% discounts to consumers
who reduced consumption by at least 20% (Kelman, 2015; Braga and
Kelman, 2016). Although improved water efficiency in public sector
buildings has been a great success, demand management had not been
embraced as a central theme in the years prior to the crisis. Typically, the
efficacy of new supply measures are not routinely tested against
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alternatives, such as a fully articulated water efficiency labelling scheme
for household appliances, or encouraging business to increase water
reuse and recycling, both of which have proved effective in other countries. The same can be said for the approach to water sharing, where
alternative water sharing models may have resulted in better use of available water in the face of the emerging crisis.
The lack of change, or persistence with traditional approaches to
water service provision, frequently results in misallocation of water
resources. This arises from many inadequate or ineffective ‘soft’ features
embedded in water allocation and water management arrangements
including: (1) a legal framework that does not permit or encourage implementation of options that might otherwise in a contemporary environment be given favorable consideration; (2) the lack of formal option testing
in established business practices extending to a full suite of demand and
supply measures; and (3) interjurisdictional disputes where several levels
of government have decision-making roles, leading to some options being
ruled out without careful consideration.

8.2.8 Concurrent Water Misallocation
More than one form of misallocation occurs within some river basins.
Some countries could, for example, simultaneously face transboundary
issues, challenges related to federal structures within their country, and
some, if not all, of the other dimensions previously outlined.
Water misallocation derives from the specific impact of one or more
factors and values placed on those factors. Some of these drivers may prove
impenetrable or unresolvable in the near term, suggesting that proffering
‘first best’ solutions may be inappropriate, especially with limited information. For example, the choices confronting governments may be to encourage interbasin transfers, to expand supply, or to encourage demand reduction
or alternative supply measures in the recipient basin/city, but what is done
and when varies greatly across regions and countries. The comparative
advantage of some countries/regions may be in delivering engineering projects, whereas elsewhere it is in improving water governance.
In sum, each country should set its own priorities, from which preferred pathways or responses can be discerned. It may also be the case that
unfamiliarity with particular policy options (for example, ‘we have never
done that previously’) pushes a country or water authority in one direction, when outside guidance and discussion before commitments are
made, may suggest an alternative approach. Engaging a wide cross section
of interests at an early stage in the policy process would most likely provide a suite of possible approaches for consideration.

8.2.9 Water Misallocation—A Brief Summary
As water demand approaches and exceeds supply, the importance of
JADE water allocation mechanisms increases. This section has focused on
outlining seven commonly encountered types of water misallocation. The
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widespread occurrence of water misallocation suggests that if misallocation can be responded to directly, some of the adverse impacts from inadequate water availability and declining water security could be
ameliorated.
The fact that progress in addressing misallocation has been very slow
suggests impediments regularly stymie progress toward JADE outcomes.
In the next section, we outline a typology of impediments to JADE water
allocations, which vary greatly from country to country and region to
region. This underscores the need to establish new arrangements in the
context of local and regional norms and institutions, and country and
regionally specific strengths and weaknesses, including the fiscal position
of involved governments and bodies.

8.3 Water Reallocation: A Typology of Barriers
Responding to water misallocation requires institutional mechanisms to
reallocate water according to equity and efficiency criteria within the
framework of extant political institutions. Misallocation can be mitigated
by water reallocation, namely: a change to the volume, timing, location, or
quality of water delivery, intended to deliver specific goals and/or achieve
particular outcomes.
There are many types of reallocation, which vary across three main
dimensions: (1) involuntary (administrative) or voluntary (negotiated,
market) processes; (2) intra-sectoral versus inter-sectoral transfers; and
(3) temporary or permanent agreements (Marston and Cai, 2016). Voluntary reallocation mechanisms include market-based transactions and negotiated settlements; involuntary reallocation mechanisms may involve
administrative procedures or court decisions without consultation of
affected water users. Both voluntary and involuntary mechanisms may
compensate those who reduce their water use. Typically, involuntary, permanent, and uncompensated reallocation mechanisms across sectors or
basin boundaries trigger the greatest political resistance (Molle and Berkoff,
2009; Marston and Cai, 2016).
Regardless of the reallocation process, the process is subject to multiple barriers even when there is a broad social agreement about the need to
respond to water misallocation. Barriers to reallocation arise from water’s
cultural significance, economic importance, physical and technical complexity, and associated governance challenges. Local conditions determine
the precise mixture of barriers in a given place and time.
Here, we contend that the barriers to reallocation should be addressed
head-on, with the first step being to identify what are they, and how they
might be overcome.

8.3.1 Barriers to Water Reallocation
Water reallocation is fundamentally a political and a social process. The
barriers to water reallocation are rooted in water’s social, economic, and
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Table 8.2 Barriers to Water Reallocation
Sociocultural Factors

Hydrological and Infrastructure Constraints

Political Economy of Water

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Lack of shared norms and social
capital
Divergent mental models
Weak communication and social
exclusion
Large group size and/or social
heterogeneity
Legacy of inequitable water use

System boundaries and limits are poorly
defined
• Water supply is unreliable
• Inadequate or inappropriate infrastructure
• Stranded assets
• Insufficient modelling, metering, and
monitoring

Vested interests
Poorly defined property rights
Third party effects
High transaction costs
Limited administrative capacity
Institutional fragmentation
Intergovernmental coordination
challenges

physical characteristics. Water’s biophysical properties make it difficult to
bound and measure due to its mobility, variability, and storage challenges
(Libecap, 2005). The unique social and economic characteristics of
water—its essentialness, capital intensity, and networked infrastructure
and combination of public and private values—requires complex and contentious trade-offs, particularly between consumptive and in situ uses. As
a consequence, water requires a higher level of collective action than for
many other resources (Hanemann, 2006).
The barriers to improved water allocation can be divided into three
interrelated categories: 1) sociocultural factors, 2) hydrological and infrastructure constraints, and 3) the political economy of water. Some of the
key factors in each of these categories are listed in Table 8.2 and elaborated
below.

8.3.2 Sociocultural Factors
Sociocultural barriers to water reallocation include:
• Lack of shared norms and social capital
• Divergent mental models
• Weak communication and social exclusion
• Large group sizes and/or social heterogeneity
• Inequality, including a legacy of inequitable water use
Cultural barriers to a efficient and equitable water reallocation stem
from different views of fairness and justice in water allocation. Water has
multiple social, economic, and ecological values, requiring trade-offs.
Blomquist (2011) notes at least 14 ‘beneficial uses’ for water rights in the
Western U.S., ranging from in situ uses, such as instream flows, to water
for irrigation. In lower and middle-income countries, society must balance priorities for basic human needs with rural and urban development
imperatives requiring water for irrigation, hydropower, industry and
municipalities, as well as spiritual and cultural values (Jackson et al., 2015;
Jackson, 2006).
Social norms refer to a ‘behavioral pattern within a group, supported
by a shared understanding of acceptable actions and sustained through
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social interactions within that group’ (Nyborg et al., 2016: 42). Social
norms related to fairness and cooperation affect social capital, and the
associated trust and norms of reciprocity that enable or constrain water
reallocation as social preferences change.
The lack of shared social norms and associated social capital can
impede water reallocation. Debates about whether and how to treat water
as a human right and an economic good have constrained efforts to reallocate water to its highest valued economic use. A cross-cultural study of
norms in Fiji, Ecuador, Paraguay, New Zealand, and the U.S., for example,
found that all five countries rejected some aspects of water marketization
due to strong norms of social justice (Wutich et al., 2013). The U.S. and
New Zealand were the only countries where the separation of water rights
from land was considered acceptable. By comparison, all three lower
income countries expressed strong support for a human right to water,
including the distribution of basic water needs for free. Nikolakis et al.
(2013) illustrate that water markets and norms of social justice are not
mutually exclusive in Northern Australia, where a majority of Indigenous
respondents support water markets, but only if their existing land and
water rights are not separated.2 These norms of social justice affect the
difficulty and, perhaps, the willingness to consider a range of possible reallocation options.
While norms are typically slow to change, abrupt shifts are possible
when policy and technological changes converge. When such opportunities for beneficial change arise, such as from key events and triggers related
to droughts, political changes, and broader investments to cultivate the
shared norms and political policies, they need to be taken advantage of to
move toward more efficient and equitable water allocation.
The need for shared norms is closely linked to the understanding of
the water system and the ‘mental model’ about how it works. Efforts to
reallocate water to support JADE outcomes depend on the capacity of
diverse stakeholders to develop a shared understanding, particularly when
addressing key equity dimensions related to poverty alleviation and
inequality. A mental model refers to the ‘representations of an individual’s
or group’s internally held understand of the external world’ (Hoffman et
al., 2014). Contrasting mental models impede solutions to water allocation challenges, as experienced in the Crocodile River catchment of South
Africa (Stone-Jovicich et al., 2011). Many stakeholders view illegal water
takings as a problem and agree about the consequences of low river flows.
Nevertheless, consensus among irrigators and conservationists remains
elusive about both the causes of the problem and the priorities for future
water use. Thus, the ability to coproduce knowledge about the water system and its dynamics is seen as a critical means of reconciling divergent
mental models, provided that the process is transparent and considered
fair.
Achieving JADE water allocation outcomes becomes difficult at large
scales. For example, larger groups may face additional barriers to water
reallocation. Evidence from longstanding irrigation systems (Tang, 1992),
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including more recent studies in the Philippines (Araral, 2009), suggest it
is harder to establish trust and norms of reciprocity. Contradictory evidence, however, suggests that the influence of group size is more nuanced
and involves a potential trade-off between economies of scale as group
size increases and the higher transaction costs associated with larger groups
(Meinzen-Dick, 2007).
Typically, group size is positively correlated with social heterogeneity
which increases the challenges posed by social, income, and gender
inequality. Issues of fairness are, therefore, a dominant concern (Syme
et al., 1999; Syme and Nancarrow, 1997; Schorr, 2012; Schorr, 2005). The
controversy over water privatization in Bolivia is an iconic example of
inequality and fairness concerns in water allocation, illustrating how community membership, access to capital, and labor shape water access for
urban and irrigation uses alike (Saldías et al., 2013).
Efforts to redress historic inequality have led to commitments to meet
basic water needs for human development, including explicit recognition
of the human right to water in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Ecuador, Kenya, Nicaragua, South Africa, Uganda and Uruguay (Salman, 2014).
The progressive realization of equity in water allocation more broadly,
remains difficult, as evidenced by the challenges delivering basic human
water needs (25 litres/person/day) under South Africa’s 1998 National
Water Act (Kidd, 2016). Inequality of access or use includes resource ‘capture’ or when the allocation of water is skewed to benefit a small minority
of the population, has also been identified as a barrier to reallocation in the
Jaguaribe (Brazil), Olifants (South Africa), and Sadah (Yemen) basins
(Srinivasan et al., 2012).

8.3.3 Hydrological and Infrastructure Constraints
Successful water reallocation requires an understanding of the local conditions, including the hydrology and infrastructure of a given water resource
system. A water resource system combines the natural and human dimensions of rivers, lakes, aquifers and other water systems.
Hydrological and infrastructure systems may constrain reallocation
due to:
• Poorly defined system boundaries and limits
• Unreliable water supply due to climate variability, change, and
uncertainty
• Inadequate or inappropriate storage and distribution infrastructure
• Stranded assets
• Insufficient modelling, metering, and monitoring
Four key factors determine the effectiveness of water reallocation and
the potential for more efficient and equitable processes and outcomes.
First, any effort to reallocate water must determine the water supplies
available for consumption and in situ uses from a given hydrological system and its infrastructure. The failure to recognize hydrological limits to
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water extraction is a persistent challenge. This challenge is exacerbated by
the lack of alignment between political and hydrological boundaries. Interbasin transfers and intra-basin distribution systems further determine the
technical feasibility of reallocation to achieve allocative and dynamically
efficient water allocation, while just allocations depend on access to infrastructure. Hydrological connections between surface and groundwater,
and through the downstream return flows of upstream water use, increase
the complexity of any effort to reallocate water. In turn, this makes a clear
and shared understanding of the boundaries of a system critical when
determining the scope for JADE outcomes.
Second, ‘hydrological stationarity’, or the lack of it, is recognized as a
challenge for water managers, posing constraints and opportunities for reallocation (Milly et al., 2008). ‘Difficult hydrology’ associated with low runoff and unpredictable seasonal or interannual variability poses particular
challenges by creating uncertainty about the availability of water and its
timing for key uses. Monsoonal and semiarid rivers, particularly in Africa
and South Asia, are key examples of this challenge (Grey and Sadoff, 2007).
Irrigation and associated storage reservoirs, distribution systems and
allocation institutions are one key response to variability and the lack of
predictability. For example, poverty rates in India range from 25% in irrigated districts to 70% in un-irrigated districts, which highlights the impact
of freshwater variability on agricultural-dominated economies (Grey and
Sadoff, 2007). Water allocation institutions include different mechanisms
to manage variability and uncertainty. These include the use of proportional volumetric entitlements, or time-limited entitlements, to share available water. The coordination of groundwater and surface water supplies is
another way to overcome or mitigate scarcity or unpredictable water supplies by using groundwater storage, including active banking of surface
water in aquifers, to buffer supply variability (Blomquist et al., 2004).
Third, inadequate or inappropriate storage (natural and artificial) and
distribution infrastructure pose barriers to reallocation. Infrastructure
decisions are tantamount to water allocation decisions because they can
lock in patterns of water extraction and use (Bruns et al., 2005). The ability to store and distribute water also determines the technical feasibility of
moving water from its current uses to satisfy emerging demands or address
historic inequalities in water allocation.
Inadequate aquifer storage and insufficient or inappropriate water
infrastructure (reservoir storage and distribution systems) contributes to
water shortages, unsustainable water allocation patterns, and vulnerability
to shocks (Srinivasan et al. 2012). Limited aquifer storage and overdrafts
are major challenges (e.g., the Hai River or China and Lerma-Chapala of
Mexico).
Surface water storage infrastructure has a more complex effect on
water allocation, causing problems when there is too little, too much, or
the wrong type of water asset. Inadequate infrastructure is a problem in
the Volta River, for example, where irrigated agriculture is underdeveloped; conversely, excessive or uncoordinated infrastructure creates
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barriers to water reallocation in both centralized (Aral Sea) and more
decentralized (groundwater development in the Krishna Basin) infrastructure schemes (Srinivasan et al., 2012). Thus, a key consideration for
dynamic efficiency is whether water infrastructure balances the competing needs for stability and flexibility in water allocation, providing storage
and distribution to buffer variability between years. In particular, does
infrastructure ensure the functioning of natural systems and the capacity
to reallocate water to changing patterns of supply and demand, including
the associated physically delivery requirements?
Finally, inadequate information is a fundamental barrier that increases
the transaction costs of reallocation and may exacerbate equity concerns
due to information asymmetries. For example, uneven access to information contributes to information asymmetries and can undermine accounting efforts used for transparent and inclusive planning and allocation
decisions. Even when technological innovations lower the cost of monitoring, as in the case of remote sensing and telemetry, lingering scientific
uncertainty and political resistance may limit the legitimacy and uptake of
the information. For example, water users may oppose efforts to meter
water use for fear of losing water, or being charged more to recover costs,
as illustrated by the Indian experience (Birkenholtz, 2016).
Despite the barriers to reallocation posed by hydrological constraints
and infrastructure systems, efforts to define and map the hydrological system and establish hydrological limits on water consumption (including
environmental flows), can establish the enabling conditions for subsequent
legal and institutional reforms and new incentives and norms. For example, an audit of water use in 1995 was a key step at the beginning of the
water reform process in Australia. Strategic basin assessments and participatory river basin modeling projects have also emerged elsewhere as key
means of addressing the challenges of metering and monitoring in water
allocation, and enhancing their legitimacy.
In transboundary rivers with barriers to data sharing across political
borders, hydro-economic modeling, including remotely sensed data on
irrigation and groundwater use, have informed basin planning for infrastructure development and water allocation. A strategic basin assessment
led by the World Bank in the Ganges used such tools and concluded that
effective groundwater management should be prioritized over the development of upstream reservoirs (Sadoff et al., 2013). The simulation of
water supply scenarios can also address socio-cultural resistance to change
as illustrated by the development of shortage sharing rules and new allocation mechanisms in the Colorado River of the U.S. and Mexico (Garrick
et al., 2008).

8.3.4 The Political Economy of Water: Vested Interests
and Institutional Barriers
The political economy of water and challenges to the reallocation of water
arise from a range of inter-related institutional impediments: poorly
defined water rights, third party effects, stakeholder exclusion, high
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transition and transaction costs, and ineffective institutional structures
constrain water reallocation (Marston and Cai 2016). Vested interests,
institutional fragmentation and coordination challenges pose further challenges. Almost all water resources cross political borders in some form
across users’ associations and states and/or countries, requiring coordination between governments and across tiers of governance (Garrick 2015).
These barriers are examined and illustrated below to illustrate how to
design pathways to reallocate water to achieve more efficient and equitable outcomes.
Vested interests have a strong stake in maintaining the status quo.
Any effort to reallocate water is, thus, likely to encounter resistance from
vested interests. Resistance may stem from the perception that previous
rural development policies came with the promise of reliable water supplies to encourage the settlement or development of irrigation, other
rural economic activities (e.g., mining), or a specific sector or class (Libecap, 2011). In such instances, the promise of reliable access to water is
used to stimulate investment in infrastructure and its maintenance (Heinmiller, 2009).
The reallocation of water from irrigated agriculture to environmental
purposes, cities, or other basins is a prime instance when vested interests
will oppose reallocation or demand compensation (Challen, 2000; Pohlner, 2016). Officials from key ministries also have a strong stake in maintaining the status quo and may impose bureaucratic obstacles to
reallocation. The loss of water from agriculture or energy production may
threaten agency budgets, staff sizes, and the bureaucratic culture, contributing to what Reisner (1986) termed an ‘iron triangle’ of water users’ associations, engineers, and bureaucrats in favor of supply-side solutions over
reallocation options.
The movement of water across sectors or through interbasin transfers
confronts some of the most substantial barriers due to vested interests. In
particular, the potential for third party effects and the risk of stranded
assets when the loss of water from a region makes it difficult to operate
and maintain existing infrastructure with a smaller user base. Any effort to
improve water allocation and facilitate water reallocation, therefore,
depends on explicit efforts to identify vested interests of parties who stand
to lose from proposed changes in water allocation and to engage these
individuals and groups in the process.
Poorly defined water rights limit the incentives for water reallocation.
While water is almost always formally owned by the government, rights to
use water are defined through a range of methods, including court adjudications and administrative procedures, as well as a host of communitylevel and informal approaches, with varying levels of security, flexibility,
and enforcement. The costs of formally defining water rights and subsequently monitoring and enforcing them can be substantial, and often prohibitively so, in countries at all income levels. For example, court
adjudications over water reallocations in the Western U.S. have lasted
decades and involved millions of dollars in lawyers’ fees (Feller, 2007).
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The separation of water rights from land ownership is viewed as an
important means of enabling reallocation, but this is not always feasible
due to the cultural values or legal constraints. Even in the most ambitious
efforts to separate land and water rights, such as those in Australia, the
process has required significant resources and coordination across jurisdictions (Bjornlund and O’Callaghan, 2004; Young and McColl, 2009).
Efforts to reform property rights to water are also complicated by the
hierarchy of property rights from the individual water user level to water
districts, states, countries, and transboundary agreements. Thus, changes at
one level can have a ‘knock-on’ effect at lower or higher levels (Easter and
McCann, 2010). Reallocation of water out of irrigation districts also
involves significant barriers, which tend to magnify as water moves longer
distance across sectors, political borders, or basin boundaries due to the
hydrological constraints and associated third-party effects. Efforts to
reform water rights systems have depended on negotiation among the parties impacted.
Concerns over third-party effects are rooted in issues of equity, barriers which are most difficult to address when water moves across sectors,
and jurisdictions (Robison and Kenney, 2012). Third-party effects impede
reallocation due to the (a) perceived negative impacts on community values, culture, and livelihoods and (b) threats of socioeconomic and population decline due to decreases in land value, tax base, and supporting
industries (Marston and Cai, 2016). The hydrological and ecological
impacts of changes in water use present another challenge, such as the
effects of channel lining on groundwater recharge in the Yellow River (Sun
et al., 2013).
There are several examples of third-party effects triggering resistance
and posing barriers to future reallocation. The transfer of water from agriculture in Owens Valley, California, to support urban populations in Los
Angeles is perhaps the most oft-cited example of third-party effects due
to the perceived consequences of the transfer on the agricultural community, regional economy, and Mono Lake ecosystem. Recent analysis demonstrated that both sides—the rural region and the city—gained from the
transfer, albeit unevenly. For example, the Owens Valley (source region)
saw its land values increase 11-fold in the 30-year period from 1900 to
1930 overlapping with the negotiations, while a neighboring county saw
its land values only double during this period. Further comparisons demonstrated that the farmers who sold their priorities were better off than
staying in agriculture, particularly accounting for the effects of the Great
Depression (Libecap, 2009). Nevertheless, the Owens Valley transfer
demonstrates how the perceptions of unfair and inequitable water allocation can impede subsequent reallocation efforts (Libecap, 2009). In a
more recent and prominent example, an assessment of stakeholder impacts
associated with the South-to-North in China transfer identified localized
adverse impacts immediately upstream and downstream of the Danjiangkou Reservoir at the area of origin (Pohlner, 2016).
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Third-party effects have led to: (1) ‘no harm’ standards in water reallocation, (2) efforts to compensate the affected communities, and
(3) regional development projects, including infrastructure intended to
boost agricultural productivity in the affected region. Among the key barriers to implementing the ‘no harm rule’ and managing third-party effects
is the lack of information about historic data on consumptive water use;
patterns of return flows; and the economic, social, and ecological effects of
changes in water use. Any effort to reallocate water must, therefore,
account for the size, duration, and severity of third-party effects, particularly the negative impacts (Grafton et al., 2012b). Estimating these effects
is often difficult, reflecting poor quality baseline data, and consultative
processes that are time intensive and have the ability to undermine a political will to proceed, even if the evidence is compelling.
High transition and transaction costs pose a barrier to reallocation
even when there is broad agreement about the need and direction of the
proposed response. Transaction costs have been described as the economic
equivalent of friction, and refer to the resources required to define, manage, and transfer property rights (Garrick, 2015). A key distinction exists
between transaction costs of reallocation under the prevailing rules of the
game versus the transition costs associated with efforts to change the rules
of the game themselves, i.e., to move from one institutional status quo to
another to create more efficient or equitable institutional mechanisms for
water reallocation (Challen, 2000). Transaction costs are symptomatic of
the underlying sociocultural factors, hydrological and infrastructure constraints, and institutional impediments previously identified. Garrick et al.
(2013) note that transaction costs can comprise up to 70% of the total
costs of market-based transactions with the proportion of total costs highest for transactions reallocating water from agriculture to environmental
purposes. Even relatively modest levels of fixed transaction costs from
€1,500–5,000 per farm can negate the potential gains from water trade in
Italy and Spain, which highlights the need for institutional reform to facilitate water reallocation and reduce transaction costs (Pujol et al., 2006).
Investments in transition costs may involve institutional reform, information technology, and/or infrastructure to reduce transaction costs by
establishing or strengthening the enabling conditions for efficient and
equitable reallocation (Garrick, 2015). For market-oriented water reallocation, these reforms involve the recognition of hydrological limits to consumptive use, the establishment of tradable water entitlements coupled
with associated rules and administrative capacity. Water resource planning, administrative capacity, and coordination institutions therefore
require periodic investments in transition costs to adjust the institutional
framework governing reallocation as social preferences change.
Institutional fragmentation and intergovernmental coordination challenges add another layer of difficulty to all of the other barriers by raising
the costs and complexity of reallocation. Institutional fragmentation refers
to the division or to the overlap in governance functions across multiple
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agencies or units, such as when ministries of energy, agriculture, water, and
infrastructure all play a role in carrying out water planning or other related
water governance functions. In the United States, for example, over 20 federal agencies share responsibility for water resource management (Gleick,
2010). Even Mexico’s relatively more centralized water governance frameworks include seven ministries in the technical council of its National
Water Commission (OECD, 2013).
Intergovernmental coordination refers to the challenge of coordinating governance functions across independent or semi-independent jurisdictions. Political borders pose barriers to reallocation when countries or
subnational governments attempt to block the net export of water from
their jurisdiction. Controversies over upstream-downstream allocation
decisions in the Nile illustrate the challenges of coordinating across sovereign nation-states of Egypt, Ethiopia, and Sudan. Similar challenges arise
in federated states between subnational governments, as illustrated by the
tensions triggered by upstream groundwater pumping in the Rio Grande
of the U.S. and Mexico or the inter-state allocation conflicts arising in the
Cauvery Basin of India.
The heightened costs of collective action across political borders have
prompted efforts to establish intergovernmental agreements. Treaties,
compacts, and partnership agreements are used to share the costs, benefits, and risks of water allocation and to establish associated river basin
organizations, dispute resolution, and monitoring efforts to lower the
costs of addressing misallocation (De Stefano et al., 2012; Garrick and De
Stefano, 2016).

8.3.5 Overcoming Barriers to Water Reallocation:
A Ladder of Interventions
Intensified competition for water increases the need to overcome the barriers to reallocation outlined above. Regardless of the specific policy tools
appropriate for local conditions, increasing ambition in water allocation
reform often involves a sequence of interventions that entail progressively
more difficult sets of barriers. Success depends on the ability to address
institutional and governance barriers that range from those that are relatively easy to manage to those that are much harder (Hellegers and
Leflaive, 2015). In this context, efforts to improve water allocation may
involve a ‘ladder of interventions’—a set of increasingly complex policy
and institutional responses as pressures and capacity grow (Figure 8.2).
The appropriate starting point will depend on the pressures, capacity,
and barriers involved in a particular location and time. Population and
economic growth may trigger increasing competition among rural water
users and between sectors, although governance capacity may remain limited until wealth and political will increase. In such settings, a water availability study or monitoring innovations may be an appropriate entry point.
Underpinning monitoring systems and modeling offer a means of building
capacity and reconciling different mental models about the status of the
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Figure 8.2 Ladder of Interventions
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water resource and key demands. The development of shared knowledge
will be constrained by data limitations and institutional fragmentation,
which are particularly challenging in lower income countries.
Growing urbanization and industrialization brings increasing pressure
for reform; although management capacity increases with wealth, it often
lags growth. Added pressure and capacity create the need and potential for
more complex water allocation reforms to address inter-sectoral misallocation, including competition between different rural uses (mining and agriculture) and across rural, urban, and environmental uses. Water rights
reforms, pricing mechanisms, or related measures may be needed to
address local supply-demand imbalances and the shifting social preferences that come with poverty alleviation and growth. Socioeconomic
inequality is a major barrier to reform, particularly when rural livelihoods
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depend on informal rights to water threatened by economic activity in
new industrial sectors. Local pressures may also involve uncertainty about
where to draw the boundaries around the system, as competition for water
creates interdependencies across rural settlements, agricultural regions,
and cities. Vested interests and legacy issues in rural regions may combine
with poorly defined water rights and weak administrative capacity to pose
formidable barriers to water reallocation.
River basin closure or groundwater overdraft may accompany regional
development as emerging water needs add to existing water uses for agricultural and rural settlements. Growing rural-urban linkages can bring
new pressure for reallocation between sectors, although there is no guarantee that urbanisation and industrial growth will bring sufficient management capacity to address the necessary trade-offs, particularly in
transboundary river basins and aquifers. Basin or sub-basin allocation
reforms confront some of the most vexing and intractable barriers due to
the large group sizes and the associated social, cultural, and economic heterogeneity. The larger geographic territory also raises questions about the
adequacy, appropriateness, and coordination of water infrastructure. In
these contexts, basin planning and conflict management may prove necessary due to the third-party effects, creating substantial inter-governmental
coordination challenge.

8.3.6 A Typology of Barriers—A Summary
The impediments to JADE water allocation come in many forms, stemming from the cultural significance, biophysical complexity, and political
economy of water. At their roots, many barriers arise from inadequate
attention to equity and fairness in water allocation, particularly due to
perceived weaknesses in the legitimacy of water allocation processes.
Increased competition for water, coupled with the political and social
imperatives for equitable water reallocation, have created pressure and
windows of opportunity for water allocation reform and water
reallocation.
Addressing barriers to reallocation, therefore, requires attention to
process, not only the outcomes. When scarcity, droughts, and political or
economic pressures create openings for reform, the process of scoping allocation challenges, identifying options, and assessing their performance
becomes critical to JADE outcomes over time. The next sections consider
these pathways and processes to improve water allocation by accounting
for context, including the role water allocation reform can play in poverty
alleviation and development projects.

8.4 Improving Water Allocation3
Molle (2003) describes three responses to river basin closure: (1) conservation, (2) allocation, and (3) supply augmentation, but notes that conservation and allocation can be pooled and be described as demand
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management. Here, we review ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ responses (Gleick, 2002) to
water misallocation.
An infrastructure or hard response, typically, involves the augmentation of water supplies either in total, or at particular times of the year, such
as during a dry season or drought. This could involve the construction or
enlargement of water storages, but capital investments might also include
basin and interbasin transfers of water from relatively less water scarce
regions to places with greater water stress.
The soft response to water misallocation focuses on water demand,
incentives, and ways to reallocate rather than augment existing water supplies. Soft approaches to improved water reallocation comprise water pricing (including water markets), water efficiency labelling schemes,
incentives to improve water use efficiency, and also a very wide range of
processes in terms of planning and decision making, and the engagement
of stakeholders in water governance (Meinzen-Dick, 2007). These soft
approaches help determine the ‘rules of the game’, or who gets access and
use of water, and when and where water access and use happens. Soft
responses may also be complementary to hard responses, such as investments in water storage and transportation.

8.4.1 Hard Responses
Several key challenges of hard approaches in water stressed locations
include: (1) paying for the capital costs of augmented water supply; (2) the
negative environmental consequences of increasing water supply, and,
therefore, water use; and (3) optimally determining the appropriate size
and timing of investment (Grafton et al., 2015), which is constrained by
inadequate information, such as future inflows and risk events that are
compounded by climate change. Notably, greater water storage per capita
is associated with both higher per capita levels of income and more variable monthly runoff (Hall et al., 2014). This implies that greater investments in storage and lower hydrological variability are linked to per capita
income.
In middle-income and high-income countries, the capital costs of
water supply can often be financed domestically, but in poor countries
some form of external concessionary financing has been the norm, at least
for large water supply schemes. In rich and poor countries public expenditures on capital costs can be reduced through the use of public-private
partnerships. Such partnerships, however, require that there is a sufficient
revenue stream from the sale of the augmented water supply to ensure
that, at the least for the private investors, there is an adequate rate of
return on the infrastructure investment.
In most countries, the beneficiaries of supply augmentation are, typically, subsidized in that water users do not pay the full capital costs (amortized) of supply augmentation and, in some cases, not even all the operating
costs (Convery, 2013). It is rare for water consumers to pay a ‘user cost’ to
account for the reduction in ‘in situ’ values from extracting or storing water.
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Providing a subsidy for capital costs, water user costs, and possibly the
operation and maintenance costs to ensure basic water needs to the poor
and vulnerable, and that would otherwise not be met in the absence of the
subsidies, can provide valuable social benefits. Whether or not such subsidies should be paid depends on the standing of the beneficiaries, who pays
the costs of the subsidies, and the opportunity cost of using such funds for
other purposes. Ideally, on equity grounds, capital cost or other subsidies
should not be provided to beneficiaries who are neither vulnerable nor
disadvantaged, and on efficiency grounds, or when the rate of return from
the funds are higher elsewhere in the economy.
The possible negative environmental consequences of supply augmentation are likely to be greater in water stressed regions. Water storages
may impede the movement of fish needed to maintain sustainable populations, change the level of sediment in stream flows, or the timing of peak
flows and even the temperature of flows immediately downstream of
water releases. As a result, and based on geospatial modeling, Vörösmarty
et al. (2010) show that rivers with the highest biodiversity threats are also
in locations where water infrastructure development and water pollution
is more pronounced.
A key challenge to determine the optimal investment in infrastructure
is that it depends not only on the costs of augmentation, but also on the
expected water demand which, in turn, depends on a range of factors
including the water price. Thus, if the water price is set at too low a level
from the perspective of allocative efficiency, and this results in water misallocation, it will also affect the timing of when supply augmentation is
required, and also the size of this investment. In other words, inefficiencies
in the existing water institutional arrangements, including the water prices
paid by consumers, are ‘locked in’ when a supply augmentation is made as
they determine current and future water demand. For instance, if water
prices are not flexible to increasing water scarcity, then when water supply
augmentation occurs it will not be optimal and will, in general, also not be
of the appropriate size (Grafton et al. 2014). Thus, from an efficiency
perspective, the first step is to correct institutional failures, especially ineffective water pricing, and then build the appropriately sized water infrastructure. In other words, sequencing of reform is critical and, importantly,
the full benefits of hard responses may not be achieved without preceding
or concomitant institutional reform (Pohlner, 2016).

8.4.2 Soft Responses: Stakeholder, Policy, and Decision Processes
Hellegers and LeFlaive (2015), among others, stress the importance of
institutional failures as key barriers to water reform, and also the need for
‘robust’ processes in water governance that can be revised as conditions
and priorities change. These include a wide variety of incentive-based
approaches to water management (Rockefeller Foundation, 2015) that
range from regulations and standards through to price-based approaches
and markets, as well information provision and processes to support
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voluntary actions. Zeitoun et al. (2016), in particular, highlight integrative
pathways to promote water security that include social and political
dimensions and the need to: (1) consider the vulnerable and the values
people attach to water; (2) the link between food, energy, and water risks,
including the effects of policies and climate; and (3) the importance of
adaptive and flexible processes that go beyond supply infrastructure.
Successful integrative pathways are necessary for ‘wicked problems’
that are complex problems that cannot be resolved in advance by linear
approaches because of multiple interactions across many dimensions and
uncertainty over consequences (Australian Public Service Commission,
2007). Wicked problems demand effective multi-stakeholder participatory processes or partnerships if effective responses to water misallocation
are to be realized. A key guide, but not a checklist, developed from many
cases in different contexts and locations synthesizes seven key principles
of effective multi-stakeholder processes: (1) embrace systemic change;
(2) transform institutions; (3) work with power; (4) deal with conflict;
(5) communicate effectively; (6) promote collaborative leadership; and
(7) foster participatory learning (Brouwer et al., 2016). Institutional innovation may be sequenced: (1) from knowledge; (2) to persuasion; (3) to
decisions; and then onto (4) implementation and confirmation of the
decision.
Stakeholder engagement and partnerships are part of overall planning,
decision, and policy processes that include long-term considerations about
water supply and demand and uncertainty. While there is no ‘recipe book’,
some guidance can be proffered beyond the standard policy cycle (Althaus
et al., 2013). In a review of four policy initiatives or reforms, including
water reform in the Murray-Darling Basin, Australia, Grafton and Reinhardt (2016) highlight the following: (1) short timeframes increase the
risks of policy failure; (2) the importance of evidence-informed decision
making; (3) the value proposition of transparency in decision making;
(4) the importance of adapting processes to new information and circumstances; (5) the need to explain why change is needed; and (6) the importance of contesting ideas, including the diagnosis of the problem and action
pathways. These policy propositions reduce the chance of policy failures,
but are not a guarantee for success.
Complementary to multi-stakeholder partnerships and effective policy processes are decision processes that account for risks or uncertain
events with negative consequences. Causal risks-based approaches are particularly useful in that they consider: (1) the drivers of risks, such as climate change or population growth; (2) the triggers that create the risks,
such as a drought; (3) the risks, such as reduced crop production that arise
as a result of a drought; and (4) and the consequences, such as increased
hunger or malnutrition, that are caused by reduced yields as a result of
water deficits (Grafton et al., 2016). Within a causal risk framework
actions or options, both before and after a trigger, need to be evaluated and
compared to decide on the preferred response(s) while explicitly considering the effects on risks and consequences (Fenton and Neil 2013).
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Causal risk approaches to decision making can draw from a range of
tools such as Bayesian modelling and Monte Carlo analysis, among others
(Hubbard, 2014). Both Bayesian modelling (Fenton and Neil, 2013) and
Monte Carlo analysis allow for the quantification of risks and can help
focus decision makers on the key variables and leverage points to make
actions more effective.

8.4.3 Responding to Complexity
The two responses (hard and soft) are not mutually exclusive nor are they
necessarily substitutes for each other. Indeed, they can be complementary,
if appropriately sequenced and at the correct scale (Rosser, 2016). For
instance, building additional storages and supply infrastructure without
instituting some form of water pricing may do little to remedy the challenges of water misallocation. The appropriate mix of hard and soft
approaches in response to water misallocation depends on multiple factors
including capacity for reallocation, current misallocation, and the circumstances around the water misallocation (rural versus urban, rural versus
rural, etc.). Importantly, the responses may be multiplicative rather than
additive in the sense a combination of hard and soft responses may transition the current water allocation closer to a JADE allocation than if each
response were undertaken separately or sequentially.
Both hard and soft responses to water misallocation should be based
on an understanding that many water misallocation problems are what
may be called ‘complex problems’. This does not simply mean that the
problem is complicated, although this might be the case, but rather that
the ‘solutions’, or rather resolutions, will often need to be developed iteratively and will not necessarily be apparent at the onset. For instance, raising a child is a complex problem because while principles of child rearing
are valuable, they must, necessarily, be adapted to an individual and will
change over time, as the child matures, and as circumstances alter. By contrast, building a bridge is a complicated problem, but not complex in that
its completion can be planned for and sequenced, with minor modifications, from start to finish.
Complex problems will, typically, involve complex behaviour
whereby the interactions between components of the ‘system’ interact in
ways that cannot properly understood by simply analyzing the individual
components, but rather their multiple interactions (Cilliers, 2008). This is
not to say that reductionist approaches of analysis are inadvisable for complex problems, but that approaches that consider interactions, feedbacks,
cumulative effects, and consequences across multiple scales and actors are
especially valuable. Equally as important, the resolution of complex problems involves learning to devise adequate responses such that the ‘solution’ cannot be known and determined in advance in an ‘open loop’
control whereby actions or responses are made independent of the current
state of the world. Rather, it requires adaptive feedback or closed loop
control whereby improved understanding of the water misallocation, and
the barriers to reallocation, determine the responses to reallocation. In
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turn, these responses adjust to changes in the system or circumstances. In
this sense, the responses to water misallocation in a complex system must
involve a form of active adaptive management (Walters and Hilborn,
1976) that explicitly recognizes uncertainty, allows for alternative
approaches that change over time as more is learnt about the systems, and
also learnings from the effects of policy actions. We note that a recent literature review has found very few examples where the application of
adaptive management to ecological systems has been successfully undertaken and documented, and has resulted in demonstrable changes in either
policy or management (Westgate et al., 2013), underscoring the importance of active review processes.
Importantly, robust ‘solutions’ for complex systems and problems frequently come out of a process that: (1) carefully scopes the problem(s);
(2) considers the risks and options of the current water allocation and the
alternatives; and (3) decides on a transparent approach for the appropriate
option(s) or what should be done, and how (FE2W Network). Each of
these steps requires an active engagement and meaningful dialogue with
stakeholders to ensure water reallocation delivers the benefits sought by
stakeholders and the community at large. Critically important, all relevant
knowledge should be incorporated into the decision-making process and,
that as much as possible, the risks and consequences of both business as
usual and water reallocation are fully assessed.
A Risks and Options Assessment for Decision-making (ROAD) (Grafton et al., 2016) is well suited to the complex problems of water misallocation. It does not impose a ‘ready-made solution’, but rather develops a
set of possible options informed by the evidence and stakeholders to make
a risk-informed decision. Such a process builds adaptive capacity, or the
ability to learn and reorganize and to innovate. Indeed, it is a lack of adaptive capacity that makes water reallocation such a difficult problem.
Importantly, responding to water misallocation is about adapting a decision-making process to deliver better outcomes, and it is not about adapting a ‘solution’ to a particular problem of water misallocation.

8.4.4 Steps Forward
As already highlighted, the sociocultural factors, hydrological and infrastructure constraints, and political economic barriers to reallocation are
interrelated. Thus, developing effective responses to misallocation requires:
(1) diagnosing barriers through an iterative, participatory and risk-based
process; (2) identifying which barriers to address first, based on their amenability to change; and (3) developing a sequenced and iterative series of
responses.
While every water misallocation will have its unique characteristics
and the responses must also be tailored to particular circumstances, we
contend that a common process can be used to step through from diagnosis, to evaluation and assessment, and then to effective and adaptive implementation. This is a Three-Step Approach to Improve Water Misallocation
and is illustrated in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3 A Three-Step Approach to Improve Water Allocation
Diagnose Water Misallocation

STEP

1

Scoping

• Document misallocation: users, sectors and
boundaries; Just, Allocative and Dynamic Efficient
(JADE)
• Describe the systems and its complexity
• Institutional, stakeholder and knowledge mapping
• Identity key drivers and triggers
• Specify baseline and thresholds
• Highlight essential versus enabling conditions for
change
• Make transparent the needs and objectives of
stakeholders

Evaluate Water Reallocation Responses
STEP

2

Risk Assessment
and
Options

• Show who are winners and losers in BAU and
reallocation
• Fill the key knowledge gaps
• Develop performance indicators
• Prioritize options and assess outcomes of
reallocation
• Sequence actions and responses and timing
• Contest findings with stakeholders
• Justify the mandate for change

Implement and Measure Reallocation Outcomes
STEP

3

Evaluation
and
Adaptation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a narrative of change
Deliver compensation where needed
Measure and report of JADE
Celebrate success
Look for weaknesses or failures and then revise
Systemize stakeholder’s feedback and reset when
necessary
• Update assumptions and projections
• Schedule dates and delivery of formal review and
feedback

While the Three-Step Approach is visualized as a sequential process:
diagnosis, risk assessment, and options to implementation, it is, in fact, an
iterative process. Thus, in Step Two it is possible that knowledge gaps are
identified that require further identification or diagnosis. Similarly, in Step
Three, with measurement and implementation, the learning from
responses and stakeholders may require a rethink and revision which
would necessitate a return to Step Two and further consideration of
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options. We stress that while this Three-Step Approach is suited to incremental change it is equally applicable to transformational change. Indeed,
transformational change for a complex water misallocation problem
demands a process that iteratively diagnoses the drivers and fully considers
the possible options and their intended and unintended consequences
prior to implementation.
In our view, the Three-Step Approach to Improve Water Allocation is
essential to respond to water misallocation. This is because many water
misallocations are complex problems that require a closed-loop control.
Some misallocations may even be characterized as ‘wicked’ problems that
feature: (1) multiple possible responses; (2) values of different outcomes
and states of the world that are highly contested; (3) conflicted interests
that exist among stakeholders; (4) seemingly intractable trade-offs; (5) disputes over the available and needed evidence to make effective decisions;
and (6) substantial uncertainty about what the consequences are of the
possible actions (Grafton, 2017, in review).
Neither complex nor wicked problem can be resolved by ‘cookie cutter’ frameworks, linear decision approaches, or simply engineer-based
‘solutions’. Until, and unless, integrative approaches are developed, the
huge potential that could be realized from responding to water misallocation and achieving improved water reallocation will not be realized.

8.5 A Three-Step Approach to Improve Water Allocation
This report outlines: (1) a typology of water misallocation; (2) barriers to
water reallocation; and (3) policy responses to water misallocation. A key
finding is that a response to water misallocation would greatly benefit
from a Three-Step Approach to Water Reallocation.
A Three-Step Approach first involves a diagnosis of the water misallocation. Without understanding the causes and barriers, appropriate
responses are not possible. Second, it requires an evaluation, with stakeholders, of the possible options available, the sequencing of these options,
and the possible consequences. Given the critical nature of water and the
potentially dire effects of poorly considered responses, an adequate risk
assessment is essential. In some cases this may be as simple as influence or
casual risk diagrams (Greenberg, 2017), but could be much more sophisticated (Hall and Borgomeo, 2013), depending on the capacity of decision
makers and the nature of the water reallocation. Third, the selected
option(s) must be implemented in a timely and effective way, with appropriate measurement of performance, and the flexibility and capacity to
adapt to new information and changes in circumstances.

8.5.1 Illustrations of the Three-Step Approach
To illustrate how the Three-Step Approach could work, we provide two
illustrations of water misallocation in different contexts. The first illustration is in a rural district in a coastal area of a lower middle-income country
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and responds to a conflict of water quality and availability between competing uses and users. The second illustration is in a megacity in a middleincome country where a substantial number of its residents do not have
regular access to potable water and where there is currently insufficient
supply to meet existing water demands, particularly during droughts. For
each illustration we provide a context and then a possible response to the
following questions to frame the discussion:
1. Which is the principal goal for water allocation?
2. What are the actions or steps needed to move toward this goal?
3. When should the sequencing of the steps or actions occur?
4. How much would the reallocation and transition from the current
state of the world cost?

Illustration one: Rural-to-rural water misallocation
Context: The illustrative district has a population of approximately one
million with most people located on the coastal fringe. Most residents are
engaged in farming, in micro enterprises or are employed part-time or fulltime in a growing tourism sector. Recently, a large industrial enterprise has
established a mining operation inland and has built a dam on the district’s
major river and freshwater source. The dam is currently owned and operated by the mining enterprise to store water for extractive mining purposes and also for hydroelectric generation.
Following the dam construction and commencement of mining activities, downstream communities have observed reduced stream flows in the
dry season, and also a fall in the water table. Some communities near the
mining enterprise have observed a decline in groundwater quality. The
national government has licensed the mining enterprise’s activities and
receives substantial royalties from the mine. Mine workers receive wages
that are several times greater than the average wage in the district, but
because of minimum qualification requirements most of the workers
come from outside of the district.
Goals: The goal of water reallocation should be developed by all relevant
stakeholders and be as measurable or quantifiable as possible. A default
goal for this illustration is to maximize the gross regional product of the
district subject to a binding minimum welfare (includes income and measure of services including water) constraint for all residents of the district.
Actions: Actions needed to be developed with stakeholders using appropriate causal risks methods with participatory approaches. Possible actions
that could be undertaken by district and national decision makers include:
• Truck water to communities disadvantaged by the mining operations
and the dam
• Provide monetary side payments to community residents disadvantaged by the mining operations and the dam
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• Monitor both water quality and depletion of the ground table of known
aquifers and downstream of the dam
• Provide support for ‘bridging’ possible institutional silos and ‘nesting’
in terms of water governance at the district level and nationally, where
relevant
• Support crop diversification to reduce agricultural demand for water
• Support microenterprises and economic diversification to increase
incomes and reduce water dependence
• Impose an extraction charge on water used by the mine to fund actions
to compensate ‘losers’

Sequencing: Monitoring would begin immediately and would include the
of use time series data, where available, to assess the extent of the water
quality and water depletion problems. The proposed assistance to communities disadvantaged by the mining operations and the dam would be
developed in consultation with stakeholders over a six-month period. It
would be funded and implemented to coincide with the receipt of the
funds from a water abstraction charge imposed on the mine designed to
internalize the external costs to the district’s communities and is consistent with the ‘polluter pays’ principle.
Costs: The cost of the planned actions to assist the disadvantaged communities would be able to be paid for using the water abstraction charge
imposed on the mine. The high cost actions would include the trucking of
water to communities while lower cost actions might be support for crop
diversification.
Illustration two: Rural-to-urban misallocation in a ‘megacity’
Context: The illustrative megacity includes dozens of municipalities and is
home to over 10 million people, comprising a large percentage of the
national population and a disproportionately large share of its GDP. The
city plays an important strategic role in national and regional economic
development. Water demand is largely met through water transfers from
neighboring rural regions. The transferred water currently supplies approximately half of the water demands in the source basins. Water quality and
associated public health issues, high system leakage rates and uneven
access in informal settlements illustrate strong linkages between urban-tourban and rural-to-urban misallocations.
Goal: The goal of water reallocation should be developed by the relevant
stakeholders and be as measurable or quantifiable as possible. In contrast
with a rural district, where stakeholder inclusion may be possible locally, a
multilevel process is needed to build legitimacy, coupled with effective
central coordination. As with Illustration One, the default goal for this
illustration is to maximize the economic growth of the city and its contribution to national welfare subject to a binding minimum welfare (includes
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income and measure of services including water) constraint for all residents of the city, and a compensation scheme considered fair by those
inhabiting the source region.

Actions: Actions needs to be developed by responsible decision makers,
involving all relevant stakeholders, including national stakeholders and
other regional and city stakeholders that have an interest in the key surrounding catchment areas. Possible actions that could be undertaken by
city, regional, and national decision makers include:
• Commission a water availability study based on the latest climate science to ensure all stakeholders have a solid understanding of likely
water futures in the relevant catchments. This should encompass both
surface water and groundwater resources;
• Examine all climate resilient water sources available to the megacity, to
ensure there is a clear understanding of the place of rural-urban transfer options in the suite options to meet forecast water demand in the
megacity;
• Examine whether alternative water sharing arrangements could better
meet future needs of the megacity, and the needs of all other water
users in the catchments of the megacity. If this is the case, establish a
comprehensive plan for its introduction. An integral element of such a
plan should be transparent communication with all stakeholders, particularly in the rural ‘source’ regions;
• Examine how water is valued, and whether it is being properly priced
in all parts of the value chain, and that the approach to pricing recognizes risks and costs from interruption to supply;
• Examine the regulatory framework governing water provision to the
mega city and, in particular, consider how changing water security
should impact on assessment of appropriate tariff structures;
• Put in place measures to reinvigorate existing institutions to ensure new
approaches introduced as a result of the above actions can be implemented smoothly, without resistance from established interests; and
• Establish protocols within the revamped institutional setting to manage extreme events, including negotiating temporary supply contracts
from other users in the case of emerging extreme supply shortfalls.
These actions should be undertaken in the context of addressing other
concurrent water misallocations affecting the megacity, such as urban—
urban misallocations. Public information campaigns are critical to ensure
water users in the megacity, and surrounding catchments understood the
core issues. These campaigns should focus the measures being undertaken
to ensure risks to future water security (and water quality) are being
addressed within the context of JADE principles.

Sequencing: Information gathering and communication of the findings
is the first key step. This should be followed by setting out of options for
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revamping the water sharing arrangements and new laws, regulations
and institutions that would be required to put this in place. As this process would in all likelihood take 2–3 years to complete, understanding
the key risks should be a key priority to ensure that if extraordinary
water shortfalls emerged in the near term, they could be effectively
managed.

Costs: Costs would depend on the risks identified and the state of existing
arrangements relative to required arrangements. Water security is a core
requirement for managing the life in any megacity. No matter how wealthy
the megacity, it is important that policy makers understand the cost effectiveness of proposed options. The actions proposed ensure that the cost of
addressing rural-urban water misallocation can be examined and addressed
in the context of the full suite of options that affect water service provision to the megacity. Good quality information will be at the core of assisting governments at all levels to take long-term, sustainable, and risk based
decisions, reflecting their fiscal circumstances.

8.5.2 Pathways
The particular responses at the chosen locations should be determined as
part of ‘action research’ and will depend on the time and resources available. As the illustrations show, at a minimum, the reform process requires
in Step One: (1) an institutional, knowledge, and stakeholder mapping;
(2) documentation of the misallocation(s); (3) description of the baseline and business as usual trends; and (4) identification of key drivers of
risks and their triggers. Step Two would involve a risk assessment, tailored to the water misallocation and capacities of decision makers along
with a process to prioritize, with stakeholders, possible options, and
responses. Step Three should lead to an implementation plan that would
include ways to measure performance and to also review mechanisms to
allow for revision and adaptation to changes in information and
circumstances.
The application of the steps will differ by location, but should prove
valuable in a wide range of cases. The ‘ladder of interventions’ would necessarily differ according to the resources available, the institutional capability, and the time frame for the decisions. In a poor region or country
where there is a very limited budget and data, the first rung on the ladder
would be developing the capacity to make informed choices about
improved water allocation. In a rich nation with large institutional capacity and expertise, a much more ambitious intervention is possible and
could include efficient and equitable water pricing in both rural and urban
areas. The key point is that the Three Step Approach frames the nature
and type of action or intervention by focusing on capacities, risks, and
options in a participatory process. Its application provides the opportunity
to achieve meaningful improvements in water allocation, sustainable
water use, and increased benefits to the poor and vulnerable in terms of
water access and use.
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Glossary
Adaptive management. Management that explicitly recognizes the inherent uncertainty in systems and allows for testing of assumptions and models of the world, learns from responses and their consequences, and builds
flexibility in responses as circumstances change and information is
updated.
Allocative efficiency (water). An outcome whereby for any reallocation of
water resources or associated water infrastructure among competing uses
(including in situ uses) at a given point in time, it is not possible for the
‘winners’ to fully compensate the ‘losers’.
Basin closure. When the supply of fresh water falls short of commitments
to fulfill demand in terms of water quality and/or quantity within the
basin and at its river mouth, for part or all of the year.
Closed-loop control. A series of actions intended to manage a system
whereby the current state of the world influences, through feedbacks, the
current action, control, or response.
Complex problem. An undesirable outcome that arises from the multiple
interactions of the components of a complex system that requires an
understanding of interactions and feedbacks of the system to ensure proper
diagnosis and effective and adaptive policy responses.
Cultural flows (water). Physical flows of water of sufficient quality and
temporal availability that allows for the full realization of the spiritual,
cultural, social, economic, and material well-being of a community.
Distributive justice (water). A fair and equitable allocation of water that
takes into account historical and current injustices in terms of water and
other assets and resources.
Environmental flows. The physical water flow in streams and rivers that
because of the volume of water, the quality of the water, and the timing of
the flows provides benefits in the form of ecosystem services.
Equitable or just allocation (water). A socially determined notion of fairness whereby both the process of allocation (or reallocation) and the outcomes of allocation are viewed as just from the perspectives of the
stakeholders, and especially for the poor and vulnerable.
Hard responses (water). Investments in existing or new fixed assets (typically
in water supply infrastructure) that change the existing water allocation.
In situ use. A ‘use’ such that the resource is left undisturbed or remains in
its original state.
Institutions. Human devised rules and norms of behavior that govern
human interactions and determine who gets what, and when.
Inter-temporal (dynamic) efficiency (water). An outcome whereby
despite any reallocation of water resources and/or redesign of associated
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water infrastructure and processes over the whole value chain, and over
time (present to the future or vice versa), it is not possible to increase the
net present value of all water uses (including in situ uses).
Just and Allocative and Dynamically Efficient (JADE) water allocation. A
water allocation that, based on quantifiable performance indicators, is
allocative efficient, inter-temporally efficient and also equitable as determined by the locally established norms of distributive justice, and especially for the poor and vulnerable.
Mental model. Representations of an individual’s or group’s internally
held understanding of the external world.
Open-loop control. A series of actions or responses intended to manage a
system that is independent of the current state of the world.
Over-allocation (water). An outcome whereby the existing allocation of
water across all users exceeds the overall regulatory limit on water use
under the existing water allocation regime.
Overextraction (water). An outcome whereby the existing allocation is
either unsustainable and/or is inter-temporally inefficient.
Property rights to water. The de jure and de facto rights to access, withdraw, manage, or transfer water resources, and to exclude others from
doing so. Property rights water are held by individuals, communities, other
entities, or a combination of multiple entities.
Return flows. The volume of water returned to water systems, via seepage
and runoff, following water use.
Social norms. Behavioral patterns within a group, supported by a shared
understanding of acceptable actions and sustained through social interactions within that group.
Soft responses (water). Processes (typically in terms of governance and
decision making) that directly or indirectly affect the existing water allocation, but without the augmentation of construction of fixed assets.
Stakeholders (water). Parties that are affected by or can affect the existing
water allocation or a possible water reallocation.
Stranded assets. Fixed or capital assets or resources that, following an
unexpected change in markets or policies, have much reduced valuations
or may even have no value.
Third party effects (water). Social, economic, and ecological impacts of
changes in water use borne by those who are not represented in the negotiation or decision as a result of water reallocation.
Three-Step Approach to Improve Water Allocation. A process that
responds to water misallocation by: (1) scoping and diagnosing the current
state of the world; (2) assessing risks and evaluating and prioritizing policy
responses; and (3) implementing and measuring the performance of the
policy responses.
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Transaction costs (water). Costs incurred in exchanging and enforcing
property rights over water or water-related assets that determine who
accesses and uses water and how and when the water is used.
Transition costs (water). The additional costs of modifying a given institutional framework for water allocation to facilitate water reallocation.
User cost (water). The present value of increased future costs associated
with current water uses.
Vested interests (water). Existing water users, and associations of users,
who hold an expectation of continued access and use of water.
Water allocation. Prevailing patterns of water use (including in situ use) at
a particular place and time.
Water allocation regime. A set of rules and norms that govern the process
of establishing, distributing, enforcing, and adjusting patterns of water use
over time and place.
Water allocation right. A type of water right that provides its owner with
the right to extract and use water over a limited period of period of time
(e.g., irrigation season) in accordance with any concomitant duties or
responsibilities attached to the right.
Water consumption. The volume of water that is extracted from water
systems less the amount of water that is returned to water systems, other
than by evaporation.
Water entitlement. A type of water right that provides its owner with the
right to extract and use water over an extended period of time in accordance with any concomitant duties or responsibilities attached to the
right.
Water extraction. The volume of water abstracted from water systems
(streams, rivers, aquifers or storages) for the purpose of water
consumption.
Water misallocation. A pattern of water use (including in situ use) at a
particular place and time such that it is not allocative inefficient or intertemporally inefficient or inequitable, as determined by the locally established norms of distributive justice.
Water reallocation. A change to the volume, timing, and location or quality of water delivery, intended to deliver specific goals and or achieve particular outcomes.
Water right. A property right that allows a water user to have any one or
all of the following rights to: hold, access, deliver, use, and dispose of water
at a given time and location and in accordance with any concomitant
duties or responsibilities attached to the right.
Water scarcity. A measure of water use to water availability. A commonly
used measure is the ratio of the annual water extracted in a given location
to the annual renewable fresh water available.
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Water security. According to the United Nations it is “The capacity of a
population to safeguard sustainable access to adequate quantities of
acceptable quality water for sustaining livelihoods, human well-being, and
socioeconomic development, for ensuring protection against waterborne
pollution, and water-related disasters, and for preserving ecosystems in a
climate of peace and political stability.”
Water stress. A measure of per capita annual renewable fresh water availability. Water availability of less than 1,000 m3 is considered to be high
water stress and less than 500 m3 is defined as extreme water stress.
Water user. Any entity or person that accesses, delivers, uses or disposes of
water at a given location and point in time.
Wicked problem (water). A complex problem of water misallocation
where evidence is highly contested, values over outcomes and processes
are disputed, trade-offs between water users and/or uses are seemingly
intractable, multiple pathways to water reallocation are possible, and there
is substantial uncertainty over the consequences of business as usual and
alternative futures.

Notes
1. In some allocation regimes, a water allocation refers to the ‘amount of water that
an entitlement holder has been granted permission to abstract within a specified
time period in a manner that is in accordance with pre-specified conditions.’
(OECD, 2015).
2. This issue is also explored in Nikolakis and Grafton (2014).
3. Subsections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 are sourced and adapted from Grafton (2017, in press).
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areas across the globe. With climate change, rainfall will become more fickle, with longer and
deeper periods of droughts and deluges. Uncharted Waters: The New Economics of Water Scarcity and
Variability presents new evidence to advance our understanding of how rainfall shocks, coupled
with water scarcity, affect farms, firms, and families. On farms, the largest consumers of water
in the world, impacts are channeled from declining yields to shriveling forests. Dry shocks, by
reducing farmers’ yields cause forests to be converted into farms, and are a hidden driver of global
deforestation, which in turn accentuates the risks of climate change. In cities, water extremes—
especially when combined with unreliable infrastructure—can stall firm production, sales, and
revenue. For rural families, who are at the center of the water scarcity challenge, rainfall shocks
have an impact on their incomes, jobs, and long-term health. Although a rainfall shock may be
fleeting, its consequences can become the destiny of those who experience it.
Uncharted Waters demonstrates that, while floods are the spectacular weather events that
cause sensational damage, the impacts of water scarcity and drought are even greater, causing
long-term and persistent harm in ways that are poorly understood. Avoiding this misery in slow
motion will call for fundamental changes in the way that water is managed and used. A key
message of Uncharted Waters is that water has multiple economic attributes that entail distinct
policy responses at each stage in its cycle of use. If water is not managed more prudently—
from source, to tap, and back to source—the crises observed today will become the catastrophes
of tomorrow.
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The 21st century will witness the collision of two powerful forces—burgeoning population growth
coupled with a changing climate. With population growth, water scarcity will proliferate to new

